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TRANSLATOR'S PR K FACE.

M. Cousin's " Course of the History of Modem Philosophy"

is here, for the first tame entire, presented to the English reader.

It consists of Lectures delivered at Paris in the years 1828-9.

"The delivery of these Lectures," says Sir Wm. Hamilton,*

Bpeaking of the first volume, " excited an unexampled sensation

in Paris. Condemned to silence during the reign of Jesuit

cendancy, M. Cousin, after eight years of honorable retirement,

had ascended again the chair of philosophy ; and the splendor

with which he recommenced his academical career, more than

justified the expectation which his recent reputation as a writer,

and the memory of his earlier lectures, had inspired. Two thou-

sand auditors listened, in admiration, to the eloquent exposition

of doctrines unintelligible to the many, and the oral discussion of

philosophy awakened in Paris, and in France, an interest unex-

ampled since the days of Abelard. The daily journals found it

necessary to gratify, by their earlier analyses, the impatient curios-

ity of the public ; and the Lectures themselves, taken in short-

hand, and corrected by the Professor, propagated weekly the in-

fluence of his instruction to the remotest provinces of the king-

dom." These remarks of the noble Edinburgh Professor, which

contain no exaggeration, might be extended, with equal propriety,

to the other two volumes.

It is not expected that, at present, a like interest for philoso-

phy can be awakened on this side of the ocean, for the American

mind is still flowing, for the most part, in utilitarian channels
;
yet

there are many earnest thinkers among us who are detennined to

* Edinburgh Review, October, 1829, p. 194.
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every thing to [gratify a refined taste, "Of all natiom in the

vrorldj the French are among the greate I i of pro e , and

Of all their prOS€ writers m I." said lo r\cc|

Cousin in |><>\\.t of ezpressioo ami perfect finish <!' style."*

It. is hardly accessary to repeal here whal bs a ob-

served, and what every one, who lias made tin- attempt, kno1

thai it i> very difficult t<> translate accurately from bo flexible a

Language as tin- French into English. The constant aim of the

translator has been to give no moiv, no less, than tin- thought <>f

Cousin. The style of the original, so far as the peculiarities of

the two languages would permit, has been followed. How far

successful these efforts may have been, is left for those to

who are qualified to judge.

The translator gladly embraces this opportunity of acknowl-

edging his indebtedness to F. W. Ricord (Librarian of the

" Library Association," Newark, N. J.), as his fellow-laborer in

the work of translation.

0. W. WIGHT.

New York, September 8, 1851.

• Morell.
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INTRODUCTION

In I I If.

II [STORY OF P II I LOSOPH V.

LECTURE I.

IDEA OF PHILOSOPHY.

Subject of the first lecture :—That philosophy is a special want and a neces-

sary product of the human mind.— Enumeration of the fundamental want*

Ofthe human mind, of the general ideas which govern its activity : 1st,

Idea o\' the usrfuh mathematical, and physical sciences, industry, political

economy : Sd, [dea oi' the just, civil society, the State, jurisprudence : 8d,

Idea of tho beautiful, art: -tth, The idea of God, religion, worship: 5th,

Of reflection, as the foundation of philosophy.—Philosophy, the last de-

velopment of thought.—Its true character in the nineteenth century.

Gentlemen :

—

I cannot suppress my deep emotion in rinding myself

again in this chair, to which, in 1815, I was called by the choice

of my illustrious master and friend, M. Royer-Collard. The first

strokes of a power which no longer exists drove me hence : I am
happy and proud to reappear to-day, with the return of the consti-

tutional hopes of France (applause) ; and my gratitude and loy-

alty constrain me to thank publicly my country, the king, and

the new administration. (Applause.)

A separation of eight years from the public has deprived me

of my wonted ease in the presence of assemblages like this before

me. Accustomed in my retirement to those forms of thought

which, though well enough adapted to private study, are not

proper for the instruction of others, I fear that for want of ex-

pressions suitable to a numerous* audience, I shall bring to this

thair the mere soliloquies of a hermit. It is indeed but recently
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you comprehend somewhat profoundly the Platonic philosophy,

it is mvi>s;ii v that I should show you iti relations with the gen«

era] epoch of the history of philosophy to which ii !

New
, thai which is true oi m i

- equally true of the differ-

ent epochs of the history of philosophy. En order to understand

one of them, it is necessary to become acquainted with sin

all, 1 deem it, then, indispensable to present to you, during the

short time thai remains to us before our di ition, s genera]

review of the different epochs of the history of philosophy, ss an

introduction to the complete exposition of the Platonic philosophy

With its antecedents and consequents. 1 shall doubt IHCC

but lightly oyer all, but nothing, 1 hope, will remain unnoticed. It

will be necessary, at first, to sketch the frame-work, leaving the

picture to be completed at a later period. By this plan 1 shall,

moreover, be able to unfold more advantageously my own opin-

ions. All the problems which human thought can suggest, hav-

ing been successively taken up by different ages and different

schools, will thus be brought to this chair. From the heights of

ace and history, then, the public, who have now forgotten me,

and who wish in the first place to know where I intend to con-

duct them, will see more clearly my aim, my designs, and, thus

to speak, that star of philosophy which must serve as a light and

a guide in the great career which we must run together. Then

for the next year we will consider Plato and Greece ; for this

year, humanity in its integrity, and the general history of phi-

losophy.

But do you perceivg that I am reasoning upon an hypothesis

which many, perhaps, will not admit ? Is philosophy the legiti-

mate daughter of human reason, or is it only a series of chimeras

originating in the dreams of men of genius, and propagated and

maintained by the authority of their example ? Does it belong

to Plato and Aristotle alone, or is it the property of the human in-

tellect ? Is it only a caprice, an extravagance of thought, or

does it really possess a foundation in that nature which is com-

mon to us all, and consequently has it a rank in the catalogue of
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1 nil 11 try is a oonqueaj of liberty over the forc< ___.
nature, ["he woi Id, such as man found it, i to

him ; the world, such as the mathematical and plr

ther w'nli indu try, have made it, is a world n embling man,

reconstructed by him in hk own image. [nfact,lo md

you, and jrou will perceive everywhere the impre ion of intelli-

gence and human liberty. Nature had only made thinj

is, beings without value; man, in giving to them the form

of his own personality, has elevated them into images of liberty

and intelligence, and in this way communicated to them a

the value which belongs to himself.* The primitive world is

nothing more than material for the labor of man
;
and it is lal

thai has given to this matter the value which it possesses. The

destiny o( man (L mean in his relations with the world) is to

assimilate nature as much as possible to himself, to plant in it,

and in it to make appear, unceasingly, the liberty and intelligence

With which he is endowed. Industry, I repeat it "with pleasure,

is the triumph of man over nature, whose tendency was to en-

croach upon and destroy him, but which retreats before him, and

is metamorphosed in his hands : this is truly nothing !ess than

the creation of a new world by man. Political economy ex-

plains the secret, or rather the detail, of all this : it follows the

achievements of industry, which are themselves connected with

those of the mathematical and physical sciences.

I hope that I shall not be accused of injustice towards the

mathematical and physical sciences, towards industry and political

economy. I would simply demand whether there are no other

sciences than mathematics and physics, whether there is no other

power than that of industry, whether political economy ex-

hausts all our intellectual capacity. Mathematics and physics,

industry and political economy, have one and the same object,

the useful. The question is then changed into this,—Is the use-

* In regard to the true foundation of the idea of value, see 1st Series,

2d Vol., Lecture 20, page 8'M: ; and 4th Vol., Lectures 17 and 18, On Smith,

page 283.

2
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the exeroi e of free and voluntai ncj . Theno all

duties and .-ill legal right u The onlj l< 'I right i

respected in the peaoeful exercise of Liberty ; the only dnto

i the first of all, is to re peot the liberty of oiln .1 us-

tioe is Qothing more than this; justice is the maintenance of

reciprooa] liberty. :The State does not restrain liberty, as some

aver ; it develops and secures it Besides, in primitive society,

all men arc necessarily unequal, by reason of their wants, their

sentiments, their physical, intellectual, and moral faculties; but

before the State, which considers men only as persons, a free

beings, all men are equal, liberty being equal to itself, and

forming the only type, the only measure of equality, which

without liberty, is only a resemblance, that is,a diversity.'! Equality

is then, with liberty, the basis of legal order and of this political

world, a creation of the genius of man, more wonderful still

than the actual world of industry compared with the primitive

world of nature.

But, indeed, human intelligence goes still further than all this.

It is again an incontestable fact, that in the infinite variety of exte-

rior objects and human acts, there are some that appear to us not

only as useful or hurtful, as just or unjust, but as beautiful or

ugly. The idea of the bcautifulj is as inherent in the human

spirit as that of the useful or that of the just. Question your-

self before a vast and tranquil sea, before mountains with harmo-

nious contours, before the noble or graceful form of man or wo-

man, or when in contemplation of some trait of heroic devotion.

Once struck with the idea of the beautiful, man seizes upon it,

disengages it, extends it, purifies it in his thought ; by the aid of

this idea which exterior objects have suggested, he examines

anew these same objects, and finds them, upon second view, in-

* On the idea of justice, 1st Scries, Vol. 2d, Lectures 21 and 22, page 837

;

and Vol. 3d, Lecture on Hobbes.

t On the idea of equality, see 1st Series, Vol. 2d, Lecture 18, page 244.

X 1st Series, Vol. 2d, 2d Part, Of tie Beautiful, p. 121, and Vol. 4th, Lec-

ture 13, ^Esthetics of Hutchinson ; and Lecture 23, ^Esthetics of Reid.
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the earth as it pn ed from the hands of nature, and vrho should

now return in the midsl of the pr< of our indu qui

bstitutions\ and of our arts. Not being able to nize the

ami dwelling place of man, would it i m to him, in bis

tonishment, that a superior race of beings had pa sed oyer the

earth and metamorphosed it
'.'

But, indeed, this world thus metamorpho ed by ti e power of

man, this nature which he has reconstructed in his image, this

society whioh he has established upon the rule of justice, the e

marvels of art. with which he has enohanted life, a iifficient

for man. All-powerful as he is, lie conceives a power superior

to his own and to that of nature, a power which Without doubt

manifests itselfonly by its works, that is, by nature and human-

ity, a power that is contemplated only in its works, which is con-

eeived only in relation with its works, and then too, under the

reservation of infinite superiority and omnipotence. Chained

within the limits of this world, man sees nothing except through

this world and under the forms of this world ; but through these

forms, and under these forms themselves, he supposes, irresist-

ibly, something which is for him the substance, the cause, and

the model of all the powers and the perfections which he sees

both in himself and in the world. In a word, beyond the world

of industry, beyond the political world and that of art, man con-

ceives God. The God of humanity is no more separated from

the world than he is concentrated in it.* A God without a

world is for man as if he were not ; a world without a God is an

incomprehensible enigma to his thought, and an overwhelming

weight upon his heart.

The intuitive perception of God, distinct in himself from the

world, but there making himself manifest, is natural religion,

But as man stopped not at the primitive world, at primitive soci-

* 1st Series, Vol. 2d, Lectures 9th and 10th, Of Mysticism, and Lecture

84th, Recapitulation, page 392. " I can conceive God only in his manifesta-

tions, and by the signs which he gives of his existence."
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at everj moment enfeebled or totally eclipsed, Woi hip,

on of I* cifio, clear, and permanent, recall* man to 1

1

;i thousand times more forcibly than the world oan do. h

victory over vulgar life higher still than that of industry, of the

:.-, and of art

But on whal condition does woj bip effectually recall m

his Creator? On the condition! inherent in aL worship, of
|

tenting these obscure relations of humanity and the world to

God under exterior forms—under lively images and syml

Reaching this point, humanity has, doubtless, very Ear advanced
;

but has it arrived,at a limit beyond which it cannot go? All

(ruth, by which I mean all the relations of man and of the world

to God, are deposited, L believe, in the sacred symbols of i

i. But can thought stop at symbols ? Faith attach)

to symbols; its grandeur ami its strength consist in seeing in

them what does not exist, or, at least, what exists there only

in an indirect and distorted manner. But this cannot be the last

degree of the development of human intelligence. In presence

of the symbol, man, after having adored it, feels the need of ac-

counting to himself for so doinof. Accounting to himself, cren-

tlemen, accounting to himself! These are truly serious words.

On what condition, in fact, does he account to himself? On the

condition of analyzing that for which he wishes to account, and

of transforming it into conceptions which the mind afterwards

examines, and upon the truth or falsehood of which it decides.

Faith is the work of enthusiasm ; but to enthusiasm succeeds re-

flection. If enthusiasm and faith have poetry for their language,

and breathe themselves forth in hymns, reflection has dialectics

for its instrument ; and thus we find ourselves in quite a different

world from that of symbols and of worship. The day on which

man first rejlected was the birth-day of philosophy. Philosophy

is nothing else than reflection in a vast form ; reflection accom-

panied by all the retinue of processes belonging to it, reflection

elevated to the rank and authority of a method. Philosophy is

little else than a method ; there is perhaps no truth which belongs
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that here thought can mount h that it

el e than itself, its principle or il • anal

continually,

[deasj the e are the proper objects of phil< in them

philosophy has its world. D,o oot for a moment believe that

Ideas are the representatives of other things, and thai it is on

account of their resemblance with what they are destined to n

ent, that we give them credit [d< bown,*

represent aothing, absolutely nothi pi themselves, [d

have but one oharacter, viz., thai ing intelligil Id,

that there is nothing intelligible but ideas; that they alone,

often unknown to us, under such or such a form, gain our

sent. Philosophy is the worship of ideas; it is the last vicl

of thought over every foreign form and element; it is the highest

degree of liberty and intelligence. Industry v. ady an

enfranchisement from nature, the State a still greater one, art a

new progress, religion a progress still more sublime; philosophy

is the last enfranchisement, the last progress of thought.

Try, indeed, to derange the order in which I have successively

presented to you the different spheres over which we have run :

it is impossible for you to do it. Without industry, without

security against the exterior world, without the State, without

the subjection of the passions to the yoke of law, all regular

exercise of thought is absolutely impossible. It cannot be

that reflection preceded enthusiasm, and that philosophy went

before, was anterior to art. The artist should not possess

its secret ; he becomes a philosopher only in ceasing to be

an artist. It is the same with religion: in its holy images,

in its august teachings, it contains every truth : not one is

wanting; but all are there under a mysterious twilight. It is

by faith that religion attaches itself to its objects; it is faith

that it inspires ; it is to faith that it addresses itself ; it is this

* 1st Series, Vol. 1st, Lectures S, 9, and 10 ; Vol. 3d, Lecture 1st, Zocte,

p. 63 ; Vol. 4th, Lecture 20, p. 356, and Lecture 21, p. 417 ; 2d Series, VoL

8d, Lectures 21, 22, and 23.
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what, then, aside from error ind crime, can it \»- the enen

Philosophy does not eombal industry, but comprehi

refers il to principles which that indu try nod

political economy stow. Philosophy d imbat jurispru-

dence, bul makes il the spirit of the Ian ;
. Philosophy d

Qot oul from arl its divine . bul follows H in lit,

measures its reach and its aim. Bister of religion, it draw .

an intimate connection with her, powerful inspirations, it ma

use of her sacred im al teachings, but at the san

it oonyerts the truths offered toil by religion into its own sub-

stance, and into its own form: it destroys not faith; it elucidates

it and promotes its growth, and raises it gently from the twilight

of the Bymbol to the full light of pure thought. •

All the wants which we have passed in review naUy

specific, equally certain, equally necessary; and, reunited, they

form a whole which is in some sort the entire soul of humanity.

J iut the strength o( each one of these wants is the tendency of

eaeli to realize itself separately; and they do it. Ordinarily, too

ordinarily, philosophy, religion, art, the State, industry, are at

variance. Far from that, true philosophy is not exclusive : it ought,

on the contrary, to comprehend and draw all together. I hope

that from this chair will never fall words that are hostile to

whatever may be beautiful and good. It is time that philosophy,

instead of forming a division in the human race, should rise above

all divisions. This shall be the spirit of my teaching. This is the

new character that French philosophy ought to receive at the

hands of the civilization of the nineteenth century.

Young men, you who propose to frequent these lectures, love

all that is good, all that is beautiful, all that is honest : here is

the basis of all philosophy. Philosophy, in adding itself to them

will give them its form : it will destroy nothing. Follow with

interest the general movement of the physical sciences and of

industry. Give to yourselves, in them, the instructive spectacle

of liberty and of human intelligence, marching day by day to

the conquest and dominion of the sensible world. Study the
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LECTURE 11.

PBRPETl ity 01 I'itii.' SOPHT.

Subject of thia leoture: Verification by Ined *»y

payohology.—Has philosophy had an historical a, and w\

v bean I it, Tl Birth of phi .
i and

Borne. Development of phi]— phj

.

laatioism. 4th, Modern philosophy, Deeoartee. 6th, Actual oo

of philosophy.—View of the fata luaion: That philoeophj

uol been wanting to any epooh of humanity; that Lis Lmportai

inoreaaed from epoch to epooh; and thai Lta tendency is to become, without

islng, i more considerable portion of history.

In my last lecture, I endeavored to vindicate philosophy : I

ahowed that philosophy is not the dream of particular men, but

the necessary development of a, fundamental need of human

nature. I reviewed all the genera] ideas which govern humanity

—

the idea of the useful, the idea of the just, the idea of the beau-

tiful, the idea of the divine ; and beyond these I found yet the

idea of the true, of the true in itself, in its highest degree, under

its purest form—that which thought, in its freest flight, is not

able to pass beyond, because this form is jn'ecisely the essential

and adequate form of thought. I proved, 1st, that these differ-

ent ideas are facts which are attested by the authority of con-

sciousness, and which, therefore, can be regarded as real elements

of human nature ; 2d, that there are no other elements, and that

these exhaust the capacity of human nature ; 3d, that there are

no less, that is, that they are simple, indecomposable, irreducible

into each other ; 4th, that if they are not contemporaneous one

with another, yet once formed, they coexist without power of

destroying each other, and constitute the eternal foundation of

humanity ; 5th, that in the order of then* development, the phil-

osophical element necessarily comes last ; 6th, that the philo-

sophical element is superior to all the others, superior, because,
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under its apparent obscurity, it conceals .ill true lighl ;
1

If to all others, and in embracing

them it explains tli' boot the power of I ;ned by

any of them, without t r of being explained by any other

thing than by itself.

alts which a rapid examination of human

nature has given us, In order to obtain these . what have

done? We have < 1, described, counted the real facts

which we have found in the soul, neither omitting nor suppo

any; th have ol their relations, their relations of

i- semblance an attitude; finally, we have classed them by

aid of i This is analysis applied to the soul; that

is in a word, psychological analysis. The results which we

to it cannot be contested; but have they all the evidence de-

sirable ? The psychological method has already taken an ele-

vated and dominant rank in science, and will each day take one

more elevated and dominant; but to this method is it not po

ble t<> add another, not more certain, but more luminous ?

What is psychological analysis .' It is the attentive observa-

i of facts which constitute human nature. These facta arc

complicated, fugitive, obscure, scarcely 'apprehensible by their

y intimacy; the consciousnesfl which is applied to them is an

instrument of extreme delicacy: it is a microscope applied to

things infin

i

it if human nature nuu If in

the individual! it manifl If also in f And whaJ

there in tie which are in the individ

with this difference, that t

1

od that consequently they tore visible

lopmenl of the human rac ory. I

ment, for there is no history of that which <1

develop itsel£ And what the idea implied in that of develop-

ment? The idea of pr All history suppoa a de-

Velopment, a march, a progress. What is, therefore , the pro-

development of the human racemhistor] 0itiT«a

tio;;. ire in human nature, M many
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mn ittere are in the race »ry and civilization develop.

It is \M(»ii"; (and ii has been said bere* much better than I

say it again), i< is wrong that civilization should be oharac

from such or suoh a particular point of view. To ascribe to it

a oharaoter taken from an ezolusive point of ?iew, whatever

it map be, is to wish that civilization may not reflect all of hu-

manity : or, to act consistently, it is nothing Less than to mutilate

one of the sides of human nature. The unity of civilization is in

.he unity of human nature; its varieties, in the variety of the

elements of humanity. All that is in human nature pas

into the movement of civilization: I say all that is fundamental;

for it is the excellence of history to take out and throw away

all that is not necessary and essential. It belongs only to

the true to subsist, and to leave of itself a lasting memorial.

That which is individual shines for a day, and is extinguished for-

ever, or stops at biography. Nothing endures, except that which

is necessary : and history occupies itself only with that which

endures ; with that which, while enduring, organizes itself, devel-

ops itself, and arrives at an historical existence. Therefore, as

human nature is the matter and the base of history, history is, so

to speak, the judge of human nature, and historical analysis is the

counter-proof of psychological analysis. For example, if by

psychological analysis you had found a human element in the in-

dividual consciousness which you could not also find in history,

that is, which had not been developed by the entire race during

two, three, four thousand years, I should advise you strongly to

doubt the reality of that element : or if you should find in history

an element which psychological analysis had not given you, I

should advise you to commence that analysis again. In a word,

history is the representation on a great scale of human nature,

and that which is scarcely perceptible in consciousness shines

forth in history in brilliant characters.

After having interrogated the one, I come to interrogate the

* M. Guizot, History of Civilization, first Lecture-.
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otlicr. I have shown, at first, that philosophy has a real and in-

contestable existence in consciousness : I come to-day to examine

whether philosophy has had an historical existence; for if philos-

ophy has not yet been, after three or four thousand years, it runt

the risk of never being. But if we find that in history philoso-

phy has always had an existence like the other elements of human

nature ; if it is developed there exactly in the same manner as

in consciousness ; if it sustains there with the other elements of

civilization, the same relation which we have seen that it sustains

with the other elements of consciousness, then we shall be certain

that we arc not examining chimeras, we shall feel ourselves in our

advances upon solid ground : we shall have for our support the

interior and the exterior facts, and absolute truth is in the har-

mony of these two orders of verities.

Let us inquire, then, if, up to this time, philosophy has had an

'deal existence, and what this existence has been.

Do not expect that I shall exhibit here a picture of civilization
;

I only wish to know if in one corner of this picture I shall not

find philosophy : I consider civilization only in this point of ^ :

where am I to commence ? I shall permit myself to oom-

mence history by 1 Usually history is commenced by hy-

potheses: the history of religions or of so

l
-hi in the savage state, in those states which historical eriti-

cism is not able to reach ; it is in this darkness, anterior to all

history, that the light is sought which is to illuminate the
I

history of civilization. I shall do otherwise; I shall atari from

that which is, to go to that which wa it, to go finally

that which was at first, and beyond which history and criticism

would not rurni monument. Thus, wh<

.
.' It is clear that it has somethin ; it, ami

I need not insist upon Bhowing that 1 and well-known p

! : all the pp blish

oot this world i ntiquity presup-

r world ? 1 1 it not

and i; [i world, the] a world which humanity trav-
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erted before arriving at Greece and Rome? Ii n known that,

If the toots of the modern world are in olassic antiquity, tho e oi

olassie antiquity are on the coaete of Egypt, in the plains of

Persia, and apon the heights of Asia; it is evident, in a won],

that the East has preceded Greece. Evidences carry as tl

far: do theyoarryua farther? And who of us has an]

memoirs in regard to that which was before the East? Fi

that, thru, it is necessary to start. Well ! lias there been or haa

there not been any philosophy in the East?

Tho Oriental world is vast ; it embraces many different parts

which must not be confounded; but, finally, all these diversities

have their harmony ; and the East, taken in mass, has its funda-

mental character : this character is unity. All the elements of

human nature are in the East, but indistinct, enveloped in one

another. The state of the envelopment of all the parts of

human nature is the character of the East. It is that of the

infancy of the individual : it is also that of the infancy of the

human race. In fact, neither industry nor art have been want-

ing in the East. Witness here Babylon and Persepolis ; there,

not only the pyramids, but the temples of Upper Egypt ; finally,

all the gigantic monuments of India. Laws have not there been

more wanting ; they have been so little wanting to the human

race in the East, that under their empire the human race has

scarcely moved. The idea of religion is, as it were, the idea

itself of the East ; art, the State, industiy, every thing is there

formed around religion, for religion, by religion. Also examine

the arts of the East
; you will never find in them an individual

aim or character. The State is an avowed theocracy : all civil

and political laws are at the same time religious laws ; and in-

dustry is so much at the service, or under the domination of

religion, that codes, at once political and religious, trace for it in

advance, both its processes and its limits.

In such a world as that, what existence could philosophy have ?

It would naturally submit to the common condition, be enveloped

in the other elements which we have designated, and, particularly,

3
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',at one i merits which ruled all the others, that K
the religious e! meat.

Philosophy in the East, -;<n< -rally speaking, has been the re-

flection <»f religion.* It need not be said that, in Egypt and in

philosophy lias not had an independent existence. Tl

it countries have left more sculptured than written monu-

ments; a certain testimony of the degree of civilization at which

they had arrived, and of the strict dependence upon its exterior

form, in which thought was there still held. In India, it is true,

more independence was manifested. Nevertheless, the whole

Indian philosophy appears to me only an interpretation, more or

free, of the religious books of India. It is avowed at the

present day that all the Indian philosophical systems are divided

into two great classes—the orthodox systems, and the heterodox

systems ; always in advance of philosophy were the Vedas, the

source and foundation of all truth, and the human spirit had

-« arcely any other ambition than that of understanding them

more or less exactly. Later, without doubt, after the Buddhist

reform, and particularly in China, philosophy was much more

detached from religion. China seems like a world apart in the

;. But as the monuments of Buddhism, both Indian and

Chinese, are yet little known in Europe, or. at least) as they are

not in circulation among the masses, and among philosopl

while expecting that M. Abel Remusatf may publish his great

work on the history of the Buddhist religion and philosophy, I

am forced to confine myself to the data which are in my hat.

and these data, Bcrupulously examined, appear to me to man!.

ia genera], a symbolic and religious character, under which I rec-

ognise a commencement of philosophy.

if, in the Oriental world, the condition of the of all

the elements of human nature wm their envelopment, philosophy

ht to have been subject to this same conditi ! at the

* In regard to philosophy in \'
.

'

' an 1
»'-.

t 8eo Vq
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same lime, as liuinan naluic was llnic rutin-, and as philosophy

lias its place in human nature, it, had it also in the I only

this place lias been what it ought to have been—great in appear-

ance; in reality, quite amall. Ohcerve how two Tery contrary

opinions may be formed of the Bast The man habituated to

modern analysis, in casting hlS eyes upon the Sculptured, Of even

the written monuments which remain to us of the East, struck

with the symbolic character which shines out upon all, and which

we have not yet well deciphered, not comprehending in it any

thing great, is constrained to regard all this symbolic dress as

the product of an imagination indeed great, but excessive and

extravagant; and, at first, this old Eastern World is accused of

being only a mass of ridiculous superstitions. We do not think

that also in the East there were men, and that every time we

thus accuse a civilization which has endured long, and which

endures still, we accuse a great part, and a long age of the hu-

man race. On the other hand, when we read with attention the

poetical and philosophical monuments of the East, above all those

of India, which are beginning to spread in Europe, we discover

there so many truths, and truths so profound, and which make

such a contrast with the meanness of the results at which the

European genius has sometimes stopped, that we are constrained

to bend the knee before that of the East, and to see in this

cradle of the human race the native land of the highest philoso-

phy. There is yet an error : truth is one thing, philosophy is

another ; in this distinction is all true knowledge of the human

soul, and of history. Not only no epoch of humanity, but not

even a single individual, the first no more than the last, has been

cut off from an inheritance of the truth. In fact, if you suppose

that the last only has possessed it, you raise a terrible problem.

What will you do with the first ? Destroy him, or place him

in relation with his race. Why should he not have known the

same truth which the last generations have discovered ? Was it

his fault that he came first ? Why, then, should the truth (and

by truth I mean the truths most essential to his moral life)—why,
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I iv. should these necessary truths have been wanting to him?

No, th< not wanting to him: the hr>t man possessed them

the last comer in the human race, but he did not

m in the same manner. There is no privilege, there

are no i the human race. Man is equal to man; and the

only difference which exists, which could exist between man and

man, is the di: of more or less, that is, the difference of

form. A peasant, the lowest of peasants, knows as much as

Leibnitz about himself, about the world, and about God, and

about their relation; but he has not the secret of his knowled

he renders to himself no account of it ; he does not possess ii

under that superior form of thought which is called philosophy.

Just so it is in the East. Although independent philosophy may

not hare been wanting to it, nev. 9 it can be said that it

1 not given to the first epoch of civilization to possess the truth

under that free -and philosophical form which was reserved for

the second.

In the East, philosophy exists, like all the other elements of

humanity, but in the condition of envelopment, although with

Og symptoms and commencements of separation. That

which was envelop..] v. ined to develop itself. The world

tak- p forward. Civilization descends from the centre of

9 the plains 1 Minor, to the Mediterranean, and

apon the coasts of Greece, The Mediterranean and 1

the empire, of liberty and of movement, BS th< ted plain of

the Indo-Chinese world is the empire of immobility and of d

Ism.* 1 say of immobility and of despotism, and without

iry that the cradle of the world should

be firm and fixed, to be able I
hu-

d civilization. Child of a
]

.
I ssa

riK
1

•

; this is the nrsl sdvai with it

liberty npon a great Bcale, In G dl the ale-

mentl Of human nature are the same as in : ait

• 8co farther y hi Hi.-tory.
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there, but under a nrw condition—under the condition of

genera] character of the Greek spirit, which ii movement. All

is therefore developed, and ooniequentlv tends to become m

and more separated; upon this theatre of movement and of life,

industry, the State, art, religion, without the power of< .< r pc

ingone another, march to independence.

With lh<' wonders of Grecian industry you are familiar.

Grecian industry extended itself into nearly all the world then

known. The laws of Greece and of Rome (for the Greek and

Roman world are one and the same) bear, without doubt, still a

religious character, but they are very much more independent of

religion than the laws of the East. For example, read and com-

pare the laws of Menu and the Roman laws. In the laws of

Menu, nothing is progressive, for it is not to be supposed that the

religion of an epoch may be progressive ; it could advance only

on the condition of destroying itself. The Roman laws, which

were perpetually modified, ought to have had, to be thus modi-

fied, a religious character much less strong, although this charac-

ter, I repeat, was not wanting to them, especially in their origin.

As to the arts, who of you is ignorant of the contrast between the

arts of Greece and those of the East ? The East has little or no

painting ; for the slight and coarse representations which I find

here and there on the monuments which have arrived here, ap-

pear to me only painting in its rudest infancy ; little sculpture,

much architecture : that is, art in the East represents that which

is fixed and impersonal, while art in Greece, which, with archi-

tecture, has much sculpture, and a considerable portion of paint-

ing, represents especially the person, the man. As the religion

of Greece is more anthropomorphic than that of India, so the art

of Greece is more personal. The step to anthropomorphism* is

an immense one. Anthropomorphism is as much superior to the

religions of nature, as man is superior to nature ; and the passage

* Upon AntHropornorphism and the Eeligions of Nature, one may consult

Cousin's First Series of Lectures, Vol. ii., p. 432.
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from natural symbolism to antliropomorphic symbolism was the

si'Mi.il ami the dawn of tin* enfranchisement of thought.

In I philosophy followed, and ought of necessity to have

followed, the same course with all 1 1 1 * * other elements of civiliza-

tion. Because there was more liberty in the play of the other

elements, there ought to have been a much greater liberty in

philosophy : that it is so, we see.*

The roots of Greece and Rome are oriental : language, writing,

the alphabet, processes of industry and agriculture, mechanical

arts, primitive forms of government, primitive processes and char-

acters of art, primitive worship, all are oriental ; upon this for-

eign base the Greek spirit w&fl developed; from this it departed,

to arrive at that original and admirable form which is called, jxzr

excellence, the Greek form. It was the same with philosophy.

Its first inspirations, later, perhaps, even some fortunate commu-

nications, came to it from the East ; but its development is en-

ly Greek. Philosophy in Greece, just as in the East, com-

menced by confounding itself with religion ; then it passed from

worship into mysteries. Mysteries were, in their origin, a con-

quest of the free spirit. In fact, in mysteries were explanations,

undoubtedly rude, and very different from what were afterwards

philosophical explanations, yet there certainly were attempts at

lanation: men sought in them to lender to theme rea-

son for the visible representations of worship. You would not

believe it, yet from the mysteries came forth philosophy. Little

by little, after many attempts and moreoT less fortnn

ors in different parts of Greece, it arrives and establishes itself in

the very capita] of Greece; there, in the focus of lights, ahi

increasing, and in the rapid progress of the Greek spirit, it re;.

every symbolic form, and at length assume which

own.

We know at this time, in a certain manner, the day, the month,

* t i "i PI ' of tint

res7ftnd I volume of V tomenU)

b la antii by.
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tin' year when this great event took place. The daj and the

month escape me at this moment; but, certainly, it, wot the

third year of the 77th Olympiad, that is, 470 yean before our

era, r hen Booratea was born.

Socrates is a personage eminently historical He repre enta

an idea, and the most, elevated of all, the idea of philosophy,

that, is, that, of reflection in itself: not of reflection applied i"

this or to that object in particular, but to all ; not of reft ction

bordering upon and arresting itself at this or that system, but

developing itself freely, and ruling all systematic results. There

is not a Socratic system, but there is a Socratic spirit. The name

of Socrates is attached to scarcely any particular theory. What,

then, did Socrates do? Without being a skeptic, he doubted

and he taught to doubt. He addressed himself to the man of

industry, to the legislator, to the artist, to the minister of re-

ligion, to the sophists, and he demanded of them a reason for

their thoughts. He roused the spirit, and made it fertile by the

examination ; he demanded little else of others than that they

should understand themselves, and make themselves understood

by him. To understand self, to render to self a rearon, to be

clear in regard to self, to know what we say, and what we think,

such was the aim of Socrates : a negative aim, without doubt

;

but if that was not the end of philosophy, it was its commence-

ment. What, then, was the result ? Socrates produced, not a

system, but an immense movement, a movement of reflection

;

and as reflection proceeds well or ill, without ceasing to be what

it is, as it stops at bad as well as good results, there is in it the

explanation of this singular phenomenon, that in the Socratic

school should be found Aristippus, as well as Plato, that they

should equally claim to be the legitimate children of Socrates.

They had, in fact, this unity which they reflected, that they

made a free use of their thought, that they aimed at an under-

standing of self. Now, they understood themselves each in his

own way, that is, very differently ; and that at first was inevita-

ble, afterwards it was a benefit ; and far from being a rupture,
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it was a richer development of the only true philosophical unity,

that of five reflection.

I centuries v CCfltnry to exhaust the Socratic D

ment; it is the glory of ti I man, that he gave his name,

not to such or such a movement, but to the whole of this immense

movt mem, and that he was, in respect to the form, as much

the father of the last Greek philosophers, as of those who went

forth immediately from his hands. The philosophy of Socrates had

many \icissitudes. After having departed with violence, as is usu-

ally the case, from the bosom of the established form of worship,

it returned thither under the auspices of men who knew far more

of it than Socrates, and who in placing themselves, up to a cer-

tain point, and in a certain measure, in right accordance with

mysteries and religion, knew perfectly well what they were

doing. And they were not for that less philosophers. Why ?

Because, as I have just said, they knew what they were doing,

they willed to do what they were doing, it was their reflection

itself, that is, the idea of philosophy, which conducted them there

where they consented to go. So the Platonic school was ar-

ranged with the pagan symbolism, which had put to death

Socrates. Those who defended expiring paganism, and com-

•d with Julian, wen' the disciples and -

B&me men formed in the school of Socrates, and who, after hav-

lost their master by tin' great catastrophe which you well

>W, had much difficult} ip«' them-' That which

they had rejected by reflection, the others admire h\ >n :

in that is the unity of the Greek philosophy from t; 170

before our era, to the y< .» after our i son-

f Deems, by the order of Justinian, was formed the

ool of philosophy in that same Athens, which had b

cradle oi of Plato, <>t" Aristotle,

modern history, 'i k and Roman world

me about thirteen or fourteen 1

1

itipsed

forerer. In pnwtencc was much shorter than that of tfc

and it ought to hare been, Tie- epoch o{ the world which rep-
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resents immobility ought i<> represent it always, and to remain

immovable. The epoch of the world which represents mo

ment, ought to have Less duration* and more life. The Gr<

and Etonian epoch was, therefore, not so long as the Oriental

epoch, Who knows how long ours shall endure? We are of

yesterday. Modern civilisation is young, and modern philosophy

is younger still. If this idea, is not flattering to presumption, it

is very favorable to hope; for all that is not behind us, is before

us; it is better to have a future than a past.

There are two epochs in modern history : that of its formation,

and that of its development. The middle age is but the pain-

ful, slow, and. bloody formation of modern civilization. In the

middle age, as- in Greece, as in the East, existed, and could not

but have existed, all the elements of human nature ; for the

middle age belongs to humanity, as well as Greece and the East.

All the human elements were there then, but confounded in the

dominant element of the middle age ; for in every epoch there

is, and there always ought to be, a dominant element, which

does not exclude the others, but envelops them. The dominant

element of the middle age is Christianity. Christianity has

taken nearly ten centuries to give a solid basis to our civilization.

It commenced industry, it formed the State : making it

in its own image, it made art, it also made philosophy ; I

mean that very celebrated, although little known philosophy,

which is called scholasticism.* As the Oriental philosophy

has for its foundation the Yedas, and as the Greek philosophy

sprang from mysteries, so the philosophy of the middle age is

founded upon the Bible and the Fathers, and upon the sovereign

decisions of the Church ; and still further, as the unity of the

middle age is in the domination of the Church, so the unity of

the scholastic philosophy comes from its dependence upon one

and the same authority. Nevertheless, the human spirit, with its

* Upon the philosophy of the middle age, see Vol. 2d of this Series, as

well as Vol. 3d of the Philosophic Fragments, devoted to Scholasticism and
Abelard.
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Indomitable energy, was in the middle age ;
and although it waa

then u' most perfect religious form, it was compelled, in

the nature, to Beek to render to itself an account

of this form. Thence, little by little, arose a more methodic and

more regular system of instruction in the cloisters; then the

universities ; finally, a thousand systems. You would be quite

astonished if you knew with what apparent freedom men reasoned

a&themidd You know the quarrels of the nominalists,

of the realists, and of the conceptualists. The sects of the scho-

lastics are as numerous as the Greek sects, and as the Indian

and Chinese sects. Moreover, there are many truths in the

scholastic philosophy; and as at the present day, after having,

in the first moment of emancipation, accused and blasphemed

the middle age, we are studying it with ardor, even with pas-

sion ; so, after having said much evil of the scholastic philos-

ophy, it would not be impossible, considering that we go always

from one extreme to the other, and that it is almost inevitable

that it should be so, it is probable that at the present day, if we

should examine the scholastic philosophy, we should be so sur-

prised to comprehend it, and to find it very ingenious, that we

should pass at once to admiration. Professing to believe that all

truth is contained in Christianity, T must think that any explana-

tion of Christianity ought to contain some profound truths, and

you do not see in me an enemy of the scholastic philosophy.

it is not I, it is human nature thai says: Thought, which

be: I in a circle which it has not itself traced, and which

it dares not pass, may be in possession of the truth ; but still it is

not thought in that absolute liberty which characterizes phi-

loso I y, properly so called. Scholasticism, in my opinion, i-

ing the last term of philosophy, thai, to speak gener-

ally, and wry rigorously, it is Scarcely philosophy at all.

A- we know tli»' day, the month, the year, in which the Greek

philosophy Was §en1 into the WOlid, SO We know, with the same

certainly, and with still much more detail, the day ami the yew

When modern philosophy was horn. Do you know bow long it
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inoe it w;is bom) By the fact, yon are to determine the

youth, the infancy, of the philosophical spirit which at thi day

animatea Europe, The grandfather of one of your fathei

have seen him who gave to the world modern philosophy. What

is the name, what is the country of thia oew Bocrates? M

certainly he ought to have belonged to the nation most advanced.

He should have written, cot in the d «
•.- 1 < 1 language which the

Church employed in the middle age, but in the living langu

destined for new generations; in that language, called, perhaps,

to decompose, one day, all others, and which already is accepted

from one end of Europe to the other. This man is a Frenchman

:

he is Descartes. His first work, written in French, is of the year

1G37. Modern philosophy, then, bears the date of 1637 !

I have told you that Socrates did not have a system ; I will

tell you that it is of very little* importance that Descartes may

have had one. The thought of Descartes, which belongs to his-

tory, is that of his method. Socrates was free reflection;

Descartes is free reflection, elevated to the height of most severe

method. Descartes commences by doubting every thing, the

existence of God, that of the world, evin his own existence ; he

only stops at that which he cannot doubt without ceasing even to

doubt : at that which doubts within—at thought,f Between the

reflection of Socrates and the method of Descartes there is an

interval of two thousand years. As the Greek dialectics are

much more sincere, serious, and profound than those of India,

so the method of Descartes is as much superior to the pro-

cesses of the antique spirit, as our civilization is superior to that

of Greece. Once more : Descartes, without doubt, has a system ;

but his chief glory, as that of Socrates, is, that he gave to the

modern world a philosophical spirit, which has produced, and

* This assertion must not be taken too rigorously. The greatest glory of

Descartes is, certainly, his method, but the applications of this method are

also of much importance.

t See upon the character of Cartesian doubt, Vol. 2d, Lecture 11th, of the

Fragments of Cartesian Philosophy, and the Defence of the University, and

of Philosophy, 3d edition, p. 121.
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will produce, a thousand . De la Mcthode, such is the

title, at the present day so simple, then so prodigious, under

I presented to the world his thoughts.*

He was a gentleman of Brittany, a military man, possessing in

degree our defects and our qualities . firm, reso-

lute, somewhat rash, thinking in his closet with the same intre-

pidity that he fought under the walls of Prague. He had made

war at an amateur; he philosophized in the same manner, to un-

derstand himself, not having the least ambition, haying left his

country, not, as is usually thought, by force, but voluntarily. He
sufficiently rich, and born of a noble family. The Cardinal

de Richelieu, who was well acquainted with men, offered him, or

promised him, a pension : it is true that he never touched it.

Finally, with some steps on his own part, protected as he was by

Father Mersenne, he might have made his way. He loved more

to nm round the world, to wander in Italy, to talk with Galileo,

to busy himself in a village of Holland, and to go to leave his

bones in the north, philosophizing for the sake of philosophy, re-

flecting for the sake of reflecting, exclusively occupied with the

necessity of understanding himself, of rendering to himself an ac-

count of his knowledge, and of seeing clearly in all things. He
valued infinitely more his method than his most Qlustr]

uch so, that in a posthumous, and too little known

work, he declared that the mathematics are the

not the foundation, of his method.} "My method," I

invent Bolve mathematical problems, but

hematics ought t«> be [earned only :ice

this method."! He comn

* Ti.' r ie titlfl of tho first [
' 'hodc,

>

at Ues essais
•

. I

Mi:. .

• Ym-

anonutro mtthode d>.>w. isont]
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linuaUy returns, It is the lail as wallas tin- fii I word of ill

his writings,

Philosophy, onoe introduced into ih<- modern world in i

(and we are Bpeaking here in L828), bas aoi been arrested .

been developed in the progress! which ought .<> ezi i in the

movement of the modern world, proportionally with thai >f
I

Greek world, and will) ihai of the Oriental world. Jn a century

and a half— for wo dale but little farther back— it Be ms to 1

philosophical systems have not been wanting to Europe. No,

certainly they have not been wanting to it: nevertheless, i

very strange that modern philosophy is accused of losjng itself in

a labyrinth of systems ; it is truly much severity towards such an

infant. I remark, that far from being lost in a chaos of systems,

without wanting fecundity, it has produced no more than two or

three great schools ; it is yet in the cradle, thus to speak : we

may be proud, without doubt, of the little it has done ; but we

must reckon much more upon what it will do, upon what it has

been called to do. From the first who interpreted the Vedas, to

the last Indo-Chinese philosopher, Oriental philosophy did not

recoil ; from Socrates to Proclus, the Greek philosophy did not

recoil ; no more will modern philosophy recoil from Descartes

to the last generations of our Europe.

Observe that modern philosophy has its unity, even as the

Greek philosophy. Its unity, indeed, appears to me thus far

much more striking than its diversity. This unity is, and can-

not but be, this point common to all philosophers, that they make

use of their reason with absolute freedom. In the middle age,

Abelard, Albert, Saint Thomas, Duns Scott, were, it is true,

original spirits, sometimes even rash ; but in their most daring

flights, they always had their eyes upon the limits which had

been traced for them by ecclesiastical authority, and they re-

mained there, or, at least, pretended to remain there. At the

present day the emancipation is complete ; there reigns even in

the philosophy of our age a sort of apparent skepticism, an ex-

cessive negative spirit, which betrays at once both the ruling
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D infancy of 1 . It is

to be neither aston sry great change

of the human spirit commencea by hostility ; but this ifl only

point of departure of great moren

philosophical quackeri mit me to use t! on)

install that is most holy and most vei pear

the true spirit of our epoch. We shall put aside these

narrow and pusillanimous habits in ; QSe of hi city. Wl
i, we shall be freemen, we shall

i think of turning thlfl liberty, of which we shall ha\

full and entire consciousness, against any thing wbatsoerer that

noble and great: we shall be contented to use it, and the

Sterility of a narrow criticism will give place to large and fertile

Nothing goes back—every thing advances ! Phflost >phy gained

in passing from the East into Greece ; it gained immensely in

passing from Greece into the modern world : it can only gain in

the future. I endeavored to show you in my last lecture, that

philosophy is, if I may so express myself, the culminating point of

thought : at this time you hfl that the part which philosophy

acted in the thi tt epochs of the history of the world,

become day by day more important My unalterable faith

is, that the philosophical spirit is called to extend itself indefi*

!y; and that m i' the highest and last development of

human nature, the last arrived in thought, N it wfl] be the

arrived in tlie human race, and the culminating point of BJSt

Thus, in the Bast, among a hundred thinking beings, th

one (l speak in numbers to mike myself understood)

who sought kO at to himself for hifl of the

truth, and
I

id Mm—If In (>>V illation,

in <> there w three or four. Weill to-day,

d in the infancy of modern philosophy, we • thai there

\. d or eighl w! mprehend themselves,

who The number of thinkers, of free Spirits, ol phi-

losopher^, will increase without cessation, until they become a
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ority of the human race, But that day ia nol fco-morrow,

whioh .shall shine forth upon the woi M.

Gentlemen, lei a i art indul •,• in presumption, for s

erdai . I repeat it, and ire b we adfanoed but a tort

distance \ el : but let us h.i\e faith in the future, and 000

quently, lei us be patient in the present. There will always be

;i masses in the human race, We must not attempt to de»

oompose them prematurely. Philosophy is among the masses in

the sincere, profound, admirable form of religion and of wor*

ship. Christianity is the philosophy of the people. He who

addresses you here, sprang from the people and from Chris-

tianity, and I hope you will always recognize it in my profound,

in my tender respect for all that is of the people and of Chris-

tianity. Philosophy knows what has been the course of things

informer generations, and it is full of confidence in the future,

Happy in Beeing the masses, the people, that is, nearly all, in the

arms of Christianity, it is contented to offer gently its hand to

Christianity, and to aid it in ascending to a higher elevation.

A man, whom rare virtues, raid a high political capacity, rec-

ommended, at least to those who are not too blind to recognize

in their adversaries, even the most redoubtable, the qualities

which honor them, M. Serre, in 1820, when the progress of

the spirit of liberty was perhaps somewhat menacing, exclaimed

with a pathetic accent :
" Democracy flows on with a full stream."

A man, whom virtues as pure, and a capacity as high, recom-

mended, and who joined to those qualities an admirable knowl-

edge of the times, responded to him :
" If by democracy you

mean the progress of industry, of arts, of laws, of manners, of

light, which has been increasing for some centuries, I accept

such a democracy ; and, for my part, far from blaspheming the

century in which I live, I thank God for having given me birth

in an epoch in which, he has been pleased to call a greater num-

ber of his creatures to participate in the virtues, the manners,

the light, hitherto reserved for a few." I spoil for you, gentle-

men, the fine words of M. Royer-Collard, in quoting them from
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memory ; but. I ua hat I do not f; I »nd

that I am faithful t«> ht. Great complaint, at I

inual progress of the spirit of

phi; . which di . and grinds to <!

political EU is creeds of modem In the

this dissolution, I do not believe in it ; I

tmethii e, and it is not l <>lution.

There is only, there is, I acknowledge it, a considerable progress,

a perpetual p: of the spirit of philosopl. ion

applird ry thing. The human race is

inhood ; it is determined to see clearly into more than

one thii erto hid in venerable darkness. W< .'
! I

thn le, thank God for havin i me birth at an

epoch in which he ! 'i pleased to te, little by little, tc

the lughest degree of thought, a greater number of my fellow-

men.
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LECTURE ill.

HD9T0BY <»!•' PHILOSOPHY.

Recapitulation of the Laal two Lectori s. a w < i l upon the !.'.• tho i • mploj

ed.—Subject of this Lecture: AppHoatiorj to th< j of ]
...

ofwhat lias Ihth hai.l of philosophy. 1st, That the history of philosophy

real element of universal history, like the history of legislation, of arts,

and of religions. Sd, That the history ofphilosophy is clearer than all other

parti <>t' history, and that Itoontaina their explanation. Logical d

atration. Historical demonstration. Explanati ianoivilu I

philosophy: Bhagavad-Qita. Greece: Explanation of 1 ofPericlei

by the philosophy of B Modern history: Explanation of tl.

teenth oentory by tho philosophy of Descartes. Explanation of the

phteenth century by the philosophy of Condillac and ofHelvetins. 3d,

That the history Jf philosophy conns last in the development of historical

labors, as philosophy is the. last degree of the interior development of the

mind, and of tho movement of an epoch.—Relation of tho history of phi-

losophy to general history.—Favorable situation of our ago for the history

of philosophy.

In niy first lecture I showed that philosophy is a special need,

an element of human nature, as real and as certain as all the

others, and, at the same time, that it takes a more elevated rank.

In my last lecture, calling history to the aid of analysis, I endeav-

ored to demonstrate that civilization, the visible image of human

nature, includes at all epochs a philosophic element, which also

has its part upon the stage of the world—a distinct part, always

subsisting, and continually increasing. I must take the liberty to

recommend to your attention the method which has conducted

us hither, for it will preside over the whole of my instruction. I

should be fortunate if I could present to you some important and

little known truths ; I should be much more fortunate still if I

could succeed in establishing in your minds that which is above

all particular truth, method ; for method, in guaranteeing the

exactness of the truths which I shall develop before you, will give

you the means of rectifying the numerous errors which, without

4
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me, and of finding for yourselves new trui

This is to i Be of method; and the method, I

which shaU pn ret my instruction, ia the harmony

of psychology and of history.

! to apply to the history of philosophy all that I have

•If; I come to recommend it to the same

i<> show that it also sustains the Bame rel with

the other branches of universal history that philosophy sustain!

with the Other el of civilization and of human nature.

This lecture wil] therefore be only a- corollary of the first two.

In the first place, it is very plain that if philosophy is a funda-

mental need of humanity, the different ways in which men 1

successively satisfied this need, according to times and according

to places, deserve to be collected and reproduced ; that, in a word,

the history of philosophy ought to have its place in the general

history of humanity, as much as the history of industry, the his-

tory of legislation, the history of arts, and that of religions.

I hesitate to advance ; but it is not I, it is the most common

logic which itself draws this conclusion from the premises we

have laid down. If it is true thai the philosophic element in

thought IS superior to all other element-. 1 - ly it with some 1

tattoo, but I am forced to say it, the history of philosophy i-

equally superior to all the other parts of the history of human-

ity: it is superior to them, by tsing the Bame adi

which recommend philosophy: it is mere luminous than all the

other
] irts of history, and if they lend to it their light, it returni

to them another light much more vivid and penetrating, which

illuiniiutes them in their profoundest depths, ami throws the full

light of day upon the whole of universal history.

To my that th ;' philosophy is more luminous.- than

political history, than that of arts, than that ol os, is, 1

grant, to advance i par dox This i-. however,
only the coj

quo the proposition which rtablished in the t'n>t

'1 clearness is in ideas. Philosophical abstract

have not this reputation) I know : it is, in truth, pure mgratita
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for at bottom ire re I all faith upon i! traction irbich ar<

ioouse bo much; we believe only them, we comprehend only

them, and it is in them, and by them, thai ire comprehend all

things.

I.,i oa take an example at once rery elevated and ri

num. Behold two objects very positive, rerj real, and which

have nothing abstract about them, two concrete quantities; and

behold two others. In presence of these two groups of C

crete and very different quantities, whatsoever they may be, I

affirm, and we all affirm, that their numerical relation is a rela-

tion of equality. Well ! 1 ask you whether this truth, this rela-

tion, lies in what there is of concrete existence in these two

groups of quantities? Not the least in the world. Deny, if

you are able, this general and abstract proposition: that two

equal two ; I ask you, then, if you would consider yourselves au-

thorized to say that these two concrete quantities numerically

equal these two other concrete quantities. No, certainly : it is,

therefore, the abstract that elucidates the concrete, and that

constitutes the truth which we at first perceived in it. Under-

stand me well : I do not mean to say that the human mind

starts by abstraction;* that it has, at first, in itself a clear and

perfect intelligence of the abstract relations of numbers, and

that then, armed with this intelligence, it determines the relations

of sensible objects and concrete quantities ; but I maintain that

at the sight of these concrete quantities, while the senses are

struck with the exterior and visible appearance, the mind, follow-

ing with activity in the course of the senses and of the imagina-

tion, conceives the abstract in the concrete ; so that then, by a

complex operation, the mystery of which is the mystery itself of

the connection between \ our sensible nature and our intellectual

nature, we affirm that these two concrete quantities, and these

two other concrete quantities, are numerically equal. Now, we

admit the relation of these concrete quantities only because we

* See Cousin's first Series, Vol. 2d, Lectures 2-4, page 46.
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admit the relation of quantities in themselves abstract. All lights

then, b in abstraction. Let us take another example. Let us

rap] t a certain phenomenon takes place at this moment,

that a certain change occurs under our eves at the moment in

which we are speaking ; there is not one of us who would not

at the very instant deny that the change has taken place of

If, that is without some cause: all of us would affirm the

same thing; and often as any phenomenon appears to us, we are

in some way constrained to suppose a cause which could make

it appear, and to which we refer it.* Well ! where is there in

exterior things, in visible phenomena, this relation which

suppose there is in them, the relation of cause and effect ? 1

no longer permitted, after Hume, to suppose that sensible phe-

nomena, in that which is determinate, visible, and concrete, con-

tain the relation of effect and cause ; it is proved that sensible

phenomena give only a fortuitous conjunction, an accidental con-

nection : a ball, for example, which is in movement after b

struck by another, a movement which takes place, and another

which follows. The relation of cause and effect is nevertheless

there, and every human being necessarily places \( there. It is

there, but it is not the sensibility which discovers it, it is the mind

;

jnst BO it is abstract truth which lays the foundation of, and gi

legitimacy to, the truth which is found in the concrete. In the

visible world there is a superior arithmetic, and a superior

ometry which the world contains, but which it does not i

stitutf ; an arithmetic and a geometry entii tract, which the

i m pen od in which he Bees na

much more than he in nature. All light, as all truth, is

therefore, in abstraction; thai i-, in refl

in philosophy. I hasten t<> arrive at history.

In history; i elements. There are material

•SS€ .mine,

. ith,

Led
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events, which are accomplished sometimes on the fields of battle,

sometimes in the cabinet: there are more or less important mo

menta of industry; there are the master-pieces of the diffen

arts; there is the reign of Buch or such a religion. Hie ili ( >n

of an epoch is there, without doubl ; butit is there under th<-

forms which, in manifesting it, unfaithfully express it, since each

one of these forms express it, and can express it, only after its

own manner, that is, in a confined and particular manner. But

philosophy disengages thought from every exterior and limited

form, and comprehends it in its most general, most abstract

character, in a character most adequate to thought itself. Thus

it is by the favor of philosophy that the thought of an epoch

conies to a knowledge of itself; in no other manner can the

thought of an epoch know itself; it exists -without doubt, but it is

for itself as if it existed not. Philosophy is, therefore, the in-

ternal element, the abstract element, the ideal element, the re-

flective clement, the most vivid and the highest consciousness of

an epoch. In all epochs of civilization there reigns an obscure,

inmost, profound thought. It develops itself as it can in the

laws, the arts, the religion, which are its more or less "luminous

symbols ; it traverses these successively in order to acquire a

complete consciousness and understanding of itself. Now, this

consciousness and understanding of itself, it acquires only in phi-

losophy. Run over all the annals of civilization, and you will

find that it is always the philosophy of an epoch which expresses

its thought, which disengages it from its political and religious

veils, and takes it upon itself to translate it into an abstract,

clear, and precise formula. Take at pleasure such or such an

epoch of the history of humanity ; throw away its philosophy,

and you will find how obscure that epoch becomes ; on the other

hand, give back to it its philosophy, and you will give back to it

its explanation and its light.

Transport yourselves to the East, and, in order to limit your hori-

zon, stop in India. Cast your eyes upon the universal symbolism

which everywhere exists, and endeavor to decipher its meaning

;
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told by this history, half political, hali

mythological, without chronology, like eternity; what these monu-

ments of art and of religion, so rude, so indefinite, so extravagant in

app -uty. Then leath all this an idea, without

doubt; but ask Ives what it i
;

. It' you are sincere, you

will that nothing clear arises from this extraor-

dinary Bpectacle, For myself, I will confess that very often, in

considering the monuments of this ancient civilization, my thought

bends, and i- troubled. Bat I only need tc read again some

•s of a philosophic work, and immediately a vast and sure

light tbove this mysterious civilization, and the

spirit of its religions, of its arts, of its laws, reflected upon tins

single point, is wholly revealed.

Open the Bhagavad-Gita ;* it is a v t episode in an

immense poem. Two great armies are in the presence of each

other, and about to engage in battle. There is preparation for

immense carnage. In one of the two armies there is a young

warrior personally very brave, but who, upon the point of shed-

ding the blood of his kinsmen, and of his friends (for the two

armies are composed of friends and of kinsmen), feds his court

udoning him. lie a anoti dvance

chariot a little into the midst of the plain, for the purpose of

mnoitering tie- situation of ter having cast his

er the two armies, the good Ardschunasai I thus

his uncertainty. What d ishna respond to him? "In

truth, Ardschunas, \ y ridiculous with

Why do you speak of friends and of kinsmen? Why do you

.k of men? Kinsmen, friends, mi all

An et< rnal force ha ry thing that yon see, and

renews it without cessation. That which i ter«

b plant, and to-morrow, perhaps, will return to a plant.

Qciple of every thi ernal ; what matters the n

• Upon tho Imlian pliil ;!ar!y upon that of - >iva<i-

Gita,
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Thou :ni aa i Sohatrias, i i am of th doomed

to fighl : do it, therefore: from it will result b fearful earaa

to-morrow's sun will shine upon the world, wil] illuminate new

scenes, and the eternal principle will subsist Be idea this prin-

ciple all is illusion. Four error is, that that is taken for reaj

which is only apparent; it" you attach any value to appearan

you are deceived; if you attach any value to your action, you

arc still deceived; for as everything is only a grand illusion,

action, when one takes it for real, is itself only an illusion ; the

beauty, the merit of an action, is, that it should be performed

with an entire indifference to the results it can produce. It is

necessary to act without doubt, but as if one should not

Nothing exists but the eternal principle, being in itself. The

highest wisdom is to let everything take its course, or to do

what we are compelled to do as it' we did it not, without con-

cerning ourselves about the result, interiorly immobile, and with

the eyes fixed upon the absolute principle which alone exists

with a veritable existence."

Such is, imder a form somewhat occidental, the philosophic

r£sum6 of this sublime episode. Now, with this torch in hand,

examine that which had at first appeared so obscure, and the

darkness will at least become visible. You will comprehend how

before this theism, at once terrible and chimerical, represented

in extravagant and gigantic symbols, human nature must have

trembled and denied itself; how art, in its powerless attempt to rep-

resent being in itself, must have raised itself without limit to colossal

and irregular creations ; how, God being all, and man nothing, a

formidable theocracy must have pressed upon humanity, taken from

it all liberty, all movement, all practical interest, consequently all

true morality ; and again, how man, despising himself, has not been

able to take any thought for recalling the memory of his actions
;

how there is no history of man, and no chronology in India.

Pass from the East into Greece
;
place yourselves in the age

of Pericles, and there compare, in point of clearness, the exterior

events, the legislative measures, the works of art, the representa-
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(intelli-

gible, which are called philosophy, and see from which side cornea

kwI light a] -pint of this great i

. by virtue of which all the soldiers, both

• >n land and tea, n What ia the meaning of

i dear thai it perfectly accorded with the d -hip

usage of such a law and

his administration, B I to himself the army of the land and

of the sea. Wean able to tind still other modes of com]

bending this law. But, in fine, eooaklered in itself, what great

light (! bed up"ii the epoch of which it mak it?

B it illustrate much the history of art, and that of the Athe-

nian rc'i

Change the example. Tali k of art of this Ban*

take that fine statue, which you C it the Boyal Museum,

which may be referred to the age of Peri 3, the P led

the Pallas of Velletri.* If you compare it with the other at

which the Greek chisel produc ataryortw< 'hat

. you will rind between them a striking diflf! In

the the aims are pressed dose t<» the body, tl

join her. tin movement and

of life; in fine, il aspect which conl rfully with

that which this admirable It is still

Qpact, sufficiently massive, larger than the ofdinarj na-

ture, and of a very style; but the I uffi-

ciently separated fi h Other: ewn
I

'.it

would seem abl ilk. The drapery marks without effort the

of tli'- that a livi-

• arm bean the BBgb, and f of

and of energy, the lane.'. In its f

! profound thought
;

it ia not

;li" same time that it ia not a divinil

to humanity, an indifferent quality of

> ^cription

of A
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superhuman, and, at. the tame lime, human, which

itself, which baa power, which knows, irhioh wills, which

acts. One is easily struck with this oharaoter of the Pallas ; ner-

ertheless, 1 am nol rsrj rare thai I do oot, in this manner of

conceiving it, borrow something from my philosophic studi

Examine the religion, the most luminous of all the rel

Greece, that of the eity of intelligence, the religion of Ath<

put yourselves in the presence, if oo1 of the monuments, at Is

of the descriptions of them which remain to us. it is said that

every year, m the great Panathenean rites, there was carried in

procession to the Acropohs a symbolic vessel with a veil upon

which were figured the actions of Pallas, her victory over the

Titans, children of the earth who had undertaken to scale Olym-

pus and dethrone Jupiter. We can clearly perceive something

in these mysterious representations ; we see clearly that there is

in them the idea of conllict between moral force and physical

ie; that this Pallas is not an astronomical symbol, like the

divinities of Egypt, and that this is not a religion of nature ; that

there are in them allusions to civilization and to laws. All this

is perceived, but so obscurely, that, in a dialogue o^ Plato,

Socrates declares that lie has very little comprehension of all

these fabulous representations ; and, addressing himself to a

priest, he asks him if he accepts such stories. Socrates questions

him again in regard to another form of worship, that of Jupiter,

and concerning the legend that Jupiter, in order to punish some

bad action of his father Saturn, had mutilated him : from which

the interlocutor of Socrates, blaming an action of his own father,

piously concludes that, in order to imitate Jupiter, he could

not do better than to accuse his father in the tribunal of

justice, and demand his death. This is the manner in which

Euthyphron* understood the worship of Jupiter. Socrates had

* See Plato's dialogue entitled Euthyphron ; Vol. 1, of Cousin's Transla-

tion of Plato, p. 10, 20, 21. See also, in regard to the difficulty which Soc-

rates found in understanding the popular mythology, the commencement
of the Phxdrus, Vol. 6, p. 8.
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lor to avow tlr aded n • n it,

r i I mprehend i
• rtheless, mbolio

eritkisn] led in dissipating all obscurity in t!

On •

rhand, take the philosophy of So

ll-drtiiv in, but he gives directions fet

thought If 1'
I Oft trace for it its whole

mft «>f departure ; this point -

n applii to human :iaf

The of human nature, \l of self, roch is the

f the philosophy of Socrates.* Although before

him the Pytha j put all philosophy in numbers, and the

Ionians in physical phenomena, Bocrat aonstrated tha<

if man i stand any thing, numbers and the world, ii

is in virtue of his own nature and the laws of his nature ; that it

lis nature which it is 1 before all to examine; in

a word, for mathematics and cosm

added to them, psychology. So behold man, thus fir n<

and unappr ibliahed as the point of departure and the

centre of all study, constituted in his own right a being of infinite

ad the most worthy of thought I what thf £

and lucid fo

of metaphysical abstraction. This abstraction sh<

upon the whole age that was able to produce it With it

nothing is more clear than the aire of Pericles. If the

k of thi h resulted in thi >n of psychology, it

quite s that the idea itself of
]

;y. that

the importance of human 1 lity, should

tation of this epoch, and al the organisatkm of the element!

hich it i^ composed. HOW many thir .»u then under

id which 1 i inexplicable enign

fui)'! age which

en the ides of the grandeur of personality, in heaven as

a earth, in i . in the laws, aa in philosophy.

' this Tolomt '
•
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Whencvor philosophy shall attribu erne importance

the Btudy "t' human per onality, you maj !"• rare that the god .

before whom the human personality shall bend the knee, will be

gods more or le i peo onal themselve : you maj be sure that the

representations of arl will do longer fall into extravaganl ei

ation, but thai they \\ ill have thai cli of il«*ii

of Grateness eveVj in the bosom of the infinite, which is pi

the character of personality; in fine, you may be rare thai ihe

Legislation of the tunes will respect liberty, will protect it, will

extend it ; that legislation will be liberal, and more <>r less demo-

cratic. Behold why. instead of raising an army equipped at its

own expense, consequently composed of the besl families, of the

rich, and of Eupatridee, Pericles established an army in which

all classes, poor as well as rich, might enter—an army penetrated

with the spirit of the times, and capable of defending it. This is,

omv more, the explanation of the law by which Pericles gave a

few aboli to all free-born citizens who might assist at political as-

semblies. I do not say that without the philosophic element the

age of Pericles would be incomprehensible; but it seems to me
that it ought, now, to appear to you incontestable that the high-

est light comes to it from the very abstractions of the Socratic

philosophy.

If we apply this point of view to modern history, we shall not

find it less fertile and less luminous. In general terms, in the

progress of civilization, the exterior elements of each age, and, if

you will permit me to use this language, the symbols of the idea

of each age illustrate themselves, and continually reveal, more

and more, the spirit which animates them. Thus the idea of the

Greek world is more transparent than that of the Oriental world

;

the idea of modern history is still more so than that of ancient

history. But even modern times are much more intelligible, il-

lustrated and interpreted by philosophy. One comprehends,

without doubt, sufficiently well to-day the interior thought con-

cealed in the movements of the sixteenth century. Nevertheless,

I ask if we do not comprehend it in a maimer still entirely differ-
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out, when P 6 Bee ft at the beginning of the seventeenth century

>lving itself into the Cartesian philosophy. The sixteenth

century, with its tendencies most hidden, unknown to itself, ag-

grandized, idealized and developed to their last consequence, be-

came man, in the person of him who came to say, in 1G3T :
" There

Kb do Other authority than that of thought: existence itself is

known only by thought ; and, for myself, I am only because I think.

All truth exists for me only upon this ground, that it becomes

evident to me in the free exercise of my thought."* li is not

only the authority of Aristotle which is here denied, it is all other

authority than that of the human mind. Without dwelling fur-

tin -r upon this point, you will conceive what new light such a

fact throws upon all contemporaneous facts.

I could take at pleasure a certain number of ages, and pro-

pose to you, the exterior elements of each one of these a.

being given, to determine beforehand for you the philosophy

which would be the result of this age ; or rather, and with much

more confidence, the philosophy of an epoch being given, to de-

termine in a general manner the exterior elements of this epoch.

I will confine myself to the eighteenth century. Take the phi-

phy of the eighteenth century, and see if, this philosophy

ig once given, you could not certainly deduce from it the

entire century.

Suppose that, in the midst of a century, a mail should rfe

and Bayrf There is no idea which does not come through the

. and that this proposition should be universal!;

and that it should make the philosophy of the century. Sup-

rain, that at the side of this man another should rise up

: add : As there IB nothing in thought which may not have

come by the sei ad that all our ideas, in the las! ana!

might be reduced to sensations; bo in the determining m<

our actions, there is not one which might not be referred to an

^ I
' » --— - . I -- ! -II— - —-— — —

-

—I — -

nd VcIL I U.

i 1 , V*oL n.l 8, Condil.
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interested motive, to selfishness,* Suppose thai this doctrine

should Beem so evident to the century which be* ii appear, that

ii should i"> established almost without combat in all the rai

of society, and thai in the saloons of the capital, a personf

who represented, thus briefly to Bpeak, the intelligence oi ber

epoch, might have said with truth : "The Buocess of the book of

Helvetius is not surprising; he is a man who has told the secret

of all the world." No, certainly, this is not the secret of hu-

manity, and of all the epochs of history ; but it is very true that

it was the secret of that epoch, and of nearly all the wrorid in

the eighteenth century.

Well ! I ask you : When this light once dawns upon the eigh-

teenth century, does not one behold it much more easily ? The

government of such an epoch will not assuredly be a free gov-

ernment, founded upon a recognition of, and a respect for,

the rights of humanity. The philosophy of sensation and of

selfishness ought to have been contemporaneous with a social

order without dignity, with a government arbitrary and abso-

lute, but an absolute government which was itself yielding to

feebleness and corruption. It is impossible that religion may

then have had a great influence over the souls of men ; for

every religion, whatever it may be, and particularly the great,

the holy religion of Christ, inculcates a veiy different doctrine

from that of the senses and of pleasure. The arts and poetry

would necessarily be characterized with littleness and meanness

in such an age, for it is not possible that the form of thought

and of sentiment may be great, where sentiment and thought are

wanting in grandeur.J

Examine also all the elements of the eighteenth century, and

* First Series, Vol. 3d, Lectures 4th and 5th, Helvetius, and Lecture 6th,

Saint-Lambert.

t Madame Dudeffant. Ibid., at the end of Lectures 4th and 5th, the letter

of Turgot.

% See upon the eighteenth century a complete judgment, in Vol 2d, 1st

Lecture of this Series.
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you will be able to determine beforehand their diameter, while

robing in them for the counter-proof of the philosophy

that epoch. One can, I repeat, perform the two following op-

era! irt from the exterior elements of an epoch, and end at

its philosophy! or go from the philosophy of that epoch to the

other contemporaneous elements ; With this difference, that in

beginning with philosophy, one places himself in the wry cntre

of an epoch ; whereas, in taking another at, whatever it

may be, one remains upon one of the points of the circumfen

and the total movement escapes him.

If these considerations are true, it follows that as philosophy

is the culminating point of human nature, the history of phi-

losophy is also the culminating point of history, and that it U,

we must say it, the history of history.

The history of philosophy is in some sort to the other parts of

the history of humanity, what the history of humanity is to that

of external nature. In external nature there is also a principle

of thought, but a principle of thought which knows not ii~

which concealed, and, as it were, enveiled in the inorganic world,

begins to manifest itself in the vegetable world, manifests i

more in animality, and lays hold of itself, and Bays mc only in the

consciousness of man. Yes, there is a history of the external

world ; for this world has its development and its
j

Humanity has also its development richer still, and ju>:

regular. This development is history, properly so called, with

its different branches, industrial and political hi.-! history

of religions, the history of arts ; and the nu the

history of philosophy. It is there only that humanity kr,

If rally with all its elements, borne thus to Bpeak to their

highest power, and placed in their truest light. As the hist

of humanity is the crown of the history of nature, history

of philosophy is the crown of the history of humanity.

Behold how the history of philosophy ahi tnes the hat

When the political history, the history of arts, the history oi re-

ligions, m feeble* the history oi philosophy Me or nothing
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When history grows great, thai of philosophy groat in the

same proportion. In [ndia we have Been that there is no

for the reason that there is no liberty there; that men, attaching

no importance to themselves or to their actions, take little can

leave any record of their deeds; that, the chiefs of the people

representing the gods, being gods themselves, ohronol con-

founded in mythology, and history is not able to arrive at an

independent existence. Now, where there is no history, or next

to none of the other elements of civilization, do not look for a

history of philosophy. In Greece, with liberty began chronology

and history. There men, being free and respecting themselves,

attach some importance to the actions which they perform, recol-

lect them, write at first chronicles, and, little by little, elevate

themselves to history, properly so called. Then, but only then,

a history of philosophy is possible. It is thus in Greece that

the history of philosophy was born ; but it remained there, and

ought to have remained there, in a state of infancy. Political

history alone was brilliant in Greece; there was scarcely any

history either of arts or of religions ; the history of philosophy,

therefore, participated in this general feebleness ; it scarcely went

beyond chronicles ; at least, it has reached us only in the form of

chronicles of ancient philosophy. In the middle age there were

only some chronicles of the same kind. It is with modern civi-

lization that history has commenced, that it has departed from a

chronicle, and that it has finally arrived at its veritable form. It

has passed little by little from politics to art, and to religion.

Considerable researches have been undertaken in all the parts of

the history of humanity. The history of philosophy has come

in its turn and in its place in this general progress of historical

labors. It is in the nature of things that this movement should

extend itself continually. Born of yesterday, an immense future

is before the history of philosophy ; arrived the last, for it the

most elevated place is reserved : the destinies of philosophy

ought to be its own. Let us hope that France, which already

commences with so much brilliancy political history, which has
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given 1 successor to Winckebnao, an interpreter to Creutzei, the

France* which has already produced Descartes, will not be un-

faithful to herself, and that after having entered upon the phil-

osophical career which she once opened to other nations, she will

enter in her turn upon that of the history of philosophy, and

will lere her mark. I shall be happy if my instruction

may be able to hasten this future, and attract the attention and

the interest of so many minds full of ardor and strength to phi-

losophy and its history.

* M. Quatramere do Quincy. Seo 1st Series, Vol. 2d, Lectures 14th, 15th,

and 16th.
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LECTURE IV.

OP THE PSYCHOLOGICAL METHOD in BISTOBY.

That the hiBtoryof philosophy is at the same time special and Of

the qualities of an historian ofphilosophy, < Ifthe love of humanity. -

the historioaJ method. Two methods. Empirics] method: which It al-

most Impracticable, and cannot give the reason of facts.—Of the specula-

tive method.—Union of the two methods in one, which, Btarting from the

human reason, from its, elements, from their relations and their laws, irould

seek their development In history. The result of such a method would be

the harmony of the interior development of reason with its historical den l-

opment, the harmony of philosophy with its history.—Application of this

method. Tin-re points that the method should embrace : 1st, The com-

plete enumeration of the elements of reason; 2d, Their reduction; 8d,

Their relation.—Historical antecedents of this research. Aristotle and Kant.

Vioes of their theory. 1st, Enumeration of the elements of reason ; 2d, Se-

duction to two, unity and variety, identity and difference ; absolute being,

relative being, the absolute cause and tho relative cause, the infinite and

the finite ; 8d, Their relation.—Contemporaneousness of the two essential

Ideas of reason in the order of their acquisition.—Superiority and priority

of tho ono over the other in tho order of nature.—Necessary coexistence of

the two, and generation of the one by the other.—Recapitulation.

The history of philosophy is, at the same time, special and very

general. It is special, for it retraces the development of a par-

ticular element of human nature, the reason ; in this respect it has

its peculiar events, its appropriate movement, and a world of its

own. But as the development of reason presupposes that of all

the other elements of human nature, so the history of philosophy

presupposes that of all the other branches of civilization, the his-

tory of industry, of legislation, of art, of religion ; it is, as I said

in the last lecture, the history of history. For a century past it

has been regarded as an important conquest of the historical spirit

that it has risen from the interest, until then concentrated upon

some individuals, and upon military and diplomatic events, to the

superior interest of manners, of legislation, of the arts and let-

ters, in a people, in a country, in an epoch, and this has been, in

5
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iderable pn But what, indeed, is one people,

COUntr] poch, in the general movement of humanity,

wherein meet all nations, all countries, all epochs, all I »ns,

all of art, all religions? The idea of reproducing this

entire movement must be a late conquest of history; it d

from the last half of the last century. Truly this great movement

is itself only th< 4 the history of philosophy. I do not ex-

aggerate ; I simply draw the direct consequence of this principle,

that reason governs all its applications, and can know itself only

after knowing all thi:

A true history of philosophy, while it is special, must then be

universal, and be connected with the entire history of humanity.

The history of civilization is the pedestal of the history of philos-

ophy. The history of philosophy expresses, in short, the history

of religion, the history of art, the history of legislation, the history

of wealth, and, to a certain point, physical geography itself; for

if the history of philosophy belongs to that of humanity, the his-

tory of humanity belongs to that of nature, the first basis and

theatre of humanity, to the constitution of the globe, to its divi-

is ; in a word, to its physical geography. Considered under

this point of view, the history of philosophy is of the in-

st, but in order to reach this height it must have t:

many ages ; and the philosophy, too, which it traces in its march

must itself have been able to seize upon the universal harm

of things, the harmony of nature and humanity, and that of all

parts of humanity among the: rernmenl

reason

Who shall realise this ideal of the hist hOosoph] \ 1I<"

must 1"' a man who combines the riety of knowled

! profound erudition, with the most exalted philosophi

,-t man who is not a strai. any of the

which compose tin' history of humanity, and \. -m-

prehendsthem in their external development, re their

seci ions, their true order, can ur" for this order to its only

Bource, in the understanding of the constituent elements of hu-
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inanity, and thence, from the I)-' oxn of the invisible world oi con-

Bciousness, prophesy in some manner the events of the risible

world of history, He must not be less than Leibnitz himself

;

that is, of (lif greatest mind, and of the most extensive know Ledge,

and Mill a Leibniti on the verge of the dosing century of humanity.

1 turn my eyes from this ideal of the historian of philosophy.

I dare face but a single one of the qualities necessary to this his-

torian ; but that one I willingly look upon, because it is not a

quality of the mind, but a moral quality, almost a virtue, which

one cannot too often bring to mind in order never to lose siidit of

it, both in science and in life : I mean the love of humanity. The

true love of humanity must attach us to all that belongs to man.

If you love human nature, it is necessary to accept it such as it is.

Now it is complete in each one of you. Enter into your own

consciousness ; seize there all the parts of humanity, the idea of

the useful, the idea of the just, the idea of the beautiful, the idea

of the holy, the idea of the true ; it is by that that you will ex-

ercise yourself in recognizing and in comprehending all the parts

of history ; for if there is in human nature a single element which

may be a burden to you, for which you experience any repug-

nance, you will transport this repugnance into history ; after hav-

ing mutilated humanity in yourself, you will mutilate it in histo-

ry
; you will yield to fanatical prejudices of one kind or of

another
;
you will perceive in history only industiy, or art, or

religion, or legislation, or philosophy. Accept them all, for they

all belong to man. Study entire humanity : in yourself first, and

in your consciousness, then in that consciousness of the human

race which is called history.

Homo sum: humani nihil a me alienum puto.

Let this be our common motto : I shall try not to be unfaithful

to it.

The history of philosophy which I shall one day present to

you, shall then be very general and very special. I shall ex-

clude nothing, but I shall direct you towards the particular object
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ofthehistc I ball oommenoe with the theatre

by ; then I shall place

the principal events which make ordinary history. I will bring

to your remembnu \i political institutions, the diffe:

nmenl which 1 r human socle*

the reli hich have civilized the world, the arts which have

1 it ; and after having run over these different d

of human development, I shall arrive at the last and n

d of all—at You understand that,
;

time, I must pass along rapidly without forgetting any of ti

ntenting myself with marking my course, and I

ing more [llickly the anterior to the philosophic

sphere, in order to stop at that, and there gather carefully the

li'_rht which must illumine all the rest, and a torch for the

wlmle of hist

But bef n<r out upon our
j

we have to examine

ion of the g; importance—that of the method which

I conduct us most Barely to the end which we propose, and

put us in p f humanity and of phi-

losophy. This question necessarily presents itself at the com-

cement of the -

There i 1 methods. That which
]

first and naturally to the mind, is the experimental method. I-

that history, ben . and tl.

philoso] only a collection - ilar

kind, which are called ply

to tl method that h appli

old at E e them and hem, t li . out

their relations, from these relation

1 iw
i determine the lopmen! phi-

phy. We should o numl

shs,

little by little, the n which m and which tn

ad the ! ars
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more simple, moi and more w
,

still, it. is almost impracticable, and il oao lead to i
i

[f \ t -n pretencf that the only legitimate historical methj

the experimental method, il - be faithful to thii

i ion, i" make use exclusively of the experimental method,

never to quit it, and never admit any other method which

without our knowledge govern and guide us, although you may

believe, and pretend to be guided by experience alone,

behold what conditions the exclusive employment of the

perimental method imposes. As il accepts no result anterior to

nation, there are for it no ep 1 upon in the history

of philosophy. . What, in Hue, is a philosophical epoch? I

certain number of systems and schools brought to a genera]

point of view, which, in the eyes of the historian, appears to

govern all these systems, all these schools, and to make of them

a unity. You easily conceive that empiricism cannot comn

by transporting into history distinctions and classifications which

it has not made, results which are strangers to it, and which to

it would be pure hypotheses. Speak not, then, of the East, of

Greece, of Rome, of the middle age, of modern times, or of

any other classification at which experience will perhaps stop,

but from which it ousdit not to start. Otherwise it takes for

granted what is a, matter of question, and, believing that it is pro-

ceeding a posteriori, it in reality proceeds a priori ; it does what

it does not wish to do, and knows not what it does. Instead of

classifications and historical divisions already made, instead of

conventional epochs, it can only have before it at its beginning

three or four thousand years filled by thousands of schools and

systems, among which it must cast itself, and steer its course

as best it can.

The experimental method, at its commencement, not only can

have no epochs, but can have no schools. For, what is a school ?

It is a certain number of systems more or less connected in time,

but, above all, connected by a certain resemblance of principles
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and This is doubt' ficatioo t than tliat

h ; but it is still at

which I rimenta] method cannot itimately an

Whena thai th< . no epochs for this

anmencement.

An I
that if it tramples under foot the prejudice

of - rentionaJ will take, upon the foil]

mankind, t: OS which have made so mu e in

the world, and will establish itself d lid ground. T.

in, is a prejudic human race is, without doubt, a g
authority, but it is no more d< k of the autho

of the human race than of any other, when i i bo

guided only by experience. Strictly, empiricism lias the riglr

thai one i merits attention than another! only

after it mined and I
both. It has no right to ran

, for example, of

Stoic, and it attention for who maintains that

' nuait as much attention ; u must

ily suppose that the human raa ributed

glory, which, in your eyes, Ifl but an hypothesis. Thus, empiri-

. >tudy celebrated phili . it musi

all philosophers in looking up the scatter* ad con-

structing painfully theiz Id, then, empiricism in the

Of four thousand years. t\

. but l ma more or 1 but

which mu [ually studied. Open the the

Pyl ins, which the learned Fabricius I

will tin i ill it is incomplete; and Fabricius, altho

omitted man] >ver

.

of the 1

'

them all in detail, under pain >>( being unfaithful to the

rimental method. \ in foil ly this

• /.' '"i ' Graeoy ' I 1.
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method in order to arrive al I results of any ralue,

Would bo noci to live many ml a ; om- < nmot

oount upon suoh a destiny, it is neccs ary to apply to another

method.

Let us go further. Let us suppose that, after having interro-

ed all the isolated system red through all a

have arrived by s Bingle obs< rvation at the recon trm fcion of the

different sonools, and, bj that, at the reconstruction of funda-

mental epochs, and that tin' experimental method finds itself in

possession of all the facts of history and philosophy, distinguished

and classified ; where is it. then? li has a chronological history:

it knows that ila 1 Bast is not Greece; that the Bast has preceded

the Greek and Roman world ; that this has preceded the middle

age, which has preceded the epoch in which we are. This is

a fact, but docs this tact Buffice you? Is this result sufficient

for all the wants of thought? Does reason consent to know

only what was as having been, and what is as being; and dot

not wish to know why what has preceded, has preceded, and

why what has followed, has followed? Does it not wish to

know all that it knows in a reasonable manner, in an order which

may be that of reason ? Does it not wish to render to itself an

account of these Tacts, to comprehend them in their causes, and

refer them to their ultimate laws, that is, to something necessary?

To this it has been replied, and the reply still is, that from the

facts themselves will be drawn the necessity of the facts. I beg

any one to take the trouble to effect the metamorphosis of fact

into right, of the contingent into the necessary. When this

metamorphosis shall have been legitimately effected, then will I

believe that if the experimental method is impracticable, it is a

pity that it should be so, for it might have been able to satisfy

at length the wants of humanity ; but the metamorphosis is im-

possible : we see that which is ; we observe it, we submit it to

experience ; but that which should be, the reason of phenomena,

their necessity we do not see, do not touch, do not observe, and

we are here in a wrorld which does not fall under the experiment-
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al meth< ! I

• an

other m*<

Think of it

history is made ? Who is th<

Evidently it is men. Tb many differ

menta m history. What ran thi itly,

in, the • human nature. 1

1

velopm humanity. Now, what is the first difficulty to

which the experimental method yiel I
- .' [t is the infinite nun 1.'

of
|

v into which thi- d must

i!y confonnded. Bui it'

in history no other elements than those of humanity, and if

could in advaiv re entering into hisi

all the elements of human; mould have gained much : foi

in commencing hist should know that in it an met

only certain elem. should h- . lv i:i hind all
I

• s of whirl, chine that we wish to e

Besides, when we hue all the element-. 1 mean all th

tial elements, their relations reveal, ash were, themselves, I

from the nature of the differenl elements, th

all their lations, al leasl their general and f. ata]

.re th.' general atnl fundamental r

Monti -punt '

I they are the laws of thi-

Laws are V

thing*. He who raised t! historical monument of the

itnry ad If to the nature of thin

tial elements determined, he upon their r

fundamental relations him laws, and tl

kbhshed, he applied them to

[n fact, unle h the d

relopment, it is i . that these eler ' ould \><- found

in history with their fundamental relntioi

id from -v.*
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1 know what are the inconveniences of this lecond method: I

know that it ifl pa lible to believe thai we bai ' upon the

uii.il elementfl of human nature, and to have onij b j tern,

either too extended or too limited, and consequently false upon

one side or the other, and that to imj tern upon I

ton, ia i" falsify history with a Bystem. I know it, and I ha ten

to declare, that if there 18 no other method possible and n

ble than that whioh I have juat i be on our

guard against its seductions and its inconveniences, in submitting

it to the rude and Laborious test of the first method; and it i. to

this whirl) I wi-h tO coin.'.

The experimental method alone is scarcely practicable, and it

can conduct us.only to the knowledge of what has been, without

knowing why it has been. On the other hand, the rational meth-

od may conduct us to a false Bystem, which may itself conduct

us to a false view of history. But unite the two methods, act

like *r great physical philosopher, who, in his laboratory, con-

ceives and experiments, experiments and conceives, and makes

use at the same time of his senses and his reason. Bc^in with

the method a priori, and give to it, as a counterpoise, the

method a posteriori. The harmony of these two methods* is, in

my eyes, the light by whose aid alone we can wend our way

through the labyrinth of history. We must begin by seeking the

essential elements of humanity ; then, from the nature of these

elements, deduce their fundamental relations ; from these relations

deduce their laws ; then, passing to history, ask whether it con-

firms or repudiates this first work.

If it confirms it, what result would not be obtained ! History

would then no longer be an accidental succession of systems, of

serves as the foundation of this great work, see 1st Series, Vol. 1st, Course
of 1817, Lecture 22 ; Vol. 3d, Lecture 1st, aud in the present Volume, Lec-
ture B.

* In regard to the necessity of uniting the two methods, experimental and
rational, see 1st Series, Vol. 2d, Discours d'ouverture, and Lecture 1st, de la

vraie methode.
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scl. ;hs; \h chroDologj, but chronol

i luminous and inten form; it would no

frords which come one after another, with

our knowing why; it would be a phr ible, in

which nil the worda presenting a distinct form a wh

which itself re] thought It would be netthef

an I it would be a n

the alii I and th

abl ble that hu mid have an am

son .
• lopment* that is. a development which is i olai

and ral • > laws. But human reason is the very founda-

tion of philosophy. The different elements of human I

with their relations and with their laws, are what is called philoso-

phy. If, then, all this, in falling into history, is developed then

eaaonable maimer, it follows, that after having eommen

philosophy, '1 finish again by philosophy, and that thus

hall arrive at the harmony of philosophy and of the history <>f

philosophy. The history of human reason, or the history of phi-

•phy, will be something reasonable and philosophical; it will

If with all its elements, with all their n

b all tln-ir 1 b ated in ud ruminoue

in the Visible
]

of the bun: that

such a i rth the pail 'it.

'I'n I)-' faithful to the method just exposed, it is n<

I human

Wh "f human reason; that is, what are the

fundamental ideas which
]

lopment

of philosophy. ft ison ia develo]

t>> know 1 loped ; and in phi]

phv, b i i-i every thi

admires, before asking why he admin

. before h.r

inquire iring

tno-

:> itseH
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according bo il own la^i . il demanded an aooounl oi and

of its I .iw .

The inquiry thai \\< x are aboul to make, in order to be me-

thodically direoted, ahould lif divided into three points. I

ii is necessary to state, and enumerate in their integrity, the i

ments or essential idea on. Wemusl bave them all, and

lie sure at the same time that we suppose none, and thai

omit none
; for if we imagine i one, a hypothetical element

would lead us to hypothetical relations, and thence to a hypothet-

ical system. The Urst Law <>f ;i wise method is, then, a com]
'

enumeration. Tin 1 second is an examination bo profound - 1 all

these elements thai il may result, in their reduction, and thai

may finish by having in hand the determinate number of ele-

ments, simple and indecomposable, which form the boundary of

analysis. The third law el* method is the examination of the

different relations of these elements among themselves. I

the different relations, for these elements may sustain a great

number of different relations. None must be supposed, nor must

any be neglected. It is when we shall have, all these elements,

when we shall have reduced them, when we shall have seized

upon all their relations, that we shall be in possession of the

foundations of reason, and of its history.*

During the five years which my first course of instruction

occupied, I more than once tried the analysis of the essen-

tial elements of human reason in metaphysics, in art, in morals,

in law, in all parts of philosophy. I do not, then, improvise here,

and these rapid words are the result of long studies.f

The rigorous and scientific analysis of the elements of human

* See, on these precepts, 1st Series, Vol. 1st, the programme of the course

of 1S17, and the Discours (Ton vert u re.

t First Series, 1st Vol., course of 1817, 1st Lecture, des Principes Con-

tingents et necessaires; Vol. 2d, Lectures 2-4, des Principes rationnels;

Lecture 6, Reduction des Verites necessaires ; Lecture 13, du Beau dans les

objets, page 155 ; Vol. 4th, Lecture 22, of principles contingent, and princi-

ples necessary, according to Eeid ; Vol. 5th, Lecture 5, examination of the

list of the categories of Kant.
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ly undertaken. It 1 1 to one

of
•

by whom humanitj

immortal author i rate

into the depthfl of human reason, ; th out and d I all

bout lii' - since Kant renev.

; and of all moderns, ho, for m . and

given t-> the elements of hum on the

1 title of < Kant has ml of aim

same vocabulary. It ma ry little whether we call

is tint preside over tl. pment of human r<

of human nature, in English,

whether they be di some other corresponding

i: it is not words thai but facts. I think

that, after Aristotle and Kant, the list of the element

dd be closed, and that these two great analyst

hausted the statistics of reason. l,ut I am Car from thinking

that the reduction which they have made of th<

the boundary of analysis, Of that they have d 1 the fun-

, n! d relations of these element-. What a „-itj»

mate elements? What is their reduction? WhaJ their

atial relations ? These an 1 I am

compelled to run over them briefly.

If] analytically, I should enu one

ther .-ill the I would d

to you their reality in addressing mya

. when they should be in your conscious^ - in

) all these elements should 1"' enumerai

aid pr reduction, and

animation of their p Bu I
i

mpidly : 1

I] you at once thaf human . in whal inner it

whether it stop ^>r-

f this nature which Burroundi us, or whether into

only under

D line numbers and
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quantity .'

it there bul unity or multiplicitj . I

and the diverse, one and the multiple, unity and plurality, I

are the elementary ide i
ard to number. I

'

it oooup) itself with spaci a consider it only under two

points of Ni'U : ii conceives b space determinate and limited,

the space of all particular Bp flute Bpace. I

oupy itself with existence? does it consider things under

',;<• relation, that they exist? it can conceive only the idea <»{

absolute existence, or of relative existence. Do think oi

time? it conceives either a time determinate, time properrj

called, or time in itself—absolute time, which is eternity,

absolute Bpace is immensity. Dors it think of forms? it con-

ceives a form Suite, determinate, limited, measurable, and some-

thing which is the principle of this form, and which is neither

measurable, nor limited, nor finite; in a word, the infinite. Does

it think of movement, of action? it can conceive only bounded

actions, forces, causes limited, relative, secondary, or an absolute

force, a first cause, beyond which, in regard to action, it is not

possible to seek any thing, or find any tiling. Does it think of

all the phenomena, exterior or interior, which develop themselves

before it, of this moving scene of events and accidents of every

species ? Here, again, it can conceive only two things, manifes-

tation and appearance, or that which, while it appears, still re-

tains something which does not fall into appearance, that is, being

in itself, and, to use the language of science, phenomenon and

substance. In thought it conceives thoughts relative to this, rel-

ative to that, which may or may not be, and it conceives the

principle of thought, a principle that passes without doubt into

all relative thought, but which is not there exhausted. In the

moral world, does it perceive any thing beautiful or good ? it

there irresistibly transports this same category of the finite and

the infinite, which becomes the imperfect and the perfect, the

ideal beauty, and the real beauty, virtue with the miseries of re-

ality, or holiness in its exaltation and in its unsullied purity.

I should here enlarge in vain ; since I am compelled to avoid
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my o] inion, The

tenia] world, the intellectual world, the moral world, all are sub-

to the The groat divi- at present

the division into contingent ideal and necessary

i division, in int of view more circumscribed.

the foundation ol that which I have just u, and

which may be i under the different formulas of unity

and multiplied md phenom

and relative ct and the imj of the finite

and the infinite,

a of these propositions has two terms: the one necessary,

absolute, single, essential,
|

infinite; the other, im]

phenomenal, relative, multiple, finite. A wise ai

all the second tenna among themselvi 11 the G

us among themselves ;
it identities on one hand immensity and

nity, the absolute substance and the absolute cause, the abso-

. fection and the absolute unity ; and, on the other hand,

multiple, the phenomenal, the relative, the limited, the finite,

the bounded, th<' imperii

Behold, then, all the propositions which Wi had enume: I

reduced to aau md the possible, to the

.on of unity and plurality, of substance and pheno

of being and appearance, of identity and diffa

Bavins arrived at this reduction, 1<

an exemplar boo, if

[preai himaelf, unity and multiplicity. What

• relatione of th< terma of tl la

what o acquire them ! D

erring t' unity, then tl.

the idea of dhn . then that of uni

for a moment, enter an instant into and teO

m soon aa I k to on of multiplicity, it is possible for yon

of unity ; if, when I the finite,

you do not necessarily the infinite? Tl proca] ii
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true, When I ipeali to you of iinity, you [linking

of variety. When I Bpeak to you of the infinl cannot

avoid oonoeiving the Unite. V\

mat rival schools,* thai the human mind b and

the infinite, or by the finite, the contingent and the multiple; f( >r

if it begins by unity alone, I defj if to arrive ever a! multiplioi

or if it starts from multiplicity alone, I defy it equally to arrive

ever at unity; if it starts from phenomena alone, it would not ar-

rive at Bubstanoe; it' h starts from the idea of imperfection, it

would not arrive at perfection ; and reciprocally. The two fun-

damental ideas to which reason is reduced are, then, two con-

temporaneous ideas. The one supposes the other in the order

of the acquisition of our knowledge. As, then, we do not begin

only by the senses and experience, and as we do not any more

begin by abstract thought and by intelligence alone, so the hu-

man mind begins neither by unity nor by multiplicity ; it begins,

and cannot avoid beginning, by both ; the one is the opposite of

the other, a contrary implying its contrary: the one exists only

on condition that the other exist at the same time. Such is the

order of the acquisition of our knowledge. The order of nature

is different.f

Doubtless one of these ideas is inconceivable without the other.

But while we do not conceive the one without the other, we can-

not any more conceive that in the intrinsic order of things vari-

ety can exist without the previous existence of unity. Unity,

perfection, the necessary, eternity, absolute space, appear to us

the thing real and positive, of which diversity, the finite, the im-

perfect, the momentary, the successive, are the negation. It is,

* 1st Series, Vol. 2, Discours cPouverture, p. 15 ; and 1st Lecture, p. 37,

and following.

t On the distinction of the order of acquisition of our knowleige', and of

its logical or ontological order, see the 1st Series, 1st Vol., Course of 1816, p.

184 ; the programmo of the Course of 1S17, p. 215, Lecture 8, p. 264 ; Lec-

ture 12, p. 806; Vol. 2, p. 47, and following ; Vol. 4, Lecture 21, p. 444; and
2d Series, Vol. 3, Lectures 17 and 18.
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. iriety, as affirmation is

of negation, as in the (A ;
precedes appearance,

the ; second i the principle of al)

manifestation U manifestation.

Uni • i .
; hut although one be anterior to

:, can they be separated ? What is unity

taken ] A unity indivisible, a dead unity, a unity

which, resting in the depths of iteabsohri

. as if i; In the same

manner, what is variety without unity ? A variety whi .

being able to be related to a unity, can never form a (

any collection whatever : it is a scries of indefinite quantities, of

i of which one cannot If, and not anot]

for this would suppose that it is one, that is, it would sup]

I of unity; so that without unity, variety also if it

were not. Behold what variety or uni'
|
ro-

duce : the one is nee i the other in ft ith

fame c\ tstence which is neither multiple,

various, mobile, and negative existence, nor that aheolni

nal, infinite existence, whir

vy true ifcy, i> in the union of th

dally the one m iperiof and

ant

. from unity, nor unity f

ce from phenomenon, nor phenomenon from sul

they t. But how do tl

interior to multiplicity ; how, then, hi nit

multipli the on

Other ; but, in the
|

an-

the movement from unity

. then, i mental \ ancient

unity on 08 I multi-

hc infinite and t'

•

We ; wo
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haw also identified .'ill the fir I term . And wh.ii an- tin- < Hi t

terms ? Thei are immensity, eternity, infinity, absolute unity. \

shall see, hereafter, hon the school of EQis,* in plocis

clusivelji in this point of new, at the rammitof immen ity, of

eternity . of being in itaelf, of infinite abstanee, 1ms shown thai it

is impossible, in setting out thence, to arrive al relative !•

tin- finite, at multiplicity; and it has greatly mocked a1 those who

admitted the existence of the world, which is, after all, only a

great multiplicity. The fundamental error of the school of

Elia originates from this, that in all the first terms winch

have enumerated, it has forgotten one which equals all the others

in certainty, and which has a right to the same authority, viz., the

idea of cause, [mmensity or unity of Bpace, eternity or unity

of time, unity of numbers, unity of perfection, the ideal of all

beauty, the infinite, the absolute substance, being in itself, Is a

cause also; not B relative, contingent, finite cause, but an absolute

cause. Now, being an absolute cause, it cannot avoid passing

into action, it cannot avoid developing itself. If being in itself

alone is given, absolute substance without causality, the world

is impossible. But if being in itself is also a cause, and an

absolute cause, movement and the world naturally follow. The

true absolute is not pure being in itself : it is power and cause

taken absolutely, which, consequently, creates absolutely,! mani-

fests itself absolutely, and, in developing itself, produces all that

you see around you.

I have apparently tormented you with abstractions. I have

done what my masters, Plato, Aristotle, Descartes, Leibnitz,

Kant, have done before me. I hope that I shall soon prove to

you that these pretended abstractions are the basis of all reality

;

that these categories, so vain in appearance, are the life of nature,

the life of humanity, the life of history.

* Vol. 2d of this Series, Lecture 7, and especially Fragments philoso-

yliiques, Vol. 2d, PMlosopliie ancienne ; Xenophanes and Zeno.

t On the creation and its true character, see the much more extended

passage of tho following lecture, page 102.

6
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LECTUEE V.

FUNDAMENTAL IDEAS Olf ED9TOBT.

Recapitulation, ideas in luunan reason.—Ideas In the divine intelligence.

- Of the true character of the Intelligence. -Beply to som<

id into the anireTee. < Ifthe creation.—< tf the universe u.s a

manifestation of divine intelligence, and of the ideee which oonstii

That those ideas pass into the vrorld and produoe harmony, b

goodness. Bzpanaion and attraction, etc.— Humanity. Man i

i: psychology universal soience abridged.— Fundamental (ketofoon-

eotousness: three terms again, the Anita, the infinite, and their relation.

—All lib i this (acl ; their only difference arises from the pn

inanoe ofsuoh or such an element of this (act, according to the degree of

attention paid to it.—That it is the same with the human race. Its iden-

tity is that of the three elements of consciousness of the human
The difference i from the predominance of one of these over the

others. These differences constitute the different epochs of history.

mi- to mind the conclusions of the last lecture. Reason, in

whatever way it may occupy itself, oan conceive nothing except

under the condition of two ideas, -which preside over the exercise

of its activity: the idea of the unit and of the multiple, of the

finite and of the infinite, of being and of appearing, of substance

and of phenomenon, of the absolute cause and of secondary causes,

of the absolute and of the relative, of the necessary and of the

contingent, of immensity and of space, of eternity and of time,

etc. Analysis, in bringing together all these propositions, in

bringing together, for example, all their first terms, identifies

them ; it identifies equally all the second terms : so that of all

these propositions, compared and combined, it forms a single

proposition, a single formula, which is the formula itself of

thought, and which you can express, according to the case, by

the imit and by the multiple, the absolute being and the relati\ e

being, unity and variety, etc. Finally, the two terms of this

formula, so comprehensive, does not constitute a dualism in which
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the first tei m i I on the other, without any

other relation than that of being ;

on. The relation connecting them is quite othen

: unity, he; :iity, etc., the fil I of the formula is

. and m so far as

cannot avoid developing i—multiplicity,

the finite, the r The result of all this is, that the t

ton j the relation of generati i nd

from the first, and which without cessation the

three integral elements of reason. 1 I in the of

. to separate any of I

is the one from the Othen to take away unity, and

variety alone is no long eptible of addition, it i no

omprehensible ; or try I way variety, and you hi

an immovable unity, a unity which does not n If manitV

and which, of itself, is not a thought, all thought ex: ; it-

m a proposition, and a single term not sullicing for any prop-

ion : in shorty take away the relation which intimately conn,

variety and unity, and yon destroy the tins

very proposition. We may then regard it as an incontestable

,r that these three terms inct, hut inseparable, and

thai they constitute at the same time a triplicity and an indh

hit 1 unity.

Having attained this height, we have I land, and it

becomes us vrhere we are ; thai is, it is necessary to k:;

the nature of these tin . which have appeal

on.

What is the nature of ideas .' \'• id rhich

I only in the dictionary, mere words, and must m-

inalisl .' By do means ; for i

prhicfa we think, idmitted only on condi

bending them, and we can comprehend them onh ral

idition of comprehension, that of understanding

without doubl powerful aids to thought, hut t

not the iiit.-iTi.il principle: i thai thought pr<
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its expre ion, thai we <i" not thinli e peak,* but that

w<- 1 peak we think, and I ire have something to

If we rejecl nominalism, must, we admit thai ideal are

things which exist Like all else, and, as Malebranche that

they are little beings not to be d< »pi ed .' Not at all. [deas are

not things, are nol beings.f Who has Been ideas? Who has

touched ideas? If, as I rerymuch doubt, realists hare meant

to Bpeak of the i eternal existence of ideas, they have fallen into

the most evident absurdity. 1 am tempted d mpute it to

them, but it has been charged upon them justly or unjustly. In

order t<> escape, shall we address ourselves to the Conceptualists.

and run through the known circle of the three great French

schools of the middle age| on the question of ideas? it is here

that one generally terminates. 1 myself am ready to admit that

ideas are only conceptions of the reason, of the intelligence, of the

thought, it' you will agree with me on the nature of reason, of in-

telligence, of thought.

[a reason, strictly speaking, purely human ? or rather, is it only so

far human as it makes its app< arance in man ? Does reason belong

to you? is it yours? What belongs to you? What is yours ? It is

only the will and its acts. I wish to move my arm, and I move it

:

I take such a resolution : this resolution is exclusively mine, I can-

not impute it to any of you ; it belongs to me, it is my property

and that is so true, that, if I please, I can, at the same instant

* Against this theory of Condillac and of M. de Bonald, see 1st Series,

Vol. 1st, pp. 157 and 365 ; Vol. 2d, p. 844 ; Vol. 3d, pp. 63, 95, and 140

;

Vol. 4th, Lecture 20, p. 3S5, and Lecture 21, p. 45G ; (Euvres de M. de Biran,

Vol. 1st, Preface of the Editor, p. xv. ; and in this 2d Series, Vol. 3d, Leo-

tore

t Against this absurd realism imputed to ideas, see throughout the 1st

Series, Vol. 2d, Lectures 7 and 8, p. So, and following ; Vol. 4th, Lecture

22, p. 461, etc.

\ On these three schools, see 1st Series, Vol. 4th, Lecture 21, pp. 457-

461 ; in this 2d Series, Vol. 2d, Lecture 9, on Scholasticism. Vol. 3d, Lec-

ture 20, and especially Fragments philosopliiques. Vol. 3d, on Abelard,

where the true and the false of these three schools is discussed and appre-

ciated.



HI-

oration, wish another thing, produce anotl I

ir is the ft of my will

mmence an action or 1 it. <>r

ft when and as I p] ie with tho
|

- a mathematica] troth ; can it

change this my will

'

! • now my resolu-

tion two and two do do4 mako fonrt

u will d nly in mathematica, but

in all t!. r Bpher DOmett

In morals, try to conceive that the just is not • ry;

at, try to conceive that such or Bneh a form i- not beautiful ;

I will try ir in vain. will always impose upon you

same conception. I t modify itself a <-ur

be; you do not think as you wish. All that i

that which is i. i you i- not yOUTS, and liberty i< the char-

"ility. On.' cannot but smile to hear \ in

our times, spoken of as individual; truly it i> a.
i of

'.amation : for there 1S nothing less individual than .; if

it were individual, we would mast hi-

t emd our wills; we would ch y moment :

that i-, on

vidual, we would not think <»f imposing them upon another indi-

vidual; for to imp 'a individual and persona]

in another individual, another
]

Id be the 1

travaganl despotism. That which is purely individual in bm

Value "nly in the limits of my own individuality. Hut thk i- not

all ; in fact, n\' madmen thox«> who the

mathematical relations of numbers, those who do rot admit the

differei reen the beautiful and th<> ugly, the just and

Unjust Why ? I
• indi\idual

that constitutes these conceptions, or, in othei

in itself is not individual, but ui

this • it binds all individuals, and that an indi-

le he knows that he i> i 1 by it. knoi that

alio nust yield to the same authority. R tson is not, then,
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Individual , hence il ii not oui i ; il doc i oai belong to d

human; foi
t
thai which oonatitutei man and hi intari

peraonality, ia hia voluntary and free activity; all that which

not voluntary and free ia added to man, but ia not an integral

part of man. It' thia be admitted, I mil grant thai id*

oonoeptiona of thia universal and abaolute rea on which ire do

not constitute, but which appears in us, and which ia the law of

all individuals ; that reason which Fenelon found always at the

end of all his studies, and which, returning withoul cessation, in

spite of all his efforta, in all his thought8,*the moat lofty or

most vulgar, drew from him thatsublime conjecture, "0 Reason!

Reason! art thou not that which I seek V 9 Reason in itself in

universal and absolute, and consequently infallible ; but fallen 8

is in man, and thereby in relation with the senses, passions, and

imagination, infallible as it was in itself, it becomes fallible. Itde-

ceives not itself, but thai in which it exists leads it astray ; hence

its aberrations : they are numerous; and as they spring from a

relation which, in the present state of things, is our inevitable

condition, they are inevitable themselves. Truth misapprehend-

ed is, for all that, neither altered nor destroyed ; it subsists inde-

pendently of reason, which, in its present state, does not perceive

it, or perceives it imperfectly. Truth in itself is as independent

of our reason as this reason is in itself independent of man in

which it appears. Its true subject is universal and absolute

reason, that incorruptible intelligence of which ours is a fragment.

This is the theory of Plato, of St. Augustine,, of Malebranche,

of Fenelon, of Bossuet, of Leibnitz.*

Ideas, then, are not mere words, neither are they beings ; they

are conceptions of the human reason : the rigor of analysis com-

pels us to refer them to the eternal principle of human reason,

to divine reason ; it is to this reason alone that they belong ; they

are only in some manner lent to other reasons. It is there that

* 1st Series, Vol. 2, Lectures 7 and 8, and Lecture 13, p. 345, and follow-

ing ; Vol. 3, p. 31 ; and 2d Series in this same Volume, Lecture 6, and VoL

3, Lecture 24.
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th«' . but in what manner 1 In order to d Htm it

i> nut i i look for ; the] m the e •• of

it; they are nothil than tlie manner of existence of

the manner of i e of eternal reason

and intelligen manner • ithrely intellect-

and entirely ideal. Here all nee

bed only by itself; it a]

manner of And, remark, that in considering id

the Eternal Intel] e to thi.> in-

telli i it in order to be a true intelli-

that is, in order to know itself: for the peculiarity of in-

telligence is not to be able to know, but to know in truth. I

it condition have we intelligence? It is not sufficient that

there is in us a principle of intelli . v that
I

intelligence develop itself and ; i object of its own

The necessary condition of intelli

. difference. There i knowledge only wl

then ll terms of which one
|

! the other, and at

the same time, itself; that is, self-knowledge; tl >m-

is» intelligence : intelligence without cor

of intelli Qot intel

nd consciousnesB implies diversity and difl

osfer this from human intelligence to absolute intel!

that 1 mean ideas in the j | of

1. Miit/, to tie- only intelligence to which they can 1 md
.-'. if I may bo express myself, the 1, rine intelli-

o»u nave that intelligen •• with the diverseandharmonj

e>sjiry to it in ord< r t
• B intelli-

ipitulate, re in human

tli their relation : tl

* T!
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ideas. These three ideas an; n<»l an urbil

re i <>n ; far from that, th< tituto tli Now that

which ia true in reason, humanly considered,

considered in itself: that, which makes the basis of our rea on

the basis of eternal reason, that is, a triplicity which

bo1v< ' into a unity, Bnd a unity which <1- tself in

triplicity. The unity of this triplicity ia alone real; and, at the

Bame time, this unity would entirely perish if confined to one of

the three elements which are necessarj to it. They arc then all

Of the same value, and constitute an indecomposable unity. What,

is this unity? Divine intelligence itself. Behold how- high, upon

the wings of ideas, to apeak like Plato, our intelligence elevates

itself; behold the thrice holy God whom the human ra

Ognize and adore, and at the sound of whose nana' the aulhoi

of the System of the World uncovered and bowed his hoary

head.

We are here far above the world, above humanity, above hu-

man reason. Nature and humanity no longer exist for us ; we

are in the world of ideas. Is it not permitted to hope that since

there is now no question concerning nature, nor even humanity, the

preceding theory will no longer be treated as pantheism ? Pan-

theism, at the present time, is the bugbear of feeble imaginations

;

we shall see hereafter to what it may be reduced ; in the mean

time, I hope I shall not be accused of confounding with the world

the eternal intelligence which, before the world and humanity,

exists already by the triple existence inherent in its nature. But

if, at this height, philosophy escapes the accusation of pan-

theism, it will not be spared an accusation quite opposite, that

of wishing to penetrate into tb.3 depth of the Divine essence,

which is said to be incomprehensible. It is declared that God
is incomprehensible. Men, reasonable beings, whose nature and

destiny is, before every thing else, to know and comprehend,

and Avho believe in the existence of God, wish to believe it only

under the express reservation that this existence is incomprehen-

sible. "What do they mean by that ? Do they mean that it ia
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•lutrly incomprehensible ?* Uut that which Is absolutely in-

aprehensible can hi lation to our intellig

not be admitted oor even conjectured by it. A God who

incomprehensible,] (

I
. ud to u>. •

Dot In truth, what t aid be a God who had not gi

to 1 at intelligence to enable this poor creature

to lift himself up to him, to know him. and to believe in him?

to know and comprehend in some d nth,

whatever may be its form, whatever may be its ol >mmon

orsiblime. than the consent <>: That

H the foundation of all faith. Take away the possibility of

knowing, and the root of faith is taken away. Will it be e

that not entirely incomprehensible, h< lie is

somewhat so in some

on account of this very thing that darkness and faint-hear

mingle with the moat lively faith, so that the measure • m-

prehensibility of God is precisely that of our faith.

;11 go further, and to this pusillanimous mysticism I will

ly from the height of Christian orthodoxy. Do you know

what i.> the theory I h . d to you? It is nothit : ban

1 inity. The ( ; <>d of Christians is threefold, and at the same

time one; and the accu i which would

rhich I tea.]), would extend even to the Chrktian

Trinity. 'I inity is the revelation of the Divine

. illuminated in its whole depth, and brought entirely

within the reach of thought. 1 aot appear that Christianity

believes the explanation .if the Divine i I in-

• human intelligence, sin taught

' humble minds, and since it i

the truths which it inculcai - children. Bui what ! will it

be lid i that this truth i-^ a m\ S . 1 do

it, but let it no( thai this m\

My cf God, sec not* 1 »t

the en
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a truth, I I will explain myself clearly ii

Mystery is a word which belong? not to the In ; of philoso-

phy, I'ui to thai of religion. M\ iticism is tin- n- form of

all religion; but this form < which may be approached

ami comprehended in themselves. Ami I onlj

been said long before me by the great I doctors of the Church,

si.Jolm of Damascus, St. Anselm, and Bossuel himself.* '\

great men have attempted an explanation of the mysteries, and,

among others, of the mystery of the mosl holy Trinity. Then this

mystery, all holy and sacred as it was in their i interned

ideas which it was possible to disengage from their form. This

form is borrowed from human relations! the most intimate and

most touching. But if it is holy, the ideas which are beneath it

are also holy, and these are the ideas which philosophy searches

Out, and which it considers in themselw as leave to re-

ligion the form that is inherent in it; it will always here find re-

spect the mosl profound and most true: but at the same time,

without touching the rights of religion, already I have defended,

and will constantly defend, those of philosophy. Again, the form

of religion and that of philosophy are different ; but at the same

time the contents, if I may so express it, of religion and of phi-

losophy are the same. Where there is identity of contents, it is

puerile to insist, in a hostile manner, on difference of form. Re-

ligion is the philosophy of the human race ; a small number of

men go still further ; but, in considering the essential harmony of

religion and philosophy, every true philosopher surrounds with

veneration religion and its forms : he does not revere it by a sort

of indulgence which would be much out of place ; he reveres it

* For all authority^ limit myselfto recalling, that the Catechism of Meaux,

intended for children, thus defines the Son of God. " Le fils de dieu est la

parole interieure de son pere, sa pensee eternellement suhsistante et de

ineanc nature que lui." Catechism of Montpellier: "Le pere ne peut pas

subsister un seul moment sans se connaitre : et en se connaissant il produit

son fils, le verbe eternel. Le pere et le fils ne peuvent subsister un seul

moment sans s'aimer, et en s'aimant ils produisent le Saint Esprit." See

ilso the Elevations of Bossuet.
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sine inn of truth. (Apj>. Bx<

cose, gentlemen, these developments, ex< r I

inu-' >n the 1 which i- me.

advance, to go h the universe.

. and wh I
I

uni-

n. And what is creation? The ordinary

oition i- : I make something from noth.i

that Iraw out from nothing. Let us examine a little this

finition;* it oq the idea of nothingness. Hut what is

this idea ? An idea purely negative, or rather, an hypothesiswhich

eml contradiction. Notion ration of all ex

rare; but who made this i r? Who? Thought, that

who think, and who exist, inasmuch as you think and

since you think, and who know it Bince you know that you think;

that the principl ourhypothi troys it What

id of doubt applies, and with - the

1 of nothing To doubt is to believe, for to doubt is to

think. Does he who doubts believe that he doubts, or does he

ibt that he doubts? If he doubts that he doubts, hed<

by that same act his skepticism : if he believes that he doubt-.

till. In the same way. to think i- I

know that one I 'linn ei : now, t*> make the

hypothesia ofnothingn think, then it i- • and know

that on> i- t.> make the hyj - ^>( not!

condition of a contrary supposition, that o( th<

thought, and of t!. oce of him who thinks. Vainly d

jht and existenc

an affirmation; at the bottom of hy-

* Tl i it ift
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pothe i of notl >lutc condition, is the rappo ition ol

tenco.

Lei ua leave hypotheses: let us take up again the method

which we have alwaj a followed, thai method n hich borroi

human conscious] i what afterwards it. will apply to divine i

sciicr.'- To create ta a thing not difficult to be conceive d, for it

is ,-i thing that we do everj moment ; in short, we

time thai we performs free act 1 wilL I take a r< oluti

take an. tilier, then another still ; 1 modify it, 1 Suspend it, 1 pur-

sue it, etc. What is it thai 1 do? I produce an effect which L

refer to myself as the cause, and only cause; and in regard to

tin 1 existence to this effect 1 seek nothing beyond myself. We
create a free aet ; we Create it, 1 say, for we refer it to no prin-

ciple other than ourselves; we impute it to ourselves, and to our-

selves alone. It existed not; and now it begins I by vir-

tue of the causative power which we posa . This, then, is to

create; but with what? with nothing? No, doubtless ; but, on

the contrary, we create with the foundation even of our existe:

Man draws not from nothing the action which he lias not yet per-

formed, but is about to perform. He draws it from the very real

power which he has to perform it. Divine creation is of the

same nature. God, in creating the universe, draws it not from

nothing, which exists not, which cannot exist, which is a mere

word : lie draws it from himself, from this power of causation and

of creation, of which we possess a feeble portion : and all the dif-

ference between our creation and that of God, is the general dif-

ference between God and man, the difference between supreme

and absolute cause, and a relative and secondary cause.

I produce an effect, but this effect ceases under the eye even

of him who produces it ; it extends scarcely beyond conscious-

ness : often it there dies ; never does it go much beyond it ; my
causative power easily finds limits. These limits within are my

* On the psychological method applied to the theodicea, see the 1st

Series, passim, especially Vol. 2, Lecture 23, Dieu, principe de Videe du bUn
}

and Lecture 2-i, pp. 3S4-394.
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rjetaions, my i . without, they arc the w... A it-elf,

which becomes an obstacle tomj movement I wish to i

a movement, a •

I produce only the volition ol a move-

meat: itiable accident paralyzes my arm; the most

:.\y power; and nr. like mv
relative, contingent, limited: but, in fine, they

and the type of the conception of the divine

oreati

by virtue of his creative power: he draws

the world, not from nothing, which is not, hut from bimself, v

Hi- promiaent char lute

iftave force, which cannot avoid exercise, it follows, not onlv

that creation i We, but that it ry.* Further.

God creates with bimself; then he - with all the qualil

which \ )i/."d in him, and which i

into bis creations, (rod is in the univ. rse as the cause is is

t : as we our* sole and limit arc in the

ble and limited effects which we produce. And if we

uias G I as the unity of being, of intelligence, and of power,

with the variety which is inherent in him, and with the relation

just as necessary as the two terms which he unites, all t!

characteristics must be found in the \ ad in visible

Then creation i- not an evil : it i> a good and thus the

Holy Scripture! ml it to ob—" He saw that it

Why .' Because i1 was more or less eofrformed to bimself.

Behold the univ.rse created, and manifesting him who

it : l)ut this manifestation, in which the principle of manifestation

makes i: , ranee, dors nol exhaust it. 1 explain myself.

Twill i aid I produce an action: my vohmt

appears by this act, and in this action : r

to ii I refer thk action ; it i> in it. then
J
hut how i» it in it ? [|

! by it. M) that th> ins no any

•.>s«nrv to nn I

« -t •, »t t i
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thing of ii
' Nfo, and that is bo true, that after having perfori

such an act, I perform i new one, I modify it, I ohao

if God ia in the world, if God 1 1 in i( with all the elem

whicli constitute hi , he is neither abaorbed nor exhausted

;

and after having produced this irorld, he remains not li n ei

in bis unity, and his eternal essence.

It is in this double point of new of the manifestation of l

m this world, and in the subsistence of the divine i in

itself, although it 1h i manifested in the world, that exists the true

relation of the world to God, a relation which is at th<

time a relation of resemblance and of difference; for it is impo

l>le that God, in manifesting himself, should not to a cert rin point

pass into his manifestation; and at the Bame time it is ii

ble that the principle of a manifestation should not remain differ-

ent from the manifestation which it produces by all the differ-

ence between cause and effect. The universe is, then, an imper-

fect reflection, but a reflection of the divine essence.*

I do not wish here to search out the intellectual laws, hidden

under ordinary physical laws. But do not all men, the ignor-

ant as well as the learned, see in the universe a constant

harmony ? Can one deny that there is harmony in the

movements of the world ? This would be to deny that the

world endures ; that it endures two minutes, for if there were

not harmony in the movements of the world, the world would

be destroyed. Now, evidently, harmony supposes unity, but not

unity alone. There is already variety in harmony, and, moreover,

there is a relation between variety and unity ; there is a mingling

of unity and variety in a perfect measure : this is the harmony

of life and of the universe. Behold, then, why you find the

world a beautiful thing : it is the intimate relation between unity

and variety, which makes the beauty of this world : it is the

same relation which, in making its existence, its duration, and its

* On God present in the world, and distinct from the Tvorld, see note 3,

at the end of this Lecture.
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ify. mall the beneficent character of its laws: for tl

laws, hannonioufl in th< I harmony all

and. These, fa . are l>ut generalitii s. Lei u

into details, let u> run over the different spheres into which

•ico has divided the world, and you -will find then <me

characters that the general ;. f nature lias ol von.

nechanics, astronomy, genera] physics; what do you find

in them "? Two foi itripetal and centrifugal, at the same

tinv od united together. The law of D infinite

divisibility, that is, unive; >n. Infinite divisil

nothing else than the movement of unity into varietj

without limits. Suppose that i( be really without limi vim

w what would be the consequence? The dissolution of all

things. Jn fart, if infinite divisibility has no counter]

thing must be infinitely divided and subdivided : tl

that result from this infinite su >n must th( in-

finii' livided. If this divisibility be not an

dty in Bpace, Qtinuity in time; t;

are no more distinct elements ; there is no longer any thing but

finite quantities, which defy all numeration, all com]

all addition. This law, this tendency to infinite divisibility, I

tail. ! in the woild, but bow ifl it there? With another

law, that of universal attraction. Attraction is the return .<f

to unity, as expansion is the movement of unit;.

And it Diversa] laws are in rela*

other, and form a counterpoise and equilibrium; in a word.

Can in harmony, that the world Bubsists two niiiv.

in i G i from mechanics, from astronomy, and from

ph) • chemis ible and animal phys md
i will find these two movements and their relation: cohe

opposite, aid its opp 1 the intin.

•ion which i em. I insi upon this sub-

ject

Jn to be visible by the I 'tail, and to

ull ; minds. Aln phi-
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losophy of nature, more advanced, perhaps, elsewhere, bul more

hypothetical; here more circumspect, and with a mo lorious

i ut in «'. I am contented to trace oul to rou some feature

this great picture; and I arrives! humanity.

Nothing perishes in universal life; every thing is metamor

phosed, and assumes a n«'\v appearance. Mechanics and phi

pass into chemistry, which in its turn passes into vegetable p]

iology, which also has its place in animal economy. All th<

degrees of lift' :nv found in humanity. Humanity is all that, and

still mora— it. is the knowledge of it all; it is the constituent ele«

menta of all existence brought under tin- eyes of consciousnej

The study of consciousness is the study of humanity. The

study o( consciousness, in philosophic Language, is called pgy-

ohology. If man sums up in himself the entire world as the en-

tire world reflects God ; if all tin 1 movements of the divine essence

pass into the world and return into the consciousness of man, you

may judge of the high rank of man in the creation, and consequently

(A' psychology in science. Man is a universe in miniature: p

chology is universal science concentrated. Psychology contains and

reflects all, that which is of God and that which is of the world,

under the precise and determinate angle of consciousness ; there

every thing is within a narrow compass, but every thing is there.

In consciousness there are thousands and thousands of phenomena

without doubt, as in the exterior world : but in the same way as

the exterior world may be summed up in two great laws and in

their relation, so all the facts of consciousness may be summed

up, and are summed up, in one constant, permanent, universal

fact, which subsists in all possible circumstances, which has a

place in the consciousness of the peasant, as in that of Leibnitz,

which is in all consciousness, under the single condition that it be

an act of consciousness. This is a fact, the most common and

the most sublime : the most common, because it is in all con-

sciousness ; the most sublime, because it involves the most im-

portant consequences.

There is a psychological art, for reflection is, thus to speak,

7
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: ia art is I in a single d

one I within himself without long . ha-

bitual
i

ip. Instead, then, of enter*

ing here upon mud analysis of the fact of co: leas,

which jron would I rouble t » follow, I will content my-

; with presenting to yon the general character of this fact.*

thing, I shall be lb

as man knows not himself, he knows nothing ; for w«»

l know nothing only so far as we know that w : all

r implies the knowledge of self, not, without

doubt) a developed knowledge, but that kno which l

; in knowing that we i man kn<

not himself, he is as if he « cot; but from the moment that

he knows himself, he knows himself only on condition of know-

ing every tiling else, in the same maniv r as he knows him-

All is given in all ; and man, in perceiving himself, p'

idy all that he will afterwards reach, by the closest inspection.

When I perceive myself I distinguish myself from all that is

not myself; and in distinguish! from what is not myself,

I do two thing.-: 1st, 1 affirm myself as essa

iting that from which 1 d If. I am the MM. I am

that me which confounds itself with nothing foreign t- only

on condition of distinguishi]

distrngoish self from something is to snppoa of that

from which ;ingui-hed. Man, then, finds himself only in

rinding Something that surrounds him, and i . ntly h

him. Enter a moment into yourselves, and you will a

thai I
which limited on all -

objects, Hut if th IT world limits the me, and !

to it in ei

modifies it. ad impresses ita own

nd this d

primitive nn<l
j

t the

sad of Vol. >t <U Cbn*ci*nc*j a- . Ju
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be, becomes for the world i boundary, a limit Behold the mu

tual opposition in which we lay hold upon our
'

>po--

ution i
- permanent in consciousne •

. il I

con Bui after all, this opposition re olv< it elf into

one and the same notion, that of the finite. 'I thai we

is finite; the not me which limits il is itself finite; tb o in

different degrees, but they ire equally so; ire are then Mill in

the sphere of the finite, [s there nothing else in oonsciov

£es,a1 the same time thai consciousnei the me as finite,

in opposition to the noi me, finite itself, it stops neither at the

one nor ;it ihe oilier ; it, sets out thence (o conceive a being that

has all the characters opposed to those which the mc finds in it-

self, ami in the not me which is analogous to it. This being

absolute, as the mv and the noi me are relative
; ii is ;i n cessary

Bubstanoe, as the >>>< and the not vie an- contingent substances.

Besides, it is not only a substance, it is a cause also. In fine, the

me seizes itself only in its acts, as a cause that acts upon the ex-

terior world ; and the exterior world arrives at its knowledge of

the me only by the impressions which it makes upon it, by the

sensations which the me experiences, which it cannot destroy,

which it cannot then refer to itself, and which it refers then to

some foreign cause : this foreign cause is the world ; it is a finite

cause, and the me also is a finite cause. The necessary sub-

stance, common principle of the me and of the not me, is, then,

a cause also, and it is consequently by its nature an infinite

cause.

It is not in the power of man to destroy a single one of these

three terms of the fact of consciousness. It is the stuff of which

all our ideas, all our convictions are made ; at every moment, and

in all the most common circumstances of our existence, we be-

lieve that we exist, we believe that there is an exterior world that

exists also, and that is, like ourselves, limited and finite ; and we

refer both this world and ourselves to something better, beyond

which it is impossible to conceive any thing, in fact, of existence

and power. The consciousness has, then, three motive princi-
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iture, hko the divin" elf; it 8

and manifests the other.

The Identity institutes the identity of human

knowledge. It i- upon thi> common basis tl. all

the differences which distinguish man from man. The ti

terms ot form a primitive synthea oc

len confused. Often man remains tl:' . end this is

:li the ii ' of men. Bometimee he u
r,, t> onl of it. he

addfl analysis to this primitive synthesis, he di - it in suh-

mittinz it t<> the liirht of reflection, which, in shedd auc-

isively in h of the three t<a-m> of consciousness, illumin-

- tin- one by the other ; and then man knows better what he

already knew. Then i- do other difference between man

man. 4

Such is the saperiority of reflection and of human

the primitive beliefs of consciousness: it U no \»M

that it may happen that reflection, which is bucc<

If turn by turn with one of the terms of consciousness, pn

enpied with on - upon it, and negl< aubsti-

tntee for synthesis a confused but oomp] oon-

imperfecl analysis, ace.

Wh
I of the individual. I aay of the human race, [have

vindicated the individual and human nature; I haw rendered

hom i
•• to Providence in showing in the consciousness of th»>

m<>M common men the three terms which are in the i rel-

oped scientific reflection, which are in nature, which are in G

himself. The only difference between man and man is the a
or ! - in the manner of rendering t.> himself an acoonnl

elementa, It a the aame, with th<« human The

human race, in the 6rs! generation as in the nei-

ther more nor Irss. the three elements which we have designal

It i> not in the power of time to produce fourth. In thia con-

sists th.- unity and identity of the human race. Bui then ia no

biatory of ich i^ one, i lentical in itself, permanent, with-

. without movement ; if tie* humai
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identical with itself, if il lustained aol relatively frith itaeli

differences, it would have no history, for there ii do hi
'

oept of that which ohai i ietj in unit} is the element oi

history. The power of variety in the bands of time, and upon the

theatre of history, produces on a large scale ili.it wliicli passes «m

small one upon the limited theatre of individual oonsoionani

The human race sustains with itself, in the course »>t" its destiny,

the same differences which the individual sustains relatively with

himself in die limits of his own. The human race, which lias

always in permanence the three fundamental elements of con-

sciousness, admits also differences in the degree of clearness with

which it recognizes them, and in the decree of attention which it

directs Bometimes upon one and sometimes upon the other. The

characteristic differences which divide the development of the

consciousness of the individual arc the different epochs of his life.

The differences which the human race undergoes, in its develop-

ment, are the epochs of the life of the human race, that is, the

distinct epochs of history.

Now what are, what ought to be, the different epoch? of his-

tory ? and in what order do they succeed each other ? In order

to know this, it is evident that it is necessary to recognize in what

order are developed the differences which we have designated in

the consciousness of the human race, and in that of the individual.

Is it the idea of the infinite which first occupies humanity, or the

idea of the finite ? and in the latter case, which of the two terms

of the finite occupy it first ? It is that, indeed, which it concerns

us to know with precision, in order to be able to determine defi-

nitely the order of the great epochs of history : to the examination

and solution of this problem shall our next lecture be devoted.
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iPPENDH TO THE FIFTH LECTURE.

Note 1, page 90.

OF THE COMIMIKHKNSIBIUTY AND TIIE INCOM I'KKII KNSIBILITV OF

GOD.

We here combat the interested assertion of the enemies of

philosophy, that God is incomprehensible, and that it is not then

for reason, and for the philosophy which represents it, to explain

God. Elsewhere, we have established in some degree, it may be

admitted, at onco the comprehensibility and the incomprehensi-

bility of God. First Series, vol. fourth, Lecture twelfth, p. 12.

We say at first that God is not absolutely incomprehensible, for

this manifest reason, that being the cause of this universe, he passes

into it, and is reflected in it, as the cause in the effect ; there-

fore we recognize him. " The heavens declare his glory,"* and

" the invisible things of him from the creation of the world are

clearly seen, being understood by the things that are made ;"f

his power, in the thousands of worlds sown in the boundless

regions of space : his intelligence in their harmonious laws

;

finally, that which there is in him most august, in the sentiments

of virtue, of holiness, and of love which the heart of man contains.

It must be that God is not incomprehensible to us, for all nations

have petitioned him, since the first day of the intellectual life of

humanity. God, then, as the cause of the universe, reveals

* The Psalmist. t St. Paul.
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him but G | la not only the i

h<> i and intinit*- >ossin^ in himself,

not a relath :tion, which is only a degree of imperi

but U absolute perfection, an infinitude which is QOl only
'

finite multiplied by itself in those proportions which the human

mind is able ah i enumerate, but a true infinitude that s,

date negation of all limits, in all t
:

er, it is not true that an indefinite eflVct adeqnat

an infinite hence it I true thai n ible

absolutely to comprehend God by the world and by man, for all

of God i^ not in them. In order absolutely to comprehend the

infinite, it is to have an infinite power «»t" comprehen-

. and that is not granted to us. (rod. in mar, :

reta tiling in himself which nothing finite can absolutely

manifest; consequently, it is not permitted us to comprelv

olutely. Ti lains, then, in (rod, beyond the umvi

and man, something unknown, impenetrable, incomprehensil

Hence in the immeasurable spaces of the univen ith

all the profundities of the human bouI, (

inexhaustible infinitude, whence he is able to draw without limit

new worlds, new beings, new manifestation G us,

then Qcomprehensible ; but even of this incomprehensibility

we have b clear and precise idea ; for we have the most

- of infinitude. And this idea is not for us physical

refinement, it. is a simple and primitive conception which sh :

for us from our entrance into this world, luminous and obscure

ther, explaining every thing, and being explained by i

ies ui at first to the summit and the limit of all

explanation. There ia something inexpli

hold then whither thought tends; there is inf . behold

th»n t v principle of all relative and finite h<i*

explains not the inexplicable, it conceives it. 1

rIiI. 1 to comprehend infinitude in an absolute manner, but it com-

prehends il in some d< jree in its indefinite manifestations, which

tt, and which vnl it ; and. further, !, it
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compivlur.d far a- iuri>m|iTrln'nsil»Ii'. It is, tl .
ar,

equal error to oaU (l<>d absoluterj comprehensible, and absolutely

incomprehensible. Il«- ii both, imrisible and present, revealed

and withdrawn in himself, in the world and out of

familiar and intimate with his creatures, that we see him

opening our eyes, that we feel him in feeling our I eat,

and at the same time inaccessible in his impenetrable maj<

mingled with every thing, and separated from every thing, mani-

festing himself in universal life, and causing scarcely an ephemeral

shadow of his eternal essence to appear there, communicating

himself without cessation, and remaining incommunicable, at once

the living God, and the God concealed, " Deus virus et Dmu
nditus."

Note 2, page 94.

OF THE TRUE SENSE IN WHICH MUST BE UNDERSTOOD THE NECES-

SITY OF CREATION.

Thought in vain shuns the exclusive, speech encounters it in-

evitably because it is successive, and because in saying one thing

it does not at the same time say another, which would be partic-

ularly necessary in order to explain the first, and put it in its true

light. Does one wish to combat an arbitrary and capricious

creation, unworthy of the divine nature ? one runs the risk of

falling, in appearance at least, into fatalism. Thus, this passage

on the necessity of creation must be guarded by other passages,

before and after it, in which it is established with the last degree

of precision, that the necessity in question is not a physical neces-

sity, but a metaphysical and moral necessity ; that, consequently,

it no more destroys the liberty of God than the metaphysical and

moral necessity of good, that is, obligation, destroys our liberty.

Philosophical Fragments, thud edition, Preface :
" On reflec-

tion, I find this expression (necessity of creation) somewhat irrev-
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liberty it I tnce of

apromising, and I do not h> . but in reti

lain it It covers no mystery of t ; it

lea which everywhere found, among the moat

saintly'' as well as among the gi G

like man, . act only, in conformity to his nature, and

, in God lly,

the to the substance, and the divine I

always in action : G i entiaHy active and cieoo
'

follows benoe, that, far from despoiling God of his nature and his

otial perfections, it is very necessary to admit that i

ntially • could not hut -ntially

intelligent could create only with intellig

tially wise and good could create only with wisdom and good-

The word n nothing It is incon-

sble that from this word some may hare wished to draw, and

tnpute to me, universal fatalism. Whal the

;o hk very substance, do 1 r this a

blind and fatal! What, is it impiety to put one attribute i

liberty, in harmony with all his o .and with the

divine nature itself ! What, (I • in

ng all th<> attributes *'( God to a single

the gn ritten—The eternal laws of the dii

it will be necessary to put—The arbttr

I : so that where they have written— It was in

with tin- nut I !, with 1 m, with his

: h or such a manner, it will tute

thai it neither ajrr< d with his nature, hut that it

him arbitrarily to do thus ! It i> the d

a human legislation, tr i divine

than tv. me,

and ;

it in the Euthyphron toth<

if reappeared in Christ'

and it had
|

under t
!

h tli^ i: I a it.
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Hut lot m go to tin- rool of the aril, to wit, as inoomplete and

vicious theory of libertj [I i hero that the power of psychology

shines forth. Evei jr psychological erro with it the

errors; and ii ire are deceived in regard to human lib

are, consequently, almost nece irily deceived in regard to the

liberty of God. Without vain subtilty, there is a real distinc

between arbitrary freedom and liberty. Arbitrary freedom, ii

volition with the appearance of deliberation between different

objects, ;iml under this Bupreme condition, that when, as a con-

sequence of deliberation, we resolve to do this or that, ire b

tin* immediate consciousness of having been able, and of being

able still, to will ih> i contrary. Ii is in volition, and in the retinue

of phenomena which Burround it. that liberty more energetically

appears, but it is not thereby exhausted, it is at rare and sub-

lime moments in which liberty is as much greater as it app

less to the eyes of a superficial Observation. I have often cited

the example of d'Assas. D'Assas did hot deliberate; and lor all

that, was d'Assas less free, did he not act with entire liberty ?

And has the saint "who, after a long and painful exercise of virtue,

has come to practice, as it were by nature, the acts of self-renun-

ciation which, are repugnant to human weakness,—has the saint,

in order to have gone out from the contradictions and the

anguish of this form of liberty which we call volition, fallen

below it instead of being elevated above it, and is he nothing more

than a blind and passive instrument of grace, as Luther and Cal-

vin have inappropriately wished to call it, by an excessive inter-

pretation of the Augustinian doctrine? Ko, freedom still re-

mains ; and far from being annihilated, its liberty, in being puri-

fied, is elevated and ennobled ; from the human form of volition

it has passed to the almost divine form of spontaneity. Sponta-

neity is essentially free, although it may be accompanied with no

deliberation, and although often, in the rapid motion of its inspired

action, it escapes its own observation, and leaves scarcely a trace

in the depths of consciousness. Let us transfer this exact psy-

chology to the theodicea, and we may recognize without hypothe-
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penally the fon liberty

Y< -
. imong other p aid

ird thai then should be

than in . human . but not with

that liberty which is relai or double nature, and mad-

TOT, and painfully i ler vir-

and our impei . with a liberty thai

to his own divine nature, that is, a liberty unlimited, in-

iinit raisings te, Betw< n justice and injustice, be-

I and evil, between reason and its contra I cannot

deliberai [uentlj, cannot wiU after om* manner. (

one conceive, in fact, that he could take wh ill the I

part ? Thk very supposition is impious. It i> r.

mit that when he lias taken the contrar icted fin

witliout doubt, but not arbitrarily, and with the c

having been able to choose the other part. His nature, all-pow-

erful, all-just, all-wise, is d 1 with this spontaneity which

contains liberty altogether, and excludes at once the and

the miseries of volition, and the mechanical operation of necessity.

8 h is the principle and the true character of the divine action."

There is as the

. two kiml> ssity— physical ty and moral no

sky. The question is not raised here of the physical i

toon; for, in this hypothesis, God, n I for the hundredth

time, would 1"' without 1,' thai is, below man. Tl

mains, then, the moral necessity Lion, thai

ad 1 wist to repeat the explanation which I h

;'
if, and which, with a lamentable ski'

suppressed. I am free, and that, for me, is an invincible demon-

ition that God i^ \i>--\ and possesses all that is e^<cntial in my

liberty, and in a supren ith<>ut the limits which

and a bounded intelligence impose upon me. The divine liberty

•iize the miw my liberty,

troubles, its inties; it i- naturally united to the dh

mtellitp i - !
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'

,: '

|te the world and man, even ai I am free to make uch 01 uch a

ohoioe. Tell me, la thai dear, and do you find me sufficient!)

plicil in regard t<> the liberty qI God old the knot of the

difficult) -God was perfeotrj free to create or nol to < but

win baa be created? God baa created becau e he has found

oreation to be more in conformity with his wisdom and hi*- go I-

aeas, Creadon is not an arbitrary decree of <
I mi

thought ; it is an acl perfectly free in itself, without doubt, but an

act founded in reason: it is very necessary to admit this. Be-

oause God decided on creation, Ik- preferred it
;
and he preferred

it because it appeared to him better than the contrary. And if

it appeared better to his wisdom, it was then, in accordance with

that wisdom, armed with omnipotence, to produce that which

appeared the best. This is my optimism ; accuse it as much as

you please of atheism and of fatalism, you are not able to carry

this accusation against me without equally making it fall upon

Leibnitz, without speaking of St. Thomas, and many others; and

1 consent to be a fatalist and an atheist like Leibnitz. The God

who made me was surely able not to make me, arid my existence

was not wanting to his perfection. But, on the other hand, if,

creating the world, he had not created my soul, this soul which

is able to comprehend him and love him, the creation would have

been imperfect ; for, in reflecting God in some of his attributes,

it would not have manifested those that are greatest and most

holy ; for example, liberty, justice, and love ; and, on the other

hand, it was good that there should be a world, a theatre where

this being, capable of elevating itself to God through passions

and miseries that abase it towards the earth, might be able to dis-

play itself. All things, then, are as God has made them, and as

they are. Hence, I conclude, be not displeased, that God, with-

out undergoing any restraint, remaining free and perfectly free,

but not being able to find it better to create than not to create,

created not only with wisdom, but even in virtue of his wisdom,

and that thus, in this great act, intelligence and love directed

liberty."
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by W ( I h tsten to BBy ir, with . by

his iw that it v. the world and o
the bom time, I Dot to i nd n<>t

to follow hi I both, even

• it is right and g< L [n him hi whom thing

infinite, intelligi . and liberty are equally infinite ;

and in him who is the supreme unity, intelligence, go ;md

lib«' • that it is imp*

divine liberty the miseries of oar uncertainties and our interior

[n man, diversity of the of the soul i^
I

traj rd and difficulty. Different
j

goo ind free activity, are ah •: in the

ami umanity, but carried to their supreme power, to tlu-ir

infinite power, distinct and united together in the life of t

nal unity. The tin - en the quicksand oi

svuganl anthropomorphism and that of an <• sm;

the true God is a 1
i real being, all of whoa

distinct and inseparable, are developed in conformity with the

infinite nature, without effort and witi moat, ]

divine intelligence, and the conception of the plan of th

numbei rids is impossible. Deprive God of hia aess

and his love, and creation becomes superfluous for him who ;

tfficient for himself. Depri

his liberty, and the world and man arc no longer any tiling but

fatal, and, in some sort, mechanica] tike

rain which falls from the clouds, or like the bioh

slow- from its fountain. Man thai i- free can hare for fa

mil-, ipable of loving

lores; man endowed with intel ipreme

intelligence. This induction, so simple and so solid, borrowed

nidation of a >ub-

lime tl nduction, so old in humani in

tly combated by different adv<

i century, and in Yanini. Our
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philosophy has m than o ndered into a labyrinth of diffi-

culties, oi objections, and of accumulated respon i •in regard to

\i bottom, il denies the divine liberty, and thai I

deplorable confounding of intelligence and action. I ••'11

that. God has necessarily conceived,! ccordance with his

lom and in- g Ine i, the creation of a world which should

bear some signs of him, and, above all, of a being made in hii

own image; but from this necessity, entirely intellectual and en-

tirely moral, it concludes lit" necessity of action, which app

logical, ami yet is oontrary to the most manifest facts which take

place in us, and contrary to the m< the

most simple psychology."

Course of i i on the History of Modem Philosophy,

first Series, Vol. 2, Lecture 23, page 348: " It" man is IV

possible that God may not be free? No one contends that he

who is the cause of all things, who has for the cause o£ himself

only himself, can depend upon any thing whatever. But in IV

Log Grod from every exterior constraint, Spinoza subjected him to

an interior and mathematical necessity, in which lie finds the per-

fection of being*. Yes, of being which is not a person, but the

essential character of personal being is precisely liberty. If, then,

God were not free, God would be inferior to man. Would it not

be strange that the creature should have tins marvellous power of

disposing of himself, of choosing and freely willing, and that the

being who has made him should be subjected to a necessary de-

velopment, the cause of which is only in himself, without doubt,

but the cause of which is a sort of abstract, mechanical, or met-

aphysical power, of little importance, but inferior to the per-

sonal and voluntary cause which we are, and of which we have

the clearest consciousness ? God is free because we are free ; for

God is at once all of what we are, and nothing of what we are.

He possesses the same attributes which we possess, but elevated

to the infinite. He possesses an infinite liberty, joined to an in-

finite intelligence ; and as his intelligence is infallible, exempt

from the uncertainties of deliberation, and perceiving at a single
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glance wherein is good, so hk liberty a accomplished -ponta-

aij and with rt."

Noi e 95.

• r IN" THE WORLD, AND 018X1*01 FROM TFIE WORLD.

I-. b >tty question of the relations of God I -rid,

Bhun the double en ip-

j>"-
:

'i-j; of whom there may l ice m the

Id, and a G 1 into the world, that be may

different from it ; the I lod of the schools, and the

God of pantheism. Such hat en our double pur-

poae: we bare marked it bo strongly, that it could nol • an

athre, impartial mind. Bui as one it not able to say ei

thing at aid in the same indivisible moment, when we fa

bated the abstract God of the schools, we hare seemed

incline to pantheism ; and when we hare combated pantheism.

othi 1 us of returning t ab-

out a. We ouraerres wul here bring together different

3, which, tak^n apart, aiv perhaps ei I
which,

reunited, temper each other, and i explain each

othn

l . A I id of the schools, behold n

in which the I is thrown into ti.

Philotophi ition: "The

nsckmanesa is nol an abstract i solitary 1

r\i m the creation, upon the f |

it eternity, and of an absolute i

• which resemblee the

denid itself of existence: be I ! at once true

nee and

eternity

ml number, i 1 life, indivisibility
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totality, principle, end, and mid t, at the lummil of being, and

at ita humblest degree, infinite and finite together, triple, in fine,

ili.it is, at once God, nature, and bumanity. in fact, if God

not in every thing, In- is in nothing; if h<' ii ab oluterj indii

ble in bimaelf, be ia inaccessible; and consequently be ii incom-

prehensible, and bis incomprehensibility is for as In destruction.*

Incomprehensible as formula, and in the schools, God appe

in the world which manifests bim, and for the soul which p

sesses bim and feels him."

OtluT passages

:

First Series, Vol. 2, p. 109 : "There is a very Bimple means of

delivering the Theodicea from every shade of anthropomorphism

:

it is to reduce God to an abstraction, to the abstraction of being

in itself. Being in itself, it is 'true, is free from all division, but

upon this condition, that it can have no attribute, no quality, and

oven that it may be deprived of perception and intelligence. . .
."

Ibid., p. 114 :
" By dint of a desire to free God from all the

conditions of finite existence, mysticism takes away from him the

conditions of existence itself; it so much fears that the infinite

may have something in common with the finite, that it refuses to

acknowledge that being is common to both, except the differ-

ence of degree, as if all that does not exist, were not in fact

nothing ! Absolute being possesses absolute unity, without any

doubt, as it possesses absolute intelligence ; but again, absolute

unity, without any real subject of inherence, is destitute of all

reality. Real and determinate are synonymous terms. That

which constitutes a being, is its special nature, its essence. A
being is itself only on condition of being no other : it cannot,

then, be deprived of characteristic traits. All that exists, exists

so or so. The difference is an element as essential to beino; as

unity itself. If, then, reality is the same thing as determination,

it follows that God is the most determinate of beings. Aristotle

is much more a Platonist than Plotinus, when he says that God is

* See foregoing note, No. 1.

8
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ma

h< of thought; thai hi not a simple power, but a

to action, and effectively jjunders a; by

this, til in order to be : . mast have nothing in him,

which may not be accomplished. It is to finite nature that it

belongs, to a certain point, to be indeterminate, sine

has always in itself powers which are not 1 ; this indetermi-

Dataon diminishes in proportion m it remov< from it. Tims

true divine unity is not abstract uni

in which all is completed. At the summit «.

still more than in its most humble . all is determinate, ail

one The richness of

terminations is the sign itself of plenitude of being. K

distinguishes the determinations among themselves, fori it is not

; v to see limits bo these determinations. Behold what has

1 the Alexandrian mysticism : it has imagined that dh

of attributes is incompatible with simplicity of essence;

and, for fear of corrupting nmple and pur

abstraction of it. By a foolish tcrupukrasnesB, it h m feared that

1 might not be perfect enough, if it left to him all his pet

tions ; it considers them as imperfections, I .dation,

itkm aa a fall."

Ibid., p. 847: "Q La not ,-i logical ben

. explain by deduction, by means of al

When, in H it from a first attribute, we deduce the aitri-

buf- essively in the manner of

what do we pos^rss, 1 pre.

We mud leave vain dialectics, in order t<> arrive

lhring God.

"The first notion that we I rit, the notion of

infinite 1 not given to u independent of all

erienif. It is the consciousness of ourselves as beings, and at

the nme time limited 1 \\hi«h raises us itnti! the

Lion of a principle of our being, and who

mself without limits. Thai :d simple argument, which

w ition thai of n- which it is
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Qocessar) to follow, and in which I'- cart I ipped too toon,

[f the being which we po e i forces us to recur to a < u e which

possesses this same being bo an infinite de free, whaterer we shall

poeseaa of being, that is of substantia] attributes, will equally

claim an infinite cause. Hence God will do longer be simply

the infinite, abstract, and ^determinate being which reason ana

the heart cannot lay hold of; ho will be a real and determinate

being like ourselves, a mora] personality like ours, and psychol-

ogy will conduct us without hypothesis to a theodicea at i

sublime and within our reach."

[bid., p. 389: " We have not made use of geometry and al-

gebra in the theodicea, according to the example of many philoso-

phers, and of the most illustrious, too. We have not deduced the

attributes of God, one from the other, as we convert the different

terms of an equation, or as from one property of a triangle we

deduce its other properties, that which ends in a God entirely ab-

stract, good perhaps for the schools, but insufficient for the human

rare. A\^e have given to the theodicea a more sure foundation

—

psychology. Our God is doubtless the author of the world ; but

he is especially the father of humanity ; his intelligence is ours,

to which we add necessity of essence and infinite power. So

that our justice and our charity, related to their immortal exam-

ple, give us an idea of divine justice and charity. Behold a real

God with whom we can sustain a real relation also, whom we can

comprehend and feel, and who, in his turn, can comprehend and

feel our efforts, our sufferings, our virtues, our miseries, because,

after all, that God is in ourselves, in our cause and in our eternal

substance ; made in his image, guided even to him by a ray ol

his being, there is between him and us a living and sacred tie.

" Our theodicea is free at once of hypothesis and abstraction. In

preserving ourselves from one, we have preserved ourselves from

the other. Consenting to recognize God only in his signs visible to

the eyes, intelligible to the mind, sensible to the soul, it is upon

infallible evidences that we have elevated ourselves to God. By
a necessary consequence, setting out from effects and real attri-
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ire bare arrived at a

r all its essential efl * rich in

tributes I fndef at the folly of those who, in order toun< !

1 nder him, aa th< . m bJa pore and ab-

d from all limit I

that I have forever removed the root of such an eztravm-

ifl not true that divi ainations, and t

[uently of qualities and attribute the absolute unity

of a being; the hat my unity ia not the leaal in the

world altered by the diversity of my faculties, and by their

•pment It is not trm ludea multiplicity and

multiplicity unity ; for unity and multiplicity are united in I

Why. then, should they not in God ? Man En from

altering unity in me, multiplicity dev< . and makea a;

rent randity. Bo the richneaa of the determinations and

of the attributes of God is precisely the sign of the plenitude of

his heii his attrihutes is, then, to impoverish them :

we do not say that it is to destroy them ; tor a being without

tributes i> not ; and abstraction of being, human or divine, finite

or infinite, relative or absolute, isnothingnt

/

'

• ' / • \i. p. 'J I :
• \^

the infinite being, in 10 fir Bl infinite, is not a mo —a

can--. I far as infinite, an intelli

lie ire a will ; lie is none the more a principle

,!1 less, a principle of love. We 1 the

hi to impute to him all these attributes, by virtue of this nn-

umeot : Every contingent 1

v finite being aupposea an infinite being. 'I!

whom this aignmen strictly; but he is aim

him, in the

inaccessible ternity and of an

1 of thi f activity, of 1.' >imilar to the

not! . and thontai • inferior in

his infinity and his. or; a hour of our finite and perishable

. during this fugitive hour, we SHOW what ITS ar\ if
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we think, if we love any other thing than oc feel

capable of freely aaoril i the fen moment! thai

granted to as here. ' Man ia onlj i reed, but be ia a think

reed;
1

1 may add, a prilling and loving reed; it i from the

that ii la neoeaaan for ua to ri a, not from space and from dura-

don, which we cannot fill."

11. I could accumulate quite as many passages against the

God of pantheism : I shall be satisfied with citing two, borrowed

from different epochs,

First Series, Vol. 2, Course of 1818, page 393 :
" Tin- world

is indefinite; it ia not infinite ; the proof is, that whatever may be

its quantify, thought can always add to it. Of however so many

myriads the totality of the world may be composed, we may .still

add to it new myriads. But God is infinite, absolutely infinite in

his essence, and we deny that an indefinite series equals the in-

finite; for, after all, the indefinite is only the finite multiplied by

itself. The world is a whole which has its harmony, for God

could have only produced a wTork complete and harmonious.

The harmony of the world responds to the unity of God, as its

indefinite quantify is the deficient sign of the infinity of God. To

say that the world is God, is to admit only the world, and it is

to deny God. Give to this whatever name you please, it is at

bottom atheism."

Thoughts of Pascal, Introduction, page xliii. :
" Let us speak

without circumlocution : What is pantheism ? It is not an

atheism disguised, as they say : no ; it is an avowed atheism.

To say, in presence of this universe, so vast, so beautiful, so

magnificent: God s there entire, behold God, there is no

other ; is to say as clearly as possible that there is no God, for it

is to say that the universe has not a cause essentially different

from its effects However immense it may be, this world

is finite in itself, compared to God who is infinite ; he manifests,

but he also veils his grandeur, intelligence, wisdom. The universe

is the image of God, it is not God ; something of the cause passes

into the effect, it does not exhaust itself there, and it remains en-
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tire, Tim uni. hat

many of the attribul 1 with an ol

almost Impenetrable, and e dy in the soul <>f n

The in «ty ; bat the soul i

Ily identical with itself, under the harmoni'

titles : it i- i iccompli>h-

k>Ve and of

t«> I ing wh ' and la « f this

i] i^ an abstract !>•
i than he has gn

baring hie ility, nor liberty, nor intelli

norjnal I .

'

I L is inferior to man.

• .ill that ia permanent ni intial in man, wiih

infini

III. I -will close thi

bat at once pantheism and . theodiceas, the m
1, and God without relation to the universe. La the past

which ; dly in the first, the particular object

that was proposed grated appearance

discourse; here, equilibrium is more strictly guarded,

our thought i- «• ]

in all its truth.

Phil •'

;''
• ' Philosophy, Xenopfa

•rid and t'

ttion ; it remains to find th ion.

lution t' • !f to the human mind, pn

ruj'ifd as it necessarily is witli the idea of unity, i

of these two terms in the other, to identity the world with God, <>r

th the world, and thereby cut the kn ;" tmty-

it. Th itural. h
itural v. has the Sentiment <>f life, and of thi

. when

; this visible world, and

•iv tint reigns in it. and the beauty, visible through-

•]> wh.'iv the senses and the imaginal

n '.!

••\i-t ; tint thi whole, •:. mfcm
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mid one, is the true subject and the last application of the I

of unity ; that, in a word, this whol< God. Express th result

in the Greek language and you have pantheism. Panth<

is the oonception of the whole as the only God. On the othei

hand, when we discover thai the apparent unity of the v. l"< !
'

oiii\ :i barmony, and not an absolute unity, s harmony which ad-

mits an infinite variety, which much resembles b war and s con-

stituted revolution, it is not then less natural to detach from this

world the idea of unity, which is indestructible in us : and, thus

detached from the imperfect model of this visible world, to refer

it to an invisible being placed above and without this world, the

sacred type of absolute unity, beyond which there is nothing

more to conceive and to seek, But having once reached absolute

unity, it is no Longer easy to go out of it, and comprehend how,

absolute unity being given as a principle, it is possible to arrive

at plurality as a consequence; for absolute unity excludes all

plurality. It then only remains, relative to this consequence, to

deny it. or at least to regard the plurality of this visible world as

a deceitful shadow of the absolute unity which alone exists, a fall

scarcely comprehensible ; a negation and an evil, from which it

is necessary to separate ourselves in order to stretch forward,

without ceasing, to the only true being, to absolute unity, to God.

Heboid the system opposed to pantheism. Call it what you

please, it is nothing else than the idea of unity applied exclusively

to God, as pantheism is the same idea applied exclusively to the

world. Now, once more, these two exclusive solutions of the fun-

damental problem are natural, the one as well as the other; that

is so true that they return, without ceasing, at all the great

epochs of the history of philosophy, with the modifications which

the progress of time gives to them, but at bottom always the

same ; and we may truly say, that the history of their perpetual

struggle, and the alternate dominion of one and the other, has

been, up to this time, the history itself of the theodicea. It is be-

cause these two solutions cling to the basis of thought, that it

reproduces them without cessation, in its equal impotence to sep-
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arate itself from tli the other, and to content itself with

:i. In fine, tlv the other taken isolatedly, i^ not suffi-

r for the hnman mind; and tie I view,

natural, nnd [uently to durable i lu-

:

>th are, for the sanv r • [ually d<

and insufficient

\ cry raised against pantheism : the whole mind of the

world h not able to vi: trine, and reconcile with it

the hnman ( in vain: if he is consistent, he

ends with it only at
: es of soul <»f the v. the princi-

ple of things, at fatality U the only law, at the confusion of

. Q, that is. at their destruction, in tl. i of a vague

and abstract unity, without a fixed subject; for • unity

•rtainly in no one of the parts of this world taken separately;

how, then, could it be in them taken together? As D .-an

draw the absolute and the necessary from the relative and the

Contingent, so from plurality, added as many times as you please

eneralisation will draw unity, bat simply totality.

At bottom pantheism turns upon the confusion of these two id

•undly distinct. On the other hand, unity without plu-

rality is nc4 nn-re real than plurality without unity is true.

aity which d

shadow, in vain overwhelms with its grandeur, and ravishes with

• harm; it d ' enlighten the spirit,:

proudly contradicted by tl olties which are in reia-

I
with this world, and at r US its reality, and by all the

moral (acuities, which would ho a d mid

kuthor, if the theatre where the obli

is imposed on them were only an illusion and A

! withe rid is j'i is i world without

a cause without i which manifest it. or an indefinite

hout :i first o i
iu-'^ which should

If, or a rich development of phenomena with-

them ; reality 1 lery

from the visible or the in either ] [ua]
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error and equal danger, equal oblivion of human nature, equal

forgetfulness of one of the essential sides of thought and <»f

things, Between theae k for i long time theg

lense of mankind baa direoted its oourae; for i long time,

from Bohoola and systems, the human race hai believed with

equal certainty in (J"<1 and in the world. They believe in

world as a real effect, firm and enduring, which they refer to a

cause, not to cause powerless and contradictory in itself, which,

forsaking its effect, for that very reason would destroy it, but to

a cans,' worthy of the name, which, producing and reproducing

'without cessation, deposits, without ever exhausting them, its force

and its beauty in its work; they believe in it as an

of phenomena which would cease to be at the moment in

which the eternal substance should cease to sustain them; they

also believe in it as the visible manifestation of a concealed

principle which speaks to them under this cover, and which they

adore in nature and in consciousness. Behold in what the mass

of the human race believe. The honor of true philosophy would

be io collect this universal belief, and to give of it a legitimate

explanation. At fault for not supporting itself on the human

race, and not taking common sense as its guide, philosophy,

erring on the right and on the left, has fallen by turns into either

extreme of systems equally true in one respect, equally false in

another, and both of them vicious for the same reason, because

they are equally exclusive and incomplete. That is the continual

danger of philosophy."

Philosophic Fragments, Preface of the second edition :
" Pan-

theism is properly the deification of every thing, the great whole

regarded as God, the universe-God of the most part of my
adversaries, of Saint-Simon, for example. It is at bottom a

veritable atheism, but with which one can mix, as Saint-Simon

has done, at least his school, a certain religious coloring, by

applying to the world very illegitimately the ideas of the good

and of the beautiful, of the infinite, and of unity, which belong

solely to the supreme cause, and are found in the world only
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. the manifestation of all the

pen in the < i oppon

theism is thai of al ior and ulterior to the

that at first mi-

mprehend how this unity has been aN out

|
rinciple d draw this \

universe with the variety of its forees and its phenomena. T

tern i> the abase of metapl traction, ;irst

the abuse of an ei emulation of u

their knowledge, in tli and the im

nation. T ; DOOM natural than we might sup-

• q we had not onrsel 1 the different

ul, and of intell which could produce both.

In general, student of nature ought to guard him

linst the first, and every metaphysician Bgainsi t nd.

the most difficult way, is not t«> lose the

ttmenfl of nature in meditation and in the schools, and. in p
ence of nature, to ascend in spirit and in truth, as far as to the

invisible principle which manifests to us, and veils from us at

ime the ravishing harmony of the world. Can it

that it b the school of sensualism which ral

one the ition of pantheism, and which i

m«' of pantheism, n

lute, intinit. . with the ui

that i<, with 1 1 1 * - two relative and finite

the boundaries arid the evident insufficiency of which

tion upon which 1 I myself I
la truth.

t think that I shoi. \u\ my

b. Bui if I have not oonfbunde I
I

Id, if n I the uni\

•:. the 4 absolute unity, th

''.t.<r„!, IVface.
]

• hich

unite tl impose a prob1<
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nml perilous: on the one hand* a God I into the world

ili. 1 1 be baa the appearance of being ab orbed in it; on th<

I (('ml so separated from the world, that the vrorld baa the ap

pearanoe of going on without him: on both aide [ual

excess, equal danger, equal error. (i<><l is in the world alu

and everywhere ; hence, with being and duration, the order and

the beauties of this vrorld which oome from God, mixed with the

imperfections inherent in the oreature "
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LECTURE VI.

THE GEEAT EP(X SS OF BI8TOBY.

Itoturo to the fundamental hot of oonsciousn< •. Distinction the

form given to this hot by reflection, and its spontaneous ftmxu—Chareo

ter of spontaneity.—u is in the spontaneity of reason that absolute Inde-

pendence end the Impersonality of rationa] truths arc declared.- B<

tiou of Cant.— tdentity of the human reason In the spontaneous pera

of truth.—Befleotion, element of difference.—Necessity and utility of re-

fteotion. History, condition of all development—time, condition of

time—succession, condition of Urn—particularity, division, i

tradiotiou ; neoeseity and utility of all this.—The end of history.—Of true

perfectibility.—That there are three great historical epochs, and that there

can be no more.

We advanced far in the last lecture. Starting from human

reason, we ascended as far as to God, in order to descend to na-

ture, and thence to mount up again to humanity. This is the

circle of things ; it is that of philosophy.

It was necessary to start from human reason, it was the only

legitimate point of departure, for it was the only possible point

of departure. It is with the human reason that we do all things,

that we comprehend, reject or admit all things ; therefore, from

that it was necessary to start. In the human reason we have

found three id^as, which it does not constitute, but which rule

over it and govern it in all its applications. From these ideas

the passage to God was not difficult. To go from reason to God

there is no need of a long journey and of foreign mediators ; the

only mediator is truth—the truth, which, not proceeding from

man, is of itself related to a higher source. But it was impossi-

ble to stop there. God, being a cause and a force, at the same

time that he is a substance, could not but manifest himself. The

manifestation of God is implied in the idea itself of God. In a

perfectly natural manner the manifestation, the effect, the world,

ML
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made the chan ind of the dhrme nee

appear. And then the interior movement of the for the

dnced from . fr«>m kingdom to

khurdom, that wonderful being of which the fundamental attri-

but- and in this we have met With pn

the same • rhich, under different conditions, we have

already found in nature and in God. The fact of consciouaneaa

mplex phenomei .-: the m$ and

1, limited, finite; again, ti of the infi-

nite; and still again, the ; 'he relation of the me and I

' /«c, thai the finite t<> the infinh

terms of consciousness. ' This fart, trail from the individual

t<» the race and to history, is the key of all the deyelopmi

humanity. It is therefore important to examine attentively, and

dim-rent chared

When to-day any one of you turns his attention to himself, and

enters into i S3, he finds there the th lenta which

we have designated. Firet, you find yourself a being ei

bounded! limited, finite.
r

J'his clear and determinate not

of the finil -'-fy ymi. and it suggests to you I

the infinite h\ d< e, in languages, which

what intelli the finite BUppoeei the in-

line e infinite the finite : tin'

: and if i- with tin 1 actual relation of the finite tnd the infi-

i the two terms by which this relation i- i

it is ju lent and ju>l 'essary. It is even im]

Cor you to pronoun li without having the other

e immediately to your lipa; and your lips only

beeauae the idea which it rep irresiatibly to your

oght Behold how things happen I

bus happen? Remark whal btheeminenl r of

the intell.v ' tO which I have j;, ntinn :

when youl 10% you hare the other ti

you COncehre them, you affirm them ; and if you try to <!•

tln-m. v»u you are convinced of t] nihility
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of ii"( doing thai which yon do, the irapo ibility of no! oonoi

thai vrhioh you conceive ; there is trial of doubt, of m

and, at the same time, pi i uaaion that this trial it a failure. But

I ask you if intelligence begins with negation. I ml] i

myself the trouble to demonstrate that intelligence does n«.t

begin with negation, knowing that s negation Bupp< an ailir-

mation of denying, as reflection supposes something anterior to

what it applies itself to, ^ou commence neither with reflection

nor with negation; you commence with an operation which we

are trying to determine, and which is the necessary foundation of

negation and of reflection, But can reflection, which Buppo

an anterior operation, add any terms to those which are contained

in that operation which logio demonstrates to us as the starting

point o( all reflection ? It cannot be that reflection adds to the

operation to which it applies itself. To reflect, is to return to

that which was; it is, by the aid of memory, to return to the

past, and to render it present to the eyes of consciousness. Re-

flection adds itself to that which was, makes clear that which is,

but creates nothing. It follows, that if reflection creates nothing,

and if it supposes an anterior operation, in this anterior operation

it will be very necessary that there should be as many terms as

are at present discovered by reflection in consciousness. A van-

quished negation, attempted and recognized as powerless, can

substantiate nothing but what affirmation first substantiated.

This is the result of the most common logic ; but if you have the

strength to return more profoundly to yourself, to traverse reflec-

tion, and ascend to the starting point of all reflection, you will

convert into an evident fact of consciousness the result which

logic forces upon you.

I wish to think, and I think. But does it not sometimes

happen that I think without having wished to think ? Transfer

yourselves to the first act of intelligence, for intelligence must

have had its first act, before which you were ignorant that you

were an intelligence, intelligence taking cognizance of itself only

by its acts, by an act at least ; before this act it was not in your
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pov it, and you were absolutely ignoruit of it.

Well ! when intelligence for the first time a manifi

thai it is n<>t voluntarily manifested. It i> inanifested, m
]•- a have had the more or less vivid consciousness of it.

i. elf unawares in the act of thinking, with-

out think, and you -will thus find yourself at

the starting point of intelligence and you will be able to observe

with more or less precision that which took place and must

06 in the first act of your intel , at a time

which no longer exists, and which cannot return. To think i

affirm ; the first affirmation is one neither of volition nor of

tion ; no more can it be an affirmation mixed with negation ; t

hence an affirmation without negation, a pure affirmation, an in-

stinctive perception of truth. Now, what there in this primi-

tive affirmation? All that will be at a later period in reflection:

but if all is there, all is there under another form. We do not

ourselves, for this would be to suppose that

already know that | : but there com . an hour, a

moment, a solemn moment in existence, when without searc!

for our e find ourselves ; we then affirm our existence with

mingled with no doubt, be, •In-.

all retV :
we perceh .v«'s with certainty,

without discerning with the clearness of n a ohar-

'\ is that of being limited and bounded; no m

very precisely I irorld ; t

oaraehnei and we find the world, whose boundaries and whose im-

feel, and we vaguely perceive something diffei

r both OUraelveS and the world. Intelli-

-. ituralh M this, but it it nol abl o it

•let mam ]

\ per-

:h ,s.»me confusion,

primiti n, anterior to all n

Ration; it i> thi> act which the human

ition. In-piration. in all lan.;u >/• >. i>

; it is 1 of truth, 1 mc in of es-
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initial and fundamental truths, without the intervention of will,

and without mixture of personality. Inspiration does not belong

to us. ii cornea al iti on u bonr, and ire are ahle aeither i" puj

sue ii aor retain it. It is the result of activity, without doubt, an

activity loftj and pure; but aol reflective, voluntary, and per-

sonal activity. Inspiration is characterised by enthusiasm; it is

accompanied by thai powerful emotion which tears the soul away

from its ordinary ami subaltern state, and disengages in it the

sublime and divine part of its nature.

Bit Deua in nobis, agitante oaletdmxu illo.*

Man not being able (»> refer to himself this marvellous act, re-

fers it to God, together with the truths which inspiration reveals

(o him, which he has nol produced, and which govern him. I-

he deceived? No, certainly ; for what is God? 1 have told you,f

he is the eternal reason, first substance and first cause of the

truths which man perceives. When, therefore, man does homage

to God for the tint lis which he is able to refer neither to the im-

pressions which this world gives to his senses, nor to his own per-

sonality, he relates them to their true source ; and the absolute

affirmation of truth without reflection—inspiration, enthusiasm, is

a veritable revelation. Thus, in the cradle of civilization, he who

possessed in a higher degree than his fellows the gift of inspiration,

passed for the confidant and the interpreter of God. He is sc

for others because he is so for himself, and he is so, in fact, in a

philosophic sense. Behold the sacred origin of prophecies, of

pontificates, and of modes of worship.

Remark, also, this particular effect of inspiration. When man,

hurried by the vivid and rapid perception of truth, attempts to

produce outwardly that wThich passes within him, and to express

it by words, he is able to express it only by wTords as marvellous

* "bpon wonder and enthusiasm, 1st Series, Vol. 2, Lecture 12, p. 138.

t See Lecture V. of this vol., and 1st Series, Vol. 2, Lectures 7 and 8, God,

principle of necessary truths ; and Lecture 23, God, principle of the idea of

the good,

9
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the phenomenon which thej ender intelligible. Ths

BStary form, the natural lang f inspiration, ia
|

md

primitii b is a hymn. We do not begin with

Inn wh in with reflection, but wit))

intuition and absolute affirmation.

gain that we do not begin with . baJ

ib, I mean faith in for, at foundation, there is no

other. In the ic, faith implies belief without 1

with this condition, that its obj< something which is not .

which, consequently, may be to us a uthority which

can iin ; others and i . which b the

measure and the rule of our conduct and of our thought. Now
this character of faith, which later, in the I »ii relig

and philosophy, will be oppo- j»re-

ly that of reason ; for, if it tin that all authority which

ought t us ought t" be for us impersonal, it is certain,

also, that nothing is less personal for us than reason, that it d

to tu as our own, and that it is I

alone, which reveals to as from on high the truths for

the human » that reason ami faith are confounded in the

a of truth. For the aid

thai wc may bays the subject in f< Is, 1 i

.n* th tent of reason anterior

rer which reason 1 iie at first upon truth, to comp

admit it, without demanding and rendering to it-

d account of it.

This spontaneous ami instinctive t]

owi first oui

BS and the world with bound
i

I imds; the whole in a synl a which the

r and the mingl Little by 1

'

:i[ plied t'» this complei rjheoomeni

'. \cio.

ring.
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then every thing becomes clear, is defined and determined; the

umis separated from the nofrttu ; the m$ and the noUtne, in tl

opposition and in their agreement, give us r clear idea of the

finite; and as the finite does not itself suffice itself, it concen

and expresses the infinite, and behold the categories of the mm

ami the not nn\ of tin* finite and of the infnite, etc. Bui what, is

the source of these categories? spontaneous perception; and as

there is nothing more in reflection than in spontaneity, in analj

than in primitive synthesis, the categories under their developed

and scientific form contain nothing more than inspiration, And

how have you obtained the categories? Once more, you have ob-

tained them by analysis, that is, by reflection. Now, reflection

has for a necessary element will, and will is personality, is your-

selves. The categories obtained by reflection have, therefore, the

appearance, by their relation to reflection, so* the will, and toper-

Bonality, of being personal; theyhave so much the appearance of

being personal, that some have made them the laws of our na-

ture, without so much as explaining what they mean by our

nature; and the greatest modern analyst, after having separated

the categories from any connection with sensation and every em-

piric element, after having enumerated and classified them, and

having attributed to them an irresistible force, finding them at

the bottom of consciousness, where all personality has its being,

concludes that they are only the laws of our personal being ; and

as it is ourselves who form the subject of our consciousness,

Kant, in his vocabulary, calls them subjective laws ; when, there-

fore, we transfer ourselves to exterior nature, according to him,

we do nothing but transfer the subject to the object, and, to

speak after the German manner, nothing but to make objective

the subjective laws of thought. Kant, after having wrested the

categories from sensualism, left to them the character of subject-

ivity which they have in reflection. But, if they are purely sub-

jective, you have no right to transfer them out of yourself, out of

the subject for which they were made ; thus the external world,

which their application gives you, can indeed be for you an in-
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vincible belief, but nol any tiling which exists in it-It"; thin Qod

may indeed be for you i necessary hypothesis, but not red ob-

of knowledge. After having commenced by a little idealism,

Kant ends b skepticism. The problem on which this great man

made shipwreck, i» the problem which modern philosophy still

finds before it. I have previously given a solution of it which

time r disturbed.* That solution is the distinction between

spontai d and reflective re—on. If Kant, under his

profound analysis, had seen the source <>f all f, older

reflection, In-had seen the primitive and certain fact of pure affir-

mation, he would have seen that then' is nothing less persona]

than n ipeciaQy in the phenomenon of pure affirmation;

thai [uently, there is nothing less subjective, and that the

Truths which are thus given us are absolute, subjective truth-. 1

admit, by their relation to the me which
|

s them, but ob-

iv«' in themselves because they are independent of it. Truth

h absolute and different from our reason, ai m distinct from

ourselves, Reason m art subjective; the subject is the

person, Is liberty, is will. The reason has no such character of

personality and of liberty. \Vh<> has ever said, my truth, ye

truth ? Par from being able to constitute the truths which reason

to US, it our bono!. ory tO attain them, and to

cjpate in them.

kpitulate, the ehara itanetty b reason i^ the

Qonstration of tin- independence of the truths perceived by

ion. When we speak of the world, we do not speak of it

upon the faith of the subjectwhich we are, for we should -peak

of it upon an incompetent authority, but we Speak Of it upon

faith of reason, to which nature is not less ed than

humanity. When we speak of God, we have a i peakoi

him, bt ik of hhn by bk own command, by the

f that rea.-nn which h«' rcprc-cnt-. It i- I

\',llu4

Iff
,' ispsaianj

tur '7-011.
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thai reason reveals to us entities, for il i it elf, in its piinciple,

the \ eritable - ub tanoe and absolul

The fact which I have jusi pointed out to yon is unto

Reflection, doubt, skepticism, belong to certain ones; pure per

oeption, and Bpontaneous faith belong to all ; spontaneity ii the

genius of humanity, as philosophy is the genius of some men,

Withoul doubt there are natures more fortunately endowed in

which inspiration manifests itself with more brillianoy ; but in

fact, with more or less energy, thought develops itself sponta-

neously in all thinking beings, and it is the identity of spontaneity

in il<»' human race, with the absolute faith which it engend

which constitutes the identity of the human Bpecies. Who, in

the spontaneous exercise of his intelligence, does not believe in

himself, and does not believe in the world? This is evident in

regard to our existence, and in regard to that of the world. It

is the same in regard to the existence of God. Leibnitz said

:

There is being in every proposition. But a proposition is only

an expressed thought, and if in every proposition there is being,

it is because there is being in every thought. Now, tne idea of

being, even the most imperfect, implies an idea more or less clear,

but real, of perfect being, that is, of God. In fine, to think, is

to know and believe what we think ; it is to put confidence in

our thought, it is to put confidence in the principle of thought,

it is, therefore, to believe in the existence of this principle ; and

this principle being neither the me nor the world, but God himself,

it follows, whether we know it or not, that all thought implies a

spontaneous faith in God, and that there is no such thing as

natural atheism.* I do not only say that there is no language

in which this great name is not found ; but if dictionaries desti-

tute of this name were placed before my eyes, I should not be

troubled ; for I should ask only one thing : Does any one of the

men who speak this language think, and has he faith in his

thought ? Does he believe that he exists, for example ? If he

* First Series, Vol. 2d, p. 32-33, and p. 98.
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res that, it is sufficient for me; for if 1. he

La, be believes, therefore, that this thought that

he > faith ; he has, then th in the prin-

ciple of thought* and this principle iG I E?eryserioe

victioo ncealed faith in thought, in reason, in G
Bverj word h an act of faith; this i> why, in the infancy

. primitn b i> a hymn. B i in the history

of I
iiul in every remot •. and yob

will find in them nothing which can he anterior t<> the lyric ele-

to litanies : so true it is that •

tion i> a Bpontaneous
j

in imprint of faith*, an

inspiration accompanied by enthusiasm, th *ious moi

nl. In that, I be identity of the hu-

E •. under its instinctive form, reason is

e jii.l to itself in all the tfions of humanity, and in all the

individuals of which these different generations are cos

Whoever has not been col <>tl' from the inheritance of thought,

has not been cut off any more from the inheritance of tin

ideas which all thought contains, and which a; i later

period presents with the dress, and under the affrighting title of

principles, of 1

1

spk and primi-

:n, these id- ywhere the

tain manner the Bg€ of innocence, the golden age of thought

humanity in all its mem! in all itfl

members is the divine ray of intelligence, and then- is tial

rnity in the unity of the fundamental ideas which the m<»t

immi relopment of reason proda

rertheless, under this unity there

then in the human race, from century t«> century, from

itioo, from individual to individual, manifest differen-

. r>. It ;-i: •

j
ihletndenythoe.it is neeess i! \ to compre-

hend them, and t'> search <»nt whence they come. Tl

from a single can>. • it.self in t\\ on-

ptiofl and pare atlirmation of the

truth with entire confidence, not only without any mixture of
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doubt) but without the supposition of the po ibilitj ol a ni

tion, or the ncocssar) oonoeption of truth after the trial of

negation convinced ol absurdity and rejected; primitive and

obscure synthesis, or oleai and mot ' le s faithful anal)

there is no other form of thought We h8ve seen thai spon-

taneity scarcely admits of an} essential differences. It, theref ,

remains that the striking differences which are Been in the human

race must Bpring from reflection.

Upon what, condition do you reflect ? Upon the condition

ol memory. Upon what condition does memory end ? CJpon

the condition of time Reflection considers the elements of

thought only successively, and not all at once If it considers

them successively, it considers them, fora moment at least, in an

isolated manner; and as each of these elements IS important in

itself, the effect which it produces on reflection may be such that

it may take this particular element of the complex phenomenon

of thought tor entire thought and the whole phenomenon. In

this is the peril of reflection ; in this exists the possibility of error,

and in this possibility of error that of difference. There is

scarcely any difference in the perception of truth, or indeed the

differences are not very important ; it is upon error essentially

mobile and diverse that the difference falls, and the error pro-

ceeds from an incomplete and partial view of things. Error,

therefore, comes from reflection. But without reflection there

would never have been that high degree of clearness which re-

sults from the successive examination of the different points of

view of a fact, of a problem, of every thing. Without reflec-

tion, man would play only a feeble part in the perception of

truth ; he indeed takes possession of it, he appropriates it to

himself only by reflection. It is, therefore, a high and excellent

development of the human reason; it is good that this de-

velopment take place, even at the risk of all the chances of

error.

From these things I draw the conclusion, that error is not, and

never can be, a complete extravagance, a total delusion, for a total
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delu gement) is impossille. In

. thought, i
- demands that there should always

be in t. iousnees N>me one of the necessary elements of

coo Do not ght of this point of view. Bcca

the: en with error, there must necessarily

be a consciousness of aJ Least some one of the elements of

OOnscio i rily be a perception of some-

thing real, that is, of something true. Consequently the error

»lute error; for in total and absolute error

all consciou fore any but a particular

an error more or less considerable, is impossible. If none but a

particular error is possible, it follows that by the side of error

there is always some perception of the truth. Thus,

tion, applying itself to conscio and attempting doubt and

negation, may succeed in not admitting one of the terms of

this consciousness, the infinite, for instance, and it m p at

the finite. Behold the infinite denied and rejected. Be it so

;

but consciousness is not destroyed, and all the •

subsist : l)y the side of this error there Will be the belief in I

exterior world, and the belief in self. The error falls upon i

•it, the perception of truth falls upon another; but there is

still, there is always some truth in consciousness. Tl

who denies eyery thing, will be offer

tion to me, [shall reply is in my last lecture : D< leny

that be denies) does he doubt that he doubts? 1 d< mand only

this. If he belieree that, he doubts, he affirms that he doul

if he affirms that he doubts, he affirms thai h

ibts. lb' believes therefore in himself ; this is aln

thing ; and I will thus und< lish

ively all the elements of unhrersa] belief. Reflection, in

aberrations, ran always be brought back to truth, ba-

stions are always only partial; there is alwaj

resource left where there still i truth; and

there Dcoeaearily rem lent of truth in thought,

••%« n tor him. who, in the mo
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In days of orisis and agitation, doubt and skeptici m enter vritb

reflection into many ezoellenl spirits who lament it themsel

and areafirighted mth their own incredulity, Weill [willunder-

take their defence againsl themselvet ; I irish to render them the

aervioe of showing them that the] have more faith than they-sup-

pose, Take things on the fair side, I beseech you When '.lie

(mth is wanting to you on one point, and is not wanting <>n

another, attach yourselves to that portion of the truth which you

ppSSe8S, and enlarge it successively. Bo, when you see one of

your fellow-beings who, not being sufficiently able to deny his

own existence, for this is a trial of strength of which we are

very little apprized, sets himself to doubt the existence of the

world, that which is, moreover, not very common, and, above

all, the existence of God, that which appears more easy without

being so ; say, continually repeat that this being is not degraded,

that he still believes in something, since he still affirms some-

thing; that consequently he has some faith, that this faith is only

centred upon a single point; and instead of dwelling continually

upon that which is wanting to him, dwell rather upon that which

he possesses ; and you will see that in the most limited, most

skeptical reflection, there always exists a considerable element of

faith, and of strong and extended convictions. So much for re-

flection. But beneath reflection there is still spontaneity ; when

the scholar has denied the existence of God, listen to the man,

interrogate him, take him unawares, and you will see that all his

words envelop the idea of God, and that faith in God, is, without

his recognition, at the bottom of his heart. The indestructible

spontaneity of thought is always there, which produces and sus-

tains all essential truths ; error is never entire, it is only partial

;

it comes from the necessary succession of the different elements

of truth and of thought, under the penetrating but bounded eye

of the human spirit.

What I have just shown you upon the limited theatre of indi-

vidual consciousness, transfer upon that of universal conscious-

ness, upon the theatre of history. The unity of the race is there
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•. with its diffei which b nitied in proportion to

me, without change of nature.

different dementi of the consciousness of the human

developed in history, only upon the condition of bein^ successive,

of appearing one after the other. At the moment in which one

of i is, the human race occupy themselves with the

meat which before their eyes, and in their weakn

perceive only that They are right in believing that tins clement

i believing that this alone exists.

Hence error. Here, again, error is only an incomplete view.

A particular element which passes upon the theatre of hi-

cannot he sufficient for the extent of the spectacle; and after

having appeared, it is condemned to disappear: because it had

un to be, it was necessary for it to end. That alone which

does not commence to be never DSBSet to be, is infinite, univer-

absolute. Pure and absolute truth is not of this world, it does

n<»t commence one day to end the next. Bvt that which com-

mences one day and that which ends another day, are mixed

and incomplete truths, that is, errors. One shines for a day. and

disappears more or lets quickly; there comes another which has

destiny, which makes tor us an illusion in the same

manner, and vanishes in its turn. Thus come si; !y new

truth, and, at tin- same time, new error; until from incomplete

truths to incomplete truths tin 1 cheje of truths U completed, the

different elements of thought manifest themselves, and arrive at

ipmeni

At first ve in hi
J
on pa

only particularities; at first, inch a people, then such an oil

h an epoch, item, always particularities. Nothing

j hut under the condition of particularity. Each par-

ticularity begins, and therefore end-. Hence yon perceive in his-

torv Only illusions, at the same time that, under another point of

ive in it only truth-. History is a nocsaajflB <'f

truths and 1 condition, for

the condition of history i- (lie condition of succession
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is particularity, the oondition of particularity ii error, and the

oondition of error is opposition, contradiction, mi erj . That winch

taa succession and division h individual reflection, i in history

disoord and war. War is the Bpectacle which history presents, a

ipsctacle at first glance full of sadness, ll<- who has nol the

stnvi of the movements of history, who knows noi that every

error contains a truth whose sole defect is that of being incom-

plete, in contemplating history believes the human race is in a

perpetual error, and Bees everywhere only errors in conflict with

each other; and as there are no chances for that to terminate,

and for the human race, after having reached the year 1828 in a

perpetual tlux and reflux of contrary illusions, to arrive at last at

truth and peace, error and discord extend themselves in some

sort from the past to the future,andplungethespectator in a pro-

found melancholy. This result is very natural; it is almost inev-

itable at the beginning of reflection and of historic studies; but

it is not necessary to give way to it; it is necessary to say to

one's self, that all error is only an appearance and covers a

truth; and that error, if I may thus express myself, is the form

of truth in history. All these errors, that is, all these truths,

succeed each other ; they commence and they end, they contra-

dict and destroy each other; epochs press upon epochs, and

devour each other. Even that is a good, for upon this con-

dition alone the fundamental elements of humanity are devel-

oped. Once more, do you know what is necessary in order that

you may understand any thing ? it is necessary that reflection

should be applied to it ; and reflection considers things only one

by one. To be ignorant of one thing, feeble as we are, is the im-

perative condition of thoroughly understanding another. So an

idea appears in this world only in its particularity, that it may
there fully display itself, that all the concealed powers which it

enfolds in its bosom may bring themselves to light little by little.

Every idea whose development has not been fully accomplished,

is yet unknown upon some side
;
you understand a principle only

so far as you understand all its consequences ; I say all, for if
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there ia a single one which ia wanting to it, there ia in this prin-

ciple aomething essentia] of which yon are ignorant ; there ;

corner of this truth which • you. In order to under>tand

an idea well, it ia necessary to aeparate it from all others, it ia

v to taa an isolated whole, in order to con>ider it

in ita beginning, in its middle, in its end; only when you h

gone to tin' bottom of it, do yon know what it is; it i^ then un-

veiled to your eyes, Thus each idea unfolds itself in an i

and manner in history; when all

have 1" • a i ihauated, it has played its part, and it givea place I i

another which nir.s the same career. Are you displeased with

this mobility, with this perpetual change? know with whit you

displeased :
you are displeased with light, with knou

with science. Science is acquired with difficulty, with the BW*

of the brow, at the price of humanity'.- perpetual labor. Spon-

taneity ia innocence, the golden age cf thought; but virtue ia

worth more than innocence, and virtue requires a continual

History has no age of gold; it begins with a reign of

iron, with the differencea ami the contradictions of time ami

movement. Finally, do m»t forget that, if all these pomta of

, all tli ccelleni in themselves, hut incompV

Toy one another, there i- something which Bubsists, which

baa d them, and which ibllowa them—humanity. Hu-

manity embraces all, profita by all, advances continually and

through all. Ami when I Bay humanity, I mean all the powi

which represent it in history— industry, art. religion, philosophy,

For instance, in re phy, Platonism began ami Pla-

tonism ended. Thia was a misfortu£ bid for

whom.' For Platonism, tad not for humanity; for

• • Aristotle, and humanity without losing the i

; the

other. La Plato lost for humanity? did he not impress on hia

lovemenl which left did he not leave in history

le clement ? Aristotle ami peripateticism left tl.

another element ; and it i> b\ elements added to elements that

])<• treasury of human reason i> enriched. II is a game in
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which all the world suocessiverj
j

wept humanity, which

gains 1)\ the ruin of one as l»\' the victory of an< ther. Revolu-

tions in sain succeed each other, for humanity govern* -'ill revolu

iu >ns. What do iIk- different epochs of humanity do? They

measure Us duration, they labor to fulfil it, they aspire to give «»f

humanity a complete idea. What do different pliilosophiea do?

They aspire, also, to give of reason a complete repre entation:

therefore each one of them is good in its place and in its time,

ami it is also well that all should succeed each other, and replace

each other. So in general history every thing is succeeded and

developed, every thing tends to the accomplishment of the end

of history.

What is the end of history? What is the end of humanity

and of life ? Shall we content ourselves here with the ordinary

common-place of indefinite perfectibility ? But what is indefinite

perfectibility? We may have some conception of the perfecting

of a being, when once the type of the perfection of this being is

assigned and defined. This type being defined, an end for this

perfecting is marked out ; this perfecting can have its plan, its

laws, its regular progress, its starting point. But where the end

is wanting, who can measure the route ? What is perfecting for

him who knows not in what perfection consists ? It is absolutely

necessary to determine in what jt consists, or to talk of perfecti-

bility without an end, without possible measure, is to speak unin-

telligibly. You see to what we are condemned, if by an indefi-

nite perfectibility, we mean a perfectibility which is not defina-

ble. Or, indeed, will one say that humanity possesses a perfecti-

bility without limits ? That truly is difficult to believe ; it is,

moreover, that which follows from the declamations that are

-current upon this subject. I do not tax my invention ; it has been

affirmed that perfectibility was unlimited ; and as the objection

of physical life with its boundaries presented itself quite natu-

rally, and threatened to beat down this hypothesis at a single

blow, the chimera of perfectibility has been pushed to the point

of assuring (I do not like to say it) that the physical life of man
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will n<.t only ev elf more or less, but that with tl

of the natural . and of a wise philosophy, it will prol

it' almost indefinitely, and that we shall arrive all im-

mortality in this world.* 1 is tittle too much to hope for.

"i ~. man
i tible, but in a totally different sefee. It is

not necessary to imagine that with time man shall take another

ore, that this nature will aoqvire new elements, which will

bare new law-. Man changes much, but he <1

fund ren, his nature i- given, his intelligence

acal institution is given, with ttfl

Che development of his intellig* oot infinite,

it is tin • measurable upon the very nature of this intelli-

that there can be in the human intelli-

gence only three id. -as. Reflection, applied to consciousnj

might ; attention noon it during myriads of ages, and it

ble to discover nothing hut what exists there, thai

these three elements combined. And these combinations

inexhaustible. When once you have all the terms, neither do

nor lr— . <»f ii combination given, you may calculate all its modes.

If reflection is not able to add to consi single elemi

history will not he able to add a single fundamental element to hu-

man nature. It develops human nature, and nothing more. \

itc only power, and. consequently, its only end. The end of

history and of humanity is nothio than tin' movemei I

thought, which aspiring to understand itself completely, and

ing able to understand itself completely, only after having •

hausted .ill the incomplete I itself, tends, from one inconv

plete ?iew to another, by a measurable pnw

knowledge of itself, and of nil its »'s>,>ntial elemenl

. elucidated by their contrasts, by their momeni

conciliations, by their w ntinually n the

\ humanity. Tin- and
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this typo of perfection determined, the movemenl of bumanity

and of bistorj in order to attain il i determinable;
|

perfecting is certain, bul il ii definable, because it is finite; it

baa for b measure and for ;i limit buman nature, the nature j
1

of thought 1 repeat, thai if the individual were to lasi ten

oenturies, and bumanity millions of years, neither bumanity nor

t)if individual would give ani new element. The individual

will hr born; if he is born, be will die, whatever Condoi

may say in regard to him. [f the reason attaches itself to such

a particular idea, one day it will detach itself. It" such a nation

accomplishes the idea which it was railed to realize, it will pass

away after having realized this idea. The Bystem of empiricism

and of sensation can be very vast
; it is not sufficient, never-

theless, for thought: it will, therefore, pass away like many other

systems. What do I say ! In spite of the immortality which

had been promised to it, it has already passed away, or become

very obscure; and it is upon this condition that the circle of

history, which is the circle of thought, is completed. Never-

theless, how many elements are there in thought ? You have

already seen : three, neither more nor less, the finite and the in-

finite, and the relation of the finite and the infinite. It appears

to me, therefore, absolutely impossible that there should ever be

in the development of thought and of humanity more than three

great points of view, consequently more than three great

epochs. I do not here put these three great epochs in order,

I only enumerate them without assigning their place : there

will necessarily be an epoch in which the human race will be

occupied with such or such a particular idea, with the idea

of the finite, for example, and wr
ill give to all its creations,

and to all its conceptions, this exclusive character ; or, indeed,

struck with the idea of the infinite, it will impose upon even-

thing this other character ; or, finally, after having conceived

and exhausted in their particularity, that is, in their truth and

error taken together, these two separate ideas, it will search
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out. tlif two terms being known, their true relations. Tin -re

can, thi . be only tl. ; i tch one will I

or oprehensive ; but there can b€ no more, It ii tins

which we mutt establish well, and also the order of these tl

bs.
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LECTURE VII.

THE ri..\\ 01 HISTORY.

Return to spontaneity and reflection In the Individual and In tlio human
race. History: Lta epochs. -Three epochs, neither more nor less.— A

of these three epoohe.—Order of succession.—Order of generation.—of

the plan of history, as the manifestation of the plan of Providence.—His-

torical optimism.

Tin: instinct of reason revt als t<\ humanity all essential truths at

once, and in oonfused unity; it is reflection which, in breaking

this unity, dissipates the clouds which cover its different elem<

and elucidates them in distitv'-uisliinn; them. It is the last end

^i' reflection, in considering apart each one of these elements.

understand well the whole, and to arrive at their recomposition

into a new unity, in which all the primitive elements are again

found, but surrounded by the high light which is attached to re-

flection, and which results from a special, distinct, and profound

examination of each one of these. Reason starts with a rich and

fecund, but obscure synthesis ; afterwards comes the analysis

which elucidates all in dividing all, and which itself aspires to a

superior synthesis, as comprehensive as and more luminous than

the first. Spontaneity gives truth ; reflection produces science : one

furnishes a large and solid foundation for the developments of

humanity ; the other impresses on these developments their most

perfect form.

The end of reflection is great and excellent ; it is therefore ne-

cessary to consent to that which alone can conduct us to it, to a

decomposition of the primitive elements, and to a special exami-

nation of each one oT them. Now, the natural condition of a

special examination of one thing is neglect, forgetfulness, igno-

rance of all others. When reflection examines separately one of

10
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elements < f primitive unity, it knows not, it cannot know, t'

for how could it krJOU I It would know if it had

limed at the , the recomposhiou

of all, that which the end and DOi the starting point of

tion ; it w.nild know if it bad a distinct and firm memory of prim-

itive unity; hut that, cumot he, for there is no firm and distinct

memory i icept as the result of reflection. When refl I n-

uppoaes that another uready

taken place it, hut it knows it badly, and it is entirely oc-

cupied with the operation which i> pecn] - func-

tion is to distinguish for the purpose of elm ; i; distin-

guishes, it i b, it takea each element one by one; while it

elf to one, another i it ; it is, as it were, con-

demned to consider that which lent under its ob-

sen i the only and single element of thought Ha
have said in the last Lecture, not only the possibility, hut the

sity of error. Error is one of the elements of thought, taken

for the whole of thought, Error is an incomplete truth c

into an absolute truth. No Other error ihle. In f

it is not in the power of thought, if it i

of the elements which constitute it; without which, erery

kilty being wanting, all thought, even
i

thought, would be impossible, V - in the

true, and, at the WM tine 1

, afanoal always in the false, when

reft e then nearly always in tl* inoomp]

and becauae the incomplei i truth, and all

or.

The necessity of error brings in its train t
1 of differ-

l'rimitive unity, not mii my distinc-

tion, admits neither of trior nor of difference; but I i. in

dividing the elements of thought, by considering them fan the I

ohMQO of I'D' 1 from the other, error; and in • ring

some! in
I methnei another, it produces variety of er-

ror. nse(juently difference. Thus, man, who aJ the foun-

dation, and in the ipontam is intelligence, is identi-
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cal with himself, dors not resemble himself in reflection

two momenta of his existence. Hence, the different of

Individual existence. We may, in turning our thought bacli upon

itself, l»»' struck with luofa or such an element of our thought;

ami we rlc\;itc ourselves to this exclusive view, thai i

precisely upon the faith of the truth which is in it Man d

not open Ins understanding to any thing but truth, and it is oe-

tarj iii.it error should take the form of truth io order to gyt

itself admitted. The element which we consider apart, nus( ha

real in order to attract our attention; but real aa it is, inas-

much as it is a particular element, it is not sufficient for the capa-

city of reflection, it docs not occupy it entirely, it does not iill it

constantly ; after this exclusive Consideration there k-;a\ <•

another, and after that another still; thus proceeds intellectual

life and its continual metamorphosis. It is not the exterior events

which measure and divide life, but the interior events, those of

thought. lie who should never change from one point of intellect-

ual and moral view, who should always be under the dominion of a

single idea, would have only one and the same epoch during his

whole life, how great soever the age he might attain, and how-

• soever changeable and diverse might be his adventures in this

world. That which makes an epoch in life, is a change in ideas

;

behold that which truly divides existence and makes it different

from itself. The necessary succession of the different points of

view of reflection constitutes the real differences of man in com-

parison with himself. It is the same in regard to men compared

with each other. As it is impossible that men should in any way

agree together to consider at the same time the same side of

thought and of things, it follows that at the same time they ne-

cessarily differ among themselves, that they do not comprehend

one another, and cannot comprehend one another, and that they

reciprocally treat one another as unreasonable and extravagant

beings. He who is preoccupied with the idea of unity and of

infinity, holds himself attached to it as with the whole strength

of his being and his thought, pities the man to whom this finite
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and bounded world can afford any pi whom life, i:

variety, b le and dear; on the other hand, 1m* who

til this world, with the movement of affairs, and

tin* hit- life, re rards as a fool him who thinks and contin-

uallv elevates himself towards the invisible principle of exSat-

are lit; than halves, than quarter- of men, who,

not ben iprehend themselves,

ong men who frequent this lecture-room, will cont:

here, I hope, Other habits; you will learn here that I ror

containing a tnith merits a profound indfl . that all tl

halves of men which one n. '>und him are fragments of hu-

inanity, and that in thom it is necessary stfl] t>> respect both

truth and the humanity of which they particij

know upon what conditions yon will arrive at thi , or

rather at this universal Bympathy) (Jpon i

escape yourselves from all exclusive preoccupation, it i>

brace all tl. Qts of thought, and to reconstruct alsoin your-

;ill humanity. Then, wh ..- felloi

a himself to you, whai exclusive id

him, that of unity and of infinity, or that of the finite and of va-

riety, yon will sympathize with him; f<>r the idea which subju-

tea him will not be wanting to you; you • humanity

in him, tor yon will comprehend it, and yon will bend it

i will possess it entile; that is the only remedy for

the malady of fanaticism, which b nothing else, whatever may

be its object, than the preoccupation • rbt,

in the ijrnorance or the disdain of all

I- H with the human race as with the individual. A primitive

elation throws light upon the cradle of human civilization.

All antique traditions refer to ;m age in which man. at his de-

parture bom the hand of God, receiv* 1 fi m him immedia

all light ill truths. .nd corrupted DJ time

QC€ of men. It i> the !. it

is t! • Eden which poetry and religion place at the beginnin

i l reason in its native and
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spontaneous en< rgj before i c< rtion, before the oonqoeeti md the

wanderin
\

- "t n flection.*

What reflection is to the individual, history i to the hiu

raoe. History makes all the essentia] elements of humanity ap

pear in the midst <>t time; the condition of time is Buccea ion;

and succession supposes thai al the moment in v. bioh one element

develops itself, the others do no1 yet develop themselves, or de-

velop themselves no longer. Hence the necessity of different

epochs in the human nice. An epoch of the human race is no-

thing else than «>n«' of til*- elements of humanity developed apart,

and occupying upon the Btage of history a more or less consider-

able space of time, with a mission to play there the part which

lias been assigned to it. to display all the powers which are in it,

and to retire only after having elevated to history all that was in

its bosom. Thus the epochs of humanity necessarily differ, and

diversity is there a contradiction, a strife, a war
J

for an epoch

does not retire of itself and voluntarily; it is necessary that the

new should constrain i: to give place. But in another respect,

all the epochs of history, even in their diversity and in their oppo-

sition, conspire to the same end. Incomplete, taken in itself, each

epoch, joined to that which precedes it and to that which follows

it, has its share in the complete and finished representation of hu-

man nature.

If an epoch is nothing else than the predominance of one of

the elements of humanity during the time necessary for that ele-

ment to complete its full development, there must be several

epochs, because there are several elements. It remains to know

how many epochs there are. What, in fact, can histoiy develop,

if not humanity ? and what can it develop in humanity, if not the

elements which constitute it ? Consequently, what characters can

it successively present, if not those of the diverse idea's which are

the foundation, the law, and the rule of the human spirit ?

For example, the idea of the finite is a necessary element of

* First Series, Vol. 2, Lectures 9 and 10, on Mysticism, p. 102.
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Ight It will, tl: . essary that this element

iplete historical development, tl:

lomination of the idea of the finite ; for

it is impossible that this idea should hare all meat, if

it is oof d ! almost exclusive]

y

: suppose, in fact, that it

may be der at the same time with that of tlie infinite, the

il relopment of the infinite will shadow the development of the

finite, and you will never arrive at a knowledge of all that the

finite contains, Hence the necessity of a particular epoch, in

which humanity pours, thus to speak, all that it does, all that it

con' rto the mould of tl f the finite, and

with this idea the diti ffhich fill up the life of the

wh- \ ery individual; that is, indus-

try, the 8l . art, religion, and philosophy. An epoch ia com-

plete when it unfohls the idea which has I" • given i

-

lop

through all its spheres. Thm the epoch which ought I lent

the idea of the finite in history, will impose it upon industry, the

Sta' ion, philosophy; and in the unity of tl will

1m- the unity of this epoch. Industry will not there be immobile

and stationary, but : it will not 1"' contented to PS-

6 from nature what nature shall spontaneou-l

prill not be sufficient for it
;

it will torture the

h in Order to wring from it tli' hie amount oi

produ
:

. moreoi 01 torture tl

them the form which host expresses th< ch.

I lk : all the na-

il] play a part in this epoch, will be nations Q

or less oommercia] ; ami as tip the

sea apire of the tin:
•' movement— it will

th«- epoch maritime enter] that the

be will then be immobile, tl ata will preea

1 th<- individual with the weight - lute unit will

ject social life to the yoke uniformity. Far from

.ill pass even into the Laws; indi-

vidual . will havi
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end of democracy. Ii wS\ be the nme with art ; it. will rather

have tlx- oharaeter of beauty than th.it of sublimity; not!

colossal and gigantic, nothing immobile and uniform ; it will be

progn ssive ami mobile *s the State and industry, and, like the

State and industry, h will prise variety, if will lore moremenl and

measure. Of all the objects of imitation, that which it will <<t'ien-

att reproduce will be man and tin' figure of man; thai \-, Liu*

truest image of the finite, of movement, and of measure. Religion,

then, will no longer be the religion of being in itself, of the invisi-

ble and the inaccessible God; it will be that religion which trans-

fers earth to heaven, and makes heaven an mage of earth, div<

the divinity of its majestic unity, divides it and expands it into

the most diverse forms of worship. Hence polytheism, or the

domination of the idea of variety and of the finite in religious rep-

resentations. In vain does philosophy assume the air, in its ab-

stractions, of being a stranger to its time; it belongs to its time

like all the rest ; and in an epoch of the world in which the idea

of the finite shall be dominant, be assured that the dominant

philosophy will be physics and psychology, the study of nature,

and. above all, that of man, who shall regard himself as the cen-

tre and measure of all things.

Has the epoch come which ought to represent in history the

idea of the infinite ? You will have a spectacle absolutely the

reverse. There every thing being under the domination of the

idea of the infinite, of unity, of being in itself, of the absolute,

every thing will De more or less immobile. Industry will be

feeble, and commerce, limited to the inevitable relations of men

among themselves in the same country ; when they shall have

taken from the earth any products, they will not run the risk of

making any changes in that which God has given, or at least,

they will make few changes. There will be little internal com-

merce, little or no maritime commerce ; the sea will play a very

feeble part in the history of that epoch ; for the sea, especially

the inland seas and the rivers, is the symbol of movement. The

nations which shall fill up this epoch will be strongly attached to
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their territory ; it' they go out from if, it will 1 v forth like

torrent, but without fertilizing or guarding the countries which

thej overrun. If the •

ment, they will be the mathematica] and astronomical »

which remind man more than others of the ideal, tl

the infinite. It will d i poeh which will d; and

cultivate with success experimental philosophy, chemistry, and

Datura] The State will then be the

hit- immutable law : it will scarcely recognize individuals.

The arts will be gi Bud without proportion: they will in

some sort disdain the representation of all that shall be tin

. will launch out continually the infinite, and will,

attempt to represent it. I the

DO of the finite, they will make this form unnatural, and will

render it fantastical in order to deprive it :»r.

and to constrain thought to bear itself towards something thai

unmeasured and inlinit a of this epoch will attach

If to the invisible; it will be much more the religion of

;h than of life. life is varied, mobile, d religion

will have less for its end to life, than t i
to

\hibit it as | shadow without worth, as a mi

i trial : it will be composed, above all, of fan-

e representations of what was before life, or of what will be

r it Philosophy will then be not! e than the content-

plation i
Ute unit

! nown you that th< elements of the

e and the infinite 'ire not the only on -. t
:

I

relation of the finite mid the infinite, and as this rel

in important part in thought, it WlD be 001

thai in history it should • development ; it will

wiry that an epoch should :

'
•

. . then,

mixture of the two first epochs <>\ the finite and the infinite, .and

. will have the industry, the State, religion, and

his third epoch, all tl :" indusl

all
•

trtorial power and
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maritime power, the preponderating force of the Si ite, and in-

dividual liberty; in religion, the present life will be referred to

God, bul at the same time there will be an application of reli-

;.i to morality, and this Life will be regarded as real,

and aa having its price, and a price of immense value ; finally,

in philosophy, you will bave the reciprocal influence of
\

ohology and ontology.

Such arc the different epochs which arc possible. A

conceive only three elements in thought, we can oo only

three epochs in the development of thought by history ; we

cannot conceive that Other epochs could exi^t, or that there could

be one less.

Bui understand me well: as beneath reflection, spontaneity

always exists, and as in reflection the three elements of thought

subsist, under the condition of the predominance of one of these;

so in each one of the epochs of the world, the two other ele-

ments exist without doubt, but subordinate and submitted to the

element which is called to rule. There is no epoch in v>hich one

idea rules alone, to such an extent that no other idea might seem

to exist. In every epoch is the finite and the infinite, and the

relation of one to the other ; for there is life only in complexity;

but upon this common basis is the element detached whose hour

has come, and which, in its contrast with all the other elements,

and in its superiority to them all, gives its name to this epoch of

history, and makes of it a particular epoch. Thus, do not ima-

gine that when I speak of an epoch in which the infinite is

dominant, I mean that the infinite is there alone without opposi-

tion ; but conceive at the same time that in every state of things

there ought to be, as soon as there is a departure from the

primitive unity, a predominant element. And as this element, in

developing itself, necessarily encounters the other elements which

aspire also to play the principal part, so the different epochs

of humanity succeed each other only in making war upon each

other, so the development of an element in a particular epoch

takes place only by the war of this element with all the others.
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All is in all : the three elements are in each epoch ; I

run through i

-

pment,

b by itself. If, therefore, I

D be only t' ths. Attempt I Dch

of tin be; in making on] you

will dec d relopment of on f humanity,

on humanity to a partial development Li it pos-

sible, if the infinite a considerable element of tl 'it

ild not occupy an omire epoch of l

that an than a long epoch of humanity would

quired to I t all the motive principles of the idea of

infinite, all and all its shadea, to know all that it

od all that it contains? I a>k you. if you can COO

humanity without this fundamental side of itself, and of our I

ton*, without i place accorded to tie' development

rt of our nature? Will you retrench the epoch in

which the finite ought to rule? The MUM absurdity i

human raid, therefore, never be developed fan all

liberty] Tie 1 human race Would never liave had an epoch U)

If I Or will you admit the • oly thCM tWU

ha? Will you neglect the relation of the finite and the infi-

rtieular epoeh for the this

ndemn humanity t Mtinual!;.

infinite to the finite, or from the finite to the infinite, without

attempting t" oe to the other. ithoui H

ising the tion of the opposition which them;

it humanity worse than you treat youi r each i

i to >,hun «". md. in place of eld

ing ;

! •minion of One Of tie' <• two ideas.

Dnite them, expreai them both together.

! would you not be willing that humanity should also under-

! drnir.dtle harmony '.' Ybu cannot, therefoi Dch

be tbre hs into which we have divided

universal movement of h - tdd to then

.
i -.-to
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siu-c h d in it. I»ut even to attempl n ; for Ulou

oeive of any thing, onh b\ ren o^of the finite, of the infinite,

of the relation of the finite to the Infinite. When ire \m li to

beyond the conditions of thought, we arrive at extras

oeptions. Ami, again, there are extravagances frhioh are in p

nble, those which would destroy ox surpass the lawa of the hu-

man Bpirit The circle of extravagance is contained in the cirole

of hypothesis, and the circle of hypothesis in thai of thought.

Thought is enchained to the three ideas which ire have signal-

ised, There are, therefore, only three great epochs; there can

be only three, ami there cannot be less than throe ; the demon-

stration is taken from the foundation its. 'It' of all demonstration,

to wit, the human Bpirit and its laws. Verify, if you wish, this

kind of demonstration by another. Consult the exterior world.

Do you see there any thing else than the three elements which

occupy our attention '.' Its eminent character is harmony.

Harmony supposes unity and variety, not variety and unity sep-

arated from each other, but mingled together ; it is the relation

itself o( variety and unity. Finally, in God also we have recog-

nized these three same elements, a triplicity which develops itself

in three movements essentially identical. Thus, God and na-

ture, eternal reason and its exterior manifestation, present us

the same results as the study of humanity. Because there are

only three principles of movement in God, in nature, in man,

history also can have but three principles of movement, three

epochs.

If it has been proved that history contains three great epochs,

in what order do they succeed each other, which commences and

which finishes ?

We cannot address ourselves solely to facts; for what will

they give us ? Nothing but themselves, neither their reason nor

their necessity, that is, that which alone can enable us to com-

prehend them. It is therefore necessary, according to our ordi-

nary method, to address ourselves to thought. In order to know

how the different epochs of humanity succeed each other, let us
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km what the/lifferent elements of th< bleach

other in reflection.

ary of humanity

rior history onrj the manifestation erf tl

but it changes neit] nature nor it- order. T
i is

therefore this : In eoneckrasness are given tons at f, 1 in

confusion, three elements, the me and the e, or the fi:

and the infinite, and their relation ; reflection, in applying it

to them, divides them in order to elm . and exam

one. Which of these elema that solicits and

lection ? It is absolutely impossible that it should

the relation of the finite and infinite ; a relation, in 'be

well comprehended, supposes that its two terms bare been i

understood ; for a relation many characters, shad-

dee; > terms have themselves. I e clear

that Mlection atta. \{ to the relation of the finite and of

the infinite only after haying run through it in hi

iv. tie- i red for tie 1 attempt t<> reunite these two oon-

trary elements, ought to come last: we I

the order of tie- two epochs that

-. whether it i- the finite Of the infinite, which predomin it

at first in reflection.

-1. i> tie' //><' ami t'

, lying the KlistOI 1 nature; it is not. the

m of the finite relative toe rhich it b necesi

Dsider, but the term which I to humanity, that

i-, the //"'. '1 1 • the sol,- representative «>t" the finite. The

question is thus reduced to the inquiry, whether it is tie* w>- or

tie- infinite which rules at first in eonseiou->r.e-s. 'finis I, the

question is easily resolved. In statist] V< ml

ord lanftipatfi from tie- bonds of the < of the

i world; and in order t<» arrive at thai point of fores and

confidence in itself, which c it illusive confidence in it> own

pon inly that Vdd to tl .
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thai w bat liberty and the rm di i ion,

and reflection tnu I have time. '1
1
•«

- nn»re nilrrtion im-ri-.-i .«^ and

engthena itself, the more the sentiment of the nu and of liberty

will become firm and extended ; but il is not necessary al thel

ginning of reflection to suppose the existence of thai which i

only be the Omit of s tardy and laborious development New-

born reflection is yet feeble and ill-assured, ai well as liberty and

the me. The mm is rather a spectator than an actor in the first

art of reflection. Assuredly it is Dot necessary thai il should oc-

cupy the Btage alone. One day it will be far gone in illusive con-

fidence in itself; but il is very modest in commencing. El

ilu'n indeed forced, bo feeble, small, pitiable it is! Man, th<

fore, is not dominant in new-born reflection; it follows, of nc

sity. that it should be the infinite, God.

The ?ery obscurity which accompanies the idea of the infinite,

adds to its power over the soul ; every other sentiment languishes

before that; the idea of absolute being at first stiiles all oth<

The iirst lindit of reflection showing to man his own feeble;

and the grandeur of God, charms him away from himself, with

the all-powerful preoccupation of this sublime object, which he

knows well that he has not made, and which is beyond him, one,

immutable, invariable, eternal. The me, unable to attribute these

majestic and terrible characters to itself, annihilates itself in this

fearful intuition ; humanity is eclipsed in its own eyes in the pres-

ence of a being who alone is in possession of the infinite, of om-

nipotence, of eternity, of existence, and of absolute unity. Man
does not begin by taking himself for the God of his conscious-

ness ; he begins with a conception undoubtedly vague, but pow-

erful and overwhelming, of God ; and, under the weight of this

great idea, he scarcely considers himself as even a shadow of him

who alone exists. Behold how things succeed each other in the

consciousness of the individual, and they succeed each other the

same in the history of the human race. Humanity, finding itself

at first weak and miserable, places no estimation upon itself.

Scarcely detached from the eternal principle of things, it is net
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If which preoccupi nfl the principle to which it stili

clin fall

h of humanity is necessarily filled with the infanta.

with th
•' unity, with the idea of the absolute, and of eft

nity. It is an epoch of immobility for the human nee. L

aive life which it has not yet enjo ;^ars to it only

a pale i
i of another existence. A- it is, anil be >elf

to 1 produces only feeble things, which add ro-

i own imp and thus it plur_

into the sentiment of H But in-

caving lived in this world as in a tomb, a- a

prison, it p' howenr, that this tomb, this prison, i> large;

it m bare; little by little it nses the liberty that is in it, and

little by little appears the grandeur inherent in liberty. T

liberty strength humanit the

1 • auty of life and of the work! : and the charm of the world and

of life, the sentiment intoxicating by its own force, mak

all the real Then arrives tic aality, the Opooh Cjf

6 that thlfl epoch mu>t be the second, and

he first When tic have endured their

time, the third will come, which can no 1. er the rule

the infinite or that of the finite. Humanity never r but

mea, i If in all

in all i acss, it arri- the tardy conception of

the neces>arv relation ! n the finite and the infinite; h-

an • DOch which, without being either tic first or the second. :

OOcflee them and siuib them up. unfolds and stamps everywl

Dpoo industry, upon tl) rt, upon religion, upon phi-

•phv, the relation <>f tie- finite and the infinite; and in hi>tory

P
.s to thi n its OH MOO, it> own emjc:

h i> tl. in which t! as of humanity succeed

iher ; ti another still more

'..and. -ssion U purely 1 : it n-j

sen' '.v. But 1

from unity, the finite fr.cn the
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infinite, relative being from absolute I
I liown that

unity, the infinite, being in iteelf absolute lubttance, I tu e

also and absolute oause, oould no! nave produced variety, the

finite, the relative'; bo that true unity and veritable infinit) being

given, jrou nave already in the gens variety and the finite, that

is, tiniu' ami varied causes, a ivorld animated and full of fort i

and a humanity which is itself an active and productive power.

IS»> tin' epochs of humanity not only sustain, one towards another,

a relation of succession, they are bound to each other by a rela-

tion o( generation. The first epoch of humanity l the

second; in other terms, the results of the whole species pro-

duced by the first become the germ of the second, the ba e npon

which it works : and the fecund remains of the two first epochs,

combined together, Berve for the cradle of the third. Thus his-

tory is not only a sublime geometry, it is b living geometry, an

organic whole, the different members of which are wholes which

have their life apart; and which are, at the same time, so inti-

mately penetrated with bach other that they form the unity of

general life. The truth of history is the expression of this gen-

eral life ; it is, therefore, not a dead truth which such or such an

age can perceive ; each century successively engenders it ; time

alone can draw it forth entire from the harmonious work of ages,

and it is nothing less than the progressive birth of humanity.

What do I say ! History reflects not only the whole movement

of humanity ; but as humanity is the summary of the universe,

which is itself a manifestation of God, in the last analysis history

is nothing less than the last counter-stroke of divine action. The

admirable order which reigns there is a reflection of eternal

order, and its laws have for their last principle God himself.

God, considered in his perpetual action upon the world and upon

humanity, is Providence. It is because God or Providence is in

nature, that nature has its necessary laws ; it is because Provi-

dence is in humanity and in history, that humanity and history

have their necessary laws. This necessity, which the vulgar

accuse, which they confound with external and physical fatality,
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and by which the} the clivi im,

applied world, thia
• unanswerable cl*-m- -n-

stration of the intervention <>f ProTidence in human the

of Dion] government of the World, Qf

i of this government, promu by the

• • of time. History the manifestation of God'- rapui ihiou

humanity ; the judgments of history are the judgments of

God himself. God has willed that human ild here

elopment, that it might

I the intellectual and the intellig in-

telligence in liis essence, in I d movement* and in hi*

fundamental motive principles, Now, if history is t em-

inent of God made visible, tiling is there in ••
; and

if every thing is there in i' ry thing is there for good,

for even' thing arrives at an end, marked by a beneficent poi

Hence, this historic optimism which I have the honor to prof

which i> nothing less than the id
' of civilization in n

i with its first and last principle, with Ilim who has mad* 4
it

in making humanity, and who hat for: ry thing with

weight and measure, for the g good of all thing her

is an insignificant phantaSD . and then it is I

and cruel i . or it li id if it

viable, i' ry and I . for

ry law must hai lintain the contrary

is a blasphen author.
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LECTURE VIII.

T11K TAUT 01 GEOGRAPHY IN IMSTuKY.

B«t urn to tho historio system sketched in th6 last lecture. M ethod which

it gave. Beauty of history thus oonoeived; its morality; its scientific

character.—Unjust, oontempt expressed by philosophers for history. Re£
atation of bialebranohe.— Boles of history. Fundamental rale: nothing

is insignificant ; every thing has a meaning; every thing Is related t<.

some Ides.— Application of this rule to physios] geography. Every plaoe,

taken on s great soale, represents sn Idea, one of the three ideas to which

all Ideas must he referred.—General question of tho relation of pli

man.—Climates. Defence ami explanation of the opinion of M
quieu.—Determination Of places and climates which correspond with the

thi« pochs of history.

In the last lecture I enumerated and classified all the epochs

of history ; I demonstrated that there are three epochs, neither

more nor less, in history ; that these three epochs sustain towards

each other an invariable relation of succession, and even that this

relation of succession covers another more profound and more

intimate, the relation of generation ; so that the entire history*

of humanity is resolved into a great movement composed of

three momenta, which not only succeed each other, but also

engender each other. Such is the system of history ; and this

system I have not borrowed from airy views and from chimerical

combinations, but from the principle itself, and the only possible

measure of history, humanity. This method would bear the

rigorous application of the method of observation and induction.

In fact, you have seen that I have drawn it entirely from con-

sciousness of humanity. There also we are upon the solid ground

of facts ; but of what facts ? Of facts which, aside from the

advantage of being observable like external facts, have yet that

of being surrounded by an immediate light, and of carrying then

11
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Ives. Thii u the from which we

tl, result of the induction to which

that, in the physical . indue

i upon the Bupposhioii of the constancy of the laws of i

tore.* \ fact tai e, and yon make an induction, y<

transfer it to the fntnn identical fi i affirm

that what has taken place to-day will take place to-morrow, that

the ran winch rises to-day will shine Jo-morrow upon -id.

This induction supj it the laws of nature

themselvei So, here, the induction which I hare m hu-

manity to history \a founded upon a ; of

the constancy of the laws of humanity. If human nature, like

rnal nature, is constant to itself, tl D l" 1 in r val

elopment only what is in its psychological development: one

ia the measure of the other. Now, in c

three terms in a certain order. T! m be in hi>
-

only three terms, in the same order with that which

reil us. This is not an ahsj

a p it is supported by the very centre of nil

'. thought, conscious sckrasness is the n most

imp ertain for u> ; and wh( d we transfer it into

history, we do nothing else than to follow the principle of all

reality, wherever it i u>.

history has been n ed to human 1

rnal nature, in the |
;' which

de nail ' a is not ti iture the

en ; hut there is I

harmonj

! human

a able to refer I natnre and human i nth

r charai d law-, to a common principle t",

* U| t' the 1 .. \ nee par-

. VoL 4th,

i
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which Datura and duo emanate; and lathis principle i

found in germ, under the form oi ah kantisd and nndeveloped

powers, all the elements whioh later, fallen into time and

will constitute the forces and the laws of nature, the foroea and

the laws of humanity. Hence the history of our species, the I

ton of this particular being, Limited and bounded, which we call

man, ihis history is allied to this rest universe, and by this \

universe to the Author of all things*

Thus history is not an anomaly in the general order; it is

liable in all its degrees by all the degrees of omversa] ezistei

as these degrees arc verifiable by one another. Arc you in doubt

with respect to the essentia] characters of the divinity '.' Add,

yourself to the world, for the effect ought to reflect more or less

the can.-'. Are you in doubt with respect to the characters of

the world ? Address yourself to humanity, for humanity agrees

with it, and ought to express it. Are you in doubt with respect

to the order and the course of history ? Address yourself at once

to humanity, to nature, and to divinity. Prove and master with-

out cessation all these degrees of general order, one by the other

;

this verification will constantly give you the same result. You

see that history reproduces the successive movements of universal

existence in the succession of its epochs. History thus conceived

is eminently beautiful ; it is admirable poetry, the drama or the

epopee of the human race.

Not only is history thus conceived beautiful, but then also, and

only then, has it a high morality. In fact, deny or weaken the

system of history, deny or weaken its laws and its plan, and you

will break or loosen the cord which binds history to humanity

and to the world, and thereby to God. God, considered without

relation with the world and humanity, undoubtedly still exists,

he exists wholly in the depths of his essence, invisible, inacces-

sible, incomprehensible ; but this is no longer the God of the

world and the God of humanity ; it is no longer a God who over-

looks and superintends his work, the God whom men adore and

bless under the name of providence. Upon what condition does
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provid- Upon the condition that God, without, it ii

ferai

.

exhausting his being,
|

tto tho world and into

humanity, and, CODSeqtientlj, into bistOTj; that he th>

of himself, that he establishes there wisdom, justice,

and older, an order invariable as its author. Providence is in-

volved m t i>n of the neceasity of the laws of history. To

deny the one to duke the other, i ^rse or obscure the

moral and divi' nmenl of human things. If, therefore, any

ahould dare to give to our .1 the nanus of pantle

and of fatalism, that is, indirectly, or ratlv uld

accuse US of atheism, it would be necessary, in order to det-

our throw back in our turn this amiable accusation U]

those who make it: for the true God with us. is a God in n

tion with humanity, a providence ; and providence cannot be

Qed from history, for God's purposes in regard to humanity 1

a development of humanity in history. Now, if providence is in

hi>tor)% it is very iv y that it should be there with a plan,

with a fixed plan, that is, with necessary laws. T

the laws of history, with their high character of wisdom and jus-

risible form of proridence in hist

Thus tip' system which I hare developed to you ie alone moral,

time that it is alone beautiful ; I will add, tl

alone scientific. In f.
1

«

• t , that which constitii

uppression <>f . <narj, order substituted for that which is

arbitrary, reality forappearano . md the ini-

tiation, particular phenomena r

Hisl re beautiful, moral, scientific. I

under this point of view, it presents itself to the r
. fa phi-

irorthy Objed tnd meditation.

her M k bi in -he, entering into th- m id ol

young inm. wl tftem udi the Qlusl 1 Chancellor D* \

eau, found him occupied in reading Thucydidea; oponwhich

the good and pVi-.mt Malebranc] it in a
|

nd reproached h ind with seeking only amui
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for his imagination, with itopping like child aj accidental i <

w In. h might or might not h kyc happened, in tead ol oc< up

himself with hhnaelf, with man, with bii destiny, with God, in

foot, with the ideal of philosophy, And I t'Aguet seau, I think, quit

Thuoydides for Descartes, It" I had been in his place I would

have taken Descartes rerj willingly, bul I would haye kept Thu-

oydidea, and that upon (he vny strength of the system of M ; 1 1
«

•

-

branch. I should baye been able to reply to &lalebran< he :
aB

does it happen that you, a philosopher, should UlUfl despise his-

tory? You see all things in God, and with some explanation

you are right. But if every thing is in God, it seems that God

must be in every thing, that he must be in this world, and espe-

cially in humanity, in every thing that belongs to humanity, and,

consequently, in its history. The study of history is, therefore,

essentially a philosophical study." I know not what, with his

principles, Malebranche could have responded to this. I regard

history as the counterproof of philosophy, as a philosophy alto-

gether ; and it is from this point of view that I take the essenti;U

rule of history.

Every thing has a reason for being, every thing has its idea, its

principle, its law ; nothing is insignificant, every thing has its mean-

ing
; it is this meaning which we must work to decipher,* it is this

meaning which the philosophic historian has the task and the mis-

sion to discern, to disengage, to bring to light. The world of

ideas is concealed in the world of facts. Facts, in themselves, are

insignificant ; but, fertilized by reason, they manifest the idea

which they envelop, become reasonable, intelligible ; they are no

longer, then, simple facts which fall under the observation of the

senses, they are ideas which reason comprehends. One does well

to re-collect facts as they occur ; they are the material of histoiy,

but not history itself. History, properly so called ; history, par

excellence; histoiy, worthy of the name (iffrwpia, from "(frjjxi,

eflritfTafAi, to know), is the science of the relation of facts to ideas.

The first duty of the philosophic historian is, therefore, to demand

of facts what they signify, the idea which they express, the rela-



Ill-

tion which they sustain with the spirit world,

in the bosom of which they make their appearance. '1

i the meet una genera] law,

which alone causes it to b gamine its relation with other

to their law ; and ii

an: lation of th ] » irticul irit
;.

of an epoch, ia the lofty i

This ruled elf into as many particular rul<

it of an epoch is able to hai the

och manifest : under thr

first, it is :. y that the spirit of a' I be

•ablish itself in it, and occupy

•rti'in, more or less considerable, of this world ; it must

ha\> . condition of the drama

of history. But upon this theat] » must appear some <

to play the piece ; this some one is humanity, that is, the masses.

f humanity ; it i.- with them, in tl.

and for them, that every thin-' ais-

aly as dumb figures : t':

mute part, and leave, thus to v tain eminent

individuals who represent them, I not ap-

r in history; their chiefs aJ ! bye 1

command ia

who command in reality, tli'—' whom pie follow r

they have faith in them, SI

a as their int< .

-

I

three t!
j
which tie' epii • h man

• tie' three important
|

- ipon whi

\ lii> attention. Let ni ru

ill abruptly commi i

by tie- formula which 'should terminate them. I will

rv territory, in La an

the th which we 1

A ]

• he infinite or the
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finite, or the relation of the finite t" the infinite; roch ii the

formula winch the philosophy <>f history imposes apon evi

place, Bixoh is the formula which I pledge myself to bring forth

from ever} given place: or, \\ would be Q( . that this pi

should 1"' insignificant, thai is, that it should w.-mi a re

being and a law, Now, I know of nothing in the world w'

has n<> reason for being, which has do law; sad every Law ean

be expressed bj a philosophic formula. These philosophic form-

ulas frighten the Benses, the imagination, and those Bhadows of

ideas which the associations of the Benses and the imacrination

engender, and which usurp the appearance of common &

And above all, these formulas, bo frightful in their firs! appear-

ance, are only reason in all its rigor, good sense elevated to the

highesl power. In fact, what I have just said to you in the

language o[' metaphysics, you have said to yourselves a hundred

times; all (he world knows it and repeats it; and the para-

doxical formula of science resolves itself then into a prejudice ol

common sense.

Disregard the words, consider only the ideas. Which one of

you believes that the land which he inhabits, the air which he

breathes, the mountains or the rivers which are his neighbors,

the climate and all the impressions which result from it ; in a

word, that the external world is indifferent to him, and exercises

upon him no influence ? It would be on your part an idealism

somewhat extraordinary ; I imagine that you think with all the

world that the soul is distinct from, but not absolutely indepen-

dent of the body. Do you think, and does any one ever think

that the man of the mountains has, and could have the same

habits, the same character, the same ideas as the man of the

plain, of the river-side, of the island ? Do you suppose that

the man whom the fires of the torrid zone consume, mio-ht be

called to the same destiny in this world, as he who inhabits the

desert icy regions of Siberia ? Well ! that which is true of these

two extremes of the frigid and of the torrid zone ou^ht to be

equally true of two intermediate places, and of all latitudes.
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Tlv. -cording with prejudice

and it is much for it.
i dm the map of country, its

configuration, its cliniat*', it- waters, its winds, its natural pro-

ductions, its botany, its zoology, and all its physical geography,

and I pledge myself to tell yen what will be the man of this coun-

try, and what place this country will occupy in history. A man

whom none will accuse of having ben lost in philosophic 1
•

but who joined to the most determined spirit those great vi-

in which the mass of thini e only an ardent imagination,

and which arc nothing less than the quick and piercing glan

of genius; a man who will play no gnat part in the annals of

metaphysics, the victor of Areola and Marengo, rendering an

aecounl terityof his true or simulated upon that

Italy which must have been dear to him for more reasons than

one, commences by a description of the Italian territory, from

which lie draws all the past history of Italy, and the only

reasonable plan which could ever be traced tor her grandeur

! her prosperity. I know few
|

more beautiful

than that.* To this authority I will add that of Montesquieu,

thai the man of our country who 1 comprehended

history, and who fi] . unple of true h iCthod.

The author of tli.' Ksprit
\ fter having established the

principle that everything has reason tor being, thai

thing 1 y thills, not excepting God himself, d

hesitate to attribute to climate an immense influence m
human character. lint llontesOjUieu v. the man to >t..p at

this generalisation ; be developed it, and spotted it in detail. I

invite the aits who loVS philosophy well enough.

provided H them n d who abandon it

into the foundation of things, that IS, into the relation

which binds the small cularities t<» the hi generali-

ties; I invite them to behold here the sfontesquien*!

bow he
. the genera] principle

• M< t. 8.
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being admitted, Montesquieu follows it into .-ill It •

how, descending bom the heights of a genera] idea, he apj

ii to all human institutions, civfl, reli ad military, to the

smallest as well as the greatest laws. This is the triumph of the

philosophic spirit, [n fact, there are do racant places that

separate things; they are all tied and held together. There

begins to Bpread among us, upon the ruins of materialism, I

know not what sentimental aiul pusillanimous spiritualism, good

for children and women, and which would !"• no Less fatal to

true Bcienoe than inaterialisni. L shall combat ODC with B8 much

firmness as L have combated the other. Undoubtedly, the re-

lation of man and nature is not a relation of effect t<> cause, but

man ami nature are two great effects whieh, coming from the

same cause, bear the same characters ; so that the earth, and he

who inhabits it, man and nature, are in perfect harmony. It is

thus, it is only thus that the thought of Montesquieu must be

understood.

Such a climate given, such a people follows. I conclude from

this that two different places represent different ideas, and that

consequently if we wish to search in this vast universe for the

theatre of the three great epochs into which we have divided the

development of humanity, we shall not be able to place in the

same country and under the same climate these three epochs so

dissimilar. There are three different epochs, therefore three dif-

ferent theatres for these three epochs. We have the epoch of

the infinite, that of the finite, and that of the relation between

the infinite and the finite. Where shall we place the first ? Let

us seek a theatre for this epoch of humanity which ought to rep-

resent the infinite, unity, immobility.

Let us attempt to give as a theatre for the epoch of the infi-

nite, if you will permit me to express myself thus, some countries

consisting of border-lands, the banks of great rivers, the coasts

of seas that are sufficiently large to excite enterprise, but not so

vast as to discourage it and weary it out. An arm of the sea is

not a barrier as it is usually supposed ; it is a tie between na-
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- the nppearan parating thorn, and wl

them t i other withon

order-la] 1< rable rivers, an inlai

add to these, mountains, Bnffieieirl -un

and to form dn . and not 80 high as to hi md

nununication ; I ask if you would intrust to tl.

placet the development of t'
; h of the infinite. Wl

will thins be immobile on this theal movement?

What ! will the human

and contin > action? Will th< little ind

try and commerce in 1 which invites man,

in Bighl rhieh call him to perp I

Will a
'

mtic wl

on all sides is circa What ! will man

and his works have the character of absolute unity and of uniform-

ity, whi y thing tends to division, wh< ;• in-

spires the sentiment of variety and of life ? I a>k if

h a hypotl Vary the hyp- k a

for the epoch of history which ought to represent the

idea of the finite, of movement, of aetivitv. of liberty, of indil
:

ality in the hui -. I ask you if you will p!

D immense continent

whi 3 him. 1

nothing, and h<

re of man shows

only where he thinks to find his felk ! you p]

epoch hi ient unbroken, iided in

th and i. forming a n

as of high mountains which will te the populate

: will ei i them I ind immens

they shall be abl< ;h other the hand? Finally, wiD

which o

of the finite to the infinite, upon a small island, wl

musl be in-ul tr, n urow, I
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evidently there will Dot I"' sufficient pi a for all (!,•

And for all the relations of all the exl reme

I ask if you are able t<» accept th< e hypotheses, if you

able to conceive that a small island maj al once b i tcrri-

toria] and maritime power? I ask you it' it. is in border coun-

tries that you will place immobility, and upon the plateau of

immense mountains the seal of movement? AM this is inn

sible; reason absolutely rejects it. Therefore places have also

their laws, and when s place has particular character, it irre-

sistibly produces s certain human development; or, toexp

myself more exactly, it necessarily coincides with ;i particular

human development. The epoch of the infinite will have there-

lore for its theatre an immense continent, all the parts of which

will be compact, immobile and indivisible as unity ; and as it

will necessarily border upon some m\i, it will border upon the

ocean, and will contain with immense deserts almost impassable

mountains. On the other hand, the epoch of the finite will

occupy border countries, the shores of some inland sea ; for in-

land seas, representing the crisis and the fermentation of nature,

are the natural centre, the bond and the rallying point of the

great movements of civilization and of humanity. Finally, be

assured that the epoch which ought to represent in history the

relation of the finite to the infinite, will be a considerable conti-

nent, sufficiently and not too compact, of very proportionate

length and breadth, which, bordering on the ocean, will also have

inland seas, great rivers which traverse the land in every direc-

tion, so that movement and immobility, so that duration and

time, so that the finite and the infinite might find there their

place, so that nothing remains in a state of frozen unity, and so

that nothing is dissolved, so that every thing endures, and, at

the same time, so that every thing develops itself, so that all the

extremes may be there and with their harmony.

Three epochs there are of civilization, therefore three different

theatres for these three epochs ; and if these epochs succeed each

other, as we have shown, it will be necessary that civilization
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should go from MM theatre to another, and should make the tour

of the world, in following the physical movements of lands and

clii; g to that of the ep

determined it IT opened with the epoch of the infinite

and of unity; therefore civilization must have commenced upon

a high and immense continent in order to expand itself 0T8f the

plains, ;md to arrive at the centre of the world's movement and

i. and then to go out from this whirlpool of the history

and the globe, if I can thu M my»«-lf, not for the purpose

of returning upon the mountains whence it descended (for hu-

manity never turns back), but of marching on, into unknown

gions, and, rich with the treasures it has received in it>

of going to deposit them in another continent, which, by its va-

ried configuration, by its exquisite temperature, by the mixture

of seas and lands, of mountains and plains, may be propitious

for the complete and harmonious development of humanity.

Let m advance. Behold the theatre prepared ; behold this

globe marvellously arranged and distributed to receive him who

is called to act upon it so great a part.
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LECTURE IX.

NATIONS.

Subject of the Locturo:—IMiilosophy of history applied to the study of na-

tions.— Discarding the quotum o\' a primitive people.—[dea of :i nation;

development of this Idea in all the constituent elements of a nation, ami

first, in Industry, laws, art, and religion.—To seize the relations oft!:

elements to each other, their relations of anteriority or of posteriority, of

superiority or of Inferiority, especially their harmony.—Philosophy, re-

flecting all the elements of a nation's civilisation, is its! ession.

—

The resemblanoes, and especially the differences of tlio various nations of

the same cpoeh.—The idea of war.—Seasons for the celebrity of great bat-

tles.—Morality of victory.—Historical importance of war, of the military

regulations of a people, even of the mode ofwarfare.

In the last lecture I rapidly indicated the general relations

which bind physical geography to history ; it is our purpose to-

day, upon this stage of the world thus prepared, to observe the

action of nations, and to determine the general aspects under

which nations present themselves and recommend themselves to

philosophy of history.

Is there but one primitive people, that is, a single race, and

consequently a single language, a single religion, a single philos-

ophy, which, starting from only one centre and a single focus,

spread themselves successively over the whole face of the globe,

so that civilization may have been produced by means of com-

munication, and history may be only a tradition ; or indeed has

history any other foundation than human nature, the nature

which is common to us all, and which, everywhere the same,

but everywhere modified, develops itself everywhere with its

harmonies and its differences ? Such is the first question

which philosophy of history encounters on its way. In my
opinion this question is more embarrassing than important. In
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fact, whether different nations and • varied civilization start from

.
or whether this variety may have human nature

for its root, it is at all events certain that this primi-

tive people, or this common nature, has terminated in dif-

Lopments, and these different developments alone fall

under the cognizance of history. The historic element, we b

aln n, is the element of difference. Suppose, therefore,

a primrl -ntially identical
;

j

able to remain there : it 3 ury that

at developments, that is. at

different - in hi-

ntially different, ti

nrost, leaving untouch' of the common foundation

tory and of nations, there must, I repeat, necessarily

thr- distinct orders of population, I Bay, thre s of

•ilation, and not tl tause it' each e;

in the sense in which there is one element of human nature

which prevails over all the other elm which, rul-

over all the other i to them all its own el,

s true that there exists, by th £, or under the

ber elements which play in tl oeh

. There is irot one idee alone in < h: all that

M rati, all that live- plex, mixed, diverse, full of diffi

It", th-'i necessarily are in every epoch differe:

ler tie- domination ogle one, it asary that

there ihonld l»e in each epoch l oatioi the

different ideas which constitute the real life of thu

important shad.- of tie predominant ides : tot

important shade of an id' I
to ha> q in

histo

Thus there are thr. OS of history, therefore three

of population which will have the necessary

semblances which the diffi h ought to

.fh each other in the unity of th . and which at

Iks tame time will have all the i which the different
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elements of an epoch ou jhl to with each

int.' the differences and the real life of I ail epoch.

The philosophy of history, in order to oemprehend well in

epoch, and the different nations of this epoch, dividei then

first, takes each one apart, and examinee it Wli .1 d de-

mand of each nation'.' Under how man it con-

sider it? There arc four, in bvj opinion, which, by their impor-

tance, claim a particular attention. I will rapidly indicate thenx

Philosophy of history in regarding a nation ought to n

nice before all why this nation has come into t lie world, u hat it

has there to do, what end it. pursues, what idea it represents.

Remark, thai if this nation does not represent an idea, i1

ence is simply unintelligible ; the events by which it develops

itself, having no common end, ha\e no common measure, and

form then a perpetual diversity without any common unity,

that is, without any possibility of being comprehended. In

order to comprehend the different events which take place in a

nation, we must be able to refer them to some common id

and this idea is that which this nation is called to represent.

Thus to demand of a nation what it comes to do in this world,

what destiny it ought to accomplish, what idea it represents, is

the first rule of the philosophy of history. Behold the second.

If every nation is called to represent an idea, the events of

which the life of this nation is composed, aspire to and end at

the complete representation of this idea ; whence it follows that

the order in which these events succeed each other is a true

order of progression ; it is this progress which it is necessary to

recognize and follow, under penalty of not comprehending any

thing important in the history of this nation. Let me suppose,

for example, that you knew not that the Roman nation had been

called to represent upon the earth such or such an idea, to at-

tain such or such an end, consequently to pursue and accom-

plish it by a continuous progress ; then, when you are at the

wars of Sylla and Marius, you know not whether you are at

the commencement, the middle, or the end of Roman history
;
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you are not able to find your place in this history, except by

regarding the number of the volume and the'numbcr of the page.

An end being given, the history of a nation is a perpetual pro

gress. It is this -which constitutes its whole light ; I add, its

whole interest; for true interest is in the connection and the devel-

opment of things, and every development is progress. It is not

ry to stop at the vague idea of perfecting; for, as we

have demonstrated,* ire are able to measure perfectibility only

so far l measured the type of perfection. Now, the

typo of the relative perfection of a nation, is the idea which I

nation ought to accomplish. Every thing leads us back to

rch for the idea of each nation, and for the progressive m< i

ment of this nation towards the accomplishment of this idea.

Now, it is with a nation as with an individual. An indi-

vidual is not complete unless he has developed in himself, ac-

cording to the measure of his abilities, the idea of the useful, of

the just, of the beautiful, of the holy, of the true. A nation is

not complete unless it unfolds, thus to speak, the idea which it is

called to i ''present, by industry, the State, art, religion, and phi-

losophy : the development of a nation is accomplished only when

it has exhausted all these spheres of activity. Therefore phi]

phy of history, if it would understand a nation well, after ha\

i of this nation, and after being well penetr

with the principle thai this nation accomplishes this idea
j

|y, oughl t<> learoh otri and follow this pn

of the fire elements which I hare jusl mentioned ; and at first in

industry, in the law-, b ait. and in religion,

I it is n<>t sufficient for the philosophy of history to examine

these four elements one after the other, it is in that it

should compare them with each other in o I their rela-

ttiona are fir from being insignificant. It is

n.v.'ssary ti ',-uM examine whether such or inch an i

ma the otheri or follows them, which rales or which
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is subordinate ;
ii is necessary that it should search out, above all,

the relation between the religious element and the political ele-

ment ; whether religion precedes and governs the other elements,

which arc then, in some manner, grouped about il
; or whether,

on the contrary, it is the political element which rules al first or

whioh ends by ruling all the others.

h is in considering a nation under these different points of view,

and which, above all, arc intimately bound together, that philoso-

phy of history will slum the partial and confined views which

have so often led it astray. Often the historian, preoccupied

with a particular interest, for example, political interest, considers

in a nation the political element almost exclusively ; or, preoccu-

pied with the idea of religion, he considers almost exclusively the

religious element; and then either he neglects all the other ele-

ments and mutilates history, or, without neglecting them, he im-

poses on them all the character which he borrows from the only

element which he considers, and if he does not mutilate history,

he falsifies it. In this case, history is very clear, for I know no

surer means of clearness than the predominance of a particular

idea. Philosophy of history ought to embrace all—industry, laws,

arts, religion ; but we conceive that its last result, that is, the last

formula under which it sums up a nation, reflecting the characters,

at once harmonious and various, of several ideas, cannot have the

simplicity which easily accompanies exclusive formulas. Will

you consider a nation only on the political side ? Even the most

elevated political formula is not very embarrassing. It is more

difficult to comprehend and express the fundamental idea of the

religion of a people, and we enter at once upon paths more som-

bre. We are in paths not less obscure when we would penetrate

the intricate and mysterious sense of the monuments of the arts.

But there is another order of research, more obscure still in ap-

pearance, although all true light is in it ; I mean to speak of met-

aphysics.

The thought of man develops itself in different ways, but it

arrives at a comprehension of itself only when, in regard to every

12
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thing that it in- ired, it B If: b all this true in it-elf?

What is the foundation of all this ? What arc the principal

at is the genera] ideas which all these thing

And is it possible to these ideas to a higher degree of

generality still? for it i
to stop only at the impassable

boundaries of thought, that is, at what is most general, at the

highest abstraction, at the highest simplicity. There, tmdoubJ

ly, every thing ire for t - and the imagination; but

ill is lucid for reflection. In regard t>

not arrived at the elementary ideas of tins

subject, at its metaphysics, ire hare arrived at the foundation of

nothing, we are it of the last BOO <«f every thing.

But with what are metaphysics occupied? 'J' 1 ks of

metaphysics; I do not say to you: Take such or such a book,

but take any one you choose, take Plato or Aristotle, take M

branche or Leibnitz ; do more : open Condillac ; certainly he is

not incomprehensible from his profundity. What are the prob-

lems that he t --he? Of what does k? What

? That there are in thought only ideas of sensation

eralized, that is, particular ideas added to each other, that

at ideas, According to Condillac, every thing is contin-

gent, variable, finite. Condillac denies the infinite, unity, sub-

! reduces e?ery thing to the indefinite, to the finite

multiplied by it-elf, to a simple collection of quantiti' - Mb
dei,- I do not invent, I relate. On the other hand, take

idealism; it sdmhswith great reluctance the contingent, the mul-

tiple, the finite, and plunges into the depths of t
!

, of the

ftheaJ of being in itself. Heboid

the field of metaphysics, behold it- language. It is not I who

ban >blems or the>e terms I them from

the band of centuries; and when fine wit-, i itidioUBIMBS

which they misl • formu-

lae, ti •

. philosophy itself; I
the

ires 2 and 8.
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day of its birth ii has treated of do other subjects, i( h I no

other language. From Kapila* to Aristotle, from An totle to

Kant, the matter and language of metaphysics bare not changed,

for di»' end of metaphysics baa remained the same, to \\'n. to re

duoe thought t<> its essentia] elements; and its elements, always

pretty nearly the same, assume always pretty nearly the same

expressions.

Ywu sec, either it is necessary to pretend thai in every epoch

philosophy is arbitrary and insignificant; that philosophers are

idlers who draw at hazard from their reveries a certain number of

Bystems, without relation with the spirit of the times, without re-

lation with the other elements of the civilisation of a nation; or,

it" you do not dare to maintain this assertion, if you admit that

philosophy is in intimate relation with the epoch and the people

which produced it, I will ask you if philosophy does not reflect

tin 1 whole contemporaneous civilization under the form most gen-

end, most abstract, most simple, and, consequently, in reality

clearest. All our preceding lectures terminate in this result. Do

you admit it ? Then behold the conclusion which it reasonably

imposes upon you ; it is, that when we characterize a nation or an

epoch by its philosophy, we draw from their bosom that which

was contained there, that which, developing itself at first in the

external form of art, of religion, of industry, and politics, returns

upon itself, in its generality and its profundity, under the philo-

sophic form. Now, what are philosophic formulas ? We have

seen that they are the contingent and the necessary, they are sub-

stance and cause, the absolute and the relative, the infinite and

the finite. The philosophy of history is, therefore, condemned to

speak also this language, to regard the metaphysics of a nation,

or to be ignorant of this nation in its most elevated and most cer-

tain expression.

When we have studied and recognized industry, the aits, the

government, the religion, the philosophy of a nation, we know

* See, in this Series, Vol. 2, Lecture 5.
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itinits.lf; it is tin n necessary to compare it with the otLci

nations which are embraced in the same epoch of the world.

K\< i\ •

|
och is om ry nation is one, in its fundamental

idea, and at the Bame time it is diverse by reason of the diverse

is which ought also to play their part there: it ought to

contain different nations to represent different ideas; it is there-

fore necessary to examine the relations of different nations of

the same epoch with each other. They necessarily have resem-

bla:, iter than their differences, because all belong to one

and tl;- h. Philosophy of history must seise th

mblances. I Jut it ought not to stop at vague and general

mblances; it ought to search out in detail what in these

different nations are the corresponding characters of industry, of

laws, of arts, of religions, of philosophic systems. When phi-

losophy of history shall have thus studied the industry, the

laws, the arts, the religions, the philosophic systems of the dif-

ferent nations of an epoch, it will see that all these elements

have a marvellous analogy. The results obtained by the pro-

found examination of a particular nation will not be chan_

they will be ennobled. The more elements there an' in a nation

t<> Btudy, the easier is it to disengage 1 1 1
«

- general idea which this

nation represents ; bo, the more organs the idea of an epoch has

m the different nations of which this epoch is composed, the

ier will it !)•• to recognise it. The idea remains the same,

only its horizon i> enlarged ; thai is, if you had arrived at a :

inula, already \ny general, for a particular nation, the last for-

mula, which shall represent all the nations of an epoch in their

mblances, the whole of an epoch of the world in it» unity,

will be much more genera] and more comprehensive,

Bui if the nations which compose an epoch ought t<> resemble

h other, they are unable not to differ, Philosophy of history

itudy these difl i embrace them in their

c.iu>rs and in their rmvts, and to follow them in the whok I I«

tent of theii

Th<r<- are in an epoch different nation-, because there are
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differenl ideas,, Each cation represent* one idea, and Dot anoth-

er. Thia ide*a, generalin itself, is particular relatively with th<

which the other nations <>f the same epoch represent; it is par-

ticular, ii is itself and not another, and in this respect il excludes

every other than itself; it excludes il so far as it either do

understand it or rejects it. Every idea which rules in a nation

rules there as the single idea which represents for this nation

the whole truth; and, above all, far from being the whole truth,

it represents it only on one side, and in an imperfect manner,

as that which is particular and bounded has to represent uni-

versal and absolute truth.

How do these differences of different nations subsist together v

Are they not able to coexist in peace? No, for upon what

condition can an incomplete and exclusive idea live in peace by

the side of another exclusive and incomplete idea ? It is upon

the condition of being recognized by philosophy as incomplete

and exclusive, and at the same time accepted by philosophy as

containing a portion of truth. To the eyes of philosophy all

exclusive ideas are false on one side and true on another ; it

accepts them all, combines them and reconciles" them in the bo-

som of a vast system where each one finds its place. That

which a wise philosophy does, history does also, by the aid of

centuries, in its universal movement, and in the ample system it

engenders and successively unrolls. But it is not so with a na-

tion : a nation is neither an eclectic philosophy nor entire hu-

manity ; it is only a particular people ; it takes, therefore, for

true that which is only relatively true ; it holds as absolute

truth that which, being only relative truth with the pretension

of being absolute truth, is an error.

The particular ideas of the 'different nations of the same

epoch do not know themselves as particular ideas, that is, as

exclusive and false, but regarding themselves as true, that is, as

complete and absolute, they aspire to dominion, and encounter

each other in this pretension of being alone true, and alone

worthy of dominion. In that is the indestructible root of war.
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That which lor philosophy is only ;i distinction, in the hands of

time is a hostile principle, and diversities and differences be-

como, Upon the theatre of history, oppositions, contradiction-,

conflicts, This is noi less true in regard to the interna] fife of a

nation than in the externa] relations of nations with each other.

We have distinguished as the elements of a nation's life, indus-

try, the State, art, religion, and philosophy ; we haw Bpoken of

their relations of coexistence, of their relations of predominai

or of subordination, and we have described these relations with

the calmness of philosophy. But these elements do not take it

thus ; no one is willing to be subordinate ; it is not even sum-

it for them to coexist with independence and with harmony ;

they strive to conquer and absorb each other. Thus industry,

entirely occupied with utility, -would reduce to that all the P

the State continually encroaches upon and attempts to draw all

into its sphere ; religion, daughter *^ heaven, cannot consent to

abdicate its empire, and thinks it has the right to give laws to

industry, to the State, and to art, -which last, on its side, .sacri-

fices every thing to the sentiment of beauty and to its particular

end. Philosophy is very peaceable, especially in Diogenes

Laertius and in Brucker; but in reality, when the State, <>r

when religion would reduce it to the condition of a >er\ant

cilia theologies), li resists, sometimes it even attacks; hence

i which may be> and often bare been, bloody. Thi

of warfare comes from the essentia] diversity of elements,

abats of . within the limits of the political constitution

of a nation, make the life of this nation. The contlicts i>\ tin

nations "! an epoch with each other make the life of an epoch ;

none has passed away without war, none could have thut

War has Hs roots in the nature of the ideas of the different

nations, which, being Q< ly partial, exclusive, are necessarily

hostile, aggressive, conquering; therefore war is necessary.

Let u- see what are its etVects. |f WSJ is nothing eke than

the viohi,' .ater. the concussion of the exclusive idea*
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of different nations, in this oononseion, the idea irhiefa ihall tx

niiwi feeble will be destroyed by the Btron •
i thai i . will be

absorbed by H : noif the strongest idea in an epoch

rfly that which is most in accordance with the spirit itself of thu

epoch. Each nation represents an idea ; the different nations

of the same epoch represent different ideas ; the nation which

represents the idea most in accordance will) the ^'lvral spirit of

the epoch, is the nation called to dominion. When the idea <»f

a nation lias served its time, this nation disappears; but it <!

not easily gire up its place, it is necessary that another nation

should dispute with it its place, and should wrest its place

from it; hence war. The defeat of a nation that has Barred its

time, the victory of a nation that has its time to serve, and is call-

ed to empire,—behold the certain and inevitable effect of war.

1 make no apology for war, I explain it. Again, if ideas are

at play in war, and if that which wins is necessarily that which

has the most future, it is necessary that that should win, and for

this end that there should be war ; unless you should wish to

retard the future, to arrest civilization ; unless you should wish

that the human race might be immobile and stationary. The

hypothesis of a state of perpetual peace in the human race is

the hypothesis of absolute immobility. Take away all war, and

in place of three epochs there will be only one ; for it is clear

that one will not willingly give place to another, and there will

never be but one and the same epoch. There will not only be

but one epoch, but in that there will be no progress ; for the

differences will not be blended, and each nation will eternally

remain in the brutislmess of the particular and exclusive idea

which subjugates it, and which, good for a time, if it should

never be modified, would be the condemnation of this nation to

perpetual error. Thus a nation is progressive only on the con-

dition of war. It is not I, but history, that says war is nothing

else than the bloody exchange of ideas * a battle is nothing else

than the combat of error with truth ; I say with truth, because

in an epoch a less error is a truth relatively to a greater error,
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Ot to 10 error which h 1 its time ; victory is nothing else

thin th y of tin* truth of to-day over the truth of yest

day, which has become the error of the following day.

Tims when two armies meet) there is presented a muchgiv

le than tint from which philanthropy turns away her

l. She Bees only thousands of men who are about to cut each

Other down, that which is rarely a great mi>fortun<\ Hut, in the

first pi h is a phenomenon of universal life, which does

not take place solely on the field of battle ; and, after all, as it

has been sai 1. war changes very little the tablee of mortality.

And then it is not death which in itself is deplorable, it is unjust

death, unjustly given or received. That thousands of hes

which a bag at this moment shall cease to beat, is a mourn-

ful fact ; but that a drop of innocent blood may be shed, is a fact

much more mournful ; it is an evil, a horrible evil. One innocent

person who perishes ought a thousand times more t< i the

bitter grief of humanity, than whole armies of heroes who know-

that they are going to death, and who meet it freely for a c

B

which is just in their eyes, and which is dear to them. In g]

battles men are not the objects of contention, but c

posing spirits of an epoch, the different ideas which in an age ani-

mate and agitate humanity. Behold that which philanthropy

. md thai which has given bo much importance,

much i much celebrity to battles. Do yon know

any thing more renowned than Platen and Salamis? Why? Hu-

manity i^ very Belfish, I ask her pardon for Baying it, or rath-
I

I

tulate her tor being so
;

for in history she is occupied only

with herself; it was bus who iras inte

: hence the high renown of these two days. I confess that

I should I).- little dispose feel mysell much i be-

• iin number of men, Betting out from OUS country and

bring in another, had been beaten by a Bmallnumhi

nVeS) or had crushed this small number. Tut all this in the

the same plies, between the same men, and not

much imp- should be an tched to i?. Why is this so, gen*
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tlemen? li la because .-it PlatJi there were al neither

places nor naeri, but the cause, and this oou e wb trerj •> >'
: it

was n<«(. only the liberty of a feu tribes yet naif-barbarous, which

was slaked at Platea, there were engaged the peat and the future

Of the world, (lit' ancient Spirit and the new spirit, wlii.di encoun-

tered each other in a Moody manner. Victory remained with the

new spirit ; heboid why the name of Platea IS so full of solemn

meaning. It was the same, in the battle of Arbela: it was not

an engagement between the family of Darius and the Macedonian

dynasty, for humanity was very little interested in cither ; but at

Arbela (and that was, perhaps, the most important day of an-

tiquity) it was declared that not only the new spirit was able to

resist the ancient, as it had been able at Marathon and Platea, but

it was demonstrated that the new spirit was stronger than the

ancient, that it was in a condition to return its visits, and to make

them somewhat longer. In fact, the results of Arbela endured

two centuries. Two hundred years after the battle of Arbela,

the traces of Alexander, a Greek civilization, an empire entirely

Greek, were still in Bactriana and Sogdiana, and upon the banks

of the Indus. The same consideration attaches the same interest

to Pharsalia. I love, and surely I honor the last of the Brutuses,

but he represented the ancient spirit, and the new spirit was on

the side of Caesar; this long strife, which Niebuhr has so well

discerned, and described in his Roman histoiy from its origin, be-

tween the patricians and plebeians, this strife of several centuries

ended at Pharsalia. Caesar was a Cornelian by family, not by

his spirit ; he succeeded, not Sylla, but Marius, who succeeded the

Gracchi. The new spirit demanded a larger place ; it gained it

at Pharsalia. That was not the day of Roman liberty, but that

of democracy, for democracy and liberty are not synonymous.

Every democracy, to endure, requires a master to govern it ; that

day it took one, the most magnanimous and the wisest, in the

person of Caesar. It is the same with all great battles. I am

not able here to give you a course of lectures on battles ; take

them all one after another; take Poitiers, take Lepanto, take
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Lutsen, etc.; .'ill ue celebrated, became fa all, men weie not in

question, but ideas; they interest humanity, became humanity

comprehends maireDomly well that it is she who is engaged on

the field of battle.

The hazards of war and of the diverse fortune of combats are

pokes of without cessation
;

for my own part, I think there is

very little chance in war: the dice are loaded, it seemas, fori defy

any one to cite me a single g lme lost l>y humanity In reality,

there KB not B single battle which has taken a turn detrimental to

civilization. Civilization may P >me cheek, arms are incon-

stant ; but in the end the advantage, the gam, and the honor of

the campaign remain to it. Every time that the spirit of the past

and the spirit of the future shall find themselves engaged, the ad-

vantage will necessarily remain with the new spirit. W« have

peen that history has its laws : if history has its laws, war, which

plays so great a part in history, which represents its great move-

ments, and, thus to speak, its crises, war also ought to have its

Laws, and its necessary laws; and if, as we have established it,

history, with its great events, is nothing else than the judgment

of God upon humanity, we can say that war is nothing else than

the pronouncing of this judgment, and that battles aro its signal

promulgation ; defeats and the end of a nation are the decrees of

civilization and of God himself, in regard to this nation, which

they declare to be behind the promt time, to be in opposition)

with the progress of the world, and, consequently, to be M<

cud from the book of lit'.-.

I have proved that war and battles are, first, inevitable; •eeond-

lv. beneficial. I have vindicated victory ss necessary arid useful;

I undertake, nevertheless, to vindicate it as jut, fa the stiieieal

sense of tie- word. We usually see in mico.s only a triumph of

force, ami an hODOiabk sympathy drSWI DJ towards the van-

qmshed; I hope l have shown that, bisamuoh m there always

nin vanquished party, and bmamuch as the vanquished

party ii slwayi thai which ought to be vanquished, to accuse

tin* Vanquisher and to take part again-t victory, is to take part
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against humanity, and to complain of the progress of civilization,

It is necessary to go further, it is n . to prove thai the van-

quished party deserved to be vanquished; that the vanquishing

party aot only serves the cause of civilization, but that it is better,

more moral than the vanquished party, [f it were Dot so, there

WOUld be a contradiction between morality and civilization, which

is impossible, for both are only two sides of the same. idea,

[n general, everything is just in this world; prosperity and

adversity arc dealt, out as they ought to be. I speak in genera]

terms, and saving the exceptions. Virtue and prosperity, misfor-

tune and vice, are in«nccessary harmony.* Itjs impossible for us

not to attach the idea of merit and demerit to the idea of just and

unjust. He who has done well, believes and knows that to him

is due a recompense proportioned to his merit. The disinterested

and dispassionate spectator forms the same judgment. Benedic-

tions are naturally addressed to virtue, maledictions to real or

supposed crimes. The necessary harmony between prosperity

and virtue, between misfortune and vice, is a belief of the human

race which, under one form or another, is manifested in its ac-

tions or its words, in its sympathy as in its wrath, in its hopes

and in its fears. Without making here a classification of virtues,

I am satisfied to remind you that prudence and courage are the

two virtues which contain nearly all, and preside over all the

others. Prudence is a virtue, and behold why, among other

reasons, it is an element of success ; imprudence is a vice, and be-

hold why it scarcely ever succeeds ; courage is a virtue whicn

has a right to the recompense of victory ; feebleness is a vice,

therefore it is always punished and beaten. Not only imprudent

actions and wicked actions, but the thoughts, the desires, the

emotions that are culpable which we nourish, and which we
cherish in the interior of the soul, under the reserve that we will

* Upon this harmony between virtue and prosperity, and the exceptions

in this world, see 1st Series, Vol. 2, Lecture 20, pp. 306-310, Lecture 23, pp.
852-360, etc.
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not let them degenerate into acts; these dean e thought*,

emotions, will hare their punishment. There k
an action, a thought, a desire, a sentiment that is vicious,

which wiD not, sooner or later, be punished in its just measure

;

on the contrary, every action, every thought, every resolution,

Dtiment that is virtuous, every sacrifice, carries with it its

i '\vn recompense. Such is the law ; it is of iron and „
%f brass.* it is

ry and universal, it is applied to nations as to individu

1 al this maxim, that in general, nations al\va\

that which they merit, like individuals. We may pity nations,

out we must not accuse their destiny, for it is their own work.

Suppose a generous nation which takes in earnest its ideas, and

which, instead of awaiting the day of conflict in an imprudent and

culpable security, foreseeing attack, prepares for it long before-

hand, by encouraging a warlike spirit, by founding great military

institutions, by forming itself to a severe discipline, by preferring

to frivolous pleasures those manly and invigorating exercises in

which is tempered the character of individuals and nations ; that

nation, when it shall appear on the field of battle, will have com-

mitted no blunder, all the chances will be on its side. Bupp

in opposition to this nation, an imprudent or wicked enemy, hav-

ing ideas without doubt, but not having them sufficiently at h<

to make for them the sacrifices which their defence or their prop-

Lid demand; brave, but without a well-formed milil

iblishmenl and without warlike habits, or with a milr

gamsati enough in appearance, bul without resolution,

and without enei Bring these two nations into conflict : a it,

not evident that one being better than the other, more provident,

wiser, braver, will deserve to conquer, and. in fact, will conquer

t

Behold, for example. Constantinople at the thirteenth or four-

teenth century - an empire in possession of a civilization

sufficiently advanced, nation which had ideas, and the best of

all, religious ideas, which to. .k lively interest in them, which
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bad such :i [i.issiou for them as to be constantly in pubbo pla

to dispute abonl them without cessation, to come to real m4

<»n their account This nation was instructed, learned, ingi

enthusiastic ; but, at the same time, they bad energy only for d

nutation and interna] brawls; ii kmw not bow to obey; it had

no care of the future, no military spirit, do manly habit, no moral

force, no virtue. Hence it will pass, and deserves to pass, under

the yoke of conquest. Opposed to it were adversaries which the

writers of Byzantium palled barbarians, but who were not entirely

so ; for they had also their ideas, which they cherished, foi which

they were ready to die ; they sought to make conquests for their

ideas at the price of their blood, and they accomplished it, they

deserved to accomplish it. Thus Constantinople was soon con-

quered : Europe raised a cry of grief, honorable to Europe, but

overwhelming to Constantinople ; for, heir of an immense power,

if Constantinople had had any virtue, she would have made con-

quests for it over barbarism. Instead of that, Constantinople dis-

puted, wrangled, subtilized, and she fell ; and hers was the lot

which she merited : she was no longer worthy of dominion, and

dominion was denied her. And it is not necessary to say that, in

my admiration for the conquering, I lose all interest for the vic-

tims ; I do not understand this language. It is necessary to dis-

criminate between a nation that is corrupt, vicious, degraded, un-

worthy to exist because it is not able to defend its existence, and

humanity which advances and can advance only by retrenching

its corrupted elements. When we speak of victims, let us under-

stand that the sacrificer whom we accuse, is not the vanquisher, but

that which has given the victory to the vanquisher, that is, Provi-

dence. It is time that philosophy of history should put beneath

its feet the declamations of philanthropy. War is action on a

great scale, and action is positive proof of what a nation or an in-

dividual is worth. The soul passes altogether wT
ith its powers

into action. Would you know what a man is worth ? See him

act ; so all the worth of a nation appears on the field of battle.

Give me the military history of a nation, and I pledge myself
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to find ;tll the otl itl history, Cot ouch ii tied to

b, and each ived int<> thought, as principle, and into

act
•

Seel ; that is, into metaphysics and into war. 33ms,

the itkro of armies, even mode of warfare, is important to

history. You have all read Thucydidea, Behold the manner of

iting among the Athenians and the Lacedemonians. Athens

and J. i i are -wholly there. Do you recollect the organi-

>n of that small Greek army of thirty thousand men, which,

under the conduct of a young man (for young men are ah;

always the heroes of history), advanced in the East beyond

it \v;is that redoubtable Macedonian phalanx, the

uration of which is the symbol of the rapid and

powerful expansion of the Greek civilisation, and represents all

that there was of impetuosity, of celerity, and indomitable ardor

in the Greek Bpirit, and in the spirit of Alexander. The Mace-

donian phalanx was organised for rapid conquest, to bore through

y thing, to overcome every thing. It is made to bring its

DC to bear on a single point, for attack much more than for

defence; it has an impetuous motion, an irresistible move-

ment ; it has little internal force, little weight and duration. But

direct your attention to the Roman legion : Rome is in it entire.

A legion is a great whole, an enormous mass, which, in its mo

ment, cmshes every thing in its j , without any indication

of being dissolved, and so full of

\t the sight of a legion oi - that h<

before an insurmountable power, and at the same tin* an

endurii: r which | .y the enemy, and takes its

coupies the soil, est iblishee itself on it. and in it t ,

The Roman legion is a city, is an empire. i> a small world

which is sufficient for itself; for there thing in its or*

1 infantry with

of arms. In a word, the legion was an arm)

not only for subduing the world, hut for guarding it
; it> ohm

irnpletene>s weight, duration, fixedness, that is, the spirit

ic.
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I oould take also the military inititutioni of each greai nation,

and 1 could ahon the spirit of thn nation in thai of iti institu-

tions. Every thing is related to the civilisation; every thing

meaauree it, every thing in iti own manner representa it. Phi-

losophy of history ought, then, to despise nothing. It mual con-

aider in b nation all its interior elements, agriculture, comme

industry, ait, religion, the Stat.-, philosophy, and it mu>t seise the

idea which all of these elements contain and develop ; then it

must follow this idea in its relations with the other contempora-

neous ideas which it attacks, or which attack it, that is, in

military action. Every truly historical nation has an idea to

realize ; and when it has sufficiently realized it at home, it eip

it in some way by war, it causes it to make the tour of the

world ; every civilization which advances, advances by conquest.

Every historical nation is, therefore, for some time, engaged in

conquests ;
then, after having- hern engaged in conquests, after

having entirely displayed itself, after having shown and given to

the world all that was in it, after having played its part and ful-

filled its destiny, it exhausts itself, it has served its time, it is

itself conquered ; at that time it quits the stage of the world,

and philosophy of history abandons it, because it has become

useless to humanity.
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LECTURE X.

GB BAT M EN.

Recapitulation of tho last. Lecture. Subject of this : Great men.—Their ne-

cessity and their proper character.—Great nun sum up nations, epochs,

entire humanity, universal order.—History of the great num. He is born

an.l dies at the proper time. His sign is success.—Theory of power.

—

Theory of glory.—Great men considered as individuals in their inten-

tions and personal qualities. Littleness of tho greatest men.—What are

the epochs, and what are the speoieB DQOSt favorahle for tho development

of great men? — Of war and oi' philosophy.— Struggle of great men.
Acquittal of tho conqueror.

After having gone from the great epochs of history to the

places which are their theatre, and from the places to the nations

that inhabit them, we shall now proceed from the nations to the

eminent individuals who represent them in history, and who are

called great men.

I hope that the last lecture has left upon you the conviction

that a nation is not simply a collection, more or less considerable,

of individuals accidentally united together by the bond of some

preponderating external force. It must be evident to you that a

nation is veritably a nation only on condition of expressing an idea,

which, entering into all the elements which compose the interior

life of this nation, into its language, its religion, its manners, its

arts, its laws, its philosophy, gives it a distinct physiognomy.

How many millions of men have lived, felt, suffered, acted in the

centre of Asia and of Africa, of whom History makes no men-

tion, because, expressing no idea, they could have no meaning,

and consequently no interest for history ! The historical exist-

ence of a nation is entirely in its relation with the idea which

it represents. Take away from each of the individuals into

which a nation is divided the identity of language, of customs,

13
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art. of literature, of ideas, .and you take an

from them, ivi h the bond which unites them, the I d upon

which they exist) and makes them what they are. The spirit of

a nation, the spirit common to all citizens, is what constitutes the

country. The country is not simply the soil itself, nor «

<;• such an institution, it is the idea expressed for all, by the

soil which they inhabit, and the institutions, laws, religion, cus-

toms, in which they participate. Patriotism is nothing else than

the pov. sympathy of all with all, in the same spirit, in

same order of i Take away this unity of spirit and of id

and you del ;h country and patriotism.

If every nation, I mean every reritajble nation, every historical

nation, is necessarily one in the unity of spirit which causes it to

exist and to act, every individual that makes a part of that nation

participates also in ttfl spirit. An individual who in his own

times and in his own country should be simply an individual,

would be a monster. But there is not, and there cannot \»- such

a thing as a mere individual, and all men who inhabit the same

territory, who are of the same times, who speak the same lan-

guage, who have the same religion and the same customs, all

participate in the same idea and of the same spirit.

Thus all the individuals of which a nation is composed, repre-

sent the spirit of thai people; but they must necessarily re]

sent it more or less. Sere then is already s line <a demarcation

between different individuals of the same nation. But thosewho

in the first division, and represent more the their

nation, are still a multitude, in which exists a new an

individuals, who represent in an eminent manner the spirit of

1 1 1
«

• i r nation. It eanivt be Otherwise. Thence follow tWOthis

i-t. the Deeessrj eat mm ; 2d, their proper character. The

it man i~> QOt an arbitrary nvatuiv who may DC, or may DOt

be. II-- \> tie- representative, more or l< omphshed, that

i necessarily produces. I le is not simply an individ-

ual, hut ]:-• i> related b rhksh communiosies to

him a superior power, win - to him the determinate form
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of individuality, Too much and too little individuality equally

destroy the great man, On the one hand, individuality alone

an element of misen and littleneaa; for particularity, the cos

tingent, the finite, tend continually t<> division, to dissolution, to

destruction. On the other band, nil generality tends to unity,

and to absolute unity ; it baa greatness, but it- risks destroy!

itself m a chimerical abstraction. The great man is the harmony

of particularity and generality; he is a great man only upon

these terms, upon this double condition of representing the geD-

eral spirit of his nation, and it is by his relation to this generality

that he is great, and at the same time of representing this gener-

ality, which confers upon him his greatness, in his person, under

the form of reality, that is, under a finite and visible form: so

that the generality may not overwhelm the particularity, and

that the particularity may not dissolve the generality, that the

particularity and the generality, the infinite and the finite, may

mingle in that measure which is true human greatness.

This measure which constitutes true greatness, constitutes also

true beauty. The objects of nature which have a character of

generality, universality, immensity, infinity, as mountains, seas,

expanse of sky, all these objects have that kind of beauty which

is called the sublime.

The character of the sublime is to surpass, or tend to surpass

the limits of the imagination and all determinate representation.

There is a sort of contradiction between the limited powers of the

human imagination and the sublime. When art represents the

sublime alone, it darts beyond the finite, and produces only gigan-

tic works, as the pyramids of Egypt, the monuments of India,

the primitive monuments of almost every people. In the othei

extreme of civilization and imagination, do we consider objects

which have a very determinate character, and well-defined forms,

and does art enter into the details and finite of things ? it then

sinks into the contracted. Whether it be in practice or in the-

ory, the two extremes of beauty, which are equally wanting in

it, are the pretty and the enormous. The sensual school, not
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being able to surpass the contingent, the particular, the determi-

nate, the finite, is condemned to the Idealism, on tie-

contrary, tends continually to die general, to the universal, to |

infinite, to the sublime. True beauty consists in the mingling of

the finite and the infinite, of the ideal and the real : tts distinctive

feature is harmony and proportion.*

In morals it is the Bame in regard to character. There are

individuals who have, so to sp ral character only, that

of their age and of their country, mere echoes of the voice of

their times; they form the crowd, and are. thus to call th

the anonymous beings of the human i. Do not laugh
;

they form not the meanest nor the wont part. At the other

reme arc the friends of individuality, those people who, in

older to reflect once or twice in theii lives, in order to s<

for a moment, upon their poor individuality, fasten the:

upon it, cling to it, so to speak, without being able and without

wishing to getaway from it, bringing every thing to their indi.

ual sense, and proudly insurgent against all authority. Authority

is not always reason; nevertheless, all authority, having all

•thing universal, must, on that very account, have some

m and common sense. The mania of individuality is to cut

th" knot which binds the individual to common sense by ant:

ity. These are the originals of the human form a

i ft : they give themseh is tin- 1,

aeral, men without energy and without eh

d tor a moment without doing any th;

and pass away without leaving any trace in 1 The li

.11 them by their proper name, an- ordinary mm. a unman

t, useful. They ire i tcellent soldi
;

;.nt of

the people; they form the army of ever] that th

Buffil ;>tain>; it H \n i 1 1 i them, and them only, that one

form great things: they know how
| . the

and tlif . and on this chai rus

Teas tin inth iros 18,

i V '. J, .
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others, unsusceptible of discipline, unworthy to command, inoapa-

ble of obeying, their great aim upon this \ orld

is to represent, what t themselves, and nothing more. No one

pays ani attention to them; for humanity has no time t<>

waste in attending to individuals who are nothing else than in-

dividuals. A great man is equally removed from the original and

from tin' ordinary man. He is the nation, and he id himself I

he is tlic harmony of generality and of individuality, in such a

proportion that the generality smothers not the individuality, and

that at the same time the individuality destroys not the generality

in giving to it a real form. Thus the spirit of his nation and of his

times is the stuff of which the great man is made; that is his true

pedestal: it is from the height of the spirit, common to all, that

lie is great and commands all.

Since the spirit of a nation necessarily resolves itself into some

great representatives, a nation is found entire in its great men.

It is in them alone that history considers it. Open the books of

history, you there find proper names alone ; and it is impossible

that it should be otherwise ; for if the masses act only for them-

selves, they do nothing by themselves ; they act by their chiefs,

who alone occupy the foreground, and who alone fall under the

eye of the spectator and of the historian. Historians are right in

occupying themselves with great men ; they should, however, take

care only to represent them for what they are, that is, not as the

masters, but as the representatives of those who do not appear in

history ; otherwise a great man would be an insult to humanity.

Under this restriction, it is certain that, every nation necessarily

resolving itself into great men of every kind, the history of a na-

tion should be formed, as it is, by the history of its great men.

But what is a nation ? A nation, as we have seen in the last

lecture, is one of the ideas of an epoch. As an epoch includes

many ideas, it includes, also, many nations. Now what is true

of one nation is true of another nation. Besides, what is true of

one epoch is true of another, is true of all others ; then entire

history, no longer that of one nation, nor that of one epoch, but
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that of all nations and of all epochs, is represented by great men,

Tli- me tli»' I great men, all the men known,

and I will product' for you the known history of the human

And wliat is humanity itself? Humanity is nothing but the

last term <>t" universal order. Humanity sums up entire nature

and represents it, and great men in their turn sum up and rej

sent humanity. The perpetual movement of things then, in all

their momenta, and in all their only the production of

great men.

:y thing in the whole world labors to form the marvel of a

great man. Behold him formed, he arrives upon the scene of

history: what does he do ? what part does he play, and under

what aspect should the history of philosophy regard him? A

great man, of whatever kind lie may be, in whatever epoch of the

world, among whatever people he may appear, conies to re]

sent an idea, such an idea and not any other, so long as that idea

has force and is worth the trouble of representing, not and

not after : he appears when he should appear, he disappears when

he has nothing more to do, he is born and he dies at the proper

time. When there is nothing great to do, the great man is un-

able. What, in fact, is a great man? The instrument

power which is not hi- own; for all power purely individual is

temptible, and no man yields to another. Where, then, true

power, that of the idea, exists not or \o longer, when

or declines, whal force will its representativi

cannot produce th< I
man before his tin not

make him die before liia time; mot displace, nor advance

him, nor put him back ; you cannot continue hia existence and

place him, tor he existed only because he had his work to do
;
he

there i> no longer any thins for him to

do, and i o continue him i*> to continue a use! -
|

rt It \

once said ; Idier who had placed himself upon a throne

:

*• Sire, jro i must watch attentively over the education of your son
;

he must 1*3 brought up « ith tie- utmost care, in prd
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replace you." " Eteplaoe mel" be replied :

u
I oould not repl

myself; [ am the child of circumstances/' This man fell ireD

that the power which animated him iraa not his own, and that it

was lent to aim for a definite purpose, ap to an hour irhich hi

oould neither hasten nor put back. Et may be said that be i

somewhat of a fatalist. Observe that all great men have been

more or Less fatalists: the error is in the form, not in the basis of

tho thought. They feel that they arc no1 there on their own ac-

count; they have the consciousness of an immense force, and not

being able to give themselves credit for it, they refer it to a supe-

rior power of which they are but the instruments, and which makes

use of them in accordance with its own purposes. And not only

are great men somewhat inclined to fatalism, but they have also

their superstitions. Bring to mind Wallenstein and his astrologer.

Thence it happens, too, that great men, who in action have a de-

cision and an ardor alike admirable, before action hesitate and

slumber ; the sentiment of the necessity, that is, the evidence of

their mission, must strike them ; they seem to comprehend con-

fusedly that without that, they would act like individuals, and that

they would not have all their power.

Without entering into superfluous details, it follows from the

entire history of great men that they have been taken, and that

they have taken themselves for the instruments of destiny, for

something fatal and irresistible; and the proper character, the

sign of a great man is, that he succeeds. Whoever does not suc-

ceed is of no use in the world, leaves no great result, and passes

away as if he had never been. The great man must succeed, in

whatever it may be, in order to perform his wrork : an activity, an

inexhaustible fecundity, brilliant and prolonged success, such are

his necessary characteristics. But great men are not only artists,

or philosophers, or legislators, or pontiffs ; they are also, as we

have before seen, warriors. The great warrior is such, is histor-

ical, only on condition of obtaining great success, that is, of gain-

ing great battles ; that is, farther, and it must be confessed, of

making frightful ravages upon the earth. But either no warrior
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should be called a great man, or, if he h great, he must be \in«

dicated, and the footstool of his greatness accepted.

The result of great success is power, and great power. But

when one has arrived at that, when one has mounted BO high, he

may lose his head, he may believe himself, and may even appear

to be, above the rest of men ; he has a court, and lla and

tainly such a man seems the master of the world, be-

fore whom the world i knees; such a man is only ,.n in-

strument, and of whom, I pray? Of Divine Providence? I

dou! in the last analysis, but first and immediately of the

ideas which are dominant in his times and in his country ; of the

ideas of his nation, and, consequently, of all the individuals of this

nation, of the smallest as of the greatest, for all arc units in the

unity of their country and of their time ; so that the great man

la at the end of the account only the servant of those even whom

he commands. That is the secret of his power,

to attribute any thing vile to humanity. Humanity submits not

to a foreign force, but to that with which it sympathizes, and

which - uvea it.

It is the fortune of a great man to represent better than any

other man of his times the Ideas of those times, their i:

their wants. All the individuals composing a nation have the

same general ideas, the same interests, the same wants but with-

out the energy necessary \<> realise and to satisfy them ; they

represent their times and their nation, but in a powerless, un-

faithful, obscure manner. Bui the true re]

BhoWS himself, all recognise in him distinctly what they had e«>n-

11 \- soil i in themselves ; they spirit <>f

their times, the .spirit even which i- in themselves ; ti. ;der

the ia BS their true image, as their id> ! under this

title they adore and follow him who is their idol and their chief.

A man is at foundation nothh than the nation

man. the nation does upon this condition sympathize with

him; they bav lence in him. and for him feel love and

ent: L to lair,. This is all the devotion
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that you can, that you ought I omhumauil not

capable and it would not be vrell that if should be capable of

any other; it serves him who serves it The principle of the

power of s greal man is much better than the exj I <>f

humanity, which is very often doubtful and unfaithful ; it is the

intimate, spontaneous, irresistible belief that this man is the nation,

that he is the country, that he is the epoch.

Jn the last lecture I defended victory: 1 now have been de-

fending power; and it remains to me to defend glory, in order to

Vindicate humanity, We never attend to the faet that what'

is human, is made so by humanity, were it only in permitting it

to exist; to curse power, I mean a'long and durable power, is

to blaspheme humanity, and to accuse glory, is simply to accuse

humanity that decrees it. What is glory ? The judgment of

humanity upon one of its members ; and humanity is always

right. Give to me an instance of unmerited glory. How, in

short, could error here be possible ? One has glory only on con-

dition of having done much, of having left great results. Great

results, great results! every thing else is nothing. Let glory be

well distinguished from reputation. Whoever wishes reputation

may have it. Do you wish reputation ? ask such or such a one

of your friends to make it for you ; associate yourself with such

or such a party ; devote yourself to a coterie ; serve it, and it

will praise you. There are a thousand ways of acquiring a rep-

utation : it is an enterprise just like any other, it does not even

suppose a great ambition. What distinguishes reputation from

glory is, that reputation is the judgment of a few, while glory is

the judgment of a great number. In order to please a small

number, small things suffice ; in order to please the masses, great

ones are necessary. With the masses, deeds are every thing, all

else is nothing. Intentions, good-will, the most beautiful plans

which could not have failed to result in good, had it not been for

this or that reason, all that does not resolve itself into fact, is

counted for nothing by humanity ; it wishes great results, for

great results alone reach it : now, in regard to great results, there
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can be do
]

The falsehoods of parties and cote-

. the illusions of friendship can accomplish not!.

itself is nut of the question. Great results cannot be co:

and glory, which is their expression, can none the more be C

raghter of great and evident facts, she is her

a f

.

aa the day. Glory has never been enfeebled, and

never can be; ire may appeal from coteries and parties to hu-

manity; hut from humanity, to whom in this world can ap]

be made? Glory is the cry of sympathy and of gratitude :

the d humanity towards genius ; it is the price of the ser-

vices of which it acknowledges the receipt, and for which it
j

with what is most precious, its esteem. Glory, then, should be

loved, b it is loving great tilings, great laboi

efficiently rendered to the country and to humanity. We should

despise reputation, the success of a day and the trifling means that

lead to it. We should think of doin^, doing much, doing well,

of being and not appearing ; for it is an infallible rule, that all

which appears without being, soon disappears ; but all which

exists, by virtue of its nature, sooner or later must appear, (i

Imost always contemporaneous ; but there is never a long in-

terval between the t>mb of a great man and glory.

real man is great, and he IS a man
;
what makes him great

. the spirit of his times, and tO bis people; what

makes him a man is his individuality ; but separate these two i

ments, consider the man in the great man, and the greatest

•nail enough. Every individuality, when il b de-

ed from the general spirit which il -e>, is full of what

is pitiful. When n ret memoirs which \

men, and when we follow them into the details of

r life and conduct, we are always <|uite confounded to find

them not only small, but, 1 am compelled I ften vicious

ami alu '

. I. -ider first indi \idual intentions.

What does the great man accomplish ? the designs of the supe-

rior power which SOtS in him and by him. This i-what he <h

bul ntly he ad has bis own par-
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tkralar designs, li is ourious to learoh out in history wh

the intentions of suoh and suoh i great man : they are lometinu i

intentions mean enough, and at the distance of ten yeai w<

ashamed that suoh geniuses should hare pursued uch nil

aims. Henry LV
r

., it is said, wished to make irar upon Austria,

and to go to Brussels for a cause little enough heroic. I am not

very sure that Gustavus AxLolphus had not the idea of creating

a petty principality in Germany. And, for example, I ask you

if there is any thing at the present time more ridiculous than the

apparent motive that has moved during eight or ten years our

own Europe, and stirred up the great Avars of which we hi

been the witnesses? You have, perhaps, already forgotten it

:

1 mean the Continental Blockade. Here it is that the spectacle

of the miseries of individuality present themselves. But it was

only the external covering of designs otherwise great. These, of

which no one thought, have been accomplished, and could not

but be accomplished, for they were the designs of Providence

:

the others not only have failed of accomplishment, but after

having made much noise, they have fallen into oblivion, and

have degenerated into uncertain anecdotes which ordinary history

may collect, but which the history of philosophy neglects as in-

different to humanity. It is the same with regard to the partic-

ular qualities of great men. As they represent the fair side of

their time, so also do they represent the contrary. Alexander is

said to have had base defects, and so had Caesar ; notwithstand-

ing, there never existed greater men. All great men, closely ex-

amined, remind us of the saying—" There is but one step from

the sublime to the ridiculous." Once more, there are two parts

in a great man—the part of the great man and the part of the

man. The first alone belongs to history ; the second should be

abandoned to memoirs and biography ; it is the vulgar part of

these great destinies, it is the ridiculous and comic part of the

majestic drama of history. The romantic drama takes man as a

whole, not only on his ideal side, but on his individual side

;

hence scenes the most burlesque and most comic succeed scenes
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the most heroic and most pathetic, and heighten their effect.

This is all very well, but history should be a classic drama; it

should bring together all the details and individual traits into a

v ; it should place in a clear light I i which a great man

hilosophy of history does not know individu-

als who an' simply individuals
; it omits, it ignores the purely

individual and biographical side of man, for this TCry simple

on, that this is not what humanity ha in him; that it

I him nor followed him on account of this, but not-

withstanding this. The fundamental role iphy of

history in regard to great men is to humanity does, to

judge them by what they have done, not by what they 1

wished to do (which possesses not the least interest, becanse it

not been done) ; to I the description cf weaknesses in-

herent in their individuality and which, have perished with it,

and to fasten itself upon the great things which they have done,

which have served humanity, and which still endure in tie' mem-

of men; in short, to search ont and establish what consti-

tutes them historical personages, what has given them power

and glory, namely, the idea which they represent, and their in-

timate relation with the spirit of their times and of their nation.

ins may still be agitated in p men,

and this is the first : Are the differenl i illy

favorable to the development of great men?

Lei us Buppose an epoch of the world in which the dominant

ither that of the finite, nor that of the i of the

finite to the, infinite, but tl the infinite, of the absolute, of

generality in itself; for all tie » of thought must 1.

their !•
|

ition in history ; it WSfl the:, . under pain

of a fundamental vacancy, that this idea should have its real

tion and ch; and, is H has had it. What then hap-

pened ? That which should have happened. There, v\ here the

idea of generality reigned alone, individuality hid no: bta,

liberty i humanity tently, man was no-

ly any thin
; in silence with-
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out leaving any traces, (he masses remained in a state

lometimea palsied, sometimes vainly agitated, ignorant of them-

telves .-Hid ignorant "i "i >r nations recognize the hidden

powers Numbering in them only in their great representatii

ami the) appear in history only through the medium <>i their

great men. Now 1 ask—What greal man has appeared in the \

countries comprised between the country of the Samoides and the

Gulf of the Ganges, between the mountains of Persia and the

sea -sin ire of China? Certainly the space is vast in Length and in

breadth. Immense masses of people are there, people more or

less civilized, who have done, if not great, at least enormous

things, if one may so express it. They have had wars, compared

with which ours are but mere trifles; the monuments of art

are there gigantic. Unquestionably the highest antiquity is there.

All this is true, still not a proper name survives ; not one great

historical personage there appears of any sort. It may be replied

that we know not the great men that have appeared in Central

Asia and in India, because India has no history ; but I will ask

—

Why has it no history ? It is because, as I have already shown

you, that when man does not regard himself seriously, and has

no importance in his own eyes, he takes no note of what he does,

because what he does scarcely belongs to him, and seems to be

done of itself, so that no one can feel either shame or glory.

Man, not believing himself worthy of memory, abandons the world

to the action of the forces of nature, and history to the gods, who

fill it alone. Hence the entire mythological chronology of these

ancient countries. The reason why they have no history in India

is precisely the reason why they have no great men. But let us

descend from those high regions where the infinite and the abso-

lute reign alone in all their overwhelming omnipotence ; approach

the West ; traverse the desert of Indus ; arrive in Persia : there

the gods give place to man, time succeeds eternity, the individ-

ual commences, and with him commences history, an obscure

history to be sure, but in short a history, of great men, of heroes,

a Cyrus. And when we pass the sea of Othman and arrive in
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Arabia, towards the shores of the Red Sea and the coasts of

pt, there we find also, with a little hk md

groat men, because humanity there played a part more or less

nderable; whilst in Central Asia ire may literally laythst

humanity remained anonymous, indifferent to itself, not helieving

in its freedom, and neither leaving, nor caring to leave, any trace

of it _;e upon earth. But the epoch which should represent

in the world the idea of the finite, of movement, of liberty, of in-

dividual activity, is the epoch marked for the development of

great men. Thus, when you search after great men, you recur

to Greek and Roman antiquity; this is the epoch of history

which may be called the heroic age of humanity. The third

epoch, which represents the relation of the finite with the infinite,

is not less fertile in great men, but it shows them less brilliant,

that is, less as individuals than those of Greece and Rome, but

more substantial, and, in a manner, more identified with things.

Besides, this epoch is of yesterday, and has but just run through

riods of barbarism.

1 insist no more, and I pass immediately to the second ques-

tion : What are the most favorable pursuits for the derelop-

it of great men ? Without abasing industry, it must be ac-

knowledged that its conquests, and those of commerce, an m
little by little; each century, each individual lends a hand to it :

but tin' Watts and the Full very rare, [ndustry marches

and advam the aid of time than by tie' aid of man.

in the arts, in tin- government of States, it is in the world

of religion that all tie I indinduah

names ]<({ jn history by great artists,

; they have known so well

how i.i satisfy and realise in their works the ideas of their nation

and tle'ir time, that they have often grfSO their mine to their

incontestable of the harmony of their age with them,

and of then er their age, Nevertheless, I do not f<

to affirm tl ro pUTSUhS which most promote the develop-

rner.' iadi\idu&lities are S ir and philosophy.
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War ia nothing else than the externa] action of the spirit

of a people. When the spirit of a people has penetrated the

differenl elementi of * bioh its life is oompoeed, when it baa formed

and constituted them, it passes beyond them and inarches to con-

quest, It. is upon the field of battle thai energetic and faithful n p

resentativea are necessary, and there they are never wanting.

Glory is an unexceptionable witness of the importance of the true

greatness <>f men. Now, what arc the greatest glories? In fact,

they are those of warriors. Who arc those who have left the

flfreatest names among men? Those who have done for them the

greatest good and rendered them the greatest services, that is, those

who have made the greatest conquests for the ideas which, in their

times, were called to empire, and which then represented the

destinies of civilization. Besides, war requires in a high degree

a powerful individuality ; for if the crowd and the soldiers have

need only of enthusiasm and discipline, the chief, who presides

over the movements of this crowd, must add to the enthusiasm

which makes him sympathize with his army, that ever-present

reflection which, at each moment, deliberates, resolves, calculates,

and decides. Nowhere do the masses identify themselves more

visibly with the great man than on the field of battle ; but if

this identification is more brilliant in the great captain, it is more

intimate and more profound in the great philosopher.

First, I appeal for it to glory. There are no greater names

than those of certain philosophers, Plato and Aristotle. Who-

ever knows Alexander and Caesar, knows Plato and Aristotle.

The human race, it is true, does not render to itself any account

of what these two names represent ; but it does not any more

account to itself for what is represented by the names of Caesar

and Alexander. The human race employs the first as symbols of

political and military genius, and the latter as symbols of philoso-

phic genius. Listen no more to schools than to parties ; listen to

the human race. To the human race philosophy is, and always

will be, Plato and Aristotle. I have cited the greatest philosophers

in order to equal Caesar and Alexander; but it must be observed
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that nowhere are there more great men than in philosophy. W«
may account for this phenomenon. The highest degree of in-

dividuality is reflection, which separates us from all that is not our-

selves, and puts us face to face with ourselves ; at the same time

the object of philosophical reflection is what is most general in

thought. Reflection has generality for its foundation, and indi-

viduality (( ft its form. It is precisely the highest alliance of these

t\S'> elements which constitutes the great man. Finally, remem-

ber that philosophy has been demonstrs be the hig'

degree, and the necessary summing up of the development of a

nation ; then the great philosopher is himself, in his time and in

his country, the ultimate of all other great men ; and, with

the great captain, the most complete representative of the nation

to which he belongs. The two greatest things in the world

action and thought, the one displayed upon the field of battle,

the other in the solitude of the closet. The two greatest modes

of serving humanity are, to cause it to advance a step in the

road of truth, by elevating the ideas of an age to their big]

expression, by carrying them to their utmost metaphysical limits,

or by impressing these ideas with the sword upon the face of the

world, and by making for them extensive conquests. We may

hesitate between the destiny of Aristotle and that of Ak
between ( 'ohxmhus and I U irtes.

thai if the Btrife of nations rowful, if the

vanquisl our pity, our greatest sympathy must be ra-

the vanquisher, since • rictory infallibly di

after it a j-' nity. The conflict of b

sight, i melancholy than that of nataoi

at variance the men wl titute the glory of humanity, and it

b difficult t<> <!• a roch nohleadver anfortun

her an interest even more profound than thai pro-

duced by nati individuality increases sympathy. Hut

!»• »>n : the victor, for that is

always the side of civilization, the side <>f the present and of the

while the side of the conquered is always thai of the
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put Tlir greal 111:111 conquered i
4 man owl of place in

his times; and bit defeat must be applauded, ainee b irai jnat

and useful, since, with nil great qualities! Ins virtue and lii-s

genius, be marched contrary t<> bumanity and (Ik- times. We

find also, <>n reflection, that ili«' conquered iras aeceasarily con-

quered, and that genius was not equal on both aides. Defeat alone

supposes that the conquered waa deceived in regard t<> the state of

the world; that bo wanted sagacity and light, and that he v>a.>

short-sighted. An attentive and impartial examination is ?ery

unfavorable to the vanquished. I have not courage to Unveil

here all the wickedness and all the faults of the last of the

Unit uses. I know thern, but there is at the bottom of my heart

an insuperable tenderness for this man : I should have greater

firmness in opposing Demosthenes, for, after all, he was only a

great orator. Demosthenes in his times represents the past of

Greece, the spirit of the small cities and small republics, a

democracy worn out and corrupted, a past which could no longer

exist, and which already existed no longer. To reanimate this

past, hopelessly destroyed, a display of force and energy was

necessary, of which others were incapable, and he as well as all

others ; for, in short, we are always somewhat like others, we

belong to our times. So Demosthenes also failed ; I add, with

history, that he failed without greatness ; and it was even inevita-

ble ; for when we place our courage, even though we may have

much of it, in opposition with what is impossible, the sentiment

of the absurdity of the enterprise, of which we cannot always

get rid, troubles, disconcerts, casts down, and after having per-

formed prodigies in the tribune, we finish by running away at

Cherronea. The eloquence of Demosthenes is somewhat like his

life : it is incomparable in invective and in argument ; he is

eminently the vehement orator. But take the discourses of

Pericles somewhat arranged by Thucydides ; compare them with

those of Demosthenes, and you will see what difference there is

between the eloquence of the chief of a great nation and that

of the chief of a party.

14
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'Hie struggle of beroei in war and in politics not, then, so

pjunful on reflection as ;it fint view. So it is in philosophy. The

Struggle of great philosophical geniuses, well understood, has

nothing in it afflicting, for it results in profit to human reason.

Time (! permit me here, as I had intended, to set before

you this fruitful struggle; I could have wished to show you here

also that the conquered wrong, since here also the battle is

between the past and the future. Philosophers, at variance with

each other, present to the world the spectacle of a certain num-

ber of particular ideas, true in themselves, but false taken ex-

clusively, which ne»d a momentary dominion in order to develop

all that is in them, and at the same time show what not in

them, and what is wanting to them : each serves its time ; and

after having been useful, it must give place to another whose

turn has come. In the combat between two ideas represented

by two great philosophers, the struggle, far from afflicting the

friends of humanity and philosophy, must, on the contrary, fill

them with hope, since it warns them that humanity and philoso-

phy are preparing to take a new step. We must conceive that

the perpetual destruction of systems is the life, the movement,

the progress, the history even of philosophy. This spectacle,

hwtflsd of producing skepticism, should inspire a faith without

limits in this excellent human reason, in this admirable humanity,

for which all men of genius labor, which
| by their en

their struggles, their <! md their victories, which advaa

only Ofer ruins, but which continually advances.
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LKCTURE XI.

HISTORIANS OF HUMANITY.

Subject of the lecture: .Examination of the great historians of the history

of humanity.—Tho idea of a universal history belongs to the XVI II.

Century.—Difficulties of universal history. Its laws: 1st, To omit no

element of humanity ; 9d, To omit no age.—That universal history must

have opmmenoed by being exclusive.—That the first exclusive point of

fiew must have "been at the commencement of the XYI11. Century the

religious poinl of view. Uhivertal Bittory of Bossuet. Its merits, its

defects.- -Necessity of an exclusive political point of view. New Science

of Vioo. Its merits, its defects.—Necessity of a more comprehensive

point of view, of a universal history more complete, but more superficial

in each part.— Herder, IdotU towards a Philosophy of History. Its merits,

its defects.—A word upon Voltaire, Turgot, Condorcet.—State of uni-

reraa] history. Richness of some particular works. Necessity of a new
Bniversal history.

I have rapidly designated to you the principal phases under

which may be presented the history of humanity, and that of

philosophy, which is its perfection. It remains for me to make

known to you the manner in which this great subject has been

heretofore treated. When one enters upon a career, not merely

to shine for a moment upon the route, but to march to the goal

and to attain it, if it is possible, it is a duty to search for the

traces of those who have gone before, and to look carefully at the

ways which they have followed in order to choose those which

have conducted them well, and to avoid those which have led them

astray. He who, in a science, neglects the history of that science,

deprives himself of the experience of ages, places himself in the

position of the first inventor, and puts gratuitously against him-

self the same chances of error ; with this difference, that the first

errors having been necessary, have been useful, and are more

than excusable, while the repetition of the same errors is useless

for others and shameful to himself. The science of humanity,
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Like humanity, ought I re; and there is progress

Only on two conditions: first, to represent all one's predecessors
;

then to be one's self, to sum up all anterior labors, and to add to

them. Who is sufficiently sure of fulfilling the second condition,

to be able to dispense with the first ?

The idea of a universal history of humanity is quite recent,

and it must necessarily be so. There can be no universal history

-without some plan ; and much tin necessary for humanity

to conjecture a plan in the mobility of the events of :' ML*

It was i M liy that it should see many empires,, many religions,

many ByBtems appear and disappear, in order to think of compar-

ing them, and in order to ascend to the general laws which pre-

side at their formation and their ruin. It was necessary that it

should survive many revolutions, many apparent disorders, in or-

der to comprehend that all these disorders are in effect only ap-

parent, and that above is an invariable and beneficent order. The

history of humanity must have belonged to the late radons ;

and, in fact, it was the seventeenth century that conceived I

idea of it, it was the eighteenth that extended it, and it h

rved, perhaps, to the nineteenth to elevate it to the height of

a positive science.

lt> first attempts wave wy feeble, and it could not fa

Otherwise. Think of all the dillieu'. ry. At

. all the elements of humanity must enter into it. and t;

elements are dh md numerous; they are indust

, art, phy. This is not all:

not only a legitimate history of humanity most ezelnde nor*

the tits, but it must foil l of them and all erin

all their development* that is in all tim t must

retrenched, \<>r it would then he no Ion

of humanit;. tury must be forgotten, for then would

1m- i.. uticul.i; pmenl ot Borne element, an

important on.-, perl humanity.

* On tho iiloft of n u i Nt, tho fragmont

eotitled : Lh U I'hilotophU >U Vllw'.oirt.
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The two laws of a universal hi torj Bore, then, QOi to omit any

of the fundamental elements of humanity, and not to omit any

century. Now, unless here humanity has been more fortunate 01

more wise than in any thing else; it, is almost impossible that it

should not have fallen into the error which ire have so many

times designated, which consists in taking a part for the whole,

and the most striking part of things for their universal character;

so that if the law of a universal history requires completeness, the

fact of all universal histories is to be incomplete and exclusive.

All will take flic title of universal histories, but each one will be

only a partial history ; all will pretend to embrace entire hu-

manity, and will reach only some of its elements, will follow its

development only in certain centuries. Properly speaking, there

is in this no error, it is only incompleteness. A man endowed

with common sense in writing the history of his species, may omit

some important points, but that to which he adheres cannot lack

reality. Before men, when one is himself a man, it would be ab-

surd to attach one's self to a mere chimera. A real element then

is taken ; but this clement, real as it is, is only a particular ele-

ment ; it accounts for a multitude of the phenomena of history

;

it does not comprehend them all. Thus incomplete as all histories

will be, they will not for all that be false ; only they will contain

but a part of the truth.

This is not all. If it be good that a nation express a single

idea, in order to bring to light all that is in it, and all that is

wanting to it, it is good also that a superior mind preoccupy it-

self with one particular element of humanity, and sacrifice to it

all the others, in order that this at least may be well known. This

partial history, under its universal title, puts you in possession of

the entire development of a real and particular element. If each

pretended universal history render you the same service in regard

to the other elements of humanity, each is useful ; and instead of

proscribing all those histories that are styled universal, and that

are incomplete, we should borrow from each of them what it con-

tains, and complete them in reimiting them. To despise nothing,
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to profit h
:

thing, to avoid exclush d ourselves, but

to comprehend and forgive it in others, to aim at the u:

and complete, and to aim at them by the points of view the most

incomplete of our predecessors and our masters, reconciled and

united, you know it well—such is our end, inch is our method in

history, as in philosophy, EM in all things.

It is, then, admitted that all pretended universal histories will

commence by being incomplete, and will give at first the history

of a single real element of humanity. Let us discover now what

is the element of nature that first strikes and preoccupies the

attention, that is, what is the first error and the first truth that

must hare presented themselves to the science of history.

Philosophy is the tracing back of all that exists to its ultimate

law, to the highest formula of abstraction and of reflection. Phi-

losophy is the last development of humanity, the most clear in it-

self, but the most obscure in appearance. It is, then, impossible

that the historian, in the first look which he cast- apOD humanity,

should perceive philosophy alone. This is an error which we

have, not to fear. As one cannot begin by the history of that

which is the highest, to wit, philosophy, so one cannot begin by

the history of thai which is most common, to wit. industry, com-

merce, and all that, depends upon it. It is manifest that t
1

.

things more important than that. This, then. i> an error that

we haw IV
'

at the commencement of history. The I

without doubt, form the charm of lite, hut evidently they arc not

evidently, in history, they alwaj themai I

in the train <>f the State or of religion.

Religion occnpi< naiderable place in the world. It takes

t odr birth, mark- Ufl with

our infancy and our youth, int in all the great moments

life, ami surrounds our last b0UT With Consolations and ho;

One oannoi orn, cannot live, cannot die without it. It is

found everywhere ; the earth i> i with iti monuments;

it i> impossible to withdraw OH from it- and its-

fhmnon And i; basal i, during aQ
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the epochs <>f human looiety. Religion could not fail toitriki

the attention ; it is, then, impossible that historians should not, at

once, have given it a prominent place; and as it is in the naJ

of an element to which a prominent place is given to make of it

one still more prominent, ire ma] be rare that the religions point

of view, already so vast and so important in itself, will have '-"in

meneed by absorbing all the others, and by making itself the

centre of the history of humanity. Finally, let us not forget that

(he idea of the history of humanity dates from the seventeenth

century. Now the seventeenth century is still bound, on more

than one side, to the middle age. We arp the children of the

middle ace. And the middle ai^e is nothing else than the es-

tablishment ami (he development of Christianity. Thus an his-

torian, having arrived at the end of the seventeenth century or

beginning of the eighteenth, could not avoid seeing religion every-

where, and transferring it everywhere. The first historian of

humanity must, then, have considered it from the height of Chris-

tianity, given to it Christianity for a centre, for measure, and for

aim. It follows that he must have sacrificed all other elements,

or subjected them to that ; and it also follows that, among the

centuries, the attention of the historian must have been particu-

larly arrested by those centuries which Christianity fills or bor-

ders upon. "Finally, as all things produce representatives con-

formable to themselves, the theological point of view in the his-

tory of humanity must have had for representative and for organ

a theologian and a priest. Hence the necessity of Bossuet.

Consider how favorable Christianity is to a general histoiy of hu-

manity. Christianity is the sum and substance of all religions that

have appeared upon the earth ; it is the best of religions for many
reasons, without doubt, which belong neither to my subject, nor

to this chair, but among others, for this reason, that it came the

last. Now it would be strange that the religion last arrived

should not be the most perfect. Christianity is connected with

all religions and all ages. It occupies all the middle age. Its

struggles and its successive victories fill all the last centuries of
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classic nntiquity. Its cradle is on the limits of A Africa,

and of Europe. The Mosaic religion, by its development-, is min.

gled with the history of all the surrounding people of Egypt, of

A- I
'• Btt, of Greece, and of Rome ; while, by its origin,

it goes • the roots of the human race. Christianity con-

tains, then, really, almost all the history of humanity. When one

only a single thing in the history of the world, not one

more comprehensive can be found than that whose first monu-

ment is in I . and whose last work is mo \nd

that is not only the hidden virtue of Christianity, it is itive

hincr. The Church teaches that this world was made for

man ; that man exists entirely in his relation to God, in religion
;

that true religion is Christianity ; that, consequently, the hi>t

of humanity is, and can only be, the history of Christianity, the

history of its origin, of its preparations, of its progress, of its tri-

umph, of its development. This is what the Church teaches ; in

its eyes, every thing refers to Christianity. Individuals to it are

nothing, as individuals; it perceives them only insomuch IS they

have served or opposed Christianity ; this is precisely the true

of individuals in history. The Church teaches, moreo'

that empires, SS individuals, have importance only by their rela-

tion with the service of God, that is. with Christianity. In a

word, the Church has a history of humanity, which dogma itself

imposes upon it. a history as inflexible as Christianity itself, and

which is the only orthodox universal history th.it in the seven-

tnry a bishop could propose to the faithful. Eta

again the Qecessity of the plan of Bossuet,

Honor has been done to Bossuel for th< ptk>c of

i; belongs not to the LC'riu^ *>\ Bossuet, but to that

of the Church. It i^ found in the first I bism, and the

Church teaches it tot] nmplemind; all the originalitj

is in the execution. You see how all things are held

nnd bound together in the world. Has the moment arrived

when the theol< o new is the necessary point of view

of histo born to lepieseut it ; and the
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nature of the talent to interpret ii i- found to be in perfect har-

mony wiili the point of nen to be represented. Does ii not

teem, in Bhort, that the conception of b onrrersa] history in which

men, empires, nations 1 1 , i \
.

• bnportance only as instruments of the

immutable plan of God, was made expressly for the genius <»f

Bossuet, of this man accustomed to regard the grandeur of this

world of so little consequence, accustomed to speak at the tomb

of power, of beauty, of glory, to celebrate all the noble dead, to

sec everywhere only misery, except in the designs of Divine

Providence? The execution also answers admirably to the con-

ception. This proud manner of treating heroes and empires, this

steady march towards the destined aim, through all that which

turns aside and distracts ordinary historians ; this style as lofty

and as simple as the thought which it expresses, this is what

must be admired in Bossuet, and not the general plan, which does

not belong to him.

As to the faults of the Universal History, they are now evident,

and I shall not insist upon them. In the first place, Bossuet saw

everywhere but one element—religion ; but one people—the

Jewish people. The Arabian race from which the Jewish people

sprang, is, without doubt, a great race : it has greatly revolution-

ized the earth ; it produced Moses, who, notwithstanding his great

antiquity, still survives ; it has given Christianity to Europe, and

more recently, to Asia, Mahomet and the powerful Mussulman

civilization; these are not mean presents. But however firm,

however gree.t, however energetic may be this race, it stands not

alone in the world ; and as the time has come to refer religion tc

civilization, the time has also come to substitute humanity for the

Jewish people ; the framework of Bossuet still subsists ; it re-

mains only to enlarge it. Bossuet has made scarcely any account

of the East. Nevertheless, before the time in which the people

of Moses took an historical character, there were behind the Ara-

bian gulf, and beyond Persia, countries ten times more vast than

Judea, of which Judea had not any idea, and was ignorant even

of the name. Central Asia, with its powerful and original civili-
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zation, was unknown to the Mosaic religion, and a stranger to it.

It had its independent development. The roots of the I re-

Id and deep, but they do not penetrate the entire

th. Jn short, it is useless to speak of the extreme weakn

of the details of the Umvenal ll^tory : not only the entire 1.

is wanting, as well the history of arts, of industry, and of philo

phy ; but religions then ind political institutions, are treated

in a superficial manner, although here and there, as, for example,

in Roman history, there are flashes of superior sagacity.

Such is the universal history which France can claim the honor

of having given to Europe, as the necessary commencement i

true history of humanity ; it was the first step of the genius of

it could not be the last. Religion plays an important

part in our life and in society, but there are other things besides

it. The principal place belongs to law, to the State. Acts the

most common, as well as tin- most elevated, are performed under

the direction and control of law. You do not contract, you do

not trade, you cannot make the smalle-t transaction without

the intervention of law. Your moral activity, however little it

may pass beyond the limits of conscionsness, and manifest itself

by art-, encounters the State, which judged it and cite- it before

it- tribunal. You may cultivate the sentiment of the beautiful,

orselyes, but it is difficult for you to u
r

i V(> to your

studies any development, without giving them publicity, unit

th/pm is >ther to social life, and falling und<

law. Religion il the form of act-, which require the pro-

;o-i of law. Publk and judicial life is the theatn upon which

all tip- developments of humanity meet, whatever may be their

principle and then cud. It follows from that, that a- it was im-

itruci by th" pari acted by religion in life and

in history, it * Uy Impossible not to !>-• struck by the part

bed by laws, political institutions, and governments. Add that

ry important element tending to become exclusive, the politi-

poinl of new must have become exclusive in it- turn, and each

pomt - • dling forth i nformable to it-.-if,
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Ms the theological point of \ lew had for iti represented op,

so tlic politioal point of new must haye had ii i representatire

eat jurisconsult. Hence the necessity of Vico.

The New Sdtne$ is the model, and perhapi the source of the

Spirit of Laws. It brings back particular institutions to their

most general principles, ascribes the changes of human society to

a superior and invariable plan which regulates tho future as well

as the past, and converts the conjectures and probabilities of eru-

dition and politics into a true science, the basis of which is the

common nature of nations. The distinctive feature of the New
Science is the introduction of a human point of view in the history

o( humanity. In fact, jurisprudence lias in vain styled itself Scl-

ent ia rerum humanarum et divinarum, the science of human and

divine things; it is, above all, the science of human things in

which it contemplates divine things. Religion, according to Vico,

makes part of the State and of society; while, according to Bos-

suet, it is the State that makes part of religion. Religion, accord-

ing to Vico, is related to humanity ; while, according to Bossuet,

it is humanity which is at the service of religion. The point of

view has completely changed, and this was an immense step in

the science of history, the ultimate aim of which is to make every

thing re-enter into humanity, to refer every thing to humanity in

this world, except afterwards to refer the destinies of humanity

and this world itself to something higher. Besides, according to

Bossuet, history has its general plan, but each part is superficially

treated ; on the contrary, in Vico, different nations have their his-

tory thoroughly examined. According to Vico, the existence of

a ppople forms a circle, every point of which he has determined

with precision. In every people there is always, and there is

necessarily, three degrees, three epochs. The first is the epoch

of development, improperly called barbarism, in which religion

governs, in which the actors and the legislators, thus to speak, are

gods, that is, priests ; it is the divine age of each people. The

second is the substitution of the heroic principle for the theological

principle ; the divine is still there, but there is also something hu-
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man, and the hero is, thus to speak, in history as in the Greek

mythology, the medium between heaven and earth. Finally,

in the third age, man proceeds from the hero as the hero pio-

La from the god, and civil society arrives at its independent

form. That done, man, after being completely developed, wastes

away; the nation ends; a new nation commences with the same

nature, and runs through the same circle. These are the neces-

sary recurrences of these three degrees that Vico has consecrated

under the remarkable name of the >ces of history, ricorsi.

Tin; is a common nature in nations; and the same nature

subjected to the same laws, brings back the same phenomena in

the same order. It must not be forgotten that Vico is the first

who took away from certain illustrious names their personal gran-

deur to render it to humanity. Vico first demonstrated that Or-

j'heiis and Homer should be considered, not as simple individuals,

but as representatives of their epoch, as symbols of their age ; and

that, if they had really existed, to them would have been attributed,

or to their works would have been added, all those of the age and

people whom they represent in history. He, too, first discus* d

the primitive times and fundamental laws of Rome, and indicated

to modern criticism Borne of its finesi points of view. Such

merits of Vico; they justify his high renown.

The fundamental error of the X is the preponder-

ance of the political element, and the almost entire i d of

art and philosophy. It was natu srho, am

the elements of history, had Been, above all, the political element,

should hav<- considered, above all, the epochs in which this ele-

1 an important part, and should have that

which religion gov< Oriental epoch. The New

lit Doubl h nation h plan,

and runs a circle, the circle which Vk described ; each na-

tion ha middle, its end, thai is, its

m DOl humanity it- alsot Plunged in the

in the recurrences of the same epochs in each people,

. fotgel ITCh OUi what becomes of humanity itself from
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recurrence to recurrence. It ii not enough to repeal that hu-

in.iiiiiN advances; ii must be told in what manner ii advai

To speak of ; i

i

without determining iti mode and iti Ian

is io Bay nothing. In general, profound in 1 1
^

«

- history of each

people, and bo the common nature of nations, to use his own Ian*

guage, Vlcoia feeble in the progressive development of humanity,

and in the determination of the laws which preside over this de-

velopment

These arc the two great works by which is opened the science

of history to the eighteenth century. They are equally true and

equally incomplete. After having served the human mind, they

could not satisfy it, and they called for a point of view still more

elevated, still more vast, which should comprise the two points of

view of religion and of the State, with the other elements which

Bossuel and Vico had sacrificed. Hence the necessity of Herder.

The fundamental idea of Herder is precisely to give an account

of all the elements of humanity, as well as of all times. It is that

which gives to his book an incontestable superiority over those of

his two illustrious predecessors. Races, languages, religions, arts,

governments, philosophical systems, all have place in the history

of humanity such as Herder has conceived it. He not only pre-

sents the history of these different elements in the epochs the

most known of civilization, as Greece, Rome, the middle age,

but he has pursued it even into the Eastern world, in this world

so little known in the times of Herder, and in which he has made

the first steps. But his principal honor is to have shown that all

the elements of humanity art developed harmoniously, and even

progressively. The work of Herder is the first great monument

raised to the idea of the perpetual progress of humanity in all

directions. I add that among the different parts of which this

work is composed, those which in each people are related to the

arts and literature are treated with a master hand. It is there

that for the first time primitive poetry has been well explained,

above all Hebrew poetry and that of the middle age ; it is

there that for the first time poetry has been put in its true place,
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and that it has been proved that popular songs are monuments

faithful m they ire touching of the history of nation*, I will

not forget among the merits of Herder that of having granted

the highest importance to the theatre of history. Herder, after

Montesquieu, has recognized that in this world man could not

withdraw himself from the influence of climates and places, and

phv ography has for the first time played, thanks to him,

a great part in history. These are brilliant titles, which gr

defects even I annot obscure.

The greatest defect of Herder is to have entered upon history

With a philosophical system too little favorable to the power and

liberty of man. Herder is the pupil of the philosophy which

ruled in his times, the philosophy of Locke ; he has put the bril-

liant colors of his genius upon this philosophy, a little dull in

itself ; he has lent his personal enthusiasm to ideas which seemed

scarcely susceptible of it. He saw very well the intimate rela-

tions which bind man to nature, but he regarded man too much

as the child and passive scholar of nature. He has not made

enough of his activity ; and when the suggestions of sensibility

and of imagination do not seem to explain to him easily certain

developments of civilization, instead of referring them to the en-

ergy of the human mind, Herder has recourse to mystical ex-

planations in contradiction to the general theory and spirit c»f his

work. Thus for baring made man too passrre and ah Ju-

ly loneuouu, he does not know how the problem of

lauruajroi: and like Rousseau, and afterwards M. de Bonald, heDO'
it by t

; mockma,* The institution of language,

according to Border, KB I divine institution; it ifl an absurdity in

work where every thing is humanly explained. If Clod here

specially intervenes, it is necessary to make him intervene else-

where, and Ihfl fundamental idea of the book is destroyed.

As leoond defect , I remark agam, that if the arts and liters*

• Bo- of tbti ii Vol. ||

p. ; Vol. 3, p. 96; Vol.4,

Lecture II, p. 385.
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lore are in genera] Admirably treated in Herder, theie are other

parts Miy feebly treated. Bui ii is just to remember thai al (his

cp.n-li these parti had been treated nowhere in profound manner,

ind that all universal history is on each point Qecessarih below

special histories. In short, the last defect with which I shall re-

proach Herder, is the want, of precision, and a certain character

of ^determination and vagueness which injures the impression

of his great qualities. Herder admits a continual progress in hu-

manity, but he determines badly their general laws, and in no

wise the particular laws. The result is, that the colors of the

book are very, brilliant, but there is more brilliancy than light.

It is natural enough that Herder, more a literary man than a

philosopher, in the midst of the elegant society of Weimar, should

have labored somewhat for the men of the world ; he has therefore

avoided philosophical formulas, and has been much praised for it

;

but in such a matter his object should not have been to please,

but to instruct and to enlighten. Now, philosophical formulas

are the most lucid expression of history, since it is on this condi-

tion only (I do not here speak of arbitrary formulas, but of those

which are the laws themselves of the human mind) that the hu-

man mind can comprehend itself, its works, and its histoiy.

It would be unjust not to say a word of some -works, less im-

portant, but still very remarkable, that have appeared in France

during the eighteenth century, by the side of that of Herder, either

a little before or a little after. Voltaire has the merit of having intro-

duced into history the manners ofnations. The glory of Voltaire is in

having the sentiment of humanity ;* but this sentiment misdirected

by a criticism without exactness and without depth, degenerates

often into declamations which are not worth much in tragedies,

but which are absolutely worth nothing in history, where passion

and sentiment ought to give place to intelligence. Besides, when

one is so violently excited against what has so long governed the

* On Voltaire, see 1st Series, Vol. 3, Lecture 1, p. 38, and Lecture 2, p.

81 ; see also in this 2d Series, Vol. 2, Lecture 1, and Vol. 3, Lecture 13.
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human species, one accuses, at bottom, humanity; for religion

does not establish itself nor sustain itself alone ; it must find some

consent among men. It is true that at the end of its existence it

may BOmetimes try to do without it ; but at first it could be estab-

lished only by it, and not only by the consent, but by the appro-

bation, by the confidence, in a word, by the sympathy of the

mosses with the laws which were announced to them.

I place in the first rank of the writings of this epoch upon this

it subject, that of a young man who was then studying at the

Sorbonne, and there composed two discourses in Latin upon the

history of humanity in its relations with the history of Christianity

and that of the Church. There are more philosophical ideas in

these two discourses than in all the works of Voltaire ; and if

business had not withdrawn him from history and philosophy, I

doubt not that the young Sorbonnist would have been ranked by

the side of Montesquieu. It is evident that I am speaking of

Turgot.* Condorcet, the friend and disciple of Voltaire and of

Turgot, has deposited something of the character of his two mat-

ters in the interesting work which, on the eve of perishing, he left

to posterity. This work breathes a sentiment of humanity which

animates and colors each page, and demands a little excuse for

the declamations which wen- then the fashion. Nevertheless, I

cannot help regretting that the £ of Condorcet is placed

too early in the hands of youth; it is for them a very improper

nourishment. Wli ded by youn^ people ai i learned

and profound, even a little difficult to l»e understood, in order that

they may thus ID apprenticeship to labor and to life; but

ity to distribute to them under the most redu

and lightest form, ideas without Bubstanoe, which may
;

de them that they Know something of humanity and of the

;• m. ai ! by difficult studies ;
the

mg men who among you feel the importance of the future,

I • .
\

ami .
| , \ . ; and in thi.s mi I. 8,
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ought to leave (<> children and !<> women small booki and elegant

(riilcs: it is only b] the man]y exercise of thought that the youth

of Prance can rise t<> the high destinies of the nineteenth century.

1 explain myself thus so muoh the more willingly, as I am plea

to recognize in the work of Condorcet, as In (hat of Voltaire, a

true sentiment of humanity. Besides, all that is good, all that bas

been most boasted of in the Esquisse of Condorcet is found in

Herder, and the sentiment of humanity, and the idea of continual

progress, and that ardent love of civilization which Herder carries

oven to enthusiasm; in Vico the enthusiasm is not in the form,

but it is in the depth. These are the works that I recom-

mend to my young auditors ; they will not study them without

contracting a more enlightened love of all that is beautiful and of

all that is good : and I congratulate myself upon haying encour-

aged my two young friends, MM. Michelet and Quinet, to give to

France Vico and Herder.

It remains for the nineteenth century to raise a new monument

which may be superior to that of Herder, by all the superiority

of a new age over an age that is .no more. The ways are prepared

for a new philosophy of history, which, avoiding the exclusive points

of view of Bossuet and Vico, and faithful to the spirit of universality

of Herder, may examine more closely what Herder has lightly

glanced over, and may substitute for vagueness and indecision of

ideas, a precision and a rigor truly scientific. But, waiting for

the accumulated efforts of learned Europe to produce such a

work, since that of Herder men have done the only thing that

they could do : they have decomposed his work, the better to re-

compose it at some future day. Its success has been immense

;

from its first appearance men have been struck with the general

ideas which it contained, and the manner in which some parts

were treated ; further progress in the road which he has traced

out has been undertaken ; deep study of each of the elements of

humanity, and of each of the great epochs, has been entered upon

;

now, where criticism, enlightened by the labors of the last forty

years, places itself in the presence of the work which inspired

15
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them, it f* < Is no longer the first enthusiasm (which n impossible

unless science has advanced), and in its severity appi \ al-

mesl to injustice. Since Herder, thank God, every thing has

marched forward, whilst Herder has remained in the same p]

As for the history of religions, for example, without speaking of

the small masterpiece of Lessing, entitled Education of (he Hu-

man Race, the S>/ hi holism of Creuzer, which a worthy pupil of

the Normal school has given to France, has left far behind, in

te of all its defects, the light sketches of Herder. Winckel-

man and M. Quatremere de Quincy, have easily Burpassed him in

hat related to the arts of Greece. MM. de Schl<

whom Herder has perhaps produced, have penetrated much fur-

ther into Roman, Greek, and Oriental literature. Heeren, in his

researches into the commercial relations of ancient nati<

shed new light upon this important and obscure part of the his-

tory of humanity. In short, since Herder, the knowledge of phil-

osophical systems has been renewed. But it would have 1

extreme injustice to demand of him, who is the father of all tl.

works, the depth of knowledge which his predeo ITS car-

ried into their special studies. There will be something so]

ficial, or at least insufficient, in all universal histories, ;>- i; is the

of particular histories not always to join to solidity <>( criticism

and erudition speculative views which embrace a vast ;

Such is the Mate of historical w in Europe. Solid works

have ben undertaken and accomplished QUOD each subject, upon

"•h ; it now remains to unite them and to form of them a

it whole, which may join exactness of details and extent of

era] ideas; which after having been, like the work of Herder,

the summary and measure of human knowledge at the moment

of is appe tome in its turn a : departure

ion and for new Bpecial r- K -, still m
exact and more profound thin the preceding, which shall pre]

a new summary, a new universal history,—and soon continually,

to the
[

: humanity and of science, ajb for myself, without

turning m\ general history.of humanity, I shall en-
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deavor, above all, to treat with can', and in detail, the special

branch of the historj of humanity which is confided to me, the

history of philosophy : and to finish (his introduction, I shall de

vole the next Lecture to rendering you an account of the most im-

portant works of which, for a century, the history of philoso-

phy has been the subject.
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LECTUEB XII.

OF THE BBTOK] 1KB OF PHILOBOPBT.

Bnhject of the lecture: of the groat hist

ofagreal development of tho history ofphilosophy: Let, A alop-

ment of philosophy itself; 2d, A great development of erndltJon^- ]

Bret movement of modern philosophy was Oartesianiam ; Carteaiao

ought to have prodnoed, and has produced, a liistory ofphilosophy which

represents it.— Bruoker. His general character: his. merita and his de-

fects.—Tho second movement ofmodem philosophy la the s?rin.r _rleof sen-

malism and idealism at the oloee oi* tho eighteenth century. Hence two

histories of philosophy in opposite directions: Ticdemann and Tei

mann. Their general character. Their merits and their del".-.

[f, in the individual, reflection is the faculty which comes last

into exercise, and if, in a people and in an epoch, the philosophy

which represents reflection is developed after all the other ele-

ments of this people and of this epoch, and if the thorov.gh culture

of history in general dates from the eighteenth century, we must

conclude that the history of philosophy, which follows in the train

of tho history of the other branches of civilization, must have had its

place only in the eighteenth century. The eighteenth centmy pos-

sesses, for its distinguishing character among other centuries, the

sentiment of humanity. It was in the eighteenth century that, for

the first time, in a dignified manner, humanity began to be interest-

ed in itself.* It would then have been wanting to itself, if it had

neglected the study and history of what is most important in itself

—the history of reflection, of reason, of philosophy. But besides

this general motive, special causes, more active and more fruitful,

developed, in the eighteenth century, the history of philosophy.

Search out, I pray you, upon what condition one may occupy

* On this character of the eighteenth century, see 1st lecture of the follow-

ing volume, which presents a complete sketch of the eighteenth century in

all parts of Europe, as in all branches of human knowledge.
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him .u>ly with the of. any science whatever: it is

on condition thai h \ much inl I
in it. Suppo

lecried, and almost totally n< ! ; certainly one

curiosity to devote himself to such a 80*

that hil DOt an easy thing, that it exacts

info] labors, in which one cannot engage without a

•rtul m nd this motive can be only the lively inte

with -wi nee inspires ns. Thii most also be much

!ied and well known, Otherwise nothing will be understood of

rv. Place before a man who has never cultivated mathe-

matics the work of Euclid ; at first he will not be interested in it

:

then lie will not be able to comprehend it. T : ident in

d to ma; it is not leas true in regard to the »
:ices—jurisprudence, legislation, political history in general.

How can he, who is not familiar with the ideas upon which the

moral sciences turn, who has net meditated upon tl

which they contain, how can he comprehend the solutions wl

f them in different With philosophy it is the

same, and with greater reason, too. It would be

one should understand the books of philosophers without

haying Btudied philosophical questions. 11 Dy, hi-toric

intelligence i- in direct ratio with scientific intelligence. In e\

li. then, in which philosophy itself shall not hai d a

md shall not have been cultivated, it I hat

the history of philosophy wifl havt

comprehended. On the contrary, sup] n which

philosophy flourishes; then .•

I history ^( philosophy wiD

philosophica] movement is then the indispen-

ulition, and at the me the certain principl

equal movement in the hisl hilosophy.
'

l.itr. atains in itself, and sooner or later prodv

essarOy, its history of philosophy, of phi-

phy which u conformed to
:

; is only under the poo

own ideas thai we i leas of

apply this to the i th century.
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Thai \\<- may know whether in the eighteenth century there

oould have been an} gn at histories of philosophy, and what d

have been the character of these different historiee, we mu I

amine whether the eighteenth century bat produced a great phil-

osophical movement, and what w;is the character of this mo

men!. Now, the eighteenth century gave i great impulse to

philosophy ; the history of philosophy then must have exhibited

a great development: and the eighteenth century having pro-

duced very different philosophical schools, the eighteenth century

must have also had very different histories of philosophy. We
may at will study the different histories <>t* philosophy in the

different schools which must have produced them, as we study

effects in their causes; or, iu the same maimer as we study

causes iu their effects, we may follow the philosophic schools iu

their last results, iu their histories of philosophy. Thus, in ordei

to study and characterize the different histories of philosophv

which the eighteenth century has produced, it is above all neces-

sary that Ave should cast a glance upon the philosophic schools

of the eighteenth century.

Modern philosophy is at the same time the daughter and the

adversary of the philosophy of the middle age. The character

of the philosophy of the middle age is submission to authority

other than that of reason. Modern philosophy recognizes no

other authority than that of reason. It is Cartesianism which

has accomplished this decisive revolution. In eveiy philosophy

it is necessary to search out three things : 1st, The general char-

acter of that philosophy ; 2d, Its positive method ; 3d, Its re-

sults, or the system in which the application of tins method ends.

The character of the philosophy of Descartes is independence

;

his method is psychology, the account which we render to our-

selves of what passes in the soul, in the consciousness, which is

the visible scene of the soul. I can know nothing not even that

[ exist, unless I think ; the study of thought, then, is the only

legitimate point of departure in the study of human knowledge.

We are all the children of Descartes, for this double reason,
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the philosophical authority which we all a*

and 1 1 1; i t the point of departure of all philosophical study is for

us the analysis of consciou>ne>s, of that consciousness which each

of us carries with I which is the book constantly opt-

before our eyes, and of which a healthy philosophy must be only

I development and a commentary. Th< hod

ren to the world by Dei and it will i don

modern philosophy unless modern obilosophj ban*

don itself Bui do not forget that every new method is feel

do not forget that a revolution not at once arrive at al.

con- It was so with tin l rotation; it had

its beginnings, and did not immedia: i nd. I am,

certainly, far from thinking that there were not. in the ont

results of the Cartesian philosophy, points of view admirable and

mally true ; but it cannot be denied that » the

method of Descarfc s, that method so firm, totters and Bometo

reel-. His successors, especially, hare more than once bad re-

course to hypotheses. It is sufficient to call to mind the

in God of lialebranche, and t! tabhshed harmony of L-

nitz. These are the first fruits of Cartesianism. Think, mo
:•. that !>'- er haying proclaimed the anal

thought a- the true point of departure of phuosopl

ik bifl fin I re he borrowed the proe< try.

thinker departed from thought; tie*
g etri-

: threw over thought the form of geometry, I thus

with his mi. : all me geometricians. Leibniti

ins of mathematics, lb' q Jit and

th-' appareot rigor of geometrical demonstration.*

In the

* TliU rapid sk^t'-h Q< 1 by the examirwi' -*4agM

1 1, tad in 1st

.

UotophU
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for itself the aristocrao] of thinkers, li remained to make n dc

send wiili nil ii i good qualities and its imperfections into infei

ons ; ii remained t<> imbue aew generations frith pint,

!>\ introducing it into instruction. De oartes was ;i gentleman

and s soldier; writing his books for his own satisfaction, and be-

queathing tlitin to posterity, without giving himself any trouble

for their Bucoess; Malebranohe was i meditative man, Bpinosa a

recluse, Leibnitz a statesman who has left aothingbut fragments

of various soils. There was needed forCartesianism s great pro-

fessor; Buch is the place and destiny of Wolf. The Cart

philosophy received from the hands of Wolf a severe and regular

dress, hut somewhat pedantic, BUch as philosophy will almost al-

ways receive from the hands of a professor. Already Descartes

and his successors were inclining to the geometrical form; this

form took an exclusive character in the writings and in the teach-

ings of Wolf, Every thing there proceeded by principles, by

axioms, by definitions, and by corollaries. After having gone out

from the schools, philosophy was just about re-entering them.

Thus come revolutions : at first they rush beyond their aim, then

they return to place themselves again near to the point of their

departure. They never recede ; but after many movements, they

are contented with having advanced a single step ; and step by

step humanity finds at last that it has performed a long journey.

But it makes only one step at a time. The first Cartesian move-

ment ended with Wolf ; then its circle was completed ; it arrived

at its last terminus in all things : its form, its method, its doctrine,

jn evil as in g^od, found their last development.

Cartesianism, after Wolf, had but one thing to produce, a his-

tory of philosophy. All its conditions were there : immense in-

terest spread over philosophical matters by a generation of great

men, a new method, a system complete, psychological, logical,

ontological, cosmological, mathematical, so that of all the systems

which the past could present, there was not a single one which

the new philosophy could not meet, embrace, and measure.

A single condition still remained to be fulfilled. In order to
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write the history of philosophy, it is do< enough th.it one should

her
, and that one should be capable of onm-

prel By to know it, and to know

it perfectly: Studies, various and profound, painful are

. in a woid, erudition is, so to speak, an exterior condition

which must be joined to the intrinsic conditions which I fa

I r that a history of philosophy may be

able. Now these conditio: already admirably fulfilled

in Germany at the time of Wolf: all the world knows that Ger-

many ia the cl issic land of erudition and of historical criticism.

These different motives combin of a his-

phy, and the ne : Brucker. Brack

representatiye of the first movement of modern philosophy in I

history of philosophy. Herein a also explained his merits and

hia d

The eminent merit which the great work of Brucker presents,

at first view, is its completer is. The Historia Critica Ph'doso-

ph'ue begins almost with the world and the human race, and I

only with the 1 of the life of the historian. It is wonder-

ful with what care Brucker fa ihed into tie' first t

philosophy: he comn. with the deluge; he has even

tempted to ascend beyond, to

mg An* sped his attention; he has

irbarous portions in order t'> discover philosophical v<

One could not hi . for philosophy,

for humanity
;

for tbll I

ery (fiend of hnmai •hy.

He has eml ma of all ages. 1 !•

tout himself with s\i 1 glimpses; tin 1 conscientious eradil

of Brucker has fathom j thing. Brucker I I
all the

u of which he '• to

which n ible, he speaks of Us

only from
|

can fully cil authorities, in

nly on.> i^' the matt

h'u tine .11 .in his
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erudition. He gives long and faithful exl h docti

which \\r di\ id. ultdi\ ill* number of artii le ,

classified and numbered vrith t care which

to be desired, [n general, order ifl one of the great m<

Brucker. Il«' followi the onronologioal order, the order even in

which it has been given to humanity to develop itself; he

liil)its. scrupulously, all systems id their real succession, with clear

ami precise classifications, the apparent rigor of which remindi d

of Wolf, and shows us (hat Brucker is in history the representative

of a school of geometricians.

The defects of Brucker consist in the exaggeration of his best

qualities. As I have said, he goes back before the deluge, and

loses himself in the most minute researches upon what he calls

phUosophia barbarica and philosojrfiia exotica. Thence it happens

that, although he may have separated philosophy from theology,

the fear of being incomplete makes him sometimes forget the

strictness o( this division.* In fine, if there is a little philosophy

in nascent humanity, there is much more of religion and my-

thology. Brucker, who never mingles these two things in the

body of history, confounds them in its origin ; he relates the

myths of Persia, of Chaldea, and of Syria, which he gives for phil-

osophical systems. It ma^ be said, too, that the criticism of

Brucker does not equal his erudition : he cites with the greatest

care all his authorities, but he seldom discusses them, and leans

often upon monuments of suspicious authenticity. Finally, if I

have rendered justice to the order which reigns in the history of

Brucker, I ought to add that this order is more apparent than

real. Brucker follows the chronological order, but materially,

without understanding its depth ; he does not know that the ex-

ternal order of succession contains a true order of generation ; he

does not suspect that systems taken together present a series of

causes and effects, united by necessary relations, which are the

• On this grave defect of Brucker, see 1st Series, Vol. 2, the fraghent en-

titled, Du Yrai Commcv-cement de VHistoire de la PMlosoplde, p. 400.



l:nvs of history. All these things ha

.

ed the I I his-

torian. The order of Brack ritable o

sled under the geometrical dress of Wolnankm, ui.

. and subdh which appear to resem-

ble a nrcf»ary plan, but which really contain no plan.

In summing up, Brucker represents in the history of philoso-

phy the t\ ration which v. philosophy from the

middle age ; this first revolution, so glorious for the human mind,

produced modern philosophy, but it did not complete it. So the

foria Critica Philosophies is a monument admii

erudition, and brilliancy, but it is not, and it could not

termination of the history of philosophy. A pupil of the seren-

nry, Brucker flourished in the midst of the eighteenth.

Brucker is the father of the history of philosophy.

of modern philosophy. His work was the baaii of all contem-

poraneous labors of the same kind. These works, not

a peculiar character, we will net occupy ourselves with them h

In order to encounter new histories of philosophy which hai

led character, we mu>t go to new schools of philosophy.

Tie' human mind was obliged to make a new step ; it

ssary for modern civilization t> advance, and philosophy with

it. The result of the ( i revolution hid been to illumi:

the chaos ol tm ; but tin* darkness of so long i
j

thick to be d ad in a (! rj . Prom the

of Cartesianism went forth two philosophies imbued with the same

I independence which constitutes all true modern phil-

phv, starting tlmoel from the same method, bn into

two contrary movements, whose powerful and fruitful >

tilled the dose of the eighteenth century.

bild of I
'•

. he is imbued with his

spirit and his method ; he
|

v other authority than that

eaton,and] out from the analysi hut

MS, in this same V
, almost

1.
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Instead of seeing in consciousness .ill the elements which ii. com*

prebend . without rejeotis •;. entirely, the interior element, lib

ami intelligence, In' considers more particularly the i ele-

ment ; he is, above all, struck with sensation; tin- philosophy of

Locke is a branch of Cartesianism, hut ii i- a straggling on'-, like

Spinozism. This philosophy was to have its development, but

it did not have ii in the country of its author.* In England,

every thing is insular; every thing stops within certain limits,

England, assuredly, is not destitute of invention ; but history de-

clares that there IS wanting in it that power of generalization

winch alone draws from a principle all that it contains. Compare

the political revolution of England with ours, and see the pro-

found difference in their characters : on one side all is local, and

sets out from secondary motives ; on the other all is general and

ideal. In order that political reform should spread, it has !>•

necessary for it to pass the channel, and develop itself elsewhere
:f

so was it necessary that the philosophy of sensation should go

among a people who, on account of a crowd of reasons, on ac-

count of its language almost universal, on account of its central

geographical situation, on account of its character at once decided

and flexible, endowed, to the highest degree, with the faculty of

generalizing its ideas, is, consequently, the most fit to spread

them ; for an idea is admitted by so many more people as it is

more general, as it is less local and confined. It was, then, neces-

sary that the philosophy of Locke should pass into France ; it is

there alone that it has borne all its fruits, and it is thence that it

has spread itself throughout Europe.

The philosophy of sensation is still uncertain in Locke; the

English philosopher makes sensation play a great part, but he

has a place also for reflection. It was a Frenchman who gave to

the philosophy of Locke its true character and its systematic

* This assertion should not be taken too strictly, for the philosophy of

Locke has produced directly in England Hartley and Hume. See Fragment*
de PhilosopTlie Cartesie?ine, Preface, p. viii.

t See Vol. 2, Lecture 1.
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unity, in suppressing the insignificant and equivocal part which

ke had led to reflection. Condillac* demo neb

a reflection is scarcely any thin

Uttl . he reduced all human faculties rent modes

of -
• that s« if the only element, and even the

only instrument of km In fact, according to Condillac,

byi: rtain eircum>tan< itionbec \v,

q, comparison, reasoning; it becomes intelligence entire,

and even the entire will; i

-

the whole of consciousm

the entire souL What, then, is the soul? A •
"

•
; of len-

SationS, more or lee alised, but always without unity, with-

out substance, without causative power. I exhibit th<

Condillac, I do not criticise it ; I beg you, on the contrary, to ob-

re the systematic boldness which W o Condillac,

in order to bring hack every thing to Bens i. and push the phi-

phy of Locke to its necessary consequent b. Under this

lation the Traits d is a true historical monument.

Condillac is the metaphysician of the school; Helvetia is its

moralist. f The I the character which they have

of referring themselves to i lee their repi

property, 1 o their affective property ; they are

able To avoid » I
- which may givi

•h out ins which may give pi the

whole of morality in its moi ral principl

with drawing from this principle its applic

from them c \t of which pleasure is the fouil

and interest the supreme law. It was n that this i

rality should hive its
|

them; and : -

DO other law than

interest, well or badly ui individv

thus these collect individu I

li rable, which are called nal 1 no o(

• <

I On li res 4 all

I ro 6.
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law than (heir will, t li.it i . in tin- piv\ailu

thai is, their good pleasun ; that, in i wind, th<

the people waa the onlj legitimate political dogma.* Tl

theory baa been applied to all Bciencj b, to medicine, for example
;

and *is in metaphysics, the me, or onl, was onlj illection

if OUT sensations, in physiology, life was only a collection of lunc-

(ions apparently without unity ;| the harmony of these functlOJ

which is. nevertheless, a certain tact, becomes thus inexplicable
;

hut all these difficulties have been oimbly surmounted, and medi-

cine has had its entirely empirical philosophy,

A school like, this, so complete, and of so clear and so decided

a character, must also have had a history of philosophy conform-

able 1 to it. But remember the necessary condition upon which a

history of philosophy is an \ where produced; laborious habits of

erudition, and even of philology, are absolutely necessary for it.

Judge how much courage and patience are necessary in order to

plunge into the study of works written in learned languages,

often half destroyed by time, and so difficult to comprehend that

even at the present day, after an entire century of efforts skilfully

directed, there is more than one important monument that it has

been impossible yet to decipher and interpret well. The history

of philosophy is a serious and a painful enterprise ; can we engage

in it when we have arrived at a system which throws contempt

on all others ? Without pretending, in an absolute manner, that

the contempt- of the past inevitably engenders negligence, and,

consequently, ignorance, I remark, in fact, that the philosophy of

sensation which belongs to England and to France, has had in

neither of these countries its history of philosophy ; for I do not

designate as a history of philosophy whatever assertions Condillac

has let fall here and there on certain systems, nor do I allow as

a history of philosophy the extracts which it has pleased Diderot

* On the sovereignty of the people ; for what there is true and false in it,

gee 1st Series, Vol. 3, Lecture 9, p. 304.

+ See the first phrase of the treatise of Bichat, de la Vie, et de la Mori,

edition ot" M. Maarendie.
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t<> mal eellent work of Bruckcr, adding to tl

lamations or epi die liters

of one's fellows, it is not writing history. It *

that tli tion should find a country Whi

and the I erudition might pormit it to produce a history of

philosophy; it iry thai it should find tlie country of

Brucker. I
the philosophy

ition, ' same time line philosophy i

in Prance without passing the Rhine, as it had pasted the Chan-

nel. It had then, also, a mom nnany; but as

the German spirit opposed it, it had not in Germany, it could not

have there, any great n came ordinary

mmds, among whom it found one who placed all his erudition at

the - <»f this philosophy. But a system too narrow

ineonyenient However imbued we may he with an idea, it.

course with great masters who have not thought ;i- we d". i- a

rude triil, and often a useful remedy to system

Plato, and ev.n Ar when one reads them in their own 1 m-

:ad when one i-, compelled to study their.

turb somewhat the ezclush ition. Thai

.t happened toTiedemann. His work may well !>•

as thai which beat represents the philosophy* tion applied

•y of philosophy; hut this philosophy is mo
I

Tiedemann reminds us rati, eke thai

icipal merit of TSedemann i 'A indep<

Empiric philosophy, daughter bilosophy, thus

ren a little tlently, philosophy from tl

Tin- y i> found t<> be cai lemann.

]u tie- lemann, without

.1. it i
l^iu t->

lie discusses them. He is n<»t n>nti ring

from philosophical ? ho

.vs into their Spirit, and to make known this spirit 1

himself up to tie
i
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Sjnculativi Philotophy. In the third place, Tiedemann folio

tin- chronological order, like Brocl . he joined Lo it a

n nil more or I*' profound for political 1 Brook

tented himself with applyii I admitted diyiooi

political history to that of philosophy, without searching out the

real relations which their may have been between the histon

philosophy and genera] history. TSedemann joins with c

history of systems to the other parts of history. In short, the work

of Brucker, like Wolfianism, recommends itself by in appan

clearness which coyera a real confusion. On the contrary, the theo-

retical point of view of Tiedemann being, it is true, limn*
:

well determined, the application of this point of view to hi>;

must give, and, in short, do.s give, a history of the gr< ; de-

cision.

The defects of Tiedeniann appertain to the school to which he

belongs. At first, Tiedemann. in his philosophic independence.

irated philosophy from theology, and he was right, for tl

are things essentially distinct; but the fear of theobgy throws

him into exaggerated scruples. It is very true (and such is mv
own position) that the East is much more mythological than phil-

phical, and that it is this above all which distinguishes it from

the West ; but it must not be pretended that the East contains no

philosophy, no trace of reflection; nevertheless, Tiedemann, bv

reason of the theological aspect which the East presents, cuts it

off from the history of philosophy, and begins at Greece. Tiede-

mann is an excellent critic, but his criticism is sometimes a little

too skeptical : he does very well in the discussion of certain au-

thorities too lightly admitted before him : but there are manv

works which Tiedemann has declared apocryphal, and which now

are recognized as authentic, or which, at least, contain certainly

in their general ideas, if not in their formal reduction, traditions

which must be referred to those to whom these works are attrib-

uted. But the greatest defect of Tiedemann is the exclusive

spirit which he transports into history. He is too modern, al-

though very erudite, and he does not know how to enter into the

16
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it of an For « 1 argil-

shich he has put ml guesofPlat ual

absurdities, and one cannot help smiling to see him apply to .such

monuments the small measure of the philosophy of Locke, pau-

Bfl it is called bj Leibnitz,

of the nn, which I had forgotten, and

which I hasten to recall to you. i- thai he i-

1

i<-k-

er hardly knows arhether the history of philosophy has advai

or receded mtiquityto our days, whether the future will

perfeel the past, or whether the future -will not do bat

at the point where the excellent Brucker and his master v.

hare stopped ; whilst Tiedemann believes in the perfectibility

human reason, and ckM irork by inviting hia reader to hope

and trust in the future. That is a real merit ; but it must be ad-

ded that Tiedemann has nowhere tried to determine the lawi

the general progress of which he speal that, although
|

and clear in each part, he is obecoxe and vague in the whole,

or to speak rigorously, he has no whole, he is wanting in ord

and true plan.

h is the representative of t! ] of Locke in the his

of philosophy ;
it now remains to me to exhibit to you tin 1 opj

lehooli and to show you how, haying Wt out from an op

principle, and having followed it with the same c

it inn ended in a history of philosophy entirely oppo

indisputable that in the bosom I tneSS th-

r of phenomena that comes from without, and which

thought cannot 'f : this truth 1 D in

the philosophy : but it is quite jus true tl >us-

ness there are phenomena which i - It

. thought and D tion that we urn- | <>f

unity, the idea of necessity, of the infinite,

all being ideas, without which there is i

possible. We think only with our thought, and even tl

rior world i^ Known to Qfl mil . e WS have the facult]

knowing it, and th- ]t IS, then,
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this facultv, and these 1 1\\ . which seem to constitute all the n

n\ of externa] perception itself. It is thus with our ""l

;

thus w'uli God, ii is thus tritfa every thing, whatever ire Itn

can be known only by means of the faculty which we have <>f

knowing, and l>\ the laws of this faculty, Such is tli«' natural

ami necessary origin of idealism, Idealism m that philosophy

which, struck with the reality, the fecundity, and the independ-

ence of thought, with its laws and the ideas which arc inherent

in it, concentrates its attention upon it, and in it sees tic- princi-

ples of all things. Idealism is also true, and it was as neeefl

as empiricism. Withoul empiricism vou would never 1

known all that is contained in the bosom of sensualism; without

idealism you would never have known all the peculiar power of

thought. In the eighteenth century, which seemed entirely oc-

cupied by sensualism, idealism had its place, and its necessary

place, because it is not in the powrer of the human mind to abdi-

cate it sell", and because when one school takes one of the sides of

consciousness for entire consciousness, another school quickly

arises, which takes the opposite side, in order, I repeat it, that

all the powrers of the human mind may be knowm and developed.

It was in England that the philosophy of sensation made its

first appearance ; it was from a province of England that a prot-

estation against this philosophy first went forth. I define Scotch

philosophy as a protest of common sense against the extravagan-

ces of the last consequences of sensualism.* This is its title to

the esteem of good men. But it went scarcely further in this

new road than Locke went in his. The Scotch school has re-

claimed the forgotten elements of human nature ; it has restored

to honor some of the fundamental ideas of reason ; it has describ-

ed them with the characters which at present they incontestably

possess ; it has admirable commencements of psychology, but it

has not a complete metaphysics ; it has somewhat of morals

and politics, but properly speaking it has no system. The merit

» On the Scotch school, see 1st Series, Vol. 1, and Vol. 4 entire.
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S tch, like that of L<< lad ch-am-

their d< of Locke, too, arc the absence of

lative thought and
;

a Id, n , that the chief of

the 8 rating in erudition. Such a

school c<>uld not hi
f of philosophy. It is by oonu

:

iis to truth, and ! ih-

unt of it; it is by the instinct of

that souls of a certain temper escape the

philosophy ition ; that is the point of departure of -

but it is no( and even as the philosophy < bad

not been able, in the hands of Locke, to reach its entire d<

ment, so the spiritualism of the Scotch school, a little dim, could

attract the attention »pe, and struggle e ully

upon a greal theatre againal the seductions and genius of the

poamg School In short, a •'ssiny that the philosophy

Ice should pan the Channel, in order to meet with snoc

• vat necessary thai Bpiritvalism should find some other land

than tli Scotland where it might display its power and the

fecundity of its prineip'

In France it has been represented by two men, of whom

M.Tii
j
drawn aside from philosophy by potil

awsowei he phOosop]

• and without eclat; the other, more of a lite;

tfnetimes the champion and

the adTi if the reigning philosophy, exhausted his admin

ice in pr n illy Bnblim

ntific cl mul!
many, thai \s and u

ooantry, which had aln i ! Wolf,

to idealism it> true r< • in t! Leenth cent

I
pupil of I

><
I the same gtn>

p, 525.

I uro 9 ; Sd

Berii»js, V. .1 | 18.
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era] oharaoter, the nunc method as Locke, for this char* b r and

this method are always the method and character of modern

philosophy. tie separates, frith a firm band, philosophy from

theology: be starts from the analysis of consciousness; bathe

attaches himself (<> the element opposed to that « hich Locke has

particularly considered. The great undertaking of Kant i

criticism of reason and its laws; his glory is that 1- the

.- mplete statistics of these laws. He is not contented with indi-

cating them, he pursues them,—pursues them in all the spheres

of thought, enumerates them, describes them, classifies them.

Apparet domua Lntug ....

Kanl is, with Eleid, one of the founders of rational psychol
;

bul he stopped not there. The laws of reason being enumerated,

described, and classified, Kant asks how, from these laws, we may

arrive, legitimately, at the exterior world, at God, at all that

which is not the thinking subject ; and in his logical severity, it

seems to him that these laws being peculiar to the subject of

thought, that is, being purely subjective, it is improper to draw

from subjective laws any objective and ontological consequence.

Doubtless it is a fact, a fact of consciousness, that Ave believe in

the exterior world, in God, in other existences than our own

;

but we believe in them only on the faith of our own laws ; so that

these beliefs resting on a basis entirely subjective, contain, when

we attempt to pass the limits of consciousness, a paralogism, a

vicious circle. Kant has almost cut off ontology from philosophv
;

by having dwelt much in the depths of thought, he has taken

it for the only real world ; he has magnified psychology, but

he has almost made of it entire philosophy. Hence, morality

concentrated in intention: in esthetics, the beautiful and the

sublime considered almost exclusively in their relations with man,

the centre and measure of all things ; in fine, a philosophy of

nature which consists in the application of the subjective laws

of thought to the exterior world. Fichte has gone further still

in the same way. In Kant, the point of view under which the
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thinking subj* wn nature

In 1 the object itself being for the subject only what the

subject makes it. is but an induction of this Bubject. Accord

iry conception of thought, an hres

hie belief of the soul. According to Fichte, God is the subject

ved as absolute ; he is still, Um »ie ;

only Fichte distinguish- -. the one phenomenal, the me

•h of us has a consciousness; the other, the ba^s it-

self and tl of tin- )/><, which is God himself. God

the absolate ess.* When we here reached this point, a

arrived at i t»rm of subjective idealism, philosophy

of sensation had arrived at its last term when it dared to
|

that the soul is only a collection of our sensations. The philoso-

phy of Kant and of Fichte absorbs consciousness, and by that all

things, into thought, as the philosophy of Locke and of Condil-

lac absorbs consciousness, and by that all thin

tion ; and e\. n a- sensualism destl If after having reached

its last consequence and the e\tra\ of btMn< — . SO idealism

rabHme i genee, in which it finds its ruin. Bid before

. ':iis doctrine would hare been antrmc to itself if it

hid not had it- rej in the history of phikeophy ; and

tli»- condition of erudition bein
.

.bundantly fulfilled in G

•iy. the great philoeophica] movement of Kant an bte

ly found a worthy representative in a skilful and learned o

who comp

lemann, ub-

jectire idealism of Kant is oj

lism of Condillao and of Locke: this • .ted

Tenn< m inn.

Tie* general oharaeter of Tennemann'i work i- the rep:

f Kant' | ipby in th«> history of philosophy. The

philosophy of Kant i> profoundly Cartesian : i' ]'hiloso-

losophj of Kant and that of 1 Vol. 8,
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phy from theology, and admits do other method than psychi

gy, Tennemann separates, therefore, philosophy from theol

in history quite as rigorousrj ai Tiedemann haa done: I

lie oarriei his soruples ai far ai hla predeeeaaor. That ii ma first

meri! : the second is, (hat the idealism of Kant being infinitely

broader than the empiricism «»f Loi'k"', Tmnemann WM n.

capable of comprehending and appreciating the greal monu-

ments of philosophy; his historicaJ point of new is more com"

prehenshre, and consequently less negative. Then, too, Tonne-

maim is quite as erudite, and quite as good a critic as Tiede-

mann, and he is less skeptical; he restores to many works their

authenticity, which his predecessor had attacked. His exposi-

tions are at the same time more extended, and as faithful ; the

spirit of each system is seized with no less Bagaoity, and genera]

views arc there sustained by developments which confirm and

elucidate them. Tennemann connects also more closely the his-

tory of the philosophy of each epoch with the general history of

the same epoch; clearness and precision appear not less in him

than in Tiedemann, more perhaps in him ; and already a better

order, less exterior and less arbitrary, gives to the entire work a

character more philosophical. In indicating the general ideas

which have governed in different epochs, and in expressing these

ideas under forms belonging to the science whose history he is

Writing, to wit, metaphysics, Tennemann has opened the road to

that superior point of view which, in history, perceives ideas,

their succession, their struggle, their development, so regular

through their apparent disorder, that is, a true system, a philoso-

phy entire. Doubtless Tennemann has but imperfectly observed

the philosophical movement of histoiy ; but he has at least ob-

served it ; that is, perhaps, his greatest merit. His fault is that

of having borrowed his frame and his measure from a system not

sufficiently extended to embrace all systems. The philosophy of

Kant is very vast compared with that of Condillac ; but the hu-

man mind is still more vast, and the innumerable systems which

it has sown through centuries, are a little straitened and ill at
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ease in the ci' Kantian philosophy. Tennemann, seeing

only through tl of Cant, did not perceive every thi

fail: omprehend, he crh . which is mack mo;

ha i- exclusive in B sense opposite to that of Tiedomann, but he

Lemned to be unjust, afore than this,

he i- ily exclusive, but he is pedantically so. It mast not

i that Kant, like Wolf, was a professor; he had in

his youth passed through the philosophy of "Wolf, where he had

[aired, with the taste for geometry and the exact sci hat

for an inflexible formalism, the dread of 1 m, the d

a precision carried even to dryness, the habit of didactic order,

and a language fixed and profoundly determinate, the abuse of

which lead him often to a terminology more precise than elegant,

very convenient for instruction, but deprived of all charm, and

made more for the school than for the world. The ideas of Kant

an- of an admirable precision, but the forms under which he
|

v them, the etiquette which he puts in them, are frightful to

the profane, and even somewhat so to men of the craft. Still all

that m; to a certain point, in a book in which the author

liis own ideal ; he is free to present them as he plea-

but imagine tie of formulas and still mo

imposed upon the entire history of philosophy, harshly and with-

out • The philosophy of Kanl on like the 1

•lies upon it all s\

which does ii"t tit it. Thus tie' stoics are I with the hand

of a master; hut Plato • well, and who

all sid< tl philosophy, totally
I

learned historian who lias rouble i ird them

madmen, without d a. In tl tine' tl

!

;•• in

• them 1" yood measure, tamsnana is. tl-,

in queri of criticism and psycl 1 tike to find them

him, and

aa soon as h*' finds im i which has the slightest app
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inoe of it, ire are rare to see ari e a bail itorm of argument i and

Kantian formn] I thia poor Bystem. This manner ome-

what spoils tin- great and estimable iroi k of Te imann, and ren-

der! ii peeable for reading than that of Tiedemann, to

whiohit is otherwise inuoh preferable, the last contrast between

these two historians, which brings to mind that which separated

their masters, of whom one, infinitely more precise and more posi-

tive than (he other, has a clearness much less popular,

Behold the two histories of philosophy which were arily

produced by the two great systems whoso struggle filled the

close ofthe eighteenth century. Tiedemann and Tennemann rep-

resent this struggle in the history of philosophy. Such is fho

present state of things, such is the inheritance which the eigh-

teenth century has left to the nineteenth. Sucli has been, and

such necessarily must have horn, the work of the century which

is no more. What will be that of the century to come ? What

are my own projects and my own hopes ? This will be the sub-

ject of the next and last lecture.

* One may form an idea of the merits and defects of the great work of

Tennemann by his Manuel, which we have translated, 2 vol. in-S, 2d c L
lata.
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LECTURE XIII.

THE PHIL080PH* 01 THE NINETEENTH CENTUBT.

Present atate efthe hiatory of philosophy: works ofdetaiL—15 ofa

now genera] history of philosophy. That Its condition is anew philosoph-

ical movement.—Determination of the oharaoterof this new movement:

eoleotioism.—Symptoms of ebleotioism in European philosophy.—

S

t

leotioism in the oondition ofsooisty m . and particularly in France.

Analysis ofthe Chaii esarj oonaeqnenoes ofthe reign ofthe Char-

ter, even upon the oharacter of philosophy.— Corresponding character

which the history of philosophy ought to take.—Conclusion.

Tn id] mann and Tennemann close the eighteenth century. The

work of Tiedemann appeared from 1791 to 179Y ; that of Ten-

nemann from 1 T 9 S to 1820. Since that time there has appeared

in Germany no considerable work upon the history of philosophy

which presents an original character and forms an epoch: no

great historian has come to revive Tiedemann and Tennemann.*

And as, after Herder, universal histories of humanity were succeed-

ed by particular histories of certain nations, of certain epochs, of

certain branches of civilization, so, after the two great opposing

works in which the philosophy of the eighteenth century resolved

itself, the universal history of philosophy was succeeded by ex-

aminations of certain schools, certain systems, and by profound

monographs. From the nature of things, these researches in

accumulating create the necessity of a new universal history.

Thus science progresses ; it proceeds from partial works to col-

lections; decomposition, recomposition, such is its perpetual

movement. At the present time, in Germany and in the whole

world, it is in a state of decomposition. This condition has its

necessity in the economy of the labor of a period, and already

* TYe spoke thus in 1828, before the enterprise of M. Eitter.
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itsinooi ility is demonstrated by ha i N did

rof a century produce 10 many ingeniom and solid writ-

nich rich materials for the lizations of

us. It may be said that in our days only,the philosophy of

bo be known, and to go forth ffom the mythological

darkness which has hitherto enveloped it. From 18-24 to 16

t of the Asiatic Society of London, Col-

brook, h is at last furnished European criticism the only founda-

it possesses for the philosophical systems of India.*

The sprightly author of the memoir on Lao-T*eu is contim.

Chinese philosophy.! If our century

. thus to speak, discovered Oriental philosophy,

wed the knowledge of philosophical antiquity, by introduei

criticism into it. Among so many names which

selves in crowds, I will mention only those of my tl.

friends, MM. Schleiermacher, Brandts, and -whom the

philosophy of Plato, that >tle, and that of Alexandria

already so much indebted. It is not Germany alone that has

I ancient philosophy. Holland also, since Wittenbach,

not cc: to it, year by year, an abundant tribute of

;

, monographs. The philosophy of the middle age and

modern philosophy have not, any more, been wanting in i'

; and if I dwell 1 I8S upoo them, it is only because that

in this part of the his! by, quit b and quite

ther, eruditi td criti-

muoh ;

and we understand it almost without a] 'i be true th

philosophy, I

• rudition an i
, is, and always will 1 .

It is there that a civilization entirely foreign, I

quite different from our own, rable interrup-

my ini] Doonumi ata, tie 1 corrup-

• See, on the proci sazno S<
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tion of the mum II number that remains, the difficulty of th<

the profound difference of ideas, the orij inalitj i : forms, .-ill op-

g i" the historian i irmounted only \>y

the aid of indefatigable patience, the most minute erudition, the

most circumspect criticism, and in intelligence at the same tune

the most penetrating and most flexible, ltistl. >, thatw<

formed the three great historians of philosophy, Brucker, Tiede-

mann, and Tennemann, Whoever shall not I red his ap-

prenticeship, and shall not have lived long m antiquity uni

manuscripts and texts, and even in the midst of philological dis-

cussions, will never possess the sentiment of criticism, and will

always be incapable of writing a serious history of philosophy.

It is for this reason that I do not hesitate to exhort those of my

young auditors who may find attracted to this important part

of history, to concentrate their studies for some time upon an-

tiquity. If I may be permitted to cite myself, notwithstanding

the generality of my philosophical labors, I have not ceased for

twelve years* and I shall never cease to occupy myself assidu-

ously, not only with the principal epochs of ancient philosophy,

but with the particular systems of which each epoch and each

school is composed ; for it is my perfect conviction that there,

above all, it is necessary to mingle the profound study of details

with the generalization of ideas, and that partial researches, wiseiy

and firmly combined, can alone lead to results as solid as they

are extensive.*

Such is the present state of the history of philosophy : this

state is necessary and good, but it cannot be eternal ; and as

every precipitate generalization leads to the necessity of a decom-

* I have given the example, and I have been followed. Thank God my
work is accomplished : the history of philosophy is founded in France.

There is not an epoch, a philosophical school, that has not been profoundly

Studied ; in particular, ancient philosophy counts among us numerous and
intelligent interpreters, who do not yield to the most distinguished scholars

of Holland and Germany. It is pleasant to me to see my own works already

surpassed by those of former disciples who, in their turn, have become
masters.
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ii'»n, so it ; isible that avast d< -ition may no!

D lead t«> new recom] . and that so many skilful

found researches may not, sooner or Later, produce a new gon-

oral history of philosophy.

ndition can thi-> new hi ise? If works of

ials of a I

' Qosophy, it is

not' ne that can raise the edifice. It

ian philosophy thai produced Brucker, it was the

philosophy of Locke that produced Tiedemann, it n ; hi-

losophy of Kant that produced Tennemann; so now it

breath of a new philosophical spirit that, in passil ill the

results, certain, but apparently limited and Bterile, of erudition,

alone fructify them and draw from them a univei

Now what is, what can be, this new Bpirit, this now philosophy,

which alone can renew the history of philosophy? Such is the

stion: to answer it wo must consider the portion of phik

phy at the present day.

The philosophy which preceded D> - theology. The

philosophy of Des< the separation of philosophy from the-

ology; it is, thus to Bpeak, the introduction of philosophy upon

the itage of the world under its own name. The philosophy

of the i nth century the development of tl •

• tit intwooppot terns, the spiritualism of itch

man school, and English and French -

ihsm. In r jh-

tury in England and in Prance. Take it at •/

of depaiiure in Locke ; follow it even to our days in its 1

rescntativt's and you will se.< nothing is wanting to t!

-psychology, metaphysics, mo

of hum inity, history of philosophy ; all tl: it phSotop]

moven ilism baa pn

idopt it without tl,.- hop" even of adding any thin

. it i> n.'<vs>ary to suppose that philosophy

is completed, that ber future than a monotonous rep*

of the pasty and that the human mind must stop at the
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coinnu'iiiriiicui of the nineteenth oentury. Thk i
i u important

ad to take; and, nevertheless, then ii do other, for then

no new consequence of importance to be drawn from the pbi-

iphy of sensation. On the other hand, who will undertake,

in regard to idealism, to go beyond the ystem of Ficl

Idealism, weak still among the wise bul timid philosophers of

Scotland, already manifest in the too subjective philosophy of

Kant, has arrived at its last term in the absolute subjectivity

the doctrine of Fichte. And as this doctrine lias received all its

possible development, as it has had its psychology, its metaph;

108, its morals, its politics, its history of humanity and of phi-

losophy, it remains to do for the idealism of the school of Kant

only what remains to be done for the sensualism of the school of

Locke, that is, it is necessary to stop at it, rest upon it, in some

fashion as upon the utmost limit of thought ; as if in this point of

time and space where we now are, all truths had been revealed at

last to the human mind, and nothing more remained to be sought

beyond it

!

Do you content yourselves with one or the other of these two

exclusive systems? You condemn your thought to immobility : or

it is necessary to leave the system of Kant, like that of Locke,

pass beyond them, and do, as do humanity and the world, which,

I think, have no desire to stop at the end of the eighteenth cen-

tury. Behold yourselves then seeking a new system. But seek

as much as you please, study, probe, compare all the systems

that have appeared for three thousand years, and you will see

that in the last analysis, they may all be reduced to those which

you have just rejected, idealism and sensualism : so that you

are neither able to embrace them nor yet forsake them. It is

demonstrated to you that neither the one nor the other are the

last effort of the human race, and it is also demonstrated to you

that there is no system which is not reducible to one or the other

of these two. What is, then, to be done ? Having avoided these

two vicious solutions of the problem, namely, the adoption of one

or the other of these two systems, or the troublesome effort
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of seeking a new one, which would be only the ono or the

ether more or leei rood it the only solution tfaed

mdoomeBt of all the ezehMrre sides by which •

I repel •
. the adoption of all the truths which

\ and by which thej are established, and the concilia-

tion of .ill theee truths in a point of view more elevated and more

than ehl capable of containing them, of ex-

plaining them, and of completing them both. to what I

me, A'--!- the subjective idealism of the schoo!

Kant, after the empiricism and sensualism of the school of Lo-

d in their I .in

mv opinion, no longer any other r ^nation than the union

of these contraries, I mean apparent contraries, in the cen:

and powerful eclecticism.

Eclecticism ! that name well or badly chosen, and which al:

ins to be spread and to resound a little throu BOS and

wherei that nam involuntaril

.

ck my thoughts to

the epoch, now quite remote, when for the first time it v.

nouncrd from this chair without eclat and without echo, in the

ority of mv first tc

I and 1817* that, tormenting in • nse my
coiv it in all its extent, I arriv.

'

ult. that th m<»re phe-

nomena than had truth, all these

ich other, but that in appearing

Si other, they all, nevertheless, had their place in i

Entirely i ! with method and ] -ijy,

limit ductioo ; but little

nd from psycl

ad ifone

tinv coilda B sanctuary, that is, in*

" Ouotrtun du Cbvrt, Decern*
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The* farther I progress it\ life :m<l in science, (lie ni'»re I im con-

firmed in the thought that still pn I be <• leotm

What, in hot, la the philosophy thai I teach, if w i Cot

all the elements of humanity ! Our philosophy is not b melan-

oholi and fanatioa] philosophy irhioh, preoccupied with s fen

elusive idea-, undertakes to reform all others upon them ; no, it

i philosophy essentially optimistic, the aim of irhioh ifl I i com-

prehend all things; its unity is not a systematic and artificial

unity, it ia a harmony, the living harmony of all truths, even w '•

they appear opposed.

Thus in regard to method, we retain, as the conquest of the

Bge, the taste for experimental researches, observation, and induc-

tion joined to observation, in a word, analysis; but we reject not

the old Bynthesis; we give as a support to analysis, a primitive

synthesis, which furnishes to it a matter upon which it can exer-

cise itself. You have seen that we appeal without cessation to

the authority of those general beliefs * liieli constitute the common

sense of the human race ; and doubtless we must sei, out from

common sense and return to common sense under pain of extrava-

gance ; but if common sense is the point of departure and the

necessary end of all healthy philosophy, science is far from being

achieved when common beliefs have been gathered together; it is

necessary to penetrate into their secret, origin, and reach. The

process of philosophy is the unlimited employment of reflection,

the indefatigable research into the last results to which free specu-

lation can conduct.

In psychology, we have recognized in the consciousness the me

or voluntary and free activity, with the retinue of facts which de-

pend upon it ; and, at the same time, the phenomenon of sensa-

tion which the me has not effected, and which it cannot refer to

itself, and which it is constrained to refer to something exterior

and foreign, which is called the not-me : in fine, above the not-me

and the me, causes relative and limited, substances real but finite,

the reason, which is the light of consciousness, reveals to man

being in itself, the substance and the absolute, necessary, infinite

17
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word. (,...! himself, fttrri, thrr tut, and thn mot n,
are the thro pennaneiit objects of consciousness; Dot only are

• found in « ich m il is actually developed, but

the] md in the first fart of In the last.

Tim- Ucism is already in the limits of consciousness. Bf the

condition .and the foundation of a true psychological theory,

demands eclecticism. The two fundamental laws of

logi' we have seen,* the finite and the infinite, the contin-

gent and the nciQOSSBiy, the relative and the ai
; in the

last analysis, the idea of cause and the idea of subst All

systems of logic turn upon one and the other of these two

They mibt be united; it is necessnry to conceive that every OSSJM

supi Bnbstanoe, a substratum, a basil of action, as every

substance contains necessarily a principle of development, that

i cause. The substance is the foundation of tin

the cause is the form of the substance :f
tin 1

first idea is not the

second, but both are inseparable. Thence the

qnenoes in metaphysicfl and ontology. Is God to red

i imbstance purely, and which is not a cause, as Spinosa will

have it, or at mo cause of himself which i> not a true

We thus destroy hi- power, we destroy the possibility of humanity

I
that of nature; we have, like the Eleatics, the infinite in it-

, hut without any relation to the finite, the absolute witl 1

any relation to the relative, unity without diversity. On the

other hand, do we plunge in the exclusive idea of the OBUSe,

the cause operative, thai is, in the relative, the contingent* the

multiple, and do Yw- refuse to go beyond it ! We atop, then.

the form of things, ami fail of their essence and of their principle.

We l m thus end only in a chimerical theiam, or an extravagant

theism. True theiam II not ;> dead religion, th

cisely the fundamental attrihu

action, and wli i i il Pantlieiaia i> in
p

• i

Ibid., and l*t im«

of fra^ii. </« Oonfitnety p. 419.
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essnion of even observable and visible reality, and of Hi immed

inns, lint i( misconceives the principle even of this reality, and the

Him .nul l.i i i..i on of ita laws.* Thus, on all ndee, divi

methods, diverse systems in psychology, in Logic, and in metapl

ioi, on all sides opposition and contradiction, error and truth, all

together. The onlv possible solution of these oontradiotions is in

the hann<m\ of contrarieties, the only means ofe caping •

to BCCepI all truths.

When one has arrived at these results, then, hut only then, can

one think o( the history of philosophy. Suppose that we had not

arrived there, but had stopped at psychology, for example; we

should not be in a condition to begin the history of philosophy.

The human mind bears within itself certain problems which the

great interpreters (.1* the human mind have, tried to resolve. If

you have retrenched or eluded these problems, how will you be

able to comprehend the solutions of them which have been given

by the masters of science ? How will you judge Plato, Aristotle,

Leibnitz? You cannot do it. It only remains to )ou, then, to

bid adieu to the history of philosophy, or what wrould be still

worse, to treat it lightly : both are equally unworthy of the nine-

teenth century. It is necessary, then, after having been to the

end of psychology, to enter into metaphysics, and to make a

system that may account for all the wants of thought, in order

to be able to reckon also with other systems, interrogate them,

and judge them. You see why, although the chair confided to

my care was a chair of the history of philosophy, those who have

followed me in my lectures from 1815 to 1818,f must have re-

marked that, without neglecting the history of philosophy, I have

been more occupied in fixing my own ideas than in judging those of

others. It was in 1 8 1 9 that eclecticism, which sprang up in 1 8 1 6,

having rim over and embraced all parts of philosophy, and, finally,

having taken a systematic character, was applied by me to the

* See Lecture 5, with the Notes of the Appendix,

t See the first two volumes of the 1st Series.
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hi-* hQosophy, commencing with th< known and r.

icn, my lab • never

and will never abandon this on. It is the only one which

can conduct to new and satisfactory resuHa in

phy and in history. Wl reject neither in

cons oor in things, nor in ourselves, nor in nature, nor

in God, any real elements which are therein encoro pre have

not to proscribe in history any oft] is which dh

it, and which, however ind deficient they d

1 from Bome real element ; for there is no

tern absolutely chimerical. Eclecticism may, then, be trail

from philosophy to the hi philosophy; it renews them

the double reform which I have nndertaki

which constitutes the character of my teaching, and the utn.

aim of all my labors.

But is it not a chimera which T am pursuing? Is not ecl<

cism an honest dream, born in my mind, doomed to die there, and

then aplish all itiny? Or has thk dream some chai

ofb lized, and is there already in the
|

;np-

t->m which permits us t e germ of the future? In other

lent) the character of philosophy in Bo-

Li was from England and from Scotland, . that

tli, in the eighteenth century, the first raj

ipiritualism. B

tar id her put of phili

to i ivilization : there i

I work in metaphysi I I
I do

. I do no! h< • If a jud

lory a \ I interrogate her. and she

esent t<> me any w ;lish philosophy whiell

I hi the

other hand, the Scotch school, this noble p' on of c

inst the sensualism, the

school, furnish< use-
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ful than brilliant, I last celebrated interpreter in

Dugald Stewart

The two phic nations of Europe are at pn

Germany and France, The nations of the south are either

in the bonds of the theolog] of the seventeenth century,

following in the train of France.f Prance governs the South of

Europe; it is always the past of France that forms the present

of the elite of ili«' inhabitants of Portugal, of Spain, and I" [taly
;

and the future of France will decide (heir future. As the South

is represented by France, so the North is represented by Germany.

Sweden, Denmark, Poland, and the most civilized countrici

Austria and Russia, follow the movement of Germany. The

French and German people, then, alone, remain in the world of

ideas, upon the theatre of Europe. The question in regard to the

present state of European philosophy is resolved into this: wl

is philosophy in Germany, and where is it in France? In Ger-

many it had terminated with the eighteenth century in the most

exclusive idealism, and in France in the most exclusive sensualism.

Where, then, is now idealism in Germany and sensualism in

France? Such is the question. Let us interrogate facts. I ask

if in France, for fifteen years, it is not of public notoriety that the

philosophy of Locke, of Condillac, of Helvetius, of Saint-Lam-

bert, who until then reigned without contradiction, has been at-

tacked with more or less success by adversaries whom one may

judge as he pleases, but whose number has been unceasingly in-

* Died June 11, 1828. The great injury done to the Scotch school by the

superficial, skeptical, and sensualistic teaching of Thomas Brown, is being

repaired little by little under the discipline of better masters, and particularly

of Sir W. Hamilton, professor of logic at the University of Edinburgh. On
Sir W. Hamilton, see 1st Series, Vol. 4, Lecture 22 ; note of page 525, and the

preface of the third edition of the Fragments Pliilosophiques.

t At present, things are very much changed, at least in Italy. Never,

since the sixteenth century, has this ingenious country cultivated philosophy

with so much ardor and success, and Naples, for a long time, has not pro-

duced a philosopher as eminent as M. Galluppi. See the preface of the third

edition of the Fragments PhilosopAiquts.
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ising) It must not be . ten thai it was from the Faculty

of letters thai w th the first remi ost the phi-

pfaj of the eighteenth century.

M. Laromiguiere, in leparating attention from

liahed thereby a fruitful distinction.* The manly u
r-"<l sense, and

powerful dialed 'Hard,
g

still my illustrious 1

l has the bono

having first introduced in I the wis

philosophy. A man who is no more, and whom it is ju->t to rail

the Metaphysician that o ired Prance since If

ache, almost without blowing the contemporaneous works of

many, and led by the instinct of a raperior 8

little by little, from metamorphosis to metamorphosis, t>> a point

of view, to whirh there was only wanting more consequence, am-

plitude, and boldness in order to resemble that of Fichte.

QSation, in the depths Of voluntary and free activity,

that M. (!«> Biran sought the origin of the mosl elevated idem

that ere at present in conscious Finally. M. Dege*rando, in

Us second edition of the fi . be-

more attention to idealist . until then dis-

dained, and quite unaocustomed to meet with interest and

•y on the pari of a French philosopher.§ Why should I not

that there hays forth from the Normal school pu]

-. and who by their lectun

writings bare u 1 and spread the new philosophJca] n
menl ?| In si tncont lot, that in the

* Sec in th. . iU rhil • .-••-.

in the Fragment* I i pro-

DOUIi'

t A selection fir .1 in the

3<1 I I work* M. Joofl

: the
' r.

f < :,jm<-nt« FhiiotO*

1 at the

| I n.uy at this I no II. Ji
I
has de-
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philosophy <>t' Condillao, there ii now arising a new philosophy

muoh more idealistic.

Nt.w pan the Rhine; what do yon encounter in Germany 1

Is ii still ilif absolute dominion of the subjective idealism of Kant

and of Fichte ? No: Fichte died in L815, and eren before]

death a new philosophy, unable to stop si the system of absol

subjectivity, and, thus to speak, on the point of the pyramid of the

me, descended upon the earth, and returned t<> views more real.

Tin* contemporaneous German philosophy, which exercises in

Germany as great an influence, as great an authority as did * \<t

that of Kant and Fichte, is entitled Philosophy of Nature* This

title alone indicates to you sufficiently a return somewhat towards

reality ; and as France now docs not believe her glory compro-

mised in demanding inspirations from the philosophy of Germany,

BO it is entirely a patriotic illusion which makes me suppose that

the most illustrious representatives of the philosophy of nature

are interested in the new French philosophy, and that Munich

and Berlin no longer disdain Paris.

What does this mean, gentlemen? Germany regards France
;

France, who was, thus to speak, isolated from the rest of Europe,

turns her eyes towards Germanyg To subjective idealism in

Germany has succeeded a philosophy which derives its glory

from being called the philosophy of nature ; and in France, if not

upon the ruins, at least in the face of sensualism, has arisen a

philosophy to which cannot be refused a decided character of

spiritualism. What must be concluded from these changes ? It

must be concluded that the reign of the exclusive systems of sen-

sualism in France, and of subjective idealism in Germany has

prived us of so many hopes. He possessed, in the highest degree, the phil-

osophical spirit, and the art of expressing his ideas with a clearness, an ele-

gance, a method truly admirable. See in the Fragments Litteraires the dis-

course pronounced at his funeral.

* It will be understood that it was impossible for me to explain myself on

the Philosophy of JSature, when its author and hib most illustrious disciple,

M. Schelling and M. Hegel, "two friends so dear, were present. My thoughts

concerning it may be found in the preface of the third edition of the Frag-

ments Philcsophiques.
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French philosophy, by the Dew idealism, a
man philosophy by the doctrine of nature, aspire to nw

. and thai there forming, in silence, a I leeti-

m in European philosophy. true thai the new

philosophical movement, which m bo silently going on in 1

ic movement, it follows that eclecticism will be the

the new history of philosophy, since it is a n>

that every philosophy which arrives in its torn to empir

having accomplished its theoretic development, direct! b

t towards t: , intern with the spirit that is in it,

nd to a history of philosophy which may be conformable

taell It aeema to me that the itiona al iffi-

ciently justify our enterprise. But it has roots yet more d>

The history of philosophy is necessarily relative, in a g

epoch, to tl rdative philosophy in that same epoch.

This is an incontestable pom! ; and it is still inconl that, in

;>och, tl • of speculative philosophy is relative to the

general state of society.' Lei u> apply this principle to the av

ti'.n which occi. Its first consequence is, that a i

. of philosophy must result from the partia] labors now every-

where in pi 1 that \\ of philosophy will h

the same rhara illative philosophy called to nil-

the nineteenth century, and w!.

then remains t » show that this philosophy, which al-

ly man! If by more than one unequivcn

nidation in I I jiety in I

r the political and religioufl movement which had

filled t
; nth and seventeenth centuries in Eui

re important movement w civilization i

CaA Dew and ni' at. What, in I.

the nth century with

the •

I of tli.- eighteenth century i> the

.*

- :

.*cls.
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Tin- French monarchy, after having marched, from oonqa

conquest, towardi iti Datura] frontiers, and haying devour

lively ;ill the particular poweri which had tried to op]

progress, arrived al last, by the genius of Richelieu and i

XIV., almost at the utmost boundaries of territory and oentrali-

tation. Dhere was no longer granting to Prance any thing but a

better interior organisation ; but this organization could tak<

only by the overthrow of the old one; and this overthrow was

very easy, for the old Bociety was everywhere in ruins. What

had the monarchy become in the eighteenth century im-

ple tradition. of brilliancy and magnificence, without any charm

over the mind of the people, or over that of monarch* then

The monarchy, which had been the providence of Frai led

her, raised her, made her illustrious, was no longer felt by her.

Abroad, what had it done for the country? What useful war,

what glorious combats had it to show? The Seven Years' War,

and the battle of Rosbach. And what did it do at home?

What was the life of royalty? The life of Versailles. The

French nobility, that formerly had so much and so well served

the country, and that had identified their history with that of all

the glorious feats of arms of France, the French nobility had lost

the manly habits of their ancestors, and, like royalty, w^ere slum-

bering in pleasures. The French clergy, after having produced

the Church of France in the seventeenth century, degenerated

into a worldly clergy, in which impiety was almost in honor, and

which has produced the most bitter enemies of Christianity. In

short, the French people themselves, deserted by royalty, which

no longer employed them ; by the nobility, which no longer gave

them an example ; by the clergy, which taught them languidly

beliefs which they no longer sustained by the authority of their

morals, the French people arrived at a deplorable state of corrup-

tion, which was sufficiently betrayed by the success of those

works which then circulated among all classes, and carried in

them the poison of a systematic immorality. In this state of

things for a thousand reasons, a revolution was inevitable, and it



man ov mhdkkn pmLononrr.

ie neither to defend it, nor to attack it ; I ex-

plain it. Ir took place, and the throne, the nobility, the clergy,

all th<> ancient order yielded t<> ir. The ancient order wm the

Ittsrre domination of the monarchical princi] ^ed

'1 of a religion of the State. Mow, how do we go

out i ? We have seen how : by entering

an exclusive system of a contrary nature. Thus, to the exclusive

domination of the monarchical principle, of a religion of the

md of a prii nubility, succeed- d the abolition of all

pub!!'- wo -hip. the sovereignty of the people, an absolute de-

mocracy. 1 Jut this democracy lowing terror around it, soon had

formidable struggles to Bustain with the n H>-nce

the of a pure revolutionary government, that is, of a

council of war, maffd of all government. But the rnty

of the people, after being resolved upon in a great council of war.

most, in order to defend itself still better, and act with more en-

.', resolve ita If into a great individual, who mi

with representing it. As has iid, the revolution became

a man ; the sovereignty changed from a council of war in:

dictator, and a military dictator: henee our war-, our OOnqWf

our victories, our d

The overturning*, that were n« . liave 1 • ti.ial to

hu:: they have aided, at least, if they b

the Booth of Bnrope : they have songhl out, in the depths of the

two]":,: >ple torpid and languishing, and 1 kgbt

them that the moment of awai had armed. On the other

hand, we have ool appeared uselessly upon the batl • ol

rmany; there also we have left powerful Banns, we 1

en a movement that has been useful and that endures. Be-o
lutionarj i substituted in Prance for the an-

t li.it which i' Overthrew, and more ar-

1 violent, had : krnetion it it

baa deal i ci the establishment of itself. It wm to an*

i
ly in order to I

.oik, and then diipnil as>
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peared ;i momenl with the Convention; il di appeared fon

with the Empire.

N"\v lei na turn our eyei towards tin- North, against which

France ia always arrayed; for France draws in ber train the

South, withoul aeoounting to it ; but she is compelled to aooouint

to the North, wliirh lias its own geniua and it-- own de tiny.

There were beyond the Rhine thrones absolute, but paternal ;

warlike nobility, who had just covered themselves with glory in

the Seven fears
1 War ; a clergy reformed once for all, enlightened,

instructed, enjoying a merited authority; people honest, induatri-

ons, warlike, obedient by the free movement of sympathy and

love. By the side of ancient Austria bad Bprung up two new em-

pires, born at the voice of genius, young, and consequently lull

of the future, penetrated with a new spirit, and, at the same time,

absolute in their form and military in their manners. You b

here the fair side oi the North. But it must not be forgotten

that the nations were entirely in the hands of their chiefs; that

these chiefs disposed of them according to their will, end some-

times disposed of them badly. The people did not at all interfere

with their affairs j then 1 was no national representation, no free

expression of thought. Such an order of things was not, surely,

the last expression of German civilization, and certainly was des-

tined to come to an end. The formidable contest of the South

and North of Europe in the long war between France and Ger-

many, was, in fact, nothing else than the struggle of absolute

monarchies and democracy. The result of this struggle was the

destruction of democracy in France, and the considerable en-

feebling of absolute monarchies in Germany. You know that it

is not the people who appear upon the battle-field ; it is the ideas,

the causes. Thus at Leipsic and at Waterloo were two causes

that encountered each other, those of paternal monarchy and

military democracy. Which gained the victory ? Neither. Who
was the conqueror, who was the conquered at Waterloo ? Gen-

tlemen, there was no conquered. No, I protest there was none.
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Tli >n civilization and the Charter.

the Charter, the volant sent of Louis XV 1 1 1.,

rtor maintained bj I N!.. 1 1
•

I

. and destined to subdue, I do not enema

no more, I hope, but all i French civilization
; it

at f«»rth successful from the bloody

stn;. that now have equally had their

time, al monarchy and den* And from one end of

Europe to the other this Chart

lilies around it every wish and every 1.

Unfo imitations of it have sufficiently shown lent

apathy of the South of Europe for this last and glorious result

of the lonir labor of our nation. Our old adversaries theo
have hastened to claim the work of the new monarchy. The bor-

- of the Rhine are under excellent, though imperfect imitat

of our beautiful Constitution : Bavaria, Wurtemburg, the country

of Baden, I v representative governments ; and already in

the North, and eading attempts at rep-

Mtativr Lenta of inferior - in provinci

' tinly, sinee 1815, European civilization is far from ha

far from it. it has on all sides developed itself: and I

'

s] rang up from the ruin- - i w ,

-t and the best part and is

•1 broked by t
: Now, kble

tli it the futu opOU it ; if it i

that the present and the futur<

depend upon it. let na examine what is this Charter. caJ mob

Dsecrat

>r to the eighteenth century, and which bteenth

» \v i

at ti

n this £T'
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ivn!wi\ overturned, [n short, I there behold b long, i p iwerfa]

monarchy, a throne firm and n I ; I there behold a Cham-

ber of Peera invested with privili urrounded byuniv<

re&eration; I there see a religion which, taking our children from

the cradle, teaches each one, early, his dutiea in this world, and

the end of this liic Behold in the Charter an element whirl)

springs noi from the French Revolution. It is their, neverthe-

less, and is Deceaaarily there, and musl be better established from

day to day. and gain, continually, both respect and power. Bui

is this (he only element in the Charter? No. I see by the aide

of the throne ;i Chamber of Deputies, named directly by tie:

people, and co-operating in the making of all the laws that estab-

lish and authorize particular measures, so that nothing i> done n

the remotest village of France, in which the Chamber of Depu-

ties has not a hand. Here is an element entirely new. In the

past I perceive some images of it in certain assemblies and ju-

dicial bodies ; but it is the image more than the reality ; it is, in

truth, only in the wishes of the eighteenth century, and in the

irregular attempts of the French Revolution. "We have then here,

on one hand, an element of the ancient regime, and, on the other,

an element of the revolutionary democracy. How are these ele-

ments in the Charter ? In fact, they are there, and their union

is so intimate, that the most skilful civilian is much embarrassed

to define and limit in theory the proper action of each of these

two branches of sovereign power ; and there is a fortunate ob-

scurity in regard to the right of the one and the supremacy of

the other. Our glorious Constitution is no mathematical fiction

of the artificial equilibrium of the legislative and executive powr
ers,

vain abstractions wThich should be left to the infancy of the rep-

resentative government ; our Constitution is the real union of

the king and the people, seeking together the best manner of

governing, and being useful to the common country. This is not

all: in the Charter, besides the privileges of the Chamber of

Peers, I find that, to all Frenchmen, there is access to all places,

by virtue of which the lowest soldier, as the author himself of the
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Ch titer li d "f the liarsha] of i
in

tridge-boi ; and the eommonest Frenchman can, in all

i ;tt the foot of the throne. By the side of the

religion of the S< l einchai uite as manifest, liberty

of worship and liberty of the press, thai is, thai religious instruc-

tioi .and that liberty of worship
{

miti choice in the different communions of the Church, and t

in short, thanks to the liberty of the | ress, no truth being

. one may determine, in the sincerity of thought, in

>r of opinions which seem the ne. Thus I so

liter ail contrarieties; that is what certain peopli >re:

~e arc some who admire in our Constitution only its demo-

cratic parr, and who would wish to make use of that in order to

kken all the rest; there are others who groan oyer the intro-

duction of the democratic elements, and turn si them

monarchical part of the Constitution. On both [oal er-

ror, equal preoccupation with the pest, and equal ignorance of the

Mali On both sides there are ifl ffhoet - hi^'hly

respectable, and who, not being the offspring of this epoch,

perfectly excusable in not comprehending the nineteenth century

and its mission. Hut thanks to God, every thing shows that

time, in its irresistible march, will unite little by little nil mil

1

.ill hearts in the comprehension and love of ti

which contains at the sun.' time, the throne and the country,

monarchy and demo.
|

and 111 uul

equality, all the elements of hi • thoughts, and

1'rom this, 1 conclude, that if i

Opposed elements founded in a harmony more or ', the

4 the (
'i (permit me the i a true

a. This spirit, in developing it pj lied to every thing

abolished Church and State, and on the
| I

lias been put in the budget

with ' ip.

f On 1 M of the nine-

teen-
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Already it h reflected in our literature, which oontaini two ele-

ment* which may and ought to go together, ok

and romantic innovation. Without pursuing theae application .
I

ask if, when .-ill around in ii mixed, complex, and mingled to-

gether, when all oontrarietiefl exist and exist well together, if it is

poasihle that philosophy should escape the general spirit.' 1

if philosophy can avoid being eclectio, when all around it ii

and if, consequently , the philosophical reform undertaken in 18 10,

and which 1 shall pursue with firmness in spite of all obstacles,

does not necessarily proceed from the general movement of society

in all Europe, and especially in France? Eclecticism is so vigor-

ously attacked by the double philosophy of the past, still debated

in our midst, for the precise reason alone, that it is a presentiment

and forerunner of the future. Eclecticism is moderation in phil-

osophic order ; and moderation which can do nothing in the

days of crisis, is afterwards a necessity. Eclecticism is the neces-

sary philosophy of the age, for it is the only one that can con-

form to its wants and to its spirit ; and every age terminates in a

philosophy which represents it. This is my most firm convic-

tion. It is not of yesterday ; and I know well it is not to be

communicated in a day ; I know that I am now speaking in 1828,

and not in 1850.

These lectures which I have had the honor to give you during

this quarter, are a general introduction to my ulterior instmction.

This instruction must be the history of philosophy. Now that

our theoretical principles and our historical principles are well

determined and fixed, we shall be able to steer at our ease in the

vast career that is before us ; we shall be able to stop voluntarily

sometimes at one epoch and sometimes at another, to transport

ourselves upon the heights of Himalaya, or descend upon the

shores of Greece, or plunge into the middle age and scholasticism,

or follow the fruitful traces of modern philosophy and Des-

cartes in England, or in France, or in Germany. Separated from

this auditory during eight years, I have wished first to establish

my point of departure, and my definite aim, in order that the
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;th who formerly had in me B

\v w.'H, what upon all points and in all tiling- is be 1

to consecrate the remainder of his life

and 0& full them. Yes, he who now addresses you wi

to know that ! yrty, to no coterie: in pol-

itic- . his country alone: in philosophy, he belongs

m in particular, but to all, and thus I .to the

tit that animates them, and that is compl v.l-

oped only by the struggle of all incompl- id hos-

tOe princip] -. He confesses that he is e I with 1

with hk by, and with the present order of things. He

- the constitutional order, with all its parts, rash

as they ire, without retrenchment, without p terre, without after

thought; here the throne and the public libe ris-

tianity and the sacred right i. I have already n

my pro! "f faith on this last point, and I repe \i it willin

' :ng to my opinion, all truths are embraced in Christianity
;

but these eternal truths can and ought now to be met, dk

gaged, illustrated by philosophy. At bottom there i> but OSM

truth, but truth has two forms, mystery and seienl

ti"n ; I the OHO, and I am here to be the interpreter of the

otle

FOU OUght 1 i mi he wl

surrounded by few, fl the name

• i> t: timid i ment filled all the t.

• of nrj the same -

which shall preside at all my instructions. v>

bo L816 I wish Bti m in o .ess. in all

if philo -illation, and in 1 in the

humanity, and in the hist
|

hy.

which h was my aim formerly, and such it

is i Rrhieh I shall always be found

fiithful.

! m unwilling to
]

uidience withoul ng it

t<> receive my 1 tient sttenti
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been pleased to lend daring .ill thii quarter, to the expo itio

the genera] views which orern my instruotL

year 1 shall i-iiilc:i\ or to establish 1 li«ni, in explaining them
J
and

I .shall be happy to find again aa ong yon the same seal f<w phi-

losophy, ami the earn i indulgenoe fox the professor.

18
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HISTOB V OF PH I LOSOPHY
l\ Till'; EIGHTEENTH CENTURY,

Vi: \u ls'jO— FIRST H \i i -\ i

BUTCH OF A GENERAL HISTOB* OP PHILOSOPHY UP TO TUB
BIGHTEENTfl GENTUBY.

LECTURE I.

PICTURE OF THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY.

Subject of the course : History of philosophy in Kuropo during tlie eigh-

teenth century.—Recalling ofthe principle that the philosophy of a century

proceeds from all the elemente of which that century is composed ; there-

fore the necessity oi' searching for the philosophy of the eighteenth cen-

tury in the general history of that century.—Subject of this first lecture :

Review of the eighteenth century.—General mission ofthe eighteenth cen-

tury : to bring the middle age to a close ; hence the two great characteris-

tics of the eighteenth century, the generalization and the diffusion of the

principle of liberty.—Politics.—Religion.—Manners.—Literature.—Arts.

—Mathematical, physical, and natural sciences.—Moral sciences.—Work
of all these elements during the first quarter of the eighteenth century.

Necessity of an explosion.—French Revolution. Its characteristics.—Its

good ; its evil. Impotence of extravagance and crime.—The Charter, as a

result of the legitimate work of the revolution and the eighteenth century.

—Difference between the mission of the eighteenth century and that of

the nineteenth.

I presented you the last year an introduction to the history

of philosophy : I wished, before all, that you should recognize

that which you had heard before with some indulgence ; I wished

to designate to you at first my method and my end, the sum of

my ideas, and the general spirit which ought to preside over my
teaching. But if generalities are the soul of science, I am not

ignorant that science takes a body in some sort, is founded and
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only in the reality o( details and by the work i

plications, 1 pome, therefore, to elucidate, to . to

affirm the I I principles which I sot forth to you last y-

in applying them to ticnlar epoch, to a gi tury of I

trial hflosophy.

I had thought to conduct you into Greece: I had pro]

icquainted with that celebrated epoch of ancient

philosophy t<> which two men have attached their n ;ual

11 a- in fain' 1

, who. four centurieB before our I

fixed forever in :

: Wi the fundamental id< i which

plilosophy turns; the other, the form which is suited to it, and

which it lias kept. Plato and Aristotle are not only great m
they an and Bystems which have their roots so deep in

the nature of the human spirit, and in the nature of things, that

we in'-!.; say with I rigor, that human thought has since

done nothii than to go in turn from one to the other, in

modifying them and perfecting them, without 'a. i

'

my habitual studio ; it would ha\ for

m to this chair: I should have loved to pass this

r with i veen Plato and Aristotle,
; aSophoi

and Phidii a, between Pericles and Alexander. I$ir

have turned me from this design. II:

I , osity, or to furnish pictures for the imagina-

tion rust ; i
1 e^sed to the future:

an • e in the lab

in order t<> apprehend in it only that which was, but in i

deduce w] I to be; and a history of philosophy wl

ild !>< truly philosophical, ougl ad end in. a the

aim : with what

philosophy ilwaj - I

. and 1 a the nineteenth century. N

to m-' that I should gO a lit' OUT l'r:e

in i itle and i Without doubt
I

mtain the hnmoi

h beloo for all
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countries and for all centuries ; but the combination of th<

menta u entirely Greek ;
it is two thousand yean old, and, io •

der to discern and rediscover under thii ancient form the eternal

problems of philosophy, there ii demanded a skill in these prob-

lems \\ bich all ill'
1 Bagacity of the world cannol supply. Beside

to tell you all my thought, I hare considered the particular c

oumstaneea in which philosophy is found among us, and 1 1,

judged that, in these circumstances, to depart from the usl

oontemporaneous discussion, and to plunge into antiquity, would

be to desert my post and the cause of true philosophy. S

see why I have decided to remain Borne time yet in the i

ot* modern philosophy; and as in modern times L know of no

century nearer our own than the eighteenth, 1 have taken that

for the text of my lectures. I do not dissemble the difficulties

which attend me; but it is not more my habit to shun difficulties

than to search for them. Every eentury, in retiring from the

stage o( tin 1 world, and more than any other the eighteenth, filled

with events so great, leaves after it along heritage of contrary in-

terests. The eighteenth century lias, then, necessarily among us

admirers, and ardent and distrustful adversaries: in this debate

of opposite passions, philosophical independence would be ill at

, if it could not find in itself its force and its recompense.

It is one of the principles that I developed to you last year

with the greatest care and extent, that the philosophy of a cen-

tury comes from all the events of which that century is composed,

and in order to comprehend well the philosophy of every epoch,

it is necessary to study it first in the general civilization which pro-

duced it ;* hence it follows that to give an exact idea of the phi-

losophy of the eighteenth century, not only in France, but in all

Europe, in order to enable you to seize its nature and its proper

character, I ought to commence by discoursing to you about the

eighteenth century and its history, independently of its philoso-

phy. And as I suppose that the history of that century is known

* Vol. 1, Lecture 3, History of PhilcsopTiy.
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. it will my purpose to recall in principal and

eha : this will be the subject of this first li

What i- the eighteenth century -

1

what .are its relations with

bich precede it 1 in what does it resemble than

!

in a - it differ from them) It neuublea them in that it

->n; in differs from them in that it develops

their action on a gp Lad what is that actios ! It is

nun - than the birth of modem hist rupture of I

new times with the ancient times, with the middle I

That the middle as one of th' >t epochs cf the bie<

tory of humanity, that it was in its place, that it

and moral, that ii en a progress in comparison with the

which preceded it. is an evident net in tl

of matorica] ;
but it is not leas evident that what had b

a }•: had become an obstacle, and that the middle age,

i- having replaoi cal antiquity, had served its time and

to a new era: all this has even no need of

being recalled. But 1 pray you not I I an important dis-

tinction: the middle a no thing, am} Christianity anotl

Without doubt; Christianity was m the middle age, and proda

the end great that was produced; but it was

there under the coodition of time. The niddl idk

1 hri>ti anity ; it is not its boundary. Christianity un-

dation of modern avihzation ; it was necessary that it should

forth from thi darkness and the ties of the middle Sge, in 00

to develop itself, and bear the fruits which belong so it. Wl

therefore, I shall speak to you of the nsid and the fanes*

ower wbieh ruin m it. do not snppose that any

a brassed in bristisnityandtheinimortal posrat

wli; hreo it over the world ; tl. ion

ratv, j.t in regard to i mporal

. a> such, submitted tot) utndes of all the powers

ji the earth.

child of Christianity, the new spirit mad.- it- appear-
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moc in iIk' world towirdi ill'' ixteenth cental 1 ia

to substitute for the middle age w it was

iiii-o-.u \ that its first Hlorts should be din iinstth<

irfaioh ruled over the middle Age: bence, the necessity thai the

first modern revolution should be a religious one, Withoul doubt,

this revolution had iti antecedents and its preparations, like all

it events, at first in the attempt for a legal reform at the

councils of Basle aiul Constance, t Inn in the all'air of the Ilu—

-

ites; bui it \\ ;i^ ill'- sixteenth century, it waa Germany, it a

Luther, which produced it and gave it their name. A little

much accustomed to regard only Fiance, we believe quite will-

ingly that the seventeenth century is a century of stability and

repose. It is all an illusion; the seventeenth century is just aa

agitated as the sixteenth. In fact, what do you see in the first

half of tin 1 seventeenth rem hit ? The continuation of the strife

between the absolute spiritual power and the spirit of the Refor-

mation. That obstinate strife moved the whole German empire,

and ended only with the treaty of Westphalia: that treaty is a

solemn avowal that the new spirit has arrived at a state of force

with which it is impossible not to reckon. And what is in the

second half of the seventeenth century ? still a revolution ; a rev-

olution which continues the first, and gives to it a new face, a po-

litical face. The English Revolution is the grand event of the

middle and the end of the seventeenth century. Heir of the cen-

turies which had preceded it, the seventeenth century came to

finish their work. The sixteenth and the seventeenth centuries had

undermined and shook the middle age : the mission of the eiodi-

teenth was to bring it to a close. Hence its essential character-

istics.

Two revolutions, the one religious, the other political, fill up

the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries ; but they were only par-

tial revolutions. The religious revolution did not seem to contain

the political revolution ; no one then thought of this relation now

so manifest, and it was necessary that time should be charged

with the task of making it appear ; it was necessary that the Eng-
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li>h Iv'-vi »lutioTi should Bpring from Protestantism, m order that

the , of the first revolution might be perceived. It is

that this first revolution was not exclusively religion

since its principle bad just produced a political revolution; and

it should be that the principle of the second was not

isively political, since it had already produced a religious n

oration. It i> the logic of history, which, from the two expert*

meats of th< ith and ath centuries, joined to each

other and combined frith each other, drew this 1 di-

zation. ; thai of the principle of liberty.

Every thi .rtial i- local: thus the «>

ration and the English Revolution have not left the s

bounded positions which they occupied more than a century shu

luse their principle wants generality. I* > only what

era! that is adapted to every thing, th [uentry,can apply

ery thin. expand itself everywhere. The gener-

alisation of id ia forita inevitable effect their prop e md

difiusion. These are the two great char; - of the eigh-

teenth century. Examine it well; e it subjeci

thine to examination, rendering itself an account of every thimr.

dng in all thingi the most simple elements, thai

the highest generalisation ; and. at the same time.

plying without i ry thing and everywhere the p
ciplea which it has once generalized. Hence in a country the fu-

ll el i»e^, th>' latent principle of future equality ; and the

nofall countries in Europe, the latent pre I thefutv

m unity. This union «<;' idy

appears in the eighteenth century ; it forms there little by littl

unity in which all the parta of « i\ ilised Europe meet and

a onity i- purely moral, and it has in op]

tin ; \\ n eks of t 'he middle

. the laws, the e of ancient times, which

must destroy it or I
I by it. Now, thus far. civilization

it was not in the eighteenth century.

middle age th< ath century made
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it i thing of hi ton \ such was the mission of the century which

uooeeded the seventeenth ind the sixteenth; and this m

mined the spirit of the eighteenth century, vritfa the

dharaoteristics which I havejusl de ignated.

Let u> rapidly follow the spirit of the eighteenth century in all

manifestations, political, religious, moral, literary,

t i Hi- ; for the philosophy which we are searching for ought to pro-

ceed from .-ill these elements.

These are the great political phenomena of the eighteenth rru-

turv ; it is not I, it is history, that speaks : Tin- feebleness of all

the powers i li.it had played the principal part in the middle age,

and the arrival upon the Btage of the world of new powers un-

known io the middle age, that is, the feebleness of the southern

powers, and the creation of northern powers. Italy plunges

deeper and deeper into its political nullity ; Spain and Portugal

gravitate towards it little by little. What has become of the Por-

tuguese marine ? Where are the Portuguese warriors and navi-

gators ? Portugal is no longer any thing but an English colony.

Where are the Spanish bands that had taken part in all the great

events of preceding centuries ? They perished at Rocroy. Do
you not like war as the measure of the power of nations ? Take

a measure more pacific, at least in appearance : take the great

men, those living images of humanity in each century ; show me
the great men which the South of Europe then produced. In

searching carefully, I find two men who were wanting neither in

talent nor character, and who belong perhaps to history. The

first, animated with the new spirit, but not knowing with what

nation he has to deal, tries upon that nation an impracticable en-

terprise : it U therefore necessary for him to use violence, and

violence is resolved into impotence : hence, the unfortunate at-

tempts of the energetic Marquis of Pombal. The second, formed

in another school and belonging to the ancient spirit, the Cardinal

Alberoni, attempted to replace the Pretender on the throne of

England, and to overthrow the Regent in France : but already

the past was more feeble than the new times : Alberoni succumbed.
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I
with 1

" ehance onter-revolutioii. On the eon*

r attention to the North ; I man there puts an em-

pire into the world: the Cm Peter bring! upon the stage oi

ringing out of the i

the Reformation, the anal] duchy of Brandenl mdized

and developed into a Proteatanl and warn!

this monarchy falls into the hande of a man of . who, with

it. attacks Austria and dismembers the empire. L the

of the American colonies, which adds still to th^

general .Id" i yon of the French

Revolution, because that is not one of the • _
r h-

ary, hut the event par I that century, that

••ntury, its 1 i>t term, its ariafe; of it I shall speak here-

r.

Let us consider the religions state of Europe. AH the world

ee, all the world proclaim, friends and enemies, that I

ligious cha: f this time is the weakness of t
:

power. The European clergy of every quarter not only loeea its

authority over minds, hut even a eme to resign its own poi

it i- ;t is |ei : in -

i
I
to the

dissolution wbi - it and ne - in advance

the diasolution, acourages it. To a 1'

ded Ch'meat XIV. either did not understand this ironical

boo Of leni himself to it with a •: he n

for it his thank N"eil t that it

of i twy that was dismissed from the

which did io much

!
I

-o much evil, and wbioh during two centuries, with a

tenacity the r< which was its infinite suppleness,

the middle age and absolute
]

ipiritutJ

:md temporal, by i< ad its intrigues,

It was in the middle of the eighteenth century

that this celebrai d loeiety perished ; I
a the tomb by

which red and which had

ad there ean i
• a retur less
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phantom of it, which would disappear at the fa I decid

of the new civilisation.*

in moral!, the lymptomi are the lame. With the ancient or

der of things the old manners, the old rirtues, -as If rirtne alto

could ohange with the times and participate in the vicissitudes of

history,—prow feeble and decline. The old virtues depart, for

example, the spirit of chivalry, which no longer exists, except in

few noble souls, worthy of our highest respect. Iu place of

the ancient virtues, thank God, come new virtues, for exam]

humanity, word almost new, or the more frequent employment

of which marks the extension of the thing, or at least of the i'
!

Modern humanity has its roots in Christian charity, and \ery will-

ingly 1 acknowledge it; but it is the glory of the eighteenth cen-

tury to have drawn this virtue from Christianity. Humanity in

acts, is beneficence; in sentiments, it is benevolence; and as the

eighteenth century, which generalizes every thing, at the same

time applies every thing, it applies also the principle of humanity

to the most usual relations ; hence politeness, which is spread

among all classes and in all countries. But a void in society and

in the human soul is not made with impunity ; into this void

easily glide skepticism, effeminacy, license : hence the general re-

laxation of manners in all Europe in the eighteenth century.

Thus evil, much evil, is found by the side of good. I designate

to you, once for all, this sad and inevitable mixture, and I think

myself excused from continually recurring to it ; I trust myself to

your intelligence, and somewThat also to my known intentions.

Let us follow in literature the spirit of the eighteenth century.

If the eighteenth century is a century of dissolution, it will not be

a century of poetry, for poetry is the expression, the harmonious

voice, and, thus to speak, the flower of a fixed and permanent

state of things ; this flower cannot bloom in the midst of a crisis

;

and the eighteenth century is, and can be, only a crisis. Thus in

* See on the Jesuits of former times and of the present times, The Defence

9/ the University and of Philosophy, 4th edition, pp. 25, 318, 3S8, etc.
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a* most one great poet, Voltaire. In Kngland,

In. Pope, and Addison are, it" it n permitted to say it, i

llliant coin.i Milton and Shall Italy I

Hid Alfieri, who ask nothing more

Uit neither the one with his tine harmony with-

out manly thoughts, nor the other with his convulsive and studied

at true poetry. In my opinion, Germany n I

lam of poetry in the eighteenth century. It is sufficient

name Klopstock, BchOler, Goethe, the first entirely I mt,

the second entirely liberal, the last entirely philosophical. Goethe

il with \ the poet of the i tury. It seems

that Goethe has red in the world (and God grant that he

may remain a long time yet !) to prove that the most philosophic

spirit, the freest reflection, can also hare their poetry.

If the eighteenth, among as, ifl nol the oentary of poetry, it is

that of
;

nee, at once so methodical and so vivaciou-.

the country of fine prose. Hence our great prose-writers of the

enteenth oentary, which those of the eighteenth worthily fol-

low. The eloquence which the elegant Biassfllon >u>tains

a moment is drawing to a olose; hut in place of this

another arises, which setting up a new chair in Fi

all Europe Of man, Of bia nature, of his lr

bk int« data tor him tie

mora] tore. ( '!)••

!1 Euro] rhteenth century t'

j
of Prance, tie' audit [men, of R . of

.ion. It rxi-n applauded tl. \ (use

under these pleasantries, which I am far from wishing wholly to

vindicate . if fell Mae, thai i-. tie- :' humanity,

was adi

Tie of the arts. First, in r« '.

. it had no th cent;.

roely an] M Vngelo himself only pron 1 perhaps, by

urns the impossibility of modern scnlptnn 8 alp-

tiqoity, for it i-. al ore all things, tl. ssa>
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tatum of the beauty of form ; lod the interest in, as well a the

adoration of beautj of formbi > paganism. <>n the con-

trary, painting ia wholly in the ezpre ion, in the representation,

not onlj of exterior form, bul also of the aentimenta and of the

i; col only of physical beauty, bul a] o oi moral beauty.

Painting is, therefore, eminently modern and Christian; but it

belongs to the middle acre, i1 could nol bave flourished in the

eighteenth century. Boucher and Vender Werf prostitute it to

the scenes of the boudoir; the honest Grouse confines himself

to genre paintings; and behold the art of Van-Eyck and Ra-

phael employed in painting courtesana for the great lords, and

interiors, antechambers, and kitchens for the burghers. Later,

wearied with the degradation into which it has fallen, it attempts

a false grandeur, and, leaping over the middle age, which is its

plaee.it returns to antiquity, which ia the age of sculpture, and

then it makes statues instead of paintings; nearly at the same

time sculpture, by the very reason of its impotence, departs also

from its limits, and, tormenting the marble, almost coloring it,

makes paintings instead, of statues. Nevertheless, no one admires

more than I Canova and David ; they are not excelled in spirit

or in skill : they are very fine artists, perhaps a great statuary

and a great painter, but in an age when there could be neither

painting nor sculpture.*

The eighteenth century was more fortunate in music. Music

is the art of awakening in the soul a certain number of simple

sentiments by sounds combined with each other ; now sound

comprises every thing that is most profound, and at the same time

most vague
:f

hence the essentially general character of music.

Music, then, is not repugnant to any form of civilization ; it could

then flourish in the eighteenth century : but the eighteenth cen-

tury did not admit (you know wThy) sacred music ; it replaces it

by another music which has scarcely any antecedents in modern

* On Sculpture and Painting, see the 1st Series, Vol. 2, Second Part, on

the Beautiful, Lectures 15 and 1G, p. 194.

t Ibid., on Music, pp. 196-200.
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. and \\ !..< i ury which cre-

irj of life, rement, And of strife: 1 mean

osic. Ii is in the eighteenth century that it pi .

all its marvels ;
and i eutury i^ that of the diffusion of

y thing, th< dramati which an- prodm

;t Vienna, or Paris, an son

v, pen a to the lo\ idi-

d lib' hunil -, and thus pour tORenta of
|

sentiment over all Europe.

[tree .-tor in.' to speak to you of th

them would be to forget, with tin- principal glory o: nth

century, that which more particularly bean the imprint of

Bui time, which hurries me on, warns DM to limit my-

!o a rapid sketch : I will toy at least to
j

i
the

fundamental traits of tl itific culture of the i

turv.

I divide the scientific culture of the eighteenth century ir.to two

part> : first, the Inch the century enlarged, del

renewed ; secondly, those which i; L Mod illy by

ter marki

The serenteenth oentury, thus to sp<-ak, invented mathem

1 time, and carried them to thai height which i>

by tin- nam- i of D< . of Nen ton, [he

th century can also present with pride, without speak

1 laiiault and d'Alemhert. the great nam*

and 1. Without doubt Tournefort had pi

Linn.eu- and JuBBSSU j th might

. without being ition, that the} 1 it.

It is the same with physiology: it existed before the nth

ury. but what an immense development it took in the hands

id Bichal ! The eighteenth century ooold be neither

th< enth nor th< th. Tl raphy, it

hem Archi]

the louthern b1 \ I

as < linville, and d'Entn ft Jso
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ju\ intrepid m un.m,c\rn our unfortunate \a Perou e ! Kov re-

member the i of Bdaupertuii ind La Condamine. To the

eighteenth oentury belong the African Society end Mungo Park.

Finally, on the borders of the eighteenth century and our own, a

in. in win* belongs at "i.e.- bo Germany and France, undertook en-

tirely alone an enterprise for which a government vrould have

been hardly sufficient : 5f.de Humboldt, accompanied by a French-

men, M. de Bonpland, penetrated into the \ -i-t continent <>!' South

America; he brought back from that region sii thousand new

plants; ho determined the position of two hundred astronomical

points ; he made a multitude of experiments which continued the

discoveries of Kurope ; lie measured the height of Chimbo

A learned geography reckons Bauche and d'Anville. Astronomv

followed mathematics; but it is less in mathematical astronomy

than in astronomical observations that the glory of the eighteenth

century especially consists. 1 ought to limit myself to certain

results, or rather to certain names, tor example, Herschel and

Piazzi. To speak only of the end of the century, from 1789 to

1805, seventeen comets were discovered with all their orbits cal-

culated ; the inequalities of the planets were developed and es-

timated, and all this imlnense movement of observations and cal-

culations ended in the System of the World of Laplace. Experi-

mental physics did not remain inferior to astronomical observation

:

here also great discoveries and great names accumulate to such a

degree, that it is necessary to choose from a great number. By

a good fortune wmich does not happen to every one, Galvani

finds, without scarcely having searched for it, the action of a metal

upon the electricity deposited in the animal economy : immedi-

ately a man of genius reproduces the experiments of Galvani, re-

news his discovery by the precision which he gives to it, and re-

news it by the consequences which he draws from it, and invents

an instrument which plays, thus to speak, with electricity, and

augments the force of it almost indefinitely ; whilst Franklin

reaches in the bosom of the clouds this same electricity, and mas-

ters it. It has been said, that the pile of Volta, the maker of the

19
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for the decomposition of bodies, that is, for the

|

of experimental physics, what the microscope ia

for natural histo

Still wi y that in experimental physics the eight*

century had illustrious precedents. But in the seventeenth

tury, in the .sixteenth, and in all antiquity, where was chemistry?

It has no other precedent in reality, as well M in name, than al-

chemy, which scarcely resembles it. Chemistry is a creation of

th century, a creation of France. By the example

and in th< pa of Lave; formed and still proceed the

great foreign chemists, here Priestley and Davy, there Klaproth

and Berzelius. In mineralogy, so enriched and so developed dur-

ing the eighteenth century, one sees a new science formed,

tallography, the science which observes and describes the

figures of crystals, and the laws of their formation. The same

age, the same author, said If. Cuvir, 1 th of the

science and have conducted it to initiation. This ma-

Frenchman, his name Ilauy. The age which had created

talography and chemistry, and immensely derelo]

physics, must have • :y belongs to the

eighteenth century : i; is due to thelaboi

and Dolomieu. If we do not cite other nam.-, ft i- in or-

der not to approach our own times. From these seien

bined has sprung physical geography. Such an

the eighteenth century.

It 1' R • leu upon the mor by the .

.1. and by the development Of all. I can onh

. now th.- most genera] resu]

William Jones and Anejuetil-Duperron ! to erudition

a new world ; t
; Voltaire, it

; imprinted upon history a new char

|
mandir of all the picture and []. of hu-

manitv. What are all former publi •
! With hi

qui.'u ' To find 1 - equals it IS Dec • hack to Machia-

veln, to Plato, and to \ le Montesquieu ia the chief of At
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politioa] school of the eighteenth oentnrj ! all enlightened Europ

is rented under his banner.

But Let us look at the wholly original creationa,

Before the eighteenth century private peraoi nunents,

nations, had enriched themselves ; they had done it to the b at of

their ability and farai possible, bnt without rendering to them-

selves an account of the processes which they could not h«']p

blindly following. In the eighteenth century, not only general

wealth increases, but the spirit of reflection and analysis searches

out the causes of wealth, the processes which produce it, increase

it, or lessen it. Hence political economy, a science entirely new,

half-French, half-English.*

Before the eighteenth century the human spirit had felt beauty,

had admired it in the works of nature, had admired it in its own

works, but without reducing to a system the causes of its emo-

tion in the presence of beauty and the characteristics of this

beauty. It was not the eighteenth century, without doubt,

which first raised this question: What is beauty? but it was

that which in dividing it, and subdividing, deduced from it a

regular science which has its principles, its separate culture, its

progress. The eighteenth century produced elevated criticism,

aesthetics, as it is called in Germany, which, though not its in-

ventor, carried it so far.f

Previous to the eighteenth century families and public institu-

tions had educated to the best of their ability the rising gen-

erations; but no one had thought of bringing reflection and

method to the aid of instruction, and education was abandoned

to routine. The eighteenth century, which submitted every thing

to examination, made of education at first a problem, then a sci-

ence, then an art ; hence pedagogy : the word is perhaps a little

ridiculous ; the thing represented is sacred.

* See 1st Series, Vol. 4, Lecture 16, on Smith.

t On Esthetics, see 1st Series, Vol. 2, 2d Part, on the Beautifcl, and Vol.

4, Lecture 13, Hutchinson, Esthetics.
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rly the inn of the • th century, I!

; study attentively this century, you will i

thing that it c on ill the new develops*

winch it added to tint which the preceding centuries had be-

• ir, the impress of the same character. The spirit of

the i toiy demands an necOU Cry thin

etratefl to (lie most intimate elements of thi . of

only when it has arrived at the U
simple -

, at the elements which it finds indecomposable.

aenl thus, to decompose, to analyze, is tc d

Una is not a resemblance of expression; the identity is in the

thing; and this identity springs again from the comp un-

ination of -
>, of literature, of morals, of religion,

and of politics, during the whole of the century.

inply remains to me to draw from all these antecedents the

sequences which they contain, or rath' >u how

»ry is charged with the task of drawing them.

It is necessary to distinguish in the eighteenth century the

first half, in which the work of the century was done, but n<

leasly, in an OCOnlt and unpeivived manner, from the second

half, in which this work W9 '• of

the eighteenth century i rich in productions y kind,

that we might say thai ich month
j

du . and added to the fecundity and powi

new ipirit When we follow attentively in all things tl

of this Bpiril '. we are struck with the impossibility

that a work

effects, aho an explosion. Hence the ne-

cessity of a real into which the nth century should

If. But wh(

ould not I,.- in England, for, in the fir

rolutions ; and then, it

>uld brii ' by general iz-

the principle of the new spirit, \ery

little; in tine, E land which !

the dee-
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tinies of the world, > » 1 1 1 which doei n«»t pi <jan

oontinenl the prinoipa] part Germany irai better fitted for it

1»\- its power of generalization ; bul il bad accomplished the n

olutioc which belonged to it, the revolution in the interior world

of thought, in religion. Be ides, its lai sely

known at thai epoch; it had no literary power, no authority in

civilisation; it must he said, die (Jermans tii'i;.
i

'•
i teemed

to us still lotnewhal barbarous. There was a nation, planed in

tin 1 centre of the European continent, contiguous \>> all oth«-r

nations, and able to reach, in a tVw days, all the extremities of

Europe; a nation endowed in the highest degree with the spirit of

generalization, and which, to this rare faculty of generalizing every

thing, j"ins the necessity of applying every thing ; a nation which,

by its sociability, T was almost going to say with everybody, the

amiability of its character and its commerce, by the universality

of its language and the power of its literature, was able to man-

age with success the business of the new spirit ; a nation, in fine,

which, in case of need, could defend it with its sword. For all

these reasons, the future revolution fell to the lot of France. Do
not forget that France had not yet served on a great scale the

cause of the new civilization ; the part which belonged to it was

the accomplishment of the last act of this great drama. Add
that the French nation is the only historical nation of the eigh-

teenth century ; its character is precisely that of this centmy ; it

represented it then in Europe as it will represent it in history.

From France had gone forth all the voices that had moved Eu-

rope ; in France was principally accomplished the great scientific

and literary work of the century ; for, France either produced

herself the greatest part of the creations of the eighteenth cen-

tury, or she appropriated them by promptly naturalizing them at

home ; and they necessarily passed through France to make the

tour of Em-ope. The nation capable of producing the inevitable

event was therefore given, and in France should have taken place

that great event which, from one end of the world to the other,

is called the French Revolution. Yes, without doubt it is French,
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but lso: all the civilised nations of Europe had a

hand in it, for all prepared it by their p titi.-ij)ation in the general

k which produced it. and all Applauded it.

What are the characteristics of this revolution ? At first - :
rm,

it is thought to 1"' only B political revolution; but it is also evi-

dently a religious revolution ^ only a religions and politi-

cal revolution? It would then 1 en only a revolution of

the seventeenth and sixteenth centuries; but it iry

that it ahould 1 ghteenth century, that :

lution. If it bad not been general, it would h

fafled of its mission ; for all partial revolutions had been ma
and all partial revolutions, bein^ consummated, pushed on to a

rotation, M lization is the element

itself of propagation and diffusion, the French Revolution, in u
r '-n-

erahzmg the principle of liberty, bore it everywhere : it bore it

into the different classes of French society which it had brou

nearer together, hence equality; it bore it home to the various

nations of Europe by thousand means
;
and of these means, the

it efficacious,, after printing, was war, according to what I

I to you r ;• the French sword opa road in Bo-

rope for liberty and French equality.

votation was truly genera] ; upon the ruins of the pant

it implanted everywhere its principles both in Trance and in En-

did it escape the law of all gn ! did it

renew the world without violm e \ WM H fl fa ' wW
nt whl Ag criminal

lotion has 1 d ah) A law. When we

shall thoroughly understand the details of the P

ormation, we shall s<-e that th- :"ir from being b

tiful. You know the horrible rxcoscs. the crimes till then un-

heard of, t ad defiled the English Revolution,

French Revolution, which came • mpla the nV of
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storms of two centuries, which vrasto be 10 general end to radi

t -.il that n should render in oui tny new revolution impo

Mr, lh«' I'Yench Revolution w;i - \<< m jiass in violence tin- pi< .-. <l

ing revolutions as it surpassed them in grandeur, ami in express,

,n some tort, all the ferocity of the revolution! which it antici-

pated and which it prevented,

History mention* not only the good, it mentions alflO the <'\il ;

(his is its duty ; hut it ought not to Unother the good and

picture of the evil : I return then the extravagances to the ex-

travagant, the crimes to the criminals, and I turn my eyes away

from this blood and this tilth. Nevertheless, I wish to draw

from it a lesson which morality borrow > from history. To good

alone have been given constancy, perpetuity, duration ; evil is

only a negation, a negation which in some sort attempts to be,

without arriving at, a veritable existence: scarcely consummated,

it dissipates itself immediately into the very extravagance of con-

fusion. Among the punishments of crime, which are never want-

ing to it, by the side of that which conscience inflicts upon it,

history inflicts upon it still another, both clear and manifest—im-

potence. Confounding what it was necessary to distinguish, they

laid, in their delirium, a sacrilegious hand on the very foundations

of modern society, Christianity and royalty. What was the re-

sult of these extravagances and these crimes? A few years

passed away, Christianity and royalty were again raised up more

pure, more powerful, more revered.

I might say to the blind partisans of the eighteenth century :

Choose among any of its theories, any of its acts, and the irre-

sistible evidence of facts, the unanswerable authority of events

sufficiently numerous, sufficiently prolonged, to enable one to see

the very force and nature of things, the law of history, the judg-

ment of Providence. Every thing was not so lawful and holy in

the theories and the acts of the revolution, since of many of

these theories and these acts there remains only a horrible re-

membrance. On the other hand, to the blind adversaries of the

eighteenth century and of the great event which offers itself to
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m under inch frightful colon, I might propose thi ma>

which contains the summary of this lecture : L I would

them, t! irhich a :. and which

much as to you: consider in neb

Revolution its principles and its results, and then, either absolve

the French Revolution, or condemn the wrhole age which it rep-

her absolve the eighteenth cent ury, or condemn the

nth, for the eighteenth i> only the continuation of the

tther absolve the seventeenth century, or condemn

I
1
., which prepared it; finally, either absolve I

trth century, or attach yom>. -Ives to the middle 'inn

the march and the pro rn civilization, defend abso-

lute immobility, oppose your- i history, oppos»

to the designs of Provident

!'" sides, a higher authority has solved the question ; that au-

thority which made the Charter passed a peremptory judgment

upon the eighteenth century: it discriminated between the good

and the evil; it condemned what was condemnable, it cOOSfC

ted wl legitimate, Ev . charter,

only an historical r< . it is the recognition of all the essentia]

dements of an epoch : now, the Charter recognised and ph

in the first rank ( 'hri>tianity and royalty, which now, thanks to

God nevi fo
;

for

ion the CI and d more than one Tain tin i

more than on-- criminal enterprise. But, at the gam

>rter vindicated the principles and general results of I

rotation and the eighteenth century. It n< rhv

hteenth century, but in vindicating that, it vmdi-

The

volution Of the h cut',

aggi I the article which guarantied lib-

hip; the political revolution of the seventeenth »

tur- v pressed in it by the in on of a represents

•M'h in t rnmenl of the king, and the participation of

the ooontry in the atlans «,t" the The form ran
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the language of the representattf emment ol l land of

1688 passed into the French Charter of 1814. F<

the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries w to

the eighteenth, the equality which had been engendered in ii

the diffusion of the genera] principle of liberty «ras consecrat

by ilif article which recognizes all the French as accessible to all

employments, and which establishes the true equality, the only

possible and legitimate equality, equality before the law ; in fine,

the genera] principle of liberty was consecrated by 1 1 1
«

- liberty of

the press. What, in fact, is the liberty of the press, if not the

unlimited liberty of reasoning, the right of examination in its en-

tin 1 range, that is, the principle of liberty in its highest general-

ity, that is, again, the entire eighteenth century? Thus the

Charter itself adopted the religious revolution of the sixteenth

century, the political revolution of the seventeenth, and the great

revolution of the eighteenth. The last result of the conquests of

humanity, it represents them, and protects them. Behind this

authority I place both my wishes for the future and ny opinion ,

upon the past, and all my instruction.*

In the last analysis, every thing being examined and weighed,

the good being equitably separated from the evil, it seems to me,

and I do not hesitate to conclude, with my two honorable col-

leagues and friends, M. Guizot and M. Villemain, that the eigh-

teenth century is one of the greatest centuries that have appear-

ed in the world. The mission which history imposed upon it was,

that it should brino; the middle ao-e to a close ; it fulfilled that

tragic mission ; it fulfilled only that : a century, a single century,

is rarely charged with two missions at once ; it destroyed, it pro-

duced nothing : it could do no more. Over the abyss of the im-

mense revolution wdiich it opened and which it closed, the eigh-

teenth century left scarcely any thing but abstractions ; but these

abstractions are the immortal verities $hich contain the future.

The nineteenth century has collected them again ; its mission is

* See a more detailed analysis of the Charter, Vol. 1st, Lecture 13.
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T«» nafiae thorn in imt on them a vigorous organization.

>nization is the Charter, forwhioh Europe

in<l .net 1

, for which France is indebted to the noble

dynasty which marches at her head. The work of the nineteenth

tury ought to be on the Charter and about the Charter.

More fortunate than our fathers, who were born among the

Btonni which are already far from us. let us not blindly adore,

let D ungratefully outrage, the great century which has
j

• a close, and which, with its blood and its tears, opened

us the road to the peaceable liberty which we enjoy. Let us

ly it with discernment and equity, in order to draw from it

salutary lessons ; let us honor it, let us not continue it. Let us

imitate it only in serving like it, but in a different manner, the

same cause, that of liberty and civilization.
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LECTURE II.

OHABACTEB 01 THE PHILOSOPHY Of THE EIGHTEENTH
CENTUBY.

Subject <>r tlii>» Lecture: Character of the philosophy of the eighteenth •

•

tury.—(
u" the character of philosophy Is general. Of religion and phflos

ophy ; their oommon foundation, their different prooessee ; tho on'-

upon authority, the other Independent.—History: that in history every

distinction is opposition.—Tho East.—Greece.—Middle Age. Sixteenth

oentury: revivification of the Independence of reason, the revolution

Which produced modern philosophy.—Seventeenth century: it constitutes

modern philosophy : Bacon, Desoartes.— Eighteenth century : it expands

it and makes of philosophy a power.

—

Its evil: its good.—Difference be-

tween the philosophical mission of tho eighteenth century and that of the

nineteenth.

You understand the p-eneral character of the eighteenth cen-

tury : we have considered it in all the religious, moral, political,

military, literary, and scientific elements of which the century Is

composed, philosophy excepted. It is our business now to rec-

ognize philosophy : I propose to designate for you its general

character. Now, every century has its unity, and the phi-

losophy of the eighteenth century can only reflect the spirit of

the century to which it belongs. Thus its mission is the same,

its character the same, its destiny the same ; and this second lec-

ture can be only a counter-proof of the first.

What is the philosophy of the eighteenth century ? "What are

the relations of the philosophy of the eighteenth century with that

of the seventeenth and sixteenth centuries ? In what does it re-

semble it ? in what does it differ from it ? It resembles it in that

it continues it ; it differs from it in that it develops it on a larger

scale. And what is this philosophical movement, which, starting

from the sixteenth century, fills and measures with its progress

the seventeenth and eighteenth ? Before every thing, what is its
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end ? Tt is nothing less than the birth of modem philosophy

properly BO called, and the dissolution of the middle Bge in phi-

>phy. Without doubt, this movement had its immediate

causes in the genera] enfranchisement of civilization in the six-

itfa century; but it held more profoundly still to the nature

If of the human spirit) and to the laws which preside over its

development ; the I whir), already, in the course of

Centura produced analogous phenomena, and which re-

newed them, in the sixteenth century, with the return of the same

circumstances, ennobled by all the superiority of the new times

over the ancient times. Whal are, then, these laws, what are the

philosophical movements which k ney produced, and which termin-

ated in the great movement which embraces the last three cen-

turies ? I must commence by establishing what these are.

There are in the human mind two real momenta, one as real as

the other, which are distinct from each Other, and which BUCCi

each other. When intelligence is awakened with the pov.

which belong to it, it attains at first to all essential verities, which

it p confusedly, but so much the more vividly. There

can be, here no question in regard to the pfooess of reasoning; for

do not begin by that, and it is very evident that the pi

! ;m Operation which presupposes several others. Our

nlty, at once primordial and permanent It en

btO ei ind devt laelf immediately and spon-

|y. The spontaneous act in its
g

is inspiration. Inspiration, daughter of the soul

Q on high with an absolute authority ; it com-

mand^ faith ; -
I lit hymns, and its natural 1

is p But inspiration does not
|

entirely alone ; the

initiation, the he mixed with primitive in-

tuitions, with the immediate illuminations of reason, and tinge it

Set I DOmplei result, in which the great

trutl ! by inspiration rule, but under those forms full of

ideur, and enchantment, which the s<>ns<«s and the

ition borrow i order to clothe reason
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with them. Buoh is the firs! step of intelligence. But after i

developed in a manner entire]j spontaneous, withoul i m -

If, m! the Nine timewith imagination an bility, it

will .11 -nine period return upon itself, and distinguish itself from

all the other facilities with which it had at first been mixed, in

distinguishing itself from them, it becomei conscious of itself: in

the confused pioture of the primitive operation, it di the

traits which are its own, and it perceives thai ewery thing tna

the pioture belongs to itself. It acquires thus, little by little, con-

fidence in itself, and instead of allowing itself to be ruled ever and

enveloped by the other faculties, it separates itself from them

more and more, it judges them, subjects them to its own surveil-

lance and control. Then, interrogating itself more profoundly

still, it demands of itself what it is, what ifl its nature, what are

its laws, what is the bearing of these laws, what are their limits,

what are their legitimate applications ? This is the work of re-

flection. Let us see what its character is. Inspiration is not pre-

meditated, and, primitively, reason applies itself without having

wished to apply itself, by the virtue that is in it : but in reflection

intervenes volition ; no one reflects who does not wish to reflect

;

and reflection, being entirely voluntary, is entirely personal.

Now, as in the spontaneous intuition of the reason, there is no-

thing voluntary, and consequently personal, as the truths which

reason discovers to us come not from us, we believe that we have

the right to impose them upon others, since they are not our

work, and since we bow before them ourselves, as coming from

on high ; while, on the contrary, reason being entirely personal,

it would be very evidently unjust and absurd to impose upon

others the fruit of the operations which belong to us. No one re-

flects for another ; and even though the reflection of one man
adopts the results of the reflection of another man, it adopts them

only after having appropriated them, and rendered them its own.

Thus the prominent character of inspiration,—impersonality, con-

tains the principle of authority ; , and the character of reflection,

—

personality, contains the principle of independence.
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Th< i often proved in Other places,* the two fun-

damental momenta of thought and its development ; they are its

two essential forms. We have become acquainted with the char-

acteristics of each one of these. Nevertheless, what name m usu-

ally given them ? What are the popular names of spontaneity

and reflection? They are called religion and philosophy.

Religion and philosophy are, thru, the two great facts of hu-

i thought. Tli e real and incontestable ; they

are distinct from each other ; they succeed each other in the or-

der which 1 h.:- prated: religion precedes, then comes phi-

losophy. As religion supposes spontaneous intuition, so philoso-

phy has religion for its basis; but upon this basis it is developed

in an original manner. Turn your attention to history, that liv-

ing image of thought: everywhere you perceive religions and

philosophies ; everywhere you see them distinct; everywhere you

see them produced in an invariable order; everywhere religion

appears with new societies, and everywhere, just so far as socie-

ties increase, from religion springs philosophy.

Inasmuch as religion and philosophy represent in history two

distinct and successive momenta of the same thought, i

that they might be distinguished QXXD each other, and succeed

each other in history as peaceably as in thought For example,

i ems that religion, like a good mother, should cheerfully con-

sent to the emancipation of philosophy, when tl.

; and that, 00 its part, philosophy, lik iteful child, in

demanding its rights and in using them, should be, thus to

m search ofyeneration and of deference towards religion. Such

is m it i: History attests th which is distinct

in thought manifests tl i tins theatre of time and of mi

msot, by an opposition which manifests itself in a violent man-

ner. 1 am not the maker Of this law
J

1 deduce it from all the

experiences of hist iry, En met, everywhere you rkmat-

• In this MBS '

I I 1(11*1, Mid I
a, /XMfWn,

and particularly Vol. :

.

.:id tho note.
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tempting to prolong the infancy of philosophy, and to retain \i En

tutelage; and everywhere, too, yon see philosophy revolting

insl religion, and rending the bosom which nouriahed it [n

the ton] oi a true philosopher, religion and philosophy are united

without being oonfounded, and arc distiniruished without exclud*

ing each other, as the inn momenta of the same thought. iJut

in history all is combat, all is WSX;* nothing is brought forth,

nothing begins t<> appear, except in the midst of storms, blood,

and tears. Religion always gives birth to philosophy, but it gives

birth to it only in pain; philosophy always succeeds religion, but

it succeeds it in a crisis, more or less extended, more or less vio-

lent, from which the eternal laws of the development of thought

have willed that philosophy should come forth victorious.

Turn your attention to the East : the East is the native land of

religions. Yes, without doubt ; but either the laws of intelligence

will have been suspended in the East, or in that native land of

religion, reflection also will have had its rights, and philosophy its

place. The history of the East is profoundly obscure ; neverthe-

less, among its uncertain traditions, we hear the report of great

wars which have taken place, here, in Egypt and Persia, between

the priests and the kings ; there, in India, between the Schatrians

and the Brahmins, the race of warriors and the sacerdotal race.

Besides these great results which are revealed through the clouds

which surround the East, you find this other incontestable fact,

that, at first, in India, the authority of the Yedas was absolute,

and that, afterwards, the Yedas led to an explanation, religious

still, but already philosophical, to wit, to the Yedan philosophy,

that is, a philosophy founded upon the Yedas. And this is not

the last term of philosophy in India. At certain epochs, indeter-

minate, it is true, for there is no chronology in India, in the retinue,

or by the side of the Yedan philosophy, appeared a great number

of different philosophies, among others, the Sankhya philosophy,

the author of which is Kapila ; a philosophy, the avowed char-

* Vol. 1, Lectures 6 and 9.
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art* r and the first precept of which is the rejection of the

perience of the East, however obscure in its circum-

not doubtful as to the fundamental point,

the distinction of two momenta in thought, and their representa-

tion in religion and philosophy. But the second experience of

hi>t> inclusive in a very different sense; it is as clear in its

least details as decisive in i;'s resulta : I mean the Greekf experi-

ence, if it is permitted thus to speak; for history is a collection

of ezperienoei in which we may study the laws of human thought.

What do you see in the cradle of Greece ? Religions, very likely

originating from the East, which expand themselves over the ter-

ritory, vivify it, preside over the formation of cities, of arts, of

governments, and fill up the fabulous and heroic centuries of

Greece. Soon a little reflection is awakened, and there is made

a kind of compromise between the authority of popular forms of

religion and the nascent need of reflection; hence the mysteries.

The mysteries are the passage from religion to philosophy ; soon

this passage is overleaped; the initiations, which we can well

suppose to have been rare, discreet, submitted t<> sen re conditions

no longer suffice, and in place of a certain number of the initiated

there arises a race of new men who are called philosophers. Phi-

losophers! it the genres of Greece which gave this word to

the world. Philosophers, thai is men who do not beliere them-

, but who would loretobewbe; MBwhodo not n
! !> hare found truth, but who profess to search for it

;

for truth, and for nothing else. That pretem

: was it accepted? and what, inG is the I

off truth J Lest any <>ne might plead the

burl 1 vvill conduct you first to Athene and to

Athens in the time of it democratic tib

rilization, I i Periclea and Alexander.

Lira Tliil - 5 and 6.
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What was- the lot of philosophy there? STouknow whui i; i

;iinl 1 will l).' brief. The team, the public teai i of l' rid . (he

dictator of Athens, the conqueror of Cubes*, of him who had de-

oided so many times peace and war, wen d in orde

save a feeble woman, Akspasia, suspected of philosophy. But all

the eloquence of Pericles could art Bave his master and friend,

Anaxagoras, Anaxagoraa was condemned to a prison, which he

changed in his old age only for perpetual exile. What, then, did

Anaxagoraa teach? He taught, and was the first, if not in the

human race which precedes philosophy, at least in the school and

among the Learned, to establish that the first cause of the visible

phenomena of this world is an intelligent cause, an all-powerAil

intelligence, which possesses the beginning of movement. You

know the destiny of Socrates. I will not recall it for you ; I pray

you only not to forget that the sacrifice of Socrates is so much

the more sublime because he knew that he was going to certain

death. J hit what you do not know perhaps so well, is, that after

the death of Alexander, Aristotle himself, the father of natural

history, the father of logic and regular metaphysics, Aristotle,

loaded with yearn of glory, had all the difficulty in the world to

save his head
;
postico evasit, said Cicero : he had barely time to

fly in a stealthy manner, and he took refuge at Chalcis, in order

to spare the Athenians, said he, a new crime against philosophy.

And, furthermore, what was his end ? I do not wish to take

part myself in this obscure question, but, in fact, one of the most

sagacious and circumspect of critics, the learned Tennemann, is

inclined to believe that this great man, old, and weary with per-

secution, poisoned himself at Chalcis. As for Plato, he had only

some political adventures ; but he was thrown twice into prison,

and was once sold as a slave. At such a price philosophy was

founded in Greece, and conquered in civilization an independent

place.

Christianity is the last religion which has appeared upon the

earth ; it is the end of the religious movements of the world, and

with it all religion is consummated. In fact, Christianity, so little

20
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lied, so little understood, u nothing leas than the summing up

and crown of the two great religious systems which reigned by

turn in the Easl and in Greece. The religion of a God made

man, on one. side, elevates the soul toward* heaven, and at the

tame time I htm that his duties are in this world. The

religion of the man-God gives an infinite price to humanity.

Humanity is then something very great, because it has Wncho-
sen as the r- le and the image of God. Christianity H al>o

B religion eminently human, eminently social. Do you B8I p

of this ? "W bat has been the result of Christianity and Christian

society? Modern liberty, representative governments. Turn

your eyes away from and beyond Christianity : for twenty cen-

turies past, what have all other religions produced ? What have

the Brahmin religion' the Buddhist religion, the Mussulman reli-

gion, and all other religions which still reign upon the earth,

produced? A profound degradation and a tyranny without

bounds. Far from this, Christian Europe is the cradle of liberty
;

and if it were here the place and time, I could demonstrate to

you that Christianity, which in fact produced representative gov-

ernments, was alone able to produce that admirable form

ernmenl which identifies order and liberty. It is also Christian-

ity which, after having preserved the depository ^\ art-. o\ left

of • re them a powerful impulse. Christianity is the

root of modern philosophy, livery epoch 1 peculiarity;

there ia a general relation between the general philosophy of a

period and the religion <a a period. Thus, the Greek philosophy,

the pfaflosophy "t" Aristotle, and even that of Plat", i> at founda-

tion a pagan philosophy; and modern philosophy senttally

the child of a Christian y. I then profess to believe that

the great truth- which modern philosophy, under the forms which

appropriate to it. has developed and will further develop,

.so far from being Opposed to tfae truths which Christianity con-

tains, that, on the contrary, in my opinion, all true philosophy i^.

in germ, in Christian mysteries, Bui Christian;' Jon

and not a philosophy. Now.
I
ither the laws oi the human mind
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ought to li.ivr been suspended, or it win necessary that upon the

very beiii of Christianity i philosophy should be raised irhich,

whatever might be the foundation of its principles, should bate a

perfect independence. It was necessary that Christianity should

give birth to philosophy; but in the middle age, as before the

middle sge, religion gave birth to philosophy only in pain.

Hence the philosophical revolution which commenced with the

sixteenth century, and which embraced the seventeenth and the

eighteenth. In order to understand well that revolution, it is

necessary to have before us the principal circumstances. That

the theological teaching of the middle aire* might arrive at thatO O DO
regularity which alone could maintain and expand, with the unity

of faith, the ecclesiastical domination, that teaching must have

had a method, a fixed form. But what form could the theolog-

ical teaching of the middle age take ? At first, Plato was little

understood ; he was scarcely known except by the quotations of

Macrobius and through the neoplatonism of Denys the Areopagite,

which had passed into Scot Erigenus.f It was not possible then

t>. apply to theological teaching the form of a philosophy which

was not understood. Besides, what is the Platonic method ? It

is nothing less than the method of induction. Socrates pretends

that each one may know even what he does not believe that he

knows ; he undertakes to make the mind go from the point where

it is, to a point where it is not yet ; he makes it pass from the

known to the unknown, from the particular to the general, by

the force of an analogy which at first is only a resemblance, then

becomes a probability, and finally resolves itself into certitude.

The pcusvrixr}, the art of accouching minds, is nothing else than

induction. Induction is not a new method ; it belongs not to

* On the philosophy of the middle age, see further on, Lecture 9th, the

Introduction to the unedited works of Ahelard, and the volume of Fragments
devoted to the Scholastic Philosophy.

t This is true in general, hut Plato was somewhat better known even in

the twelfth century, than is here said. See the Appendix of Abelard, Nob.

v. and vi.
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Bacon, not even to Plato ; it belongs to the human mind, of

whi >, like Bacon, WM one of the great interpreters. It

belongs to induction to reduce every tiling to a problem, to

nine wdl the point from which the truth, however small,

which i> accorded bo it starts, for the purpose of deducing the

truth which is not accorded to it, and which the first contains.

The method of induction is essentially vivifying; it is in the high*

"thod of examination. We must add that r

much more a method of discovery than a method of ion,

and that it lends itself very little to teaching. Authority at first

did not reject that method, for it did not understand it ; but it is

in the nature of every thing to aspire to the form which i-

own, and the inductive form was not that which was adapted to

theological teaching in the middle aire. Aristotle was much

more known than Plato ; it is true that, in the beginning and up

to the thirteenth century, the author of natural history and met-

aphysics was not understood : the author of the Organ

understood. And the Orcjanum is a collection of rules which

teach howto draw from a principle, whatever it may be, its con-

uences, according to a given mode. The object of the Orrja-

I is the regularity of deduction. The Platonic induction en-

gendera dialectics; the peripatetic engend properly

railed ; and the principle of all logic not to question premisea.

Ma • al exposition is well adapted to teaeha

incline to it. The reign of the peri: Ofm

applied to religious teaching is ionon, 1 am far I

despising ichol i; I pri V, by the example oi

Leibnits, who said that he found gold in it. It, is irv to

it than the sofa to display more resomrcea

in argumentation, more of that ingenious analysis which div;

and subdivides, more of that powerful synthesis which «

and reduoi ler, Few nami i deserts t" be pronoun

with n. than tli.it of the Angel of the schools,
v

\<\'\:r. «, wl k. the
i . in

ird t>> its form, one of the masterpieces of the human mi



^»

nrroBi of idodxrh philosophy.

But wh»1 ta the oharacter of thii masterpiece and of theothef

world which scholasticism produced f Tin character of eoholaa*

tioiani that of being oonfined in a circle, of movie true,

of even queationing in (liis circle, but without passing beyond it.

Authority imposed upon \mi the premiaei and it, drew the oon«

ohiaiona, but you could take whatevei road you aho I from the

premises to the conclusions, Such is scholasticism. It w

tainly not the (rue representation of free reflection; and if this

momentum of thought was necessary, it must hare had sooner

or later its representation in our modern Europe. Scholasticism

bad been, like the pagan initiations, a useful compromise between

the principle of authority and the philosophic form ; it had been

at first a satisfaction granted to the spirit of reflection, and then

had become an obstacle to it : it became necessary, therefore,

that an independent philosophy should succeed scholasticism.

It commenced with the sixteentli century, increased with the sev-

enteenth, and triumphed with the eighteenth. The sixteenth cen-

tury is the commencement of the philosophical revolution, feeble

indeed, at once ardent and blind, like every thing that is begin-

ning ; the seventeenth establishes it and gives it regularity, the

eighteenth generalizes and expands it. Such are the three peri-

ods of revolution which produced modem philosophy. Let us

rapidly run over them.

You must judge rightly in regard to the position of the new

spirit in the sixteenth century.* At bottom, it was a spirit of

independence ; consequently it had for its adversary the opposite,

the principle of authority : understand me well, I speak of the

principle of authority, not in matters of faith and in the domain

of theology, where authority has its legitimate place, but in the

domain of philosophy, where free reflection ought to reign.

Authority and liberty are the two real adversaries which are at

wTar in the sixteenth century ; but between these two adversaries

is found peripateticism. Peripateticism was the forcn of the piin-

* On the Philosophy of the Renaissance, see further on, Lecture 10.
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ciple of authority, and the principle of liberty could combat the

principle of authority only through peripatetiei>m. You see why

in the sixteenth century a]] the blows fell upon peripatcticism and

scholasticism. It is an incontestable fact, which springs from the

entire history of the sixteenth century, that the most distingue!

thinkers of this century were antiperipatetics and more or less pla-

tonists. Platonism, which some now wish to give, ns m i ret

grade philosophy, WM the instnnnent of the reformers of philos-

ophy in the sixteenth century. As I have said, every I

revolution is necessarily feeble, and it in< this feebler,

through its own inconsiderate ardor, its own fury, its own exc«

It must not be expected that every thing was pure in the

philosophical revolution of the sixteenth century. It seems that

the human spirit had then some reprisals to make, that revolt was

for it, as it were, a trial of its powers, and that it felt sure of its

independence only when it had pushed it to extravagance. The

new spirit not only opposed Plato to Aristotle ; certainly the two

adversaries would have been weD matched : no : against Aristotle

it inconsiderately asked arms from all the ancient systems <>f

Greek philosophy, which the Greeks, driven from Constantinople,

began to resuscitate in Europe ; thus among the reformers, one

embraced epicureanism, another an insane pythagorism, and D

a platonism without criticism. Their inexperience, their I

their misfortunes, ought to inspire a profound indu

their opinions, and a lively interest for their destiny. If no one

of them ml enduring monument, it musl m

i in tlw midst of their saddest aberrations, that they were the

fathers, the courageous and unfortunate
|

rs of lil

thought

'h rent:; for the philosophical reform

what the fifteenth century the religi filiation; a

tury of necessary, but unfruitful preparations; CampaneDa,

ens, Bruno, are, si it were, the Hussites of philosophy.

The philosophical movement of the sixteenth century had bean i

blind attack upon the pi f authority, under the form of eoho-
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iasticism; and the sixteenth century had oocumbed The ier«

enteenth century renewed the strife, but gave to it regularity;

and, ili.inks to progress, both of timei and thin trried an

and so thoroughly destroyed scholasticism, that henceforth there

was do longer any question concerning it.*

The two men who are at the bead of this second regular move-

ment of (lif philosophical revolution arc Bacon and Descartes.

It is not necessary to dwell upon the difference of their systems,

or even upon the difference of their methods: nothing concerns

us here but the Avar which they waged upon Bcholasticism, and

their common appeal to the spirit of independence. In this

respect there is perfect unity between Bacon and Descartes.

But Bacon did not at first make a great noise in Europe; his

glory and his iniluence did not go beyond England. Besides,

Bacon made no discovery which attracted the attention of the

learned: he did little more than to reduce to rules, admirable for

their grandeur and conciseness, the Italian practice. f It was a

century later when the name and writings of Bacon became

European. The real philosophical hero of the seventeenth cen-

tury is our Descartes. Descartes renewed the strife of the six-

teenth century ; lie brought to his task, besides an unconquerable

firmness, a sagacity and a good sense which preserved the new

philosophy from that appearance of extravagance which had

brought into disrepute all the disorderly and irregular attempts

of the sixteenth century. Then the philosophical reformers of

the sixteenth century, much less than Bacon, had not made any

discovery which had been of any use to humanity, and which had

taken rank in science ; but Descartes was indisputably the first

geometrician of his times, and was a very great physical philoso-

pher, even before Galileo. Hence, among other reasons, the

renown of his philosophy and his method which the great

and certain results upon which they rested fully authorized.

* On the philosophy of the seventeenth century, see further on, Lectures

11 and 12, and especially the Fragments of Cartesian Philosophy.

t Fragments of Cartesian Philosophy, Preface., p. 7.
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But thai which is much above his philosophy, above even his

bod, the character Itself of hit method and his philosophy,

to wit, nu independence without hounds. ]> demanded

the ind( ace of philosophy with an audacity which is suf-

ficiently celebrated, and of which I have spoken more than or

I wiab now to speak to you of another qnahty of Descartes which

i- somewhat le>s celebrated, I mean his pmdence. D<

comprehended that the nascent revolution of the It sell*

tury, which he continued, had been frustrated, at first throv

Lult of genius and good sense on the part of those wi

tained it, and then because, in their blind zeal, the innovators had

mixed with the question of philosophical independe: end

foreign questions, and therefore had raised storms which 01

whelmed them. Descartes joined great spirit to great genius;

he had been B man of the world, he knew his century and the

men of this century; he understood the necessity of great cir-

cumspection: read his letters; he recommended to all his friends,

.1 bis pupils, moderation and pmdence. He himself, after his

first and immortal work written in French, D% hi Mt'thoih, had

produced an immense effect, had raised on every Bide, together

with curiosity, malevolence and great scruples wisely dedicated

his •

i the Borbonne, Do you wish another fi

Ong and little known proof o'l the prudence, often extreme, of

l>. He meditated kike Gtafileo on the motion of the

'i ; he believed thai he had sbsolutely demonstrated it
;

1

at the aews of the oondemnation of Galfleo, he did not been'

this opinion and tlie entire work which contained it.*

Thus I).-. • irte^ e>eaped persecutions; but, notwithstanding all

his sagaritv, he did not escape from intrigues After ha\

run round the world much, alter baring studied BtO on a thou-

: . 00 the field of battle and ;it SOUTt, he had eon-

eluded that h<' araat recluse ; he baoam hermit in

Holland. Weill the- md intrigues; and from

• Fragment* of tf* 6' hilo*ophy
y p. 207, I iote.
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what s'ul.' ? No longer from the ride of the Je wit i and P. Bow*

din, bul from the ride of the Protestants, from the

Ualviruatic theologian who olaimed liberty in opposing Rome and

exercised tyranny towards philosophy,

many reaaooj which it would require too much time to

develop to you, the result of the Cartesian revolution was the

radical destruction of the peripatetic form of scholasticism. Des-

oartee penetrated into the celebrated society of Port-Royal, and

his influence was felt by the learned clergy. Arnauld* and

Pascal,f Penelon and Bossuct,J were Cartesians, as well as Male-

branche. More and Clark introduced Cartesianism into England,

Bpinosa and Claubcrg into Holland, Leibnitz into Germany.

Italy and Spain played at that time no part in philosophy. The

French literature of the seventeenth century, so powerful in

Europe, propagated the Cartesian spirit, and towards the year

seventeen hundred this spirit was dominant among the aristoc-

racy of thinkers in Europe. Scholasticism no longer even de-

fended itself
;
you have only to open the works of philosophy

which appeared at the commencement of the eighteenth cen-

tury, to see that the question of scholasticism is scarcely raised

any more ; one hardly finds even a feeble echo of the wrath or

arcruments of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries against it

;

in fine, we may say that, at the beginning of the second half of

the eighteenth century, the second movement of the philosophical

revolution was accomplished.

Let us see what the eighteenth century did for this revolution.

Its mission was greater than that of the seventeenth century. It

was to continue the action of the preceding century, but to

develop it on a vaster plan. It did that ; the eighteenth century

* On Arnauld, as a philosopher, Tfo Thoughts of Pascal, passim, especially

the preface of the 3d edition, p. 52.

f Hear Pascal, "before an outlandish Jansenism had thrown him into skep-

ticism. See further on, Lecture 12 and my work,

—

Pes Pensees de Pascal.

% The ThougJits of Pascal, Preface, Fragments oftlie Cartesian Philosophy

PASSED
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did in philosophy what it did in every tiling else. Scholasticism,

haring been beaten down, the principle of Cartesianism, tho

spirit of independence, found itself face to face with the principle

of authority without any intervention. The definitive triumph of

tho spirit of independence,—such was the mission, and such the

h of the eighteenth century. It generalized the principle of

the Cartesian revolution, and raised it to its highest elevation

;

moreover, it propagated, expanded this principle, at first in all

of society, and then in all the countries of Europe. In

order to recognize the generalization of the principle of philo-

sophical independence in the eighteenth century, it is sufficient

to open the philosophical works which this century produced. If

a man belonging to another world should read these works, he

would see in them such a triumph of the principle of philosophi-

cal independence, that it would be difficult for him to divine the

existence of an opposite authority. Read Condillac, Reid, and

Kant. Different in systems, different even in method, or at \<

in the application of method, they are one in the unity of their

century ; they are one in the same independence. Condillac i

an abbe ; I ask you if you see any trace of it in his writings.*

R id, a minister of the Qospel, is so thoroughly penetrated with

the principle of liberty, that he does not even speak of it.-f

Kant is D< appearing a century later:} he has the same

liberty of spirit, less rigOT, perhaps, and splendor of genius but

more comprehensive in hi K int, coming after I 1

• understood than 1

1

aul-

!.'. Be commenced by the severe and pr

of philosophy and theology ; I ST unfaithful to this dis-

tinction. Perl a. with his century, he had too much I

of theology and mysticism; bis philosophy resolved itself toe

much into a pure criticism, a little re, into a new skep-

• SniTu- •

-ht he found B M d*» Sensations.

B«e I

t 11 tl nn.l p
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tioism.* Thui everywhere in the eighteenth century the princi-

ple of authority was either attacked or neglected ; bo far for the

generaliiation of the ipirit of independence, Aj to il diffusion,

i can, I think, dispense with establishing it for Prance; yon

and judge. Every one who wrote, from Voltaire down to the

most puny litterateur, wrote for philosophy. Read Marmontel,

read Thomas, read Chanif.w I, ivad La Harpc : all the Blender

literature o( the eighteenth century is the echo, the instrument

of the philosophical revolution ; it expanded it everywhere, at

random. And it thus existed more or less in every country of

Europe. In Tact, everywhere in the eighteenth century, philoso-

phy, robbing scholasticism of its last resting-places, chose no

longer any other language than that used by everybody, the

common language, as Cartesianism had done ; and further, like

Cartesianism, it left the schools to go out into the world ; it

found its way to the market-place, and therefore descended the

more into different ranks of society. This diffusion of philosophi-

cal independence among all classes represented the diffusion of

liberty in politics, that is, equality. Hence, little by little, there

was formed in the different countries of Europe a great philo-

sophical unity ; I do not say a unity of system, but a unity of

character and spirit. When the enemies of philosophy triumph

on account of the infinite diversity of systems, as destructive of

all unity, they triumph falsely ; for diversity is so little opposed

to unity, that it is, thus to speak, its very life. What, in fact,

would be a dead unity, in some sort destitute of action and

movement ? Movement is variety. And a movement like that

of modern philosophy, the fundamental character of which is

liberty, should, or at least very well may, end at different sys-

tems, without losing its unity, and even on account of its unity,

since this unity is a unity of liberty, and that liberty, far from

perishing in diversity of systems, triumphs in it, rules it, and

constitutes it. Philosophical unity, put into the world by the

* 1st Series, Lecture 6 and Lecture 8.
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teenth century, is then • d ought to have been, I unity

in the philosophical spirit, and n<>t in SJ

Of philosophy thus 1, thus expanded, th< "nth

tury made a power, and a power of action. Philosophy

. ifly follows the morements of society, and does not
|

them ; nothing is more true, especially at the commencement of

: but. : ad, when it has long 1

when it d well generalised and well •

1. when, Hit

, it has acquired a c elf, of its nature,

force, it forms a little wori "t, which has its i-

ence on the rest of the world; it becon. . it min.

with events, it takes part in them, and on them I

Thus it cannot be denied that in every country of Europe, in the

eighteenth century, philosophy was real power, that it had

action, an action analogous to the genera] mission of the century.

The genera] mis-ion of the nth century was to b

middle age to a close in all things. The philosophical mi

the eighteenth century was therefore to bring the mi

a close in ph3 Hence the character of the philosophy

of the eighteenth century; h< action and the

this action.

To bring the midd • in philosophy

hflosophicaJ . the principle of authority, and

to confine the own domain. Hut this WSS

pie and • 'ik ; it W I

with evil as weD :

independence without engaging in reroll

;

doubtless I

of servitude lightly only through virtue, but I

it throi > then in the philosophy of the

urv much license, 1 know
; bi

prejudice that would force us to benei

nothing but 1 in the philosophy of the 1 i»t century.

1
•

: ' Hue that the d'H

the the only philo "f the eighteenth cen-

tur\ y do
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in aoisnoe? The history of phBosoph]

of their penaM or their unmet, The important question then

oonoerning the oonfinemenl of religious authority within the

limits of theotogj ; and they attacked theology, religion, erery

legitimate authority* They are fooliah, I gram* and even wick-

edly foolish; but, in philosophy as in politics, 1 return crimes

and folly to whom they belong. Let Oblivion OX infamy DS the

lot of the men who dishonored, by their excesses, the noble oauss

of philosophical independence j but let it not be said, let it not

DC believed, that these men ace the only philosophers of the

eighteenth century. By the side of such decried names, do you

place the respectable names which the eighteenth century pre-

sents in philosophy? In France, in direct opposition to a

d'Holbach, have you notTurgot? Were there any men more

irreproachable, freer from all exaggeration, than the worthy pro-

fessors who succeeded each other during three-quarters of the

century in the chairs of Aberdeen, of Glasgow, and Edinburgh?

Do you know of any better formed minds, of any nobler

characters, than Hutchinson, Smith, Reid, and Dugald Stewart?

Ascend as high as you please, where will you find a man more

pure, in his life as well as in his thoughts, a soul
:

more firm, a

spirit more solid, a head at once sounder and vaster, than the

illustrious philosopher of Konigsburg ? Will the Scotch philoso-

phy and the philosophy of Kant be given us as immoral and im-

pious philosophies ? And, nevertheless, do they not belong to the

eighteenth centuiy? Does not a profoundly liberal character

animate them ?

The eighteenth century has been called the century of philoso-

phy ; and after all, posterity will confirm this title ; for it is from

the eighteenth century that the advent of philosophy into the

world under its own name dates, since before that it had been

compelled to conceal itself under the cloak of theology, or of

some other science, and did not dare to show itself with uncov-

ered face. In the eighteenth century philosophy acquired, thus

to speak, a public condition, and became an established thing,
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which has its unquestionable rights and titles: men is the sacred

v which the • nth century bequeathed to the ninc-

:h.

A:' time the revolutions which filled the last three

centuries, rod which in their fecund storms produced the -

ences, the manners, the Laws, the philosophy, the civilization of

mod' r:i Europe, these revolutions have been accomplished; their

work has been consummated. The cause of independence of

v kind, and among others the cause of philosophical inde-

j
• l( been gained. Every thing falls into legitimate

order, every thing returns, and ought to return, within its natural

limits. On the one hand, religion takes again its beneficent em-

pire over the soul; it fortifies it- holy authority by confining itself

to matters of faith and to theology properly so called ; and it is

satisfied with furnishing for true philosophy its highest inspira-

tions. On the other hand, the philosophy of the nineteenth cen-

tury is no longer that revolted slave which, bj

1 long servitude: it is a noble freedman, whom the

calm and moderate language of liberty becomes. Still revolu-

tionary, because it was still disquieted, the philosophy of the

teenth century, entirely occupied with combat, though! more

of conquering than of lightly using victory. The philosophy of

the nineteenth century is a victorious and legit im

which will purify and organise itself. I should be fortn

in always maintaining with r im-

movable firmness, the independence of French philosophy, mi

help impress on it this pacific direction, the on' Ifbich is

SI for it- destinies, and which accords with tl .1 spirit

of our epoch : this would be the dearest success of all my efforts.
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LECTURE III.

IOIH0D OF Tin: PHILOSOPHY OF THE EIGHTEENTB I ENTUBYi

Subject of this Lecture : Method ofthe philosophy ofthe eighteenth oentury«

—Ofmethod In general. Analyeiaand lyntheeia. Their relatione.

—

Ilia-

tory. Beet Qreeoe.—-Soholaatioiam. 'Modern phi] Beoon and

Deaoartee. Seventeenth oentury. Beginning of method. • I bieenth

oentury. Triumph of method in its prinoiple, analysis.— First, the eigh-

teenth oentury generalized it and elevated it to its utmost rigor. Not ax

hypotheeia of the eighteenth oenturj . Beoondly, it expands method every-

where. Condillao. Beid. Kant: method itael£ Thirdly, it made of it a

power.—Its good. Its ovil.—Dillercnco between tlio position oftlio eigh-

teenth oentury ami that ot*the nineteenth.

I commenced by showing the eighteenth century with all its

essential elements, and by causing you to seize its most general

character. From that, I was able to deduce the character of the

philosophy of the eighteenth century ; and as, at first, the eigh-

teenth century had appeared to us nothing else than the last strife

between the new spirit and the spirit of the middle age, in arriv-

ing at the philosophy of the eighteenth century, we recognized

that it is nothing more than the definite victory of the spirit of

liberty over the principle of authority which governed the philoso-

phy of the middle age. The highest independence of the human

reason, such is the distinctive trait of the philosophy of the eigh-

teenth century, such is the unity of this philosophy. It is our

business now to descend from this unity to the variety which it

contains, to the schools and systems which the eighteenth century

embraces. But, before entering into this research, there is an-

other thing still, there is an intermediary point to which I must

call your attention.

We can fully understand a collection of systems, or a particular

system, only after having studied it under three different points

of view, only after having submitted it to three tests. That
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which it first of all I ind in a system, i

most genera] character, whether it n or i> not a philosophical

whether it does or does not belong to I

which, 1 ject it or admit it, has admitted it for the

l that it has been pleased to admit it, on the faith of

the tnith which was or appeared to be in it, and by t au-

thority of reason, what niii>' manded in

any System ; it is what we demanded in the philosophy of the

eighteenth century. Il '-ar that we cannot under-

L, if we do not understand th- 1 solut
:

which it gives of philosophical problems, ii not understand

the different parts of which it is composed, if we do not under-

- metaphysics, its morality, etc. ; such is the

matter of every history of philosophy, and will be the matter

of this course on the philosophy of the eighteenth century. But

if it is important to understand the solutions of the phflosophj

problems which a system picaonts, it i> not leas important to

v how and by what route the author of thfe

these solutions, what direction his thoughts must hare taken to

conduct him to these particular results, and DOt to Others. In a

r of a system i- one thing,

mother. M . method is the gei

• m is little else than a method in action, a method appl

tem 1"; i. reascend to the method

which could lead thither; or, a method being given, <

diet til-- system which will Bpring from v

I into Ike world, and you jut m into the

rid which the future will take cue
|

ni« thod, there is nearly the relation of i w

:

then, must be n in order tem.

i - e wl in«r mad tion of the i r of

phyofthe eighteenth century, and 1

the different hich it d, it is

>siry to understand the method or the methods which it i

! which
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we shall :i( some time hi\</ I"
I
vimim-. 'I 'In- phfloSOphioal met]

which reigned in the eighteenth century \s i 1
1 . therefore, and

ought t<> be, tin* Buhject <>i this lecture.

W'li.ii is the philosophical method of the eighteenth century .'

What are the relations of this method t<> that of the preced

century V In wh.it does the former resemble the latter? in what

does it differ from it ? It resembles it in that it o ntinues it.; it

differs from it in thai it d«'\ «-l«»j»s it on a larger Bcale. Ami what

is this in.ih.nl which fills and measures with its progress the sev-

enteenth ami eighteenth centuries, that is, all modern philosophy?

Docs it come from modern philosophy ? <>r is it anterior t<« modern

philosophy ? lias it not its precedents in the annals of philo

phy ? Does it not have its roots deep in the nature its. 'if of phi-

losophy ? Was it not born with philosophy, and has it not ac-

companied philosophy in all its vicissitudes ? This is what must

be determined. Thus, you see, as the second lecture was only a

counter-proof of the first, so this third lecture will be only a devel-

opment of the second : it will have the same general course and

the same conclusion.

We have distinguished, in the necessary movement of thought,

two momenta, two essential modes, two fundamental forms,

—

spontaneity and reflection. Let us follow this fertile distinction.

All our faculties enter, at first, into spontaneous exercise, on

account of the power which is inherent in them, and not on ac-

count of our own will ; and they enter into exercise all together.

We must not suppose (we are little inclined to suppose) that

reason takes the first step, and attains alone, and in an abstract

manner, the true, the just, the beautiful in itself. No ; sensibility

at least accompanies reason, and introduces into the soul, in ad-

dition to sensations, the very images of the external world. Soon

the imagination takes a part, prolongs and even vivifies this pic-

ture by the power which is peculiar to itself : the heart also en-

ters into play, and adds to the primitive picture new traits. All

this is done at the same time, or nearly at the same time. But if

every thing takes place simultaneously, and without the participa-

21
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I
of our will, nothing ia done without our know. md the

nmltintrtm o of all our ben) >ct,

consciousness. \\ • noi only feel, but we know that we fa

not only act, but we know that we act; we not only think, but

know that we think; to think without knowing that wo think,

M -mould not think, and tin- peculiar (juality, the funda-

mental attribu!' If.*

Consciousness is this interior light which illuminat. i ••%, ry thing

that tak e in the soul ; c< isness i- the accompaniment

of all our faculties, and, thus to ipenk, their cho. Whence it

follows that every thing which is true of the primitive eiOIBMe of

our faculties is true of eonHiioilMieM, since cons* | nothing

than the rebound of the action of all our faculties: and

all of our faculties are simultaneous in their ei u their re-

sult is necessarily complex, it is, then fore, confused, and con-

sciousness is naturally indistinct. Such ii the infancy of individ-

uals, such is the infancy of nations. This infancy is often \

long, but do not forget that it is rich ; do not forget that all the

»«'iitial ideas which man can have, he ; mi the first

day, for from the tirst day our faculties arc develoj truths

in primitive conceptions, only they arc in then*Wider the

form of sentiments and of When I MJ that all our I

ulties are manifested in the first development o*" int . I

am mistaken, 1 fagd one wiiieh is the nod .lev.

least is most inherent in the human personality, 1 bmu on.

the peculiar character of w hich M 1 1 1 »»i t \ . Reded DO-

thn. lie noihn • ry thing exists piei

i in the con^ciouaneen, but every thing
|

on and obecuritj ; it is the work of reflection, in adding it

to consciousness, to illuminate that which was obscure, to develop

that which was enveloped. Reflection is foe eon hat

the m: and the teles. for the natural sight : nei-

• On <

'
,niiciou*nc9.«, »» the necewmn. fen »•!" ti ought, »ce Vol. 1, Lao*

turo 6.
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ther of these instruments makes or changes the objects; but in

<'\;iiiiiiimi a them "ii every tide, id penetrating t" their centre,

these instruments illuminate them, and discover t<> ni their oh

loters and their laws, li it the lime with reflection. Reflection

c.ui have no other end, in applying itself (<> consciousness, than

to throw light enough on the picture t»> destroy or enfeeble the

illusions Which might lead ns into error, or might destroy the im-

ages and tonus which, in the consciousness, are always mixed

with truth : it ran propose to itself no result but a certain prac-

tical sagacity. Tun. when reflection finds sufficient interest in the

speetaele of consciousness to Mudy it as a simple spectacle, when

it proposes to render to itself an account of all its plienomena in

order to recompose of them a new picture, as complete as the

primitive picture of consciousness, but perfectly luminous; then

reflection becomes philosophy. Philosophy, as we saw last year,

is nothing else than rellection on a great scale, reflection in itself

and for itself, with no other design than that of understanding.

Such is the origin and the nature of philosophy. Now, what

are the processes of philosophy ? what course does it take in order

to arrive at its goal, or, to speak after the manner of the Greeks,

what is the method of philosophy ? The nature of the philosoph-

ical method is in philosophy itself. Philosophy is reflection.

But how do we reflect ? What is the condition of reflection ?

What is the end of reflection ? What is the material of reflec-

tion ? The material of reflection is this primitive, obscure, and

confused totality, which is consciousness. And what is the end

of reflection ? It is to substitute for the primitive, obscure, and

confused totality, a new totality, as extended as the first, but

more lucid. Now, whence comes this obscurity ? from confu-:

sion ; and whence comes the confusion ? from the simultaneous-

ness of all the parts of the picture. Therefore, in order to pro-

duce clearness and light, it is necessary to substitute division for

simultaneousness, it is necessary to decompose that which is com-

plex. To decompose, in the Greek language, means to analyze

:

analysis is therefore the condition of method. Reflection analy-
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. but why ? T<- r that which is, to ob-

Mn r: analysis, then, resolv< into oh- :. But

the peculiarity of the phenomena of which consci' is com

-

they are oded and a

li->n, ai. Tation are applied. Thus, the precept to ob-

scn '1
; but whoerer wishes does not observe, tor a long

time and at hi- tenomena so ft]
• taneou-

thosi s, ideas, which fssssfa

and which die under the eye itself that ol them. To ob-

Bnfficient, then; it is necessary to experiment. Re-

flection ifl s voluntary and free
|

it is n> that it

old n-produce, so far Bfl in it Iks, these same phenomena which

the spontaneous action of our faculties brings into the consci'

and which disappear so rapidly. To accomplish this, it must

search into the circumstances under which these phenomena t

place, to skilfully replace them, and to revive these phenoir.

in order to observe them again, lias it observed a phenomenon

under certain circumstance \ It most vary those circling

fof the purpose of seeing this phenomenon again ur,
I

peetS, and so on till finally, from observations to observations, and

from eiperhnenti to experiments, it may have the

phenomenon in question under all i

-

One portion of the primitive picture is then known. DUl -till

remain many other parti to be lo nd studied in the same

manner.

Buppose thai yon hive thus Btudied and re< I all; all

the elements of eonseiousne>s are known ; but OS to kno^t

the relations of all these elements, the connection of all tl

the pietore; it is the eonnection of the parts which

the whole. H flection either consents i

and DC Ignorant of the primitive totality, or. after h;i\

oked the different , lesrches for t'

d them together, and hem these c

tions it moumtuMiU the primitive totality. Relati lity,

uni' . >n musl Ms>
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position of the whole must follow ite decomposition, if reflection

would oomprehend the whole, and not timprj some o

N . » w , ;is decomposition means, in Greek, analysis, the collecting

again and recomposition of parts means, in Greek, synthi

See whether both of these operations ar t n< in order

to constitute method, that is, in order to arrive at the end of

fleotion and philosophy. Once more, this end is to substitute for

an obscure whole a whole that has the greatest possible clearness

:

it is necessary to decompose the primitive, whole, which is the

work of analysis ; and it is necessary to rccomposc it, which is

the work of synthesis. 'These arc the two vital operations of

method; either ot" the two being wanting, the end is wanting.

As to their relative worth, it is clear the value of synthesis de-

pends upon that of analysis. For, how can we know the rela-

tions of phenomena, and phenomena collectively, when we have

not studied them singly ? We are then compelled to suppose

phenomena, and every synthesis which has not started with a

complete analysis ends at a result which, in Greek, is called hy-

pothesis ; instead of which, if synthesis has been preceded by a

sufficient analysis, the synthesis founded upon that analysis leads

to a result which, in Greek, is called system. The legitimacy of

every synthesis is directly owing to the exactness of analysis

;

every system which is merely an hypothesis is a vain system

;

every synthesis which has not been preceded by analysis is a

pure imagination : but at the same time every analysis which

does not aspire to a synthesis which may be equal to it, is an

analysis which halts on the way. On the one hand, synthesis

without analysis, gives a false science ; on the other hand, analy-

sis without synthesis, gives an incomplete science. An incom-

plete science is a hundred times more valuable than a false sci-

ence ; but neither a false science nor an incomplete science is the

ideal of science. The ideal of science, the ideal of philosophy,

can be realized only by a method which combines the two pro-

cesses which we have described.

Analysis and synthesis are necessaiy to each other, but if we
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might distinguish in regard to things equally essential, it would

I).- n< ressary to attach the most importance to analysis. Pet

e time <»r other, will find

if you start prematurely l>y synthesis, all is lost, there is do

ilt, and i return to analysis only by destroying all your

preceding work, and thai brilliant synthesis whose Beductions

blinded you in regard to its difficulties and its perils, And what

is the history of philosophy ? It is nothin than the hist

of phil 1 method ; for philosophy is what j I ical

method has made it : but ns the fundamental one of tlv

operations oi method is analysis, and the secondary one is syn-

thesis, the history of method, that is, of philosophy, is the history

If of analysis, followed Btep by step by synthesis, which is le-

gitimate or illegitimate, wise and real, or extravagant and hypo-

thetical, according to what analysis mikes it.

I. • ns rapidly run over the history of philosophical method

p to the eighteenth century, in <»rder to know in what condition

the eighteenth century found this method, and what it made of it.

The Bad is doubtless the country of spontaneity and theol

but it was not wanting in I D and philosophy ; it was not,

then, entirely wanting in method. I spoke to you not long ago*

of the Bankhya philosophy, the first
|

of which is the

Lion of the authority of t
1 V

philosophy contains an exposition of the human Gscuh

their operations which alreadj ilopmenf

refli nd analysis. The feci is more evident suHinoo

the philosophies of [nd h is called the NiayaJ philosophy,

which is nothin"' less than modern lornc, in whii

laws ii masoning am found submitted to an is

pious analysis, The V in the annals of philosophy,

the .in 1 ' of the I

' tie, Bui if in tie aal-

iscent analysis ; and nascent analy-

thin : s hich is coram*

• lecture 1. ! 6. t lecture S.
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like eveiy thing which ia oommenoing, it muel have been n h.

;uul it irai boos resolved int >a n t, brilliant, bui hypothetical

ayntheaia. Unity rulea in the Eastern world. The Be I decom*

pOSCa lint little; every tiling remains there as ;il the lir.st day of

creation and I he first da\ «»l thought, and (In- Oriental philosophy

ia eminently synthetic

To apeak in a genera] manner, Greece ia the perfect contrast

of the Bast, [f the Bast is the country <»f unit), Greece is that

of diversity. The East is stationary, Greece is full of movement

and life, and passes through a thousand \ iciasitudea ; the East

the seat, of despotism, the image Of absolute unity in society;

Greece reflects in her laws and in her society the idea itself of

variety : she is democratic. The East, it ia true, begins to sep-

arate philosophy from theology; but in general, Oriental philos-

ophy presents a theological aspect. In Greece, early enough,

the division is brought about, and from the bosom of theology

there springs with much trouble, but rapidly, an independent

philosophy. So, in regard to method, we can say that, taken as

a whole, the Greek philosophy, in its contrast with that of the

Bast, is essentially analytical. But the Greek world, which em-

braces the whole ancient world, is! vast, and the Greek philos-

ophy has epochs that are very different.* Without speaking of

its infancy, and of the epoch in wThich philosophy, still very young,

scarcely after having made a few superficial observations, is lost,

on one side, in an empirical synthesis, and, on the other, in an

idealistic synthesis ; from Socrates, and with Socrates, a regular

movement begins in Greek philosophy which can be divided into

two parts, the first of which pertains more especially to analysis,

the second to synthesis. From Socrates as far as to the neopla-

tonists, analysis rules in Greek philosophy; in the school of

Alexandria, synthesis rules.

Socrates gave analysis to the Greek philosophy, but without

entirely banishing from it synthesis ; for synthesis exists, in germ,

* Further on, Lectures 7 and 8.
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in induction, but analysis and interior observation are manifest in

the Know Thyself to wliich Socrates continually appealed. It

was a habit with Boci i take such or such an hypotle

which the previous schools of Greek philosophy had bequeathed

to him, whether the Ionian school or the Pythagorean school

;

he had the air of accepting it, at first, seduced by the seeming

verity wliich it contained; then he decomposed this hypothi

and in decomposing it, he reduced it to dust, and in its place he

substituted an experimental truth which he borrowed from con-

sciou-nr.-s and analysis, and which became in his hands \.

of a circumspect induction, by which he attempted, but with in-

finite precaution, to arrive, I will not say at a system, but at

conclusions of a certain import. Socrates did not leave a >

tern ; he left directions fertile in results. The Greek schools up

to the first century of our era are all Socratic schools, and all of

th»-m have a more or less analytical character. Each one of

these schools elucidated such or such a part of consciousness.

It is the glory of Plato to have borne the light of analysis into

the most obscure and inmost region ; he searched out what, in

this totality which forms conscious^ •>-, i> the province of reas

what comes from it and not from the imagination and the sm

from within and not from without. The analysis of reason and

tin ideas which belong to it,—as unity, the infinite, the necessary,

the beautiful, the just, the holy, etc,—ifl what eminently distin-

guishes the Platonic philosophy. Aristotle went further in fol-

lowing tie- same course. Those same ideas which Plato b d so

wrli discerned, and had drawn from sensation, but without count-

them or wholly enumerating them, and without looking for

what they have in common. Aristotle Btudied I ly, and

reduced them to their mosl simple elements. Epicurus and /.

rved experimental philosophy by definite and detailed

analyses of virtues and rices, desires, passions, wants, all our

moiivi- and moral principles. The skeptic, Pyrrho, dSnesidft*

urae, and Sextus, threw much lighl on our different faculties; in

soul I heir legitin ed their iries
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to render to themselves a more e\.iri Bocoiuit of the conditii

to which these faculties are subjected, ;i mors exact account of

their bearing and their limit 1--.

With the school of Alexandria commenced ;l new epoch in

die Greek philosophy. To unite, was the great end of the school

of Alexandria in all things. Placed geographically between

Greece and Asia, it tried to combine the Asiatic genius with

the Greek genius, religion with philosophy, synthesis with analy-

sis. Hence the ncoplatonic system, the last great representative

of which is Proclus. This system is the result of the long work

of the iSocratic schools. It is an edifice built by synthesis with

the materials which analysis had collected, tested, and accumu-

lated from the time of Socrates to that of Plotinus. But analy-

sis is just as valuable as synthesis ; and as the first age of Greek

philosophy was not the last term of analysis, it is clear that the

philosophy of Alexandria could not be the last term of true syn-

thesis. It embraced the entire system of entities; but what

knowledge could there be of this system where so many sciences,

unknown to the ancients, were wanting ? Astronomy alone, with

mathematics, had taken the lead. Nevertheless, astronomy had

made so little progress, that Aristotle, think of it well, the same

Aristotle who gave to the world natural history and logic, giving

way perhaps to the Pythagorean traditions, pretended that the

matter of the sun is incorruptible. This was a pure hypothesis

;

it endured almost twenty centuries. Behold what was the cost

of leaping over analysis, of being at first precipitated into synthe-

sis. Aristotle affirms that the matter of the sun is incorruptible

;

and as Aristotle was a man of genius, and as it is still easier to

repeat him than to contradict him, men repeated without know-

ing why, up to the seventeenth century, that the matter of the

sim is incorruptible. But how are hypotheses overthrown ? By
observation. So what did Galileo do ? He had been taught,

and for a long time he perhaps believed, on the faith of Aristotle,

that the matter of the sun is incorruptible. At length he in-

vented, or, if you will, he perfected the telescope, and applied it
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to the sun. Ii pots on it. Hence the overthrow of Aris-

totle's hypothesis, end even then after much reaiei mee. Thus

hypotheses are prolonged and perpetuated, as I

not strongly contradicted by observation ; and they are inevitable

as ] has not been preceded by anal\

The t<
;

-
I l»o naturally conduct us into the midst

of modern Europe, Tn fact, it is necessary to put aside scholas-

-m. when we are treating of method and analysis. Scbolaeti-

akm borrowed from authority its premiaea and its conclusi*

There WM no place for any experiment, for any true anal\

which could have disarranged the premiaea, and with the prena-

iaefl the conclusions. There waa no more a place for synthetic

invention and hypothesis; for synthetic invention and the genius

of hypothesis might have conducted to innovations. Rigorously

Speaking, scholasticism does not belong to philosophy properlv

called. Nevertheless, as the human spirit, however enchained,

ome Liberty, there are in Bch< m some

admirable glimmerings of philosophy; then' is an ingenious and

subtile, hut often verbal analysis; there is a skilful ordering of

the different matters of instruction, a powerful, but artificial

aynthes

The sixteenth century, you know, m only tumultuous

insurrection of the new spirit against scholasticism. It was •

rible for it to have any method. The philosophical re\ohi'

which gave us modern philosophy, waa not established till the

anteenth century, and it could I liahedand takeconsanV

y only in method. It wis therefore in the seventeenth cen-

. that method app > presented a remarkable

phenomenon which had been wanting to the period of the gn

n in the Greek philosophy. Doul

continually recommended modeatt , cuxrainspection

;

he recommended that one should endeavor to know himself

i) know any thing else. Know '

noenfl method ;
it occupies little more

n the Ii es of the most ins of Plato;
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hence ilu' read} di nsof the system rit: but in the

seventeenth century the question of method is bhefundamei

one Warned bj long experience, the fin! oare of the human

spirit then ia to raise on all sid< - barriefi against its own impet-

uosity. On all sides method is Bought. Most of the works

irhioh honor the end of the sixteenth century and the beginning

of the seventeenth, treat wholly of method. Prom its first ap-

pearance, modern philosophy betrays the profound reflection and

tin* circumspection by which it is characterized. In place of

marching on, at hazard, in the pursuit of truth, it looks back

upon itself, and asks of itself by what route and in what manner

it ought to proceed. What is the best method, is the object of

search on every side
; that is the great object which Bacon and

Descartes propose to themselves.

The philosophical revolution of the seventeenth century was

directed immediately against scholasticism. Bacon* also every-

where attacked the formalism of the peripatetic method, the logic

of deduction, which doubtless divided and classified, but which,

nt that time, divided and classified words, rather than things.

Bacon called his contemporaries to a more real philosophy ; he ex-

horted them to leave the schools, to philosophize in presence of

the world; face to face with the human soul. He would have

philosophy nothing else than observation and induction founded

upon observation. I cannot forbear citing to you an admirable

sentence of the Instauratio Magna :f
" True philosophy is that

which is the faithful echo of the voice of the world, which is

written in some sort under the dictation of things, which adds

nothing of itself, which is only the rebound, the reflection of re-

ality." Bacon calls upon man to take possession of the world, to

extend his power over all nature. J Now, the power of man is

* On Bacon, see further along, Lecture 11.

t " Ea demuni est vera philosophia qua? mundi ipsius voces quam fidelis-

Bime reddit, et veluti dictante mundo conscripta est, . . . nee quidquam de
proprio addit, sed tantuni iterat et resonat."

X " Humani generis ipsius potentiam et imperium in rerum universitatem
instaurare et araplificare." Nov. Organ., lib. 1, Aphor. 129.
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1 oyer nature upon this condition, that man shall spy out

her : and he ran do this only by conforming himself
'

• m. thod, in being a slave of the nicest observation on

irn to command nature only by obeying her.* The

grandeur of the results is in direct proportion to the wisdom of

the And to observe, in Bacon'fl meaning of the term,

ifS not simply to profit by the good luck which chance gives us;

the Baconian observation is something more than this ; it is ex-

perimentation. Bacon continually recommended an observation

which into rrogates nature, in place of being a scholar; an

observation which divides, and, to avail myself of hi- "tic

expressions, which dissects and anatomizes oature.f So far for

observation. And what is induction? It is the process by which

the mind is elevated from the particular to the general, from the

known to the unknown, from phenomena to their laws, to those

laws, whether of nature or of intelligence, which are, as it were,

the elevated towers to which we can climb only by all the steps

of observation and induction, but from the top of which we then

command a vast horizon.

By this method, Bacon undertook to renew philosophy. By

thlfl erywhere means, not philosophy entire, hut a part of

philosophy, natural philosophy, physics. The followin

language: "When lion i- applied to namre.it draws

f

ace is real as nature; when it is applied to the soul, it

md^ only at frivolous reveries.
**J

And as one aberration alw

gS another, and in pi erely and vtron;_dy unil

1 indu< tion. that is anal\ ! synthesis, the

method of ! me exclusive ; it di

* '•
'

mperarc panndo." Not. Organ., lib. i.

t "I] anatomia dil

." [bid.,
'

'iinnii rorum
' - .• r : si ipsg

tain « Ionium intorminatft c-

tnirabilcs, sed quoad
i. 1.
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to observation and analysis, which it even concentrated upon
|

ticular objects, those of sensibility. I Eence i purely experimental

school, i school of sensualistic metaphysics.

Lei us now see vrhat our Descartes did. He established in

France the same method which England wished to attribute to

Bacon alone; he established it with less splendor of style, but

with the vigor and the precision which always characterize him

who is not contented with tracing rules, but who himself applies

them to practice, and gives the example with the precept. T! <•

method of Descartes is composed of four rules ; they are as fol-

lows :

1st, To put confidence in nothing but evidence.—This is to ex-

hort philosophy to depart from tradition, authority, the formalism

of the schools, and to become real and living.

2d, To divide objects as far as possible.—This division is the

dissection and anatomy of Bacon.

3d, To make classifications as numerous, as extensive, as vari-

ous as possible.—This is to recommend that analysis should be

complete, and to exhaust observation before drawing any conclu-

sion : an important and w^ise rule, but more easy to recommend

than to follow.

4th, Thus far the rules of Descartes are purely analytical.

The fourth is the synthetic side of the Cartesian method. In

fact, the fourth recommends order, regular connection, that art

which, out of all the parts divided and successively examined and

exhausted by analysis, reconstructs and forms a whole, a system.

Descartes is, you know, not only a great metaphysician, and a

great geometrician ; he is also a great physical philosopher, and

even a great physiologist for his times. To Descartes, above all,

must be referred the vivifying principle of modern philosophy, the

suppression of the investigation of final causes.* Bacon, doubt-

less, had given the precept ; Descartes improved it, and established

* On Final Causes in Physics, see 1st Series, Vol. 4, Lecture 19, p. 337,

and Fragments of the Cartesian Pnilosopliy, p. 369.
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it in ]•• Kis method and his example contributed much to

the en i modem physic*. But it mu-t be Hid, n the

method of Bacon boob htiwf exclusive, and was reduced to

physical ai o the Oarteiian method inclined especially to-

wards int rior analysis, towards analyaie of the soul, that is, to

sc I Gtaeek form of expression, towards psychological analysis.

1» sea ' - ia the founder of psychology. The great, the true an-

the Cartesian psychology ia the Socratic school; and

If ia the preparation for the / thii.k. ikertfort 1

am. But this last preo pt M profound and precise in a very dif-

ferent sense from the first. I think, therefore I am ; that is, not

only all external existence, that of Deity, that of the world, but

B my own existence, is attested to me only by thought If,

t.h<n, you do not make a sufficient study of thought, you will not

arrive at the legitimate knowledge of any existence, even your

own ; whence it follows that every ontological speculation must

be preceded by psychological researches, and that the root of

philosophy is in psychology. The school of Descartes ought to

have been, and it was, above all, metaphysical and idealistic

school. Hence Malebranche, Fenelon, and others. Its tendency,

you Bee, ia precisely contrary to that of Bacon. Bacon and I 1

cartes are, as ir were, the two opposite polea of the - nth

Miry: their relation, their point of union, is in the

method which is common to them.

ind Desosrtei gsftj to the world true method. No one

OOOld take more precautions against hypothesis than these two

men took; no OM could raise against hypothesis barri<

firm, and, in appenrance. more insurmountable. But such i> the

feebleness of the human mind. Mich is the pOWSTOf the movement

of gem ralisation which bean us towards synthesis, and through

that too Often towards hypothesis, that, the method of Bacon

after having overturned scholasticism, was itself

troysd through the seductiona of a premature synthesis, which

ended at illegitimate hypotl nth centnr]

with treatises on method, and ! with hypo! Bacon
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did nothing great in physios; and in metaphysics his attempti

are such, in truth, that 1 iball pass oyer them in silence, oui of

rasped for the memorj of bhia great man, and for the rolei which

he promulgated, Ami what sprang from Carteaianism, from that

•choo] which had recommended ao much t<> believe only npon

evidence, to doubt for a Long time, and to put confidence in no-

thing but the authority of thought? Hero it is: Let, As a mn-

sequence, it' not necessary, at least natural enough, Bpinozism;

'2d. The vision in Gfod of Malebranche ; 3d, The idealism of Berke-

ley ; 4th, Tlie pre-established harmony of Leibnitz. We must

not be imposed upon by the appearance of mathematical rigor.

The names of Descartes and of Leibnitz say all; and they were

as excellent geometricians as Spinosa, Malebranche, Berkeley, and

Wolf. J nit true rigor does not consist in such or such a form
;

and it is in vain that the mantle of geometry is thrown over hy-

potheses ; they may be dissembled, perhaps, but they are not ren-

dered more solid. It is the judgment of Leibnitz upon Descartes,

a judgment which can be extended to the whole school, and to

Leibnitz himself.*

Such is, once more, the feebleness of the human spirit, that we

start by method and end by hypotheses. It was in such a con-

dition that the eighteenth century found philosophy and method.

What could it do ? It was necessary for it either to desert the

seventeenth century, and to recoil in civilization and philosophy,

or to take its method ; and if it took the method, it was necessary

for it to renounce the hypotheses of the seventeenth century, for

the method was in contradiction with the hypotheses. The eigh-

teenth century, therefore, took the method of the seventeenth

* Cartesium in dissertatione de Methodo et in Meditationibus metapbysi-

cis attulisse plura egregia negari nequit, et recte imprimis Platonis studium

revocasse abducendi mentem a sensibus, utiliter quoque dubitationes vete-

rum Academicorum revocasse ; sed mox eumdem in constantia quadam et

affirmandi lieentia scopo excidisse nee incertum a certo distinxisse, bocque

non aliunde magis apparere quam ex scripto ipsius in quo, bortante Mer-

senno, bypolbeses suas matbematico habitu vestire voluerat. (Letter to Bier-

ling, Collection of Kortbold, Vol. 4, p. 14.)
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century ; and turning it against the Cartesian hypoth de-

and overturned them. Moreover, b rtesian

method, bo complete and so Bare, losing itself so quickly in 1

-. the eighteenth century was so struck with

the danger and the facility of hypotheses, that it feared all syn-

thesn : re 1. cutting in twain the Cartesian method, it either neg-

nd regarded only analysis. Doubt-

3 the procedure is violent and irregular, for the philosophical

hod consists in two operations, of which on- j as

the other; but the fundamental operation being an ace

ana
1

the very condition of every good synthesis, after all,

the eighteenth century was not so much to blame for rejer

Bynl nd confining itself to the vital operation of method.

The world - a place for every

thinrr in time and in the world ; and. in the distribution of the

k of centuries, I do not see why a century should not be ex-

clusively charged with a single operation, in order the bel'ter to

accomplish it, and with the important task of bequeathing to

the following century result! purely analytical, which this century

might, in course, el i a legitimate synthesis. The adoption

of anal] hdd, n Bolted in the definrb

analysis, and the radical destruction of the spirit of hyp

This is the philosophical character of the eighteenth centurv.

Tii«' eighteenth centUJ^ from the seventeenth the :

1 operation which had <! ry thing that had b-

ition which is the very principle of the phflosoph-

revolution of the I Miry ; and. in

this principle,
; which it had prodo

aded it. achieved it. coiisnmmated it.

litemth century did for the analytical method what it

I
done for the spirit of philosophical independence. 1st, It

gen It made of it i p<
•

of action.

The li/'d analysis. Philosophy, bo-

ting still nv rte-
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nanism, was eager to redouble its ciicumsprction. All tip

whirl) till up tin- eighteenth century, indeed, the do I oppo

sohools, have this common oharaoter of commencing with a treal

$x
i

on method. Ami in what do these treatises on method

consist -.' in a single thing, the proscription of hypothesis, ami

consequently, of synthesis itself, and the consecration and, thtu

to speak, the apotheosis of analysis. Analysis is, at it W«

the universal remedy sgainst all erronf, pest, present* and future:

it is the only method which can and must lead to all truths.

Thus Condillao wrote a special treatise agamsl abstracl systems,

that is, against synthesis; and he not only made a hook ad hoc*

but there is not one of his works in which he did not display more

or loss opposition to synthesis ; it is in some sort an obligatory

attack, the necessary starting-point of all the works of Condillac

and his school. And what did the Scotch school do? Precisely

the same tiling. The works of Reid mio-ht be called lon^ trea-

tises on method. f Hypothesis is in some sort the bugbear of the

philosophy of the eighteenth century : it frightened Kant him-

self. In the prologomena which precedes the principal work of

this great man, he did what had been done in France and Scot-

land : he attributed all the evils of philosophy to the premature

employment of synthesis, and he recognized no other remedy

than analysis, analysis of thought and its laws, of our faculties

and their limits. Each of his great works was called a critique,and

his philosophy criticism.^

The eighteenth century not only recommended analysis, it fol-

lowed and practised it. Here is, for example, an immense result

of the eighteenth century. In any known century of the history

of philosophy, never was there made a greater number of books

and researches, never was there a greater philosophical move-

ment ; and, at the same time, I do not fear to affirm that never

* 1st Series, Vol. 3, Lecture 2, p. 100.

t 1st Series, Vol. 4, Lectures on Eeid.

X Ibid., Vol. 5, Lectures 2 and 3.

22
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were (here fewer hypotheses; 1 might almost My that there was

not a single hypothesis in Che whole course of the eighteenth

century. Examine Reid and the Scotch, you -will have to re-

I in them the want of D force, but you will not

have to deplore in them aberrations from the spirit of system.

The i department of philosophy upon which Kant has not

left great works. Well ! there i> not in him a single hypothesis.

Search in the eighteenth century for something that resembles the

pitkm in God of Aialebranche, that resembles the pre-established

harmony | L* ibniti ; there is no more of the Deus ex in

no more of theological hypothesis, there is no longer i shadow of

the middle age. Such is the glory of the philosophy of the eigh-

teenth century. There remains, thanks to God, much to add to

tins philosophy, but there is little to retrench ; there are many

Spaces to till up, there are no hypotheses to destroy. The only

school which was at all hypothetical, was precisely that which

most assumed the honor of haying put analysis upon the throne,

the school of sensation. CondQlac produced his Treatise onanist

Systems, and some time after the T/ratisr or & iflOM Shall

we find in the second of these works the application of the sage

analysis recommended in the first ?* No, we shall find in it an

hypothesis, the hypothesis of the Statue-man, which opened the

.• to the Machine-man, t<> the Plant-man. Condillac supp'

a man all of IfhoSC ire inclosed within an envelope of mar-

ble, who also has only a nngl< that of smell; and ha ex-

amine with minute eaiv, and a sort of profundity, that which re-

sults from tins hypothesis, After baring accorded to the Statue-

man one sense, Condillac accords to him a second, then a third,

then a fourth; then, finally. h< 1- all the to him.

moves the marble which covers humanity, and pr«*ents it such

as it now i>. 1 am d.v. ived |
1 ^li"iiM say such as the hypothe-

of CondiQaC mad' it : fa- it is ;i humanity in which 1 do not

find all of mine; I find in it neither all the facult. D are in
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dm, nor all the laws vrhich govern the Action of my families.

There is i greal wt te ofanalj is in the Traits a <>ns,

which is, without comparison, the master piece of Condillac ; hut

this analysis rests upon hypothesis. What ii Analysing an bj poth-

estti ? h is to amuse one's self by pursuing it in all its details, it

is to deduce hypothetical conclusions from hypothetical premi

This is not true analysis. True analysis consists in taking hu-

manity as it is, without any systematica] prejudgment, to place

one's self before it, and, as Bacon wished, to do nothing else than

to reproduce it, to write under its dictation. I accuse, in general,

the school of sensation of having been almost the only hypothet-

ical school of the eighteenth century. But it is nevertheless true

that it transferred analysis even into hypothesis, showing itself still

faithful to the method which it professed and which it betrayed;

so that it is only necessary to apply to it its own method in order

to confound it. This I shall do hereafter. But it would be unjust

to judge the whole philosophy of the eighteenth century by a

single school, and to judge this whole school by a few aberrations.

It is necessary to recognize that the school of sensation gave very

definite analyses of the only part which it left to humanity ; and

by this it rendered true services to philosophy. The Scotch

school bore analysis into the more delicate parts of human na-

ture, neglected by the sensualistic school. Kant is the least chi-

merical of men. For him, nothing is more real than the sensa-

tional part of human knowledge ; but human knowledge is com-

plex ; there is found in it a part which does not properly belong

to sensation, but to intelligence, to reason ; a rational part, per-

fectly real, which it is necessary to disengage from the midst of

the whole, in order to study it in itself. It is the study of this

rational part of our knowledge, taken separately, that is, the study

of pure reason, in all matters, which makes the character of the

philosophy of Kant.* He pursued this analytical study, this

critique of pure reason, in metaphysics, in morals, in aesthetics, in

* 1st Series, Vol. 5.
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equity md jurisprudence. The language of Kant more or less

agreeable : his thought is always precise and profound. In

numerous productions we should search in vain for an hypothe

I repeat it, there is not one ; and I am constrained to remind you

that Kant, the friend of Lambert and Euler, is not only a psycholo-

of the first order, but that he was in his times a geometrician*

an astronomer, and a distinguished physical philosopher; he was

also either the creator or the most r» markable promoter of physi-

cal geography.

Thus to generalize analysis, to separate it frcm synthe>

take it afl i tie exclusive method, and to give it all sciences to

construct—such is the fundamental character of the eighteenth

century in regard to method. It thus pr d anal]

From one end of Europe to the other, a cry was raked against

synthesis ; literature served as a trumpet for philosophy, and re-

peated it in long echoes; it propagated the spirit of analyst!

it had the spirit of independence. Hence, with the unity of the

spirit of independence, the unity of the spirit of analy-

new trait and new attribute of the philosophical unity of the

eighteenth century. Let us add that the philosophy of the

eighteenth century, after hairing generalized die spirit of anal;,

and after baring propagated it in all classes of Bociety and in all

th<> orrilized countries of Burope, mid,' <>f it a fame power.

Doubtless, many scienees in the eighteenth century wenf I

philosophy, and applied t
1

e genera] spirit of the eentn their

own oh without nndentanding what t
1

ilao tme tliit philosophy, penetrating t: 1 by

i them its method with rigor and superior precision,

! by that meat. to all these soiences a new impulse,

d the work of tie 1

i French ohesnistry, and you will

ier propo^.d t.. aj.ply the analytical met

chemistry. Philosophical anal; mus! be said, is the mother

of modem ch< enough.

Did not philosophica] analysis produce the physiol

Analy-. .to eriticism, to
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grammar. The abuse whieh iraa made of tin word prorei in

w hat estimation the thins was held.

It. is incontestable that the charactar of the philoeophical

method of the eighteenth oenturj was thai of bemg exclusively

analytical. The good and the «'\il of thii exclusive culture an

evident, The good, yen hare seen, is the definite destruction of

hypothesis and a bad synthesis, and a vast collection of well-

made experiments and observations. The evil is, that it decried

synthesis too much, and in doing this it decried the past too

much, which had been more synthetical than analytical. It

would have been wise to demand the rights of analysis and ex-

periment, without neglecting, or at least without proscribing legit-

imate synthesis. It would have been wise to destroy the hypo-

theses bequeathed by Cartesianism, and to render justice to the

genius of Cartesianism. Just because the pinnacle of all preceding

centuries had been reached, it was necessary to do justice to all

the great philosophical movements which had produced this last

result ; it was necessary to render justice to the East, to Greece,

to the middle age, to the seventeenth century, which had pre-

pared and produced the eighteenth. But the ignorance and

disdain of the past, even in the greatest men, were remarkable in

the eighteenth century. I do not even except Kant. Kant was

ignorant of the history of philosophy in its remoter epochs ; he

did not understand well the philosophy which preceded him,

Cartesianism, and in general he is severe upon his predecessors.*

This is at once great injustice and great inconsistency. To

decry the past and one's predecessors, is to decry the history of

the science which one cultivates, it is to decry one's own labors,

or it is to pretend that thus far all centuries and all men have

been deceived, it is true, but that the right century has finally

come, and the man for whom it has been reserved to discover

truth, and to raise the veil which concealed it from all eyes.

* See 1st Series, Vol. 5 ; we shall find the same severity ia regard to Beid,

ibid., Vol. 4, Lecture 22, p. 305.
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Let m reoogniae the present state of things; lei us render to

ourselves en 10000111 of what the eighteenth rentury did, and of

what it remains for us to do ourselves. The political mission of the

iteenth century waa to bring the middle age to a close, its gt

eral missi.m in philosophy was to make an end of authority; irs

more spei is] minion, in point of method, was to make an end of

hypothesis. Booh waa the mission of the eighteenth eeuiurj; it

accomplished it in method as in every thing

political liberty it so strong, that 1 have no further fear in

ird to its destruction: the work of organization has com-

menced. At the present time philosophical independence is so

firmly established that it is time to cease from useless and im-

prudent hostilities, and philosophy ought finally to join hands

with religion, with respect as weD as with independence. So the

analysis which the eighteenth century bequeathed to the nine-

teenth must have sufficient self-reliance to look synthesis in the

face, and no longer to be frightened at it. To abandon ana!_

would be nothing less than overthrowing the eighteenth century

and receding in the order of time ; but to bound itself by analy-

wonld he nothing less than resigning itself to an operation

true in it-elf. but incomplete, exclusive, insufficient, convicted of

being able to conduct only to an imperfect ; it would not

be 1 5, but it would not be advancing. L

tlemen; let na not abandon analysis, but let us no long

\- -V eighteenth century did teau

nineteenth do its OWD, Let M advance, but With infin

/ion; Ut us not recoil I tlthesis, but let OS enter into it

only DJ thl rout.-, and with the light, of analysis.
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LECTURE IV.

classification OV PHILOSOPHICAL svstkms.

Buhjeotof this lecture : The systems which filled up tin: philosophy of the

eighteenth osntury.—That these systems are anterior to the eighteenth

osntury ; that they arc (bond In all the greal epoch i of the history <>i

-

phi-

losophy, and that they have their rool In the human mind. Philosophioal

origin of these systems.

—

1st, Bensnaiism. Its good: itsc.il.—2d, ideal-

ism, its good: its evil.

—

Bd, Skeptioism. its good: its evil.—lth, to

deism. Ltsgood: its evil.- Natural order of the development of these

tour systems.—Their relative-utility.—Their intrinsic merit.

Wi understand the genera] character of the century whose

philosophy we propose to study; we understand the character of

this philosophy; Ave understand the character of the method

which it everywhere employed : it only further remains for us to

understand the different systems which it embraced ; and at first,

we have to search out carefully their distinctive traits, to deter-

mine their number, to assign them their relative place, before en-

tering into a profound and detailed examination of each one of

them.

There are contrary opinions in regard to the philosophy of the

eighteenth century. Here, it is commended as having renewed

philosophy, as having destroyed the ancient systems, and as hav-

ing replaced them by entirely new systems ; above all, there is

attributed to it the honor of a celebrated system, regarded by its

partisans as the last term of civilization and of philosophy. More-

over, the philosophy of the eighteenth century is accused of hav-

ing produced very few systems ; there is even turned against it a

celebrated system, such a system, it is maintained, as could have

ruled only upon the nuns of all others and in the barrenness of

the philosophical spirit. On either side there is equal error, equal

ignorance of facts and of the wealth of philosophical systems in

the eighteenth century. When w.e take into consideration not
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only Mich «t inch a country, hut ;ill Europe, which we imbt do,

DM in th< nth century. SS we have .seen, <»nc of the load-

ing eharaeteritticf of the times is the formation of a European

unity; when, I say, we give all Europe ;i tre for philoso-

phy, \s ive that no particular >y>tcui ruled there, and ob-

tained there an exclusive domination.

.t are the different systems which contend lor the empire

of philosophy in the eighteenth century? What are the relations

of t' Stems to those of the preceding centin • - In what

do they res mbk theml in what do they differ from them?

The philosophical systems of the eighteenth century singularly

resemble those of the seventeenth and the sixteenth, tor they are

precisely the same systems. There is not one less, there is not

one more. The philosophy of the eighteenth century contiie

it is true, the anterior systems of the seventeenth and the six-

teenth, but in continuing them it develops them in grander pro-

portions and on a vaster scale.

This is not all : have, or have not, these systems, which till up

and measure with their pri i modern philosophy, their an-

dents in the history of philosophy? Are they horn with

lern philosophy, or do they precede it ? They
|

it;

you find them already in the middi' you find them in

a find them even in the old Bast, It is evident that

then their roots in the very Dti human

mind, that they bell the human mind itself, and not to Mich

ft Country Off SUch a century. In fact, think u:

m !>'• the true parent of all philosophical systems, it i

the human mind, which IS t( once the subject and the necess

instrument of philosophy ? The human mind is. as

mal of which philosophy is the men ot, more or

iplete, , ;1 . 'I',, search in the human sj-iiit for

the philosophic -ns is, tj. to make en hy-

iiesis ; it is .simply to search for

'he history of philosophy from its mo !. moat

In the human mind. thai. the Of*
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gin and the explanation of these differen which, t

with philosophy, bays followed it in all its vicissitudes, hare per-

petually participated in it-- maroh, in its advances, in ita improve*

ments, and which, Btarting from the foundation of thi ifter

having traversed the world, found resting-place in Europe, in

the middle of the eighteenth century.

1 bope 1 have established this important (ruth, that religion is

the cradle of philosophy. In every epoch of the world, religion

is (he foundation of that epoch; it is religion which makes the

genera] faith of an epoch, and, for this reason, its manners, and,

again, lor this reason, up to a certain point, its institutions. Re-

ligion also contains philosophy; but it cither retains it in itself

and an immobile faith enchains reflection, and then there is no

philosophy ; or reflection is developed, but only in a sufficient

measure to give regularity and order to religious opinions, to pre-

side over their exposition and their teaching, and then there is

theology ; or finally, reflection emancipates itself, breaks the ties

of all authority, and searches for truth in relying only upon it-

self ; and then, but only then, is philosophy born. And where

does philosophy search for truth, that is, to what is reflection ap-

plied ? We have seen that all truths have been primitively given

us ;
philosophy does not invent any ; its task is to render itself

an account of them, to collect them and elucidate them. For the

character of the primitive picture to which reflection is applied,

you know, is confusion. Whence comes this confusion ? From

the simultaneousness of the parts of the picture. And what is

this picture ? Consciousness. We feel, we act, we truly think,

only on this condition, that we are conscious of it. Conscious-

ness is altogether a world in miniature, it is the universe abridged.

By the senses external nature is introduced, and reflected in con-

sciousness. Moreover, in the course of every voluntary and free

act, the idea of liberty, the idea of good and evil, of virtue and

vice, the whole retinue of human personality, the moral world, in

fine, appear in consciousness. And thought, too, with the laws

which govern it, the relations which it sustains to its eternal
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principle, the whole world of intelligence, is man in con-

In a word, all our faculties, with the notions which

th'-y gain from their application to their objects, hare their conn-

terparl in the consciousness. It i> therefore rigorously true,

that consciousnesa is the universe abridged, the universe in the

limits of human perception. Such is the picture to which reflec-

tion is applied. It is very rich, but necessarily confu- 1. How
can reflection elucidate it ? By substituting division for simulta-

neousnees. The necessary instrument of reflection, then

analysis, and analysis has for its end synthesis : it pn

having exhausted division, to recompose what it fin

Synthesis is the last term of analysis, as analysis is the condition

of every good synthesis. It remains to know with what ana'

and reflection shall commence. Reflection, in applying itself to

consciousness, finds in it a very great number of phenom-

What arc those to which it is first applied ? Such is the q

tion. Reflection is at first feeble, because it is takinff its first

Step; it is therefore necessary that the phenomena to which it

applies itself should be those which shine with the meal light and

solint most its attention, and also the phenomena of which it cm
most easily render to itself an account. What are the phenome-

na that unite the-.- two conditions?

When we enter into our consciousness, we find tin -tain

number of phenomena marked by this particular character, that

we are not able to produce them or destroy them, in them

or -.'nd them away, to augment them or d< them accord

to our
'

mple, the emotions of every kind, the de-

sires, tl the appetites, the

all the phenomena which are not introduced into the soul In

will, but in .spite of it. by the single met of externa] impression,

I and perceived, that is, by sensation. Thh of phe-

nomena ia incontestable, and h isi tensive; H oonatitati

l;itur '' number of our motives to action, it determines I I art

of our oonduot It ii also true tli it. among our m i ral no-

tions, t ,.• which, when we examine them cloaely, are
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molved into the least general notions, whioh, from decomposition

to decomposition, are resolved into sensational ids

The phenomena of sensation, just because they are the most

externa] t<> the soul, the ieasl profound and the least intimate, are

the most apparent ; they immediately provoke attention, and are

the most easy to be observed. Feeble, and with little confidence,

reflection applies itself, therefore, in the first place to these phe-

nomena, as to the most superficial of all
;
and it finds in studying

them a useful exercise, at once sure and easy, which fortifies it,

pleases it, and fixes it. Analysis goes further, it refers sensation

to the impression made on the organ, and refers this to external

objects, which become then the root of our sensations, and there-

fore of our ideas. Hence the importance of studying nature, the

need and the talent of observing its phenomena and of recogniz-

ing its laws. Develop, aggrandize, multiply these results by the

aid of centuries, and you will have, with the physical sciences, a

certain science of humanity, a philosophy which has its truth,

its utility, its grandeur.

If this philosophy pretended only to explain by sensation a

large number of our ideas and of the phenomena of conscious-

ness, this explanation would be very admissible ; the system

would contain no error. But it does not go thus far and no far-

ther ; reflection, constrained to divide that which it wishes to

study, and, to see well, to regard only a single thing at a time,

stops at the part which it studies, takes it for the whole -reality,

and after having discerned a very real order of phenomena, pre-

occupied with their truth, their light, their number, their import-

ance, it considers it as the only order of phenomena which can

be in the consciousness. After having said : Such or such of

our notions, and, if you will, many of our notions are derived from

sensation, therefore sensation constitutes and explains a consider-

able order of phenomena ; reflection rashly adds : All our no-

tions, all ideas come from sensation, and there is not in the con-

sciousness a single phenomenon which cannot be referred to this

origin. Hence this system, which, in place of referring a large
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part of consciousness to sensibility, recognizes only that, and has

1 from its very exaggeration the merited name of sen>u-

alism, that is, the philosophy which is supported exclusively

upon the MDMi
Sensualism ran be true only on the condition that there shall

not be in the consciousness a single element which cannot be

explained by sensation : let us take account, then, of the elements

of consciousness, but rapidly. Are there not in the conscious-

free determinations? Is it not certain that we often resist

-ion or desire? Now, is that desire and passion, which com-

bats passion and desire? Is it sensation? If sensation is the

sole principle of all the phenomena of activity, as the character

inherent in sensation, and consequently inherent in even' thing

that "omes from it, is passiveness, voluntary and free activity is

then destroyed ; behold sensualism already pushed to fatalism.

Moreover, sensation is not only fatal, it is diverse, multiple, in-

definitely variable. As there are no two leaves of a tree wmch
exactly resemble each other, so the most uniform phenomenon of

sensation has no two identical moments: sensations, emotions,

-ions, desires, all phenomena, unceasingly change in a perpet-

ual metamorphosis. Dots this perpetual metamorphosis exhaust

the internal reality? Do you not believe that you are a being

and identical with itself, a being which 1 I iv the

HB6 M it ifl tn-day, and which to-morrow will be th> fl it

i^ today or w;> lag J [f not the identity locality,

the unity of your being, the unity of your WU a certain fact of

rons( iousn.-ss, or. to speak more correctly, is it not t:

foundation of all consciou N in identity be

d lawn iron. ? How can the unity of consciousness and

the drawn from the variety of the phenomena of sensation?

Thus, in the philosoph] nsation, then' i^ no unity to bring

therand combine the vari< NBWtaoo, to compare them

ami judge them. A moment since we saw that this philosophy

troys liberty; we now mv that it destroys personality itself,

the identical and .single WU which i .ices our exist-
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snee to pale and mobile reflection of external existence, din

and variable, thai is, to a remit of physical and materia] exist-

ence: the philosophy i>( sensation, therefore, necessarily end at

materialism. Finally, as the soul of man is, in the system of sen-

sation, only the result and collection of our sensations, bo God is

nothing rise than the collection, the last generalization of all the

phenomena of nature: he is a kind of soul of the world, which

is, with respect to the world, what the soul which sensualism

Leaves us is with respect to the body. The human soul accord-

ing to sensualism is an abstract, general, collective idea, which

represents in the last analysis the diversity of our sensations ; the

god of the world according to sensualism is an abstraction of the

same kind, which is resolved, which is successively decomposed,

into the different parts of this world, which alone is in possession

of reality and existence. This is not the God of the human race,

this is not a God distinct from the world ; now, the denial of a

God distinct from the world has a name very well known in hu-

man languages and in philosophy.

The philosophy of sensation is contemporaneous with philos-

ophy itself, from the first day it has produced its consequences

;

it has produced them, and it has been overwhelmed by them.

More than three thousand years this system has existed ; more

than three thousand years the same objections have been made to

it ; for three thousand years it has been unable to answer these ob-

jections : but I must hasten to add that for three thousand years

it has rendered the most precious services to the human race, by

studying an order of facts which, doubtless, is not the only one in

consciousness, but which is incontestably there, and which, analyzed

and deepened, related to its objects and bound to their laws, be-

comes the source of sciences real and certain, useful and admirable.

But finally, this system, since it cannot render an account of all the

phenomena of consciousness, cannot be the last term of philosophy.

Let us pass to another order of the phenomena of conscious-

ness, to another system, to another philosophy.

Reflection required a real order of phenomena, the order most
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apparent, D wition. It was necessary that re-

flection should start thus ; but it did not stop there. Acquiring

omen and experience, it descends further into con>cious-

ness, and finds there the phenomena which I have just d<

to vmi in a very general manner, the phenomenon of liberty, the

human personality, the identity of the mr, and many other no-

tions which it tries in vain to analyse, which it cannot reduce to

elements that are purely sensational Reflection sk irks

that if is iXinlnilM'nl to receive all SOOldesttS that take place, all

ill thoughts, all actions of the soul, as well as the

events of the externa] world, at certain time. It remarks that

it necessarily pi ices this portion of time in connection with a still

more considerable portion of time ; and it is continually the same,

so that all accidents succeed each other in time and measure it,

but they do not exhaust it, and then, as many accidents being

given as it can conceive, it is always forced to suppose that t!

accidents, however numerous, take place in time, in a time that

is sufficient for all those accidents which have not \

for all those which nature shall ever be able to produce and the

imagination to invent. The notion of infinite, unlimited time, cer-

tainly cannot have been borrowed from fugitive, limited, finite

n. It also remarks that it places all the external obj-

of sensation in a certain ipace, and that it distinguishes thil

from th( 'hat it places tl. still

tier, and s->on to the 'infinite. SO that innumerable worlds,

tak ber, measure space and do not exhaust it. Tl

of the infinite which sensation cannot ' \en.

Bui there is snoiher idea which still m lentty cannot come

ansation; reflection per. | of thought is

1 into judgments, which an I
in propositions; it

SS that the necessary form of every judgment. <
I

in unity. In i :y proposition is a

unit. Whcooe OOmeS this unity <>f proposition f Dosj it come

from the different I I in this proposition, from those

as which Wl -appose are derived from set i'hey
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ire, like sensation, marked by the oharaoter of rariety and multi-

plicity ; they oao, therefore, be the materials of proposition,

but the] ere not sufficient to constitute it, since that irhich

eentially constitutes every proposition, a the unity of proposition.

Whence then comes this unity which, adding itself to the vari-

ous materials which Bensation furnishes, collects them and unites

them at first into unity "t" thought and judgment, and then

into unity of proposition? Reflection thus withholds unity

from Bensation, as it withholds from it Bpace, time, personality,

liberty, and many other ideas; and it refers to thought itself

this unity without which there is no thought, no judgment, no

proposition. Jt leaves the world of sensation, and enters into

the world of thought, into that inmost and obscure -world where

nevertheless there are real phenomena, so real that, if you make

of them an abstraction, you destroy, I do not say only a great

number of our notions, but the possibility of a single notion, of a

single thought, of a single judgment, of a single proposition.

Reflection approaches these new phenomena ; it studies them;

it takes a more or less exact account of them, it examines their

relations. Thus far, every thing works to a charm. I have told

you the good ; but here is the evil. Reflection is so struck with

the reality of these new phenomena and of their difference from

the phenomena of sensation, that in its preoccupation it neglects

these, loses sight of them, denies them ; and there results a new

exclusive system which, taking its single point of departure in

the ideas inherent in thought itself, is particularly called idealism,

in opposition to sensualism, which takes its single point of de-

parture in the ideas which come from sensation.

Behold in a few words the course of idealism. At first it

neglects the relations which bind rational phenomena to sensitive

phenomena, and passes from their difference which is real to the

supposition of their independence ; they are distinct, hence they

are separate. The conclusion goes beyond the premises, the

synthesis goes beyond the analysis. In fact, they are not sep-

arate ; they coexist with the others in consciousness. The results
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of the development of intelligence are there with tin* results of

the derelopment of Bengibility, for intelligence is developed only

in connection with sensibility; every thing was given you inn

profound complexity; yon hAYe distinguished that which ought

to 1 ii distinguished; very wefl: but it is not neces-

that which ought not to be - '1. This is the

step beyond observation, the first error of idealism. After

having distinguished, it separates; it not only separa ^oes

farther : became certain ideas are independent of - bey

can be >r to them; they may If anterior, therefore they

are. They are then the dowry which intelligence brings with it,

they are innate in it ; either they existed before it, or at least the

BOol, which IS immortal, and which consequently could have

nt exigence, participated in them already

in another world, and ideas are nothing else than the recoil

of previous knowledge. Such resolta are not borrowed from

analysis: analysis -hows that certain idea- are in thei lis-

tinct from ideas of BensatJOO; but of independent, anterior, in-

nate ideas, ideas pre-existing in another world, it says not a

single word ; and behold idealism, having started from a true

distinction, running headlong into the route of abstraction and

hypothesis. Once upon this route, we rarely stop. Do you

know what is the goal, what is tie [uence of idealism?

ilism has repr< I sensualism with not being ah
1

'

plain thfl idea >'( unity ; and duly unity cannot be drawn in any

manner from variety; this is evident, and confounds aensofdsnn

But the opposite is true : as a om variety,

BO : from unity ; and ideali- ar-

riving at unity, goes d«-«'ply int" b no longer ab] out

of r i»ed by variety, it ne Me and

timid, i

f

it if it is strong and i at. After having

itly r»j' - the only principle

of knowledge, it pretends that no kn< nsa-

having rightly n diem, that is, the UBA>
lenies t! [f of ma-
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Behold, therefore, two dmi of reflection, of anarj i
,

1 »« *i Ii of

which bave ended at a premature synthesis, at bypoth \n<l

remark thai these hypotheses have do want of confidence

themselves; they are profoundly dogmatical, Sensualism !>•

lieves only in the authority of the and in the existence

matter, but it believes in these firmly ; idealism believes only in

the existence of spirit, and admits only the authority of tip-

ideas which are in it : but, in line, it believes in this existence, it

admits this authority ; they are two opposite dogmatisms, but

equally imperious, equally self-confident. Both are found

upon data equally true. These true data, however incompL

give (hem their force; they plant themselves upon these as ofi

as they are attacked. Sensualism appeals to the testimony of

the senses, idealism to that of the reason and to the authority of

certain ideas, inexplicable by sensation alone. Herein sensualism

and idealism are strong; but when from true but incomplete

data, they draw an exclusive system, they become alike feeble.

Sensualism and idealism are two dogmatisms, equally tme on

one side, equally false on the other, and which end at extrava-

gances very nearly equal.

Is this the last term of reflection and philosophy ? No, cer-

tainly ; these two dogmatisms being opposed, they cannot appeal

with any splendor without corning in contact, without making-

war upon each other. The first is right in opposing the second,

and the second is not wrong in opposing the first. The result

of this strife is, that reflection, after being a moment iden-

tified with one, and then with the other, perceives the defect of

both, retires from both, regains its independence, and examines,

with the light alone of common sense, the foundations of these

two systems, the processes which they employ, the conclusions

at which they arrive. Surrounded by hypotheses, against their

seductions good sense arms itself with criticism, a relentless criti-

cism ; through fear of the extravagances of dogmatism, it is

thrown to the other extremity and falls into skepticism. Skepti-

cism is the first form, the first appearance of common sense upon

23
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f philosophy. (So77> Patience, gentlemen :

youscewle j; yon shall soon set it ends,

pticism examines, at first, the bases of sensualism, that is,

the ny of ti ^, their • re testimony, and en

it. The argumentation i.>. known. Is every s«

If, infallible or not ? It nr. ! that it is fallible.

Now, B QSationf more infallible than Ono1 and

three and four arc not more infallible than two. If

ability that they may rectify each other, t; a possi-

bility that they may not rectify each other; then

Off united, I
not in themselves an infallible criterion. But

ii - be deceived, reason r> them. Thi-

true ; reason, ratiocination, judgment, comparison, attention, nil

these different faculties, intervene in sensible observation, confirm

it or rectify it. Bnl !€ attention, comparison, judgment; rati'

nation, reason, faculties which come from >n, or not? If

they come from it. they have the same character of fallibility

which it has. They do not come from it, you
[

ad the

em of Bensation. If sensation ie verified by dot by

the reason which is derived from it, all the chasK nor

ing from sensation Bubsial ; and if the operation of the mind

which intervenes in the verification is different from n, it

.-an in : fy it. btri on the condition that it fa rity

which m inherent in it, and then there is an I

in e 'imdation crumbles under th;^

skepticism. >. icism again i acinaniTiiiiH Whal

rument *A' all your lystem? Think \A it. it is the re!

\ i
'in fj item is Deration. 3

ender all ideas from sensible idea-, these id<

the from the impression made upon the senses, the bav

in the immediate action < ;.»r objects ; in

. build every tiling upon th- Now, in

r world of ensetk no c nee. D« out of

« this system, v. d yon find in you

and beyond you '

I
' ;<rent phenomena which succeed each other
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in i certain accidental conjunction: you t i 1 1 ! i ball which

here :it"trr having hem ( Ii«-t .-. another which II there after hai

been here; but the reason of this fact, but the connection which

givei to etch one 0/ iti terma the oharaeter of an antecedent and

nequent, how can yon borrow from sensation 1 & a 1

is simplr fact which can g\ve oothing else than itself. You do

every thing thai you do with the relatioti of effect to cause, and

you never explain and oever justify this relation: you cannot.

In fine, your system is dear to you as Conning b very coherent

whole, 1 real unity: but the idea of unity docs not Come from

the senses. Thus skepticism beats into ruins the bases, the pro-

cesses, the conclusions of sensualism; that accomplished, it

returns to idealism, and makes D.Q less war upon it.

It examines its bases, its processes, its results. The bases of

idealism are the ideas which sensation cannot explain. Against

these ideas, skepticism raises the formidable problem of tln-ir

origin; and hence, it easily dissipates the chimera of ideas

existing before their appearance in this world in the conscious-

ness o( man, that of innate ideas, even that of ideas entirely inde-

pendent of sensation. The instrument of idealism is, in the last

analysis, the human reason : skepticism examines this instrument,

its value, its bearing, its limits; it demonstrates that idealism

often uses it at hazard and misconceives its laws ; in order to

destroy the prestige of its sublime hypotheses, it is sufficient for

it to oppose to them a severe criticism of our faculties. Finally,

skepticism pushes idealism to its last consequences ; it retrenches

from it every idea that comes from the senses, since idealism

weakens their authority, and it takes away from it the whole ex-

terior world : it leaves it only a liberty which is for itself its own
theatre and its own material, a spirit which acts only upon itself,

and is exhausted in the solitary contemplation of its own forces

and its own laws ; externally, a God without a world, an absolute

existence, void of diversity, of change and movement, which, con-

centrated in the depths of unity, strongly resembles the negation

of existence
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\uw [el where skepticism ends, and what are its con-

elusions to itself. Its only legitimate conclusion would be that in

aalism and in idealism there are many errors. Behold the

only conclusion which springs from the legitimate work of anal-

applied to these two systems. Extend it, and it passes

beyond the premises; synthesis passes beyond analysis, and

analysis is again resolved into hypothesis. Now, reflection errs

in this third case, as it did in the first two, because it is still,

because it is always, feeble ; instead of saying : There is something

false in the two systems of idealism and !ism, skepticism

says : Every thing is false in these two systems. And it not

only says : Every thing is false in these two systems, but

it adds: Every system is false; a new conclusion further yet

from legitimate analysis than the preceding. It not on!

Every system is false, but further says : There is no attainable

truth for man. And here we fall into an abyss of exaggerations,

which are just as extravagant as those of sensualism and ideal-

ism. There is in this, moreover, even an intolerable contradiction.

For put in its rigorous form, this last conclusion of skepticism

:

There is no truth, no certainty ; translate it : It is true, it is i

tain that there can be no truth, no certainly. It is true, it is

certain that there can be ... ; but this is an evident dogma-

tism. It is true, it is certain. . . . What do yon know, yon

who admit no truth, no certainty ? Thus skepticism itself ends

in dogmatism, and the negation of all philosophy is resolved into

item of philosophy, quite is exclusive and extravagant, even

more exclusive and extravagant than any other. (Unamm

It must 1"' agreed thai the human mind is herein much em-

bar Will it consent to skepticism? but skepticism is a

eoni w consent to sensualism or idealism? but

raajbam and idealism bavebeen legitimately pushed toextrava-

.ind thereby to m. What can be done, then) 1

only two expedient I t, we can renounoe independa

reflection, philosophy, and enter into the circle of the. This
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is wh.ii sometimes happens; fortunately, although the in

eney may be visible, for the objection! t<> skepticism, irhich I

erj system, cannot but be asyalid against a religious

svsicni as against a philosophical system. This is a delicate point,

I know, and of great importance: it is one of the battle fields of

the century; I shall return to it more than one.-. At this time

I shall content myself with a Bingle remark. There is a true and

a false skepticism, there is a skepticism t'.iat is respectable, because

it is sincere ; there is a skepticism which is only a pretence, a

game played, which, haying taken part beforehand against reason

and philosophy, purposely exaggerates their feebleness and faults,

in order to discourage men from them, and to bring men under the

yoke of authority. This is not true skepticism, that is, the loyally

recognized and avowed impossibility of legitimately admitting any

truth ; it is the concealed hatred of reason and philosophy. This

false skepticism has already appeared several times in the history

of philosophy : it has the appearance of triumphing at the present

time ; but I know it, I know its designs, and will strip off its

mask. Wearied with the contradictions of skepticism, philosophy

can then, by a new contradiction, return to theology ; or, indeed,

there remains to it to try only a single road. Reflection, in oc-

cupying itself with one of the parts of consciousness, the sensa-

tional part, thus to speak, has arrived at sensualism ; in occupy-

ing itself with the intellectual part and the ideas which pertain to

reason, it has arrived at idealism ; in returning upon itself, upon

its powers and their legitimate employment, and upon the two

systems which it had already produced, it has arrived at skepti-

cism. But there is something more hi the consciousness which it

did not think of at first ; it is the fact which I have often desig-

nated to you, the fact of spontaneity. We do not start by reflec-

tion. Before reflection, all our faculties in their spontaneous en-

ergy, enter into exercise, the reason with the senses, the senses

with the reason, free activity with the reason and the senses ; and

their primitive and simultaneous action gives us the grand re-

sults to which I have called your attention in the preceding )ec-
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tares. The tad of spontaneity had thus far escaped p hVctionby

and ifea intimacy; and, nen mark 1

tli.it spontaneity is precisely th<' basis i tion. Spontaneity,

an, is the phenomenon which gives immediate birth to

/ion. rod which indirectly, by the reflection that is applied to

una and engenders philosophy. Thus, by hold of

mtsneity, reflection
|

ad on the limit

of n ind philosophy, the then kind of com-

promise- between religion and philosophy. This compromise, in

a single word, is mystici

did not render an account of spontaneity and primi-

inspiration ; it <

;

1 it in resolving it into a dominant

on, Id< lid not account for them any more; fork* it

I accounted for them, it would have found in inspiration the

vis i«l and profound source of all the truths which it had known

well how to distinguish from tb i, but which, iv

period, it had, as it were, smothered under abstractions and hy-

I'inally, skepticism had no interest in studying the

ataneon se of the reason which il condemn in

foundation and in all its model of a. -tion. to unpofc Re-

flection lays hold of this hitherto unpereeh ipontane

; ecifio fact, quit.- as real, quite as incontestable as oth-

which, by its profundity and d<

and finer analysis. The char f inspiration

that it is primitive, anterior t- ation of

inied by an unbou

vififyiu ratifying, and th.it it diffuses b the soul a senti-

• If of every inspiration. \ .the

v inspiration is, without doubt, the hue

but the human reason bound to it- principle, thus

one of this principle ; it i*, this very principle D

• is..n of man. Certainly this was not

dmirsbk fact upon which mys-

I' describes it, disengages it. eh; it, and

truth and morality which it COO-
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iilns Nothing is better, every thing alv immeneei wll.

But I
''• .n R hftt m' nl ill wlial it ix

In piration hai i plaoe only in the lilence of the operatioi

the understanding. Ratiocination kills impiration ; the ittenl

even which we lend t«> H makes it languish and die. [n order

to find primitive inspiration, and enthusiasm, the faith, the

love which accompany it. it is necessary to Buspend, as Gar as it

is in our power, the action of the other faculties. Torn this

into 8 principle ami a hal.it, ami BOOB you will arrive at the <

dain and the- degradation of the most excellent faculties of hu-

man nature. We then care very little for the gross senses which

hinder and obscure inspiration; we care very little tor activity

ami human liberty, which, by the doubtful combats which they

make against passion, till the soul with regrets and troubles,

—

sad cradle of virtue. To act, is to contend; to contend, is to

commence by rending the heart, and sometimes, moreover, to end

by succumbing. The path of action is sown with afflictions. To

slum action appears more safe to mysticism. Moreover, science

with its methodical allurement, its analysis and synthesis, appears

little more than a laborious vanity for which truth is directly, and

without effort, drawn from its most elevated source. Behold

therefore the mysticism which neglects the world, virtue, and sci-

ence, for interior recollection, contemplation, faith, and love; hence

quietism. We are very far from the true purpose of life, and we

are not, however, at the end of the aberrations of mysticism.

We wish for enthusiasm, inspirations, and contemplations : be

it so ; but we cannot have them every day, at all hours
;
gentle

souls wait in silence for inspiration, energetic souls summon it.

We wish to hear the voice of the spirit : the spirit's voice is tardy

;

we invoke it, and soon we evoke it. It comes, and the general

revelation of reason is mistaken for direct and personal revelations.

We call, we listen, and we believe that we hear ; we have visions,

and we procure them for others. We read without eyes, we hear

without ears ; we command the elements, without understanding

their laws ; the senses and the imagination, which we think we
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hold enchained, take part with US, and from the tranquil and in-

nocent follies of quietism we fall into the deliriums of theurgy,

which are often criminal I do not invent, I draw its consequences

from a principle ; I seem to conjecture, I am only narrating. You

have Been how sensualism and idealism had commenced, and how

they ended; \ou have seen where skepticism and its seeming

d sense ended: behold where mysticism ends. You have in

this the spectacle of the human spirit and its necessary aberra-

tions.

Such are the most general processes of reflection : developed

by time, the}' produce four systems which represent and con-

stitute the entire history of philosophy. Doubtless tie -ms

are combined and mixed more or less together; every tiling, in

reality, is complicated ; but analysis easily finds under all these

combinations their essential elements. Xow, in what order do

t hese systems succeed each other upon the stage of history ? Do
they succeed each other in the order in which I have presented

them to you? Perhaps, gentlemen; perhaps, in fact, the first

systems are sensualistic rather than idealistic. But what is

certain is, that the two systems which first develop themselves

are sensualism and idealism ; they are the two dogmatisms which

fill up the first plan of every great philosophical epoch. It is

clear that skepticism can come only afterwards; and it is just

Clear thai mysticism (I mean as an independent and exclusive

system) comes last ; for mysticism is nothing else than an art of

despair on the pari of the human reason, which, forced to re-

nounce dogmatism, not being able to resign itself to skepticism,

and not wishing to abjure all independent orl of com-

promise between religions inspiration and philosophy.

What are the merits of these four systems, and what is the'u

utility? Their utility is immense. 1 know not whether, after

this lecture, I shall appear strongly prepossessed with any of

these four Msl.an-; but on DO acCOUDt, if 1 were able, would I

ret-' single one .»l* them; for they are all, and almost

equally, DSefol SuppOSC that one of th< I mid per-
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isli : in my opinion, the same thing would happen to entire

philosophy, Bo, I wish to redm nalism; I do not i

to destroy It, Destroy it, throw away t! em which alone

c.in inspire and nourish the ardent taste for physical r<

and the passionate energy which makes conquests over nature,

as the only reality that is evident and worthy of the attention

and the toil of man ; and, that which is of the highest importance,

you also throw away the contradiction of idealism which eluci-

dates it, the salutary counterpoise which holds it back on the

slippery declivity of hypothesis. Suppress idealism, even with

its chimeras, and you may be sure that the study and the knowl-

edge of human thought and its laws will suffer. And then

sensualism will have too much play, and will be lost in insupport-

able hypotheses. If you do not wish that philosophy should

soon be reduced to fatalism, to materialism, and to atheism,

guard yourselves from retrenching idealism ; for it is idealism

which makes war upon these three consequences of sensualism,

watches over them, and prevents them from triumphing. On the

other hand, be very careful not to ruin skepticism ; for skepticism

is an indispensable adversary to all dogmatism. If there were

not among mankind some w7ho make a profession of criticising

every thing, even that which is good, who search out the feeble

side of the finest things, and resist every theory, good or bad, we,

should soon have more bad theories than good ones ; conjectures

would be given for certainties, and the reveries of a day for the

expression of eternal truth. It is good to be always forced to

guard one's self ; it is good for us, makers of systems as we are,

to know that we are working under the eye and under the con-

trol of skepticism, which will demand an account of the princi-

ples, the processes, the results of our work, and which, with a

breath, will overturn our whole edifice, if it is not founded upon

reality and severe method. The utility of mysticism is not less

evident. Sensualism penetrates by means of sensation into the

sensible world ; its instrument is observation ; it admits only

what it hns felt, seen, touched. Idealism penetrates into the
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!d of ideas, into pure reason : I rument B abstraction *.

ske] ticism, with its sharp dial< i powder sensation!

:m1 puahet them to indifference or univn>al

. then, r v that there should be n a to

claim the Bacred rights of inspiration, of enthusiasm, of faith, of

primitive truths which neither sensation, nor abstraction, nor

ratiocination girt u<. It is of the highest importance that there

•l, thai there al? ould be, to remind men

that the physical and moral sciences, with their methods and

their classifications, their divisions and subdivisions, and their

somewhat artificial arrangements, are very fine without doubt, but

that life is often wanting to these m:i- -'s of analysis, and

that life has always been given to eternal verities, and to the

primitive and spontaneous operation which reveals them to the

ignorant as well as the wise ; a rapid and sure operation, which is

dissipated and perishes under the abstraction of idealism as well

as under the scalpel of sensualism, in the arid movement of dialec-

tics and in the disputes of the school as well as in the distractions

of the world, and which is found, preserved, and nourished only

in tli«' sanctuary of the soul, at the hearth of religions meditation.

Bach is the utility of these four systems; as to their intrinsic

merit, accustom yourselves to this principle: they
I sen,

thei fore they have had a right to be, therefore tb.

either wholly or in part. Error is the l iw of our nature,

i lemned to it ;
and in all our opinions, in all our «

i absurdity. Bui DOm]

irdity does nol enter into the mind of man ; it is the virtue of

thought to admit nothing except on the condition that it contain

"• truth, and absolute error is impossible. The four •

which I have shown you hive existed, therefore they contain

truth; bit th- >t wholly true ; they are true on one -

and (.\\-<- on the other; and that whieh 1 pi

rej- the dupe of none.

Half true, halt' false, these four systems are the elements of all

philosophy, and quently the history of philosophy. The
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history of philosophy dors no! create philosophical I

it collects them and explains them, Eta to b is not to foi

any o( the :;iv.il system* which tin- human mind has produced,

and to comprehend them in referring them to their common

principle, to the human mind, that mind which each one of

us hears entire in himself, which each one of us therefore

can study and consult, for the purpose of comprehending it

in others, of comprehending every thing thai has been and

ran be produced in them. Such is this method which it

pleases certain persons to attack as a hypothetical method ; it

is simply observation, applied first to human nature, then trans-

ferred to history. Do you conceive in fact that we could com-

prehend nothing in history, except on the condition of compre-

hending somewhat the human mind, of which history is the

manifestation? Now, the knowledge of the human mind is

philosophy. It is therefore impossible to find our way in the

history of philosophy, if we are not more or less philosophers,

and philosophy is the true light of the history of philosophy. On
the other hand, what does this do ? It shows us philosophy,

that is, the four systems which, in our opinion, represent it,

advancing over the ages, sometimes alone, sometimes with each

other, feeble at first, poor in observations and in arguments, then

with time becoming enriched and fortified, and therefore devel-

oping continually the knowledge of all the elements, of all the

points of view of the human spirit, that is, again philosophy.

The history of philosophy, therefore, is nothing less, in its turn,

than philosophy in action, realizing itself in a perpetual progress,

the goal of which continually recedes like that of civilization.

The result of all this is the principle which I designated to you

in the introduction last year, and which is, you know, the last

end of my efforts, the soul of my writings and of my teaching, to

wit, the harmony of philosophy and its history, the organization

of philosophy, here, by pure science, there, by history.

It seems that we are very far from the philosophy of the

eighteenth century. By no means ; for I have just laid its
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foundations. Yes, these four systems which I have jnttdtt

Dated to you, and have just drawn from the analysis itself of tho

human mind, are and cannot but be the four great elemeni

I which, born in the old East, after having shown them-

selves with splendor on the brilliant scenes of the Greek philoso-

phy, and having traversed, obscured but not extinguished, the

long night of the middle age, reappeared, in the sixteenth and

seventeenth centuries, in modern philosophy, and present in the

eighteenth century, in their fertile strife, the grandest and most

in -tructive spectacle which has ever been offered by the annals of

philosophy.
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LECTURE V,

RETURN TO THE PAST. SENSUALISM IN INDIA.

Buhjeet of this lecture: Antecedents <>f tho four systems indicated in the

preoeding leotnre.—Oriental philosophy is reduced, in the state of our

knowledge, almost to tho Indian philosophy.—General vio^/ of tho Indian

systems.—Of sensualism in India. Sankhya school, of Kapila. Its prin-

ciples, its processes, its conclusions. Indian materialism, fatalism, atheism.

I determined, in the last lecture, the four points of view which

serve as the foundations for all systems, which are the necessary

elements of all philosophy, and consequently of the history of

philosophy, which fill up with their divisions and their combina-

tions every great philosophical epoch, and, consequently, the

eighteenth century. I must now follow these four systems in

their development up to the eighteenth century, for tho purpose

of recognizing in what condition this century received them, and

to appreciate what it made of them. I must proceed, in regard

to the systems of which the philosophy of the eighteenth century

is composed, as I did in regard to the method which it employed,

and in regard to the spirit with which it is impressed. Here even

a little less rapidity is befitting, since we are discussing the an-

tecedents of systems which must be for us the subject of a long

study ; antecedents imperfectly known, and of which exact knowl-

edge is nevertheless necessary for the full and entire intelligence

of the great philosophical spectacle which the eighteenth century

presents.

The East is the cradle of civilization and philosophy ; history

ascends as hio-h. as that, and no hip-her. We come from the Ro-

mans, the Romans from the Greeks, and the Greeks received

from the East their language, their arts, their religion. But the

East, whence does it come ? What are the roots of the antique

civilization of Egypt, of Persia, of China, and India? History
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6ays nothing of it. As in reasoning it is always necessary to ar»

rive at print hich are not explicable by anterior principles,

f
it is very necessary, absolutely necessary, that criti-

cism should end at primitive races, and at an order of things,

. be, which no longer has its roots in an anterior

8, and which is explicable only by human nature and the de-

evidence. Tlie East is, therefore, for us the point of

departure for civilization and philosophy. Bat this word, the

came it is very complex. There are many

countries in the East Have all the>e countries had philosophi-

cal i ? Such is the question. I do not hesitate to answer

in the negative. I think indeed that there was profound thought

in the ancient worship of Egypt, under the mysterious symbols

which still cover the interior of its temples, under those hiero

glyphics which have at once resisted centuries and all the efforts

of erudition, of which one of our most celebrated compatriots has

gone to seek the key in those very places ;* but, in fine, the very

name of hieroglyphics sufficiently indicates that in Egypt thought

pped at its religious envelops and did not arrive at its philo-

sophic- form. It is the same in Persia. The Zend-Avesta is full

of tin' most important truths; it is already a sublime theology,

bat still it is not S philosophy. On the contrary, in China and

everywhere in India, philosophy has appeared under the Com

and with the character which belong t«» it. We fnd in those

than 00 m of m<

due I after the manner oi' the West Bui in ('!.

the school icius b. b .;• 1 ccepted, which is comparatrvelv

• nt and aim 1 and political, the Other phil-

>ls, tli«' existence ^i which moreover mcoatssttv

Me, arc shrouded in man which are interdicted to the

is: they wiD go out firm them, I hope ; but they 1

« out. tin learned men, and in

) our skilful fcinologue, M. Abel lu-musat, for ingenious

• it olliotk, who was then in Egypt.
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virus upon some poinii of the Chinese philosophy ,
and even upon

the win. I.' of an important m -i«-m. liui it' the friends of ancient

philosophy received with gratitude theee preoioua and too

communications, the] were not able t<> make much use of them,

being oompelled to accept with confidence and open the \\ <>i »J of

their author, these almost persona] discoveries, or to neglect them,

not having in possession the pi>si(i\c documents which confirm

them.f In the eighteenth century we irere but little farther ad-

vanced in regard to the Indian philosophy. It was discoursed

of without sense, without any solidly established basis. A few

learned men talked of it among themselves, thus to speak, and

still without the appearance of understanding each other, nil li

disputes were of very little use to the public, and we demanded

that some one should be willing to do in our times for India

what had been done for Greece in the sixteenth century, and

that at first texts, translations, or extracts of ancient philosophy

should be given, leaving dissertation and discussion to come after-

wards. Finally, Colebrook, after the insufficient attempts of

Ward, has just satisfied the secret wishes of the friends of phi-

losophy. Leaving the premature, and always somewhat sterile

(because they are always more or less hypothetical) dissertations

on that subject, the illustrious president of the Asiatic Society of

London, by exact analyses, has, in some sort, introduced us to the

Indian systems, and has permitted us to appreciate them and

judge of them ourselves. I declare therefore that for me, not

being able to read the originals, the Oriental philosophy is re-

duced to the Indian philosophy, and I further declare that the

Indian philosophy is for me nearly all in the papers of Colebrook,

* Memoir of the Life and Opinions of Lao-Tseu, Chinese philosopher of the

sixth century before our era. Paris, 1823. And Melanacs asiatiques, Vol.

1st, p. 88.

+ Let us publicly thank the learned successor of M. Abel Kemusat, M.
Stanislas Julien, who, yielding to our earnest solicitations, has translated,

with the authority attached to its incontested exactness, the entire work of

Lao-Tsea. The Book of Life and Virtue, etc., in-8, Paris, 1842.
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inserted from 1824 to 1827 in the Transactions of the Asiatic

Society of London.* Such is the authority upon which I 'shall

constantly rely in this lecture, which will be entirely devoted to

searching out what was the condition of the four great element-

ary Bystemfl of which the history of philosophy is composed, in

their origin, in the very cradle of philosophy, that is, in the East,

that is, ior me, in India.

The obstacle which stops and almost discourages us when we

wish to occupy ourselves with India, with its philosophy or

religion, with its laws and its literature, is the absence of all

chronology. In India, the different philosophical systems have

no certain date, not even a relative date.f These different

terns are all cited, sometimes as authority, sometimes for the pur-

pose of opposing them : one supposes the other, and we would

say that they were all born on the same day. The probable I

son of this singular phenomenon is, that the different schools of

India have continually ret* niched the monuments upon which

they are founded ; and all of them having continually done the

same tiling in order to hold or regain the ascendency, there has re-

sulted an apparent simultaneousness of all the different systems,

and there is the greatest difficulty in determining which preceded,

which followed, and in what order they are developed. In this,

i all other things, it seems that India has wished to e-.ape

* One can sec I i M. Abd Rtmustt htt eiven in tho

./ nnd July, |

an article of M. I.urr I in tho

•KWrook have

lay* on the Indian Philosophy occupy from

rolnme.

t I
• Bnddhism, which will soon have its hist

'.s t-> tl M. Bornonf, Introduction to t'

1. 1st, i: If. Bornonf, Buddhism np-

1 dvo Inn li \ hnndrod
j

. bat this

mher, unfortunately throws no light oil the chro-

ihtnln systems which hud endured nnd flourished many
Buddhism tl and the <>M phi-

losophy of India a more popular, and, in my opinion, n ver rm.
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the law of succession and time, and to give to all itfl WOrlu the

appearance of an eternal unity, We are therefore compelled;

when we are investigating the order <>f the development of the

different systems of Indian philosophy, to use the analogies which

are drawn from a comparison with the other great epochs of the

history of philosophy, and the inductions which the knowl-

edge of the invariable laws of the human spirit suggest. Fin I

far as analogy goes, it seems that humanity, if it resembles itself,

has not been able to proceed in the East in a different manner

from what it has in Greece and in the modern world. Yet, not-

withstanding the number of experiments is still very limited, if a

profound unity ought to be found in the different movements of

humanity, it is also necessary to leave a very great part to the

diversity of circumstances ; and thus, in admitting this kind of

proof, it must be employed with extreme circumspection. Then

the human spirit is, as I have so often said, the very root of the

history of philosophy ; and as the human spirit has its laws, it

can be developed and manifest itself only according to these

laws, which become those of history. But finally, as it is not

impossible that the most scrupulous philosophy may be deceived

in the interpretation of the laws of the human spirit, we must

always be able to put every historical induction, which has no

other foundation, to the proof of well-stated facts ; and when

these facts, that is, the means of verification, are wanting, there

must be accorded only an approximate value to the most proba-

ble inductions, and to the chronological classifications to which

these inductions lead. I beg of you to accord no other value to

the order in which I am about to present to you the different

systems of Indian philosophy. Direct especially your attention

to each one of these systems so new to us, and to the rich collec-

tion which they compose. In fact, the Indian philosophy is so

vast that we can literally say, that it is an abridgment of the en-

tire history of philosophy. Admire, therefore, in this the natural

and fertile power of the human spirit, which commenced with

productions so great.

24
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I am tired of repeating, religion is the foundation of every ciriB«

zation ; it i iially true of a nascent civilization, and in
;

tieular of that of India. In India, the religious books, the Wdas,

are the ly ulterior development, here of the lion

which i^ founded upon religious law, there of the arts which n

at in their way the mythology of the \ finally, of phi-

loaophy. The V --re not written by any man ; in the opinion

the Hindoos, they have God himself, Brahma, for their author;

they are revealed, they command an absolute faith, t

authority without limits. But if the human spirit in India had

' with the Vedas, there would have been no philosophy

in India. As tin- • are somewhat enigmatical, like even-

monument of the fin . the most lively faith is forced

to address itself to reflection in order to get at the meaning of the

divine precepts. Hence, by the aid of time, at first comment

that are purely theological, then a school of interpretation which

professes an unlimited submission to tie but which pretends

to explain them to the faithful in a clearer and more intelligible

manner. This school of interpretation i^ the Mimu>:i. Tic Ye-

das tn petr excellence the sacred book
; the Mimansi is a col]

tion of book> of devotion, the object of which is to draw from the

\ • las the exact knowledge of religious and moral duties

moral duties in it are only a form of religious duti

that a single word [dl taken in the masculine,

virtue or moral merit, and taken in the feminine. -

ni» ri1 acquired I of piety. The Bchool ^i the Mimansa
|

its principal monument a very obscure work, which is called

aphorisms. These aphorisms are divided into si

cha: i -h one of these chapters is divided inl and

•at the

! itry,

h the drees of a i method and a minute

Jysis. 1

divided into live members: I t, The subject, the matter which

mil l 1 1, The doubt which IS raised in regard to
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this matter, the question to be n solved ;
8d, The ih>i nd

argument, thai if, the Si i solution which oatarall;

to the mind ; 4th, The true response, the orthodox solution which

authority gives, the rule; 5th, Ajiappendii which is called the

relation, wherein the definite solution at which one has arrived is

oonneoted with the solutions ofwarious other cases which h

been successively presented, so as (<> signalise the harmony of all

the Bolutiens, and to compose of them a regular code. This

school constantly relies upon the authority of the Vedas, the word

of which is law, upon tradition, and even upon the words of holy

personages who are supposed to have had particular illumination.

1 1 admits a sort of probabilism. In fact, all usage, even modern,

presumes a lost tradition, and this probability is sufficient and

makes authority, provided this usage be not in opposition to a

formal text of the Vedas. The Mimansa has for its first author

Djaimini ; his aphorisms are very ancient, but they have been re-

touched several times at different epochs, and enriched with com-

mentaries. The school of Djaimini has always combated Indian

heterodoxy ; and there is a commentator of this school, Kouma-

rila, who, on account of his great science, enjoys the highest au-

thority, who has been the author, or, at least, one of the most ac-

tive instruments of the Buddhist persecution.

This is, therefore, a step taken beyond the Vedas, although

always within the circle of theology. But the human spirit did

not remain there. After the Mimansa of Djaimini, the interpre-

tation of which is veiy reserved and the end entirely practical,

comes, if not in the chronological order of which we are ignorant,

at least in the natural order of the regular development of sys-

tems, another Mimansa, another school of sacred interpretation,

which still retains something of theology, but which, by appeal-

ing continually to the authority of revelation, devotes itself to a

more hardy interpretation, and ascends to the metaphysical prin-

ciples of the precepts taught in the Vedas. This is the reason

why, at the same time that it is called the theological Mimansa, it

is also called Vedan philosophy, that is, a philosophy which is
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founded upon the Vedas, the sense and the end of which it Mela,

but which already forms a metaphysical system, a real school of

philosophy. Its author, or, at least, he who has attached his

BBDfl to the most developed exposition of its principles, is

After the Vedan philosophy come, or, at least, we can place

after it, two systems very different from it, the Nyaya philosophy

and the Veiseshika philosophy. Nyaya is ratiocination; Veises-

hika is the distinction, the knowledge of the distinct parts, that

•f the elements of the world. The Nyaya philosophy is dia-

lectics ; the Veiseshika philosophy is physics. The author of jhe

Nyaya philosophy is Gotama. It is somewhat difficult to

whether a system of logic is heterodox or orthodox. So the Nyaya

philosophy has been tolerated and even accepted by Indian or-

thodoxy. It is not so with physics. Is this an effect of their

own nature, or is it an effect of particular circumstances ? The

Veiseshika philosophy, the author of which is Kanada, has all

had a very bad reputation in India; it is regarded as heterodox;

and, in truth, I conceive it to be somewhat so, for it is a system

of physics or natural philosophy which pretends to explain the

world by single atoms, that is, in modern language, by simple

and indecomposable molecules, which, by virtue of their own na-

ture and certain laws that are inherent in them, move of their own

accord, collect, and form bodies and this mnverse. The \

hika philosophy is, like that of Epicurus, Bystem of atomics!

and corpuscular physic

Following, i u will, by the side of these two

anther which is at once system of physi

dial and metaph rhich k a umrersa] system, a com-

plete philosophy; it is the Bankhya philosophy; this philosophy

mOtl 1. :ie MBMWl) for it is entirely independent.

rod it I
-il appearance, Bank-

hya nguifi< ount, calculation!

nation; it is a rational theory; it m '

rant which the i

renders to itself of it- own Dature by the
|

ular
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analysis.* The author of the Sankhya philosophy is Kapila.

This philosophy pushes independence even to heterodoxy ;
n is

notonly heterodox: theSankhyaof Kapila,irj India, where thingi

are oalled by the right name, i> an avowed system of atheism,

Nir-Isvara Sankhya, that is, word for word, Sankhj Deo,

Suoh is the first-fruit of independent philosophy in India. But

it is impossible that a movement of independence should produce

only a single system. So the Sankhya philosophy contains several

Other Bystems, the most important of which is the Sankhya Patand-

jali, that is, the school of the Sankhya whose author is Patandjali.

The philosophy of Patandjali doubtless holds to the Sankhya phi-

losophy, so far as it is equally independent. It admits even some-

thing of the Sankhya physics and dialectics, but it is completely

separated from the Sankhya philosophy so far as metaphysics

are concerned. Thus, the one is Nir-Isvara, sine Deo ; the other

is Sesvara, cum Deo : the one is not only heterodox, it is impious

;

the other is independent, but it is religious ; the one is atheistic,

the other is theistic, and theistic even to fanaticism.

With the Sankhya philosophy, in general, are connected various

other sects, among others that of the Djainas and the Buddhists,

which cannot be retrenched from the history of philosophy, since

by the side of a mythology, which appears there as if laid on by

design, is found a regular system of metaphysics, founded upon

rational and purely human processes. Buddhism, incontestably

Indian, since it respects the division by castes, is so heterodox,

and rejects in a manner so open and so hostile the authority of

the Vedas, it even so profoundly troubles the social and religious

order, that against it not only have arguments been employed, as

against the Sankhya of Kapila, but the sword has been drawn,

the Mimansa school, eminently Brahminical, as you must indeed

suppose,f has made an effort to stifle it by torture and death

;

and the persecution has been so atrocious that Buddhism has

* Colebrook : The discovery of soul by means of a right discrimination.

t Colebrook, emphatically orthodox.
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been obliged to quit India, to cross the Granges, to enter into the

Indo-Chinese peninsula, and into China itself, where it became

for many a philosophy which I do not understand well enough

to venture to characterise* it, and for the people an extravagant

superstition : 1 mean the religion and the philosophy of F6.

Such are the system* which are described in the work of Cole-

brook. After having recognized them by a general survey, in

order to give an idea of the Indian philosophy taken M a whole,

it remains to form an estimate of these systems, to search out in

them the elements of every philosophy,—sensualism, idealism,

skepticism, mysticism.

It is necessary to commence by retrenching from the systems

submitted to our examination the Vedas, and at least the first

Mimansa, the practical Mhnansa ; for they are religious and theo-

logical monuments, and not philosophical monuments. It also

necessary to retrench Bnddhism; for if, at first, Buddhism is

Indian in its origin, it is nearly foreign to India in its develop-

ment. Moreover, not one of the Buddhist books has been trans-

lated; Colebrook has not had even at. his disposition any of the

original writings which may subsist, in Banseritf and in the Pra-

krit and Pahli dialects, which are the dialects of the Pjainas and

* Sin™ the learnr 1 work of M. Burnouf, of which we have air

the Buddhist philosophy is so well known that we might repeat hers, with

. that it is a degenerate branch of the Sankhj rdst

to j'. of it what

stem. Here is t' '.ne.l

in two propositions which Burnouf hn^ himself > Idh-

irit, for the faculty is not distingnishe 1 turn

tin- inbj mIv with sensation, SB • vive it. '_M, The

spirit cannot itself lay hold of itself; and in direct if, it

draws from it onlj .If other

than . -nouf, thr

fthe first, snd which are radically opp

irahminism, a 'li is the the thin

t Houghton, an English resident at the court of Nepal, has

If which are in Sanscrit. S&d from t' DSlj

. i if had drawn the

eloni-
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the Buddhists; and he ban drawn all the information which he

gives us Brora the refutation of their adversaries. He thinks thai

confidence oan be placed in them, "If, when the hooks them*

selves of the Buddhists shall have been translated, the scrupulous

exactness of their adversaries/
1

fci. A.he1 R£musat,* "shall

be verified, this will be an honorable trait of character in the

Brahmins, and a singularity in the history of religious and philo-

sophical sects. In the mean time, a Bound criticism counsels us

to use with reserve notions that have such an origin, and not to

decide definitely in regard to ideas which we know only upon

the testimony of those who are interested in misrepresenting

them."f There remain, then, as legitimate matter for philosoph-

ical analysis, 1st, the Vedan philosophy, which lias for its author

Vyasa ; 2d, the Nyaya philosophy, which has for its author

Gotama ; 3d, the Veiseshika philosophy, which has for its author

Kanada ; 4th, the twro Sankhya, that is, the Sankhya of Kapila

and the Sankhya of Patandjali.

In these four systems, where are the four elements of the his-

tory of philosophy ?

I begin with sensualism, and I ask myself whether in India is

found that celebrated system, of which, in the last lecture, I

traced the philosophical origin, the principles, the processes, and

the conclusions. Yes, the system of sensualism is found in India

:

at first it would be easy for me to deduce it from the atomic phys-

ics of Kanada ; but I find it more evidently still, and I find it

entire in the Sankhya of Kapila. Trusting myself to your intelli-

gence, and supposing you sufficiently enlightened by the last

lecture, I am going to give you a simple analysis of sensualism,

such as it is in the Sankhya of Kapila, according to Colebrook

:

I shall accompany this analysis with but a few rapid reflections.

The aim of every philosophical system in India is deliverance,

* Journal des Savants, July, 1828, p. 289.

. t The fact has proved that Colebrook was right, and that the Brahmim
had not calumniated their adversaries.
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or the - in this world or in tbe other, or in Loth, ii

it i>
j ssibl S . ii is the end of the Sankhya, And fa

it the - food? Not by the ceremonies of

religion ; not by ; of ordinary prudence, which

thoughtfully slums vexation and put i own side all the

chances of good fortune; but 1)}* science. It remains to know

how we ran arrive at ' words, what are

our of knowing. According to Kapila, there are |

means of knowing. The first ition or

of external obj- < ; - : the Becond is inference, You know this

rtem; ii ry modern one, and nerertheli

hold it already in India. are in India, and as there

all things are mingled, the school of Kapila admits a third mi

of knowing, legitimate affirmation,* that is, the testimony of men,

tradition, revelation.,! the authority of the Vedaa. It must be

irked, tint the V< . shika, the school of Kanada, i tra-

dition, and that a branch of the Sankhya. the Tschaxi !mit

only a single way of know' tion. Kapila admits thi

but we do not see that lie makes much DSC of the third, ami he ar-

aclnsions so different from those of the \ •

I is, tl

cannot have regarded their authority >ol,

entirely speculative, ha d the fate of the Buddhist school.

re the established means ,,f k: by them on.' ar-

rives at universal al the kno* f all the princi]

of thin re twenty-fi princi] ibk

rtht prin-

J monom . that which is

i o/

insrs,

. prnkriti ; 2vl, intel ihi ;

. 4th

—8th, t! 1 umII, princ

r :i-l which produce the j are

. .'th— 19th, i'l.\on sou-

|
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yon in oomprehend the - pint of the philo opl ipil i, I nn ill

cite some of them for yen. For example, the follow

first principle of things, from which are derived all the other

principles: prakriti, or moula prakriti, nature, "matter eternal

without forms, without parts, cause material, oniversal, which can

be Induced from its effects, which produces and is nol produced.*
1

These are the ?ery terms of Oolebrook. If they left any thing

to be desired, if we should Bay that perhaps the first prinoipl

here called matter only so far forth as it is the root of things, and

rfiat it is not impossible that (his first principle may be spiritual,

all doubts would be dissipated upon arriving at the second

principle. In {act, this second principle is bouddhi, inte]

"the tirst production of nature, the production which itself pro-

duces other principles." Therefore the first was not intelligence:

intelligence is only in the second rank; it comes from matter; it

is the fundamental attribute of matter. Hence the physics and

the cosmology of Kapila; I leave them., and pass in course to

psychology and to the twenty-fifth and last principle, the soul.

From the combination of seventeen anterior principles results an

animated atom of extreme tenuity and subtilty,* a sort of com-

promise, says Colebrook, between a material soul and a soul en-

tirely immaterial. Where is this soul located ? In the brain

;

and it extends below the skull, like a flame which is elevated

above the wick.f Is not this the famous craniolorncal thought,

of sensation, the eye, the ear, the nose, the tongue, and the skin ; the five

instruments of action are the vocal organ, the hands, the feet, the excretory

passages, and the organs of generation. The eleventh is manas, mens, the

spirit at once passive and active which perceives sensation and reflects it.

The five exterior senses receive the impression ; the spirit perceives it, re-

flects it, examines it; consciousness applies all this to itself, intelligence

decides, and the five exterior senses execute. So there are thirteen instru-

ments of knowledge, three internal and ten external, which are called the ten

gates and the three gardens ; 20th—24th, the five real elements produced by
tho principles enumerated above : ether, fire, air. water, and earth ; 25th, the

noul, pourousha.

* This atom is called Zinqa, and, as surpassing the wind in swiftness, ati*

vahika. Journal des Savants, 1S25, November, p. 689.

+ Ibid.
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of which, it ii supposed, then baa recently been made a wood

ful d v
"-
1 * Well ! it is in the Sankhya of Kapfla

with it I find there the principle to which it is tied, the principle

of irritation and excitation. In fact, I read in Oolebrook that

two bi acl oi i t" the 8 mkhva. the Tsoharrakaf and r ya-

itinguish the soul from the body : they think that

the organs of sense, the vital functions, constitute the tool ; tint

Liigence and sensibility, which are not ; . in

the primitive elements of the body, earth keta

irately, can indeed be found in t ien

they are combi' to make a whole, an i body.

The faculty of thinking i- a modification of these naiocited

cents, a r and other ingredients nixed produce an

into- . liquor, and as the betel, the arec. lime and the

"t cashoo, mixed together, acquire a certain I

and irritating qualify, which separately they did not have. So

far as tl | body, there is thought with a feeling of ph>a>ure

and pain; all this disapj I soon as the body is DO BOO

MoreoTor, 1 am pleaaed to recognise that the Sankhya of Ka-

pfla contains excellent obseiratiooi upon method. upon the causes

ra, upon their remedies, and that retinae of v.

erywhere bo honorably recommend the wril

the aensualistic school That Kapila anal th fmen

icitv all the physical and moral ol which are opp

the improvement of intelligence. He enumerates fori

phyaica] obstacles, and sixty-two moral i

im, nine things which satisfy intel i in

i tind repose; but, above these, th< eight which

elei ommends us to be docfle pupili

of nature, which, I . furnishes ua with the material of

all our thou ml at the same tim ommeiida us not to

* ;o of a book which appeared at

Ibftt tic,
*

f I niuaat, Journal d*t Sat*.

.
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l)i passive pupil-, hut pupils who know how to interrogate,; !

who. instead of holding themselves to the firs! words of the m

tar, slviltulK di.iw from bin the moat Luminous ind extei

explanations. It n by relying apon nature ind experimental

data thai man, with Ihe power of induction which belongs to him,

can arriye at legitimate knowledge. Kapila compares man and

nature, in the mutual need which they ha\e of one another, in

order to arrive a< truth, to a bHnd man and a cripple who unite

together, one to be supported, the other to be guid< d. Nature,

gain aaya Kapila, is likened to a female dancer, exhibiting her>

sell" to soul as to an audience, and is reproached with shamel.

ess for repeatedly exposing herself to the rude gase of the

spectator; Bhe desists, however, when she has sufficiently shown

herself. He desists because he has Been her. Under the sim-

plicity and freedom of this language, do you not lind something

of the grandeur of that of Bacon?

One of the ideas which are most opposed to sensualism is that

of cau^e : so Kapila made an effort to destroy it. The argumen-

tation o( Kapila is, in the history of philosophy, the antecedent of

that of ^Knesidemus and that of Hume. According to Kapila,

there is no proper notion of cause, and that which we call a cause

is only an effect in its relation to the cause that precedes it,

which is also an effect for the same reason, and continually thus,

so that the whole is a necessary concatenation of effects, without

veritable and independent cause. Let us observe the three fol-

lowing: arguments

:

1st, That which does not exist cannot, by any possible opera-

tion of cause, arrive at existence. Is not this the axiom since so

celebrated : Ex nihilo nihil fit, etc., that is, the principle of the

Greek atheism?

2d, The nature of cause and effect well examined is the same,

and that which appears cause is only effect

;

3d, It is not necessary to be occupied with causes, but with

effects ; for the existence of effect measures the energy of cause

:

therefore effect is equivalent to cause.
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And .'it what doei thk argumentation end? You have al:

; Kapfia, Btarting from sensation and applying induction only

to that, ending at materialism. Here tin* negation of all true and

independent c him to fttfrifaiw and, at the same

time, to atheism. Kapila docs not seek to disguise t

:

,.t. Here is, word for word,

Kapila deoiefl the exigence of a (rod who the world; he

maintain-* that no proof of ms e can be given, that there

of it, either perceived by tie or drawn from

sensation by induction and ratiocination, and which, consequently,

falls under any of our legitime He

indeed recognizes an intelligence ; but the intelligence of which I

have spoken to you, the intelligence that is an offspring of

nature and an attribute of matter, a sort of soul of rid.

Such is the only God of Kapila. And this intelligence

.titled with the world, is bo far from being an independent

God, that Kapila, who alw I ! to the extent of his princij

ires that it is finite, that it commenced with the world, that

••. ith the collection of bodies, thai it is developed with the

world, that it will eud with the world. Hen is the fundamental

dilemma upon which rests the atheism that is derived from the

nalism of Kapila. One of two thin.;- : you either suppose a

i distinct from the world, separated from nature, and then

such a being would have no reason for producn

, to himself; or you suppose this God in the world i;

I in the ties of nature, ami then he could DOfl ha\e j

duced it.*

Thus the Bank] m the principles of all

pp mt ,11 sensualism, and i

fusions of all sensualism, I iakam, at fatal-

atheism. At our next meeting we will review the other

I

• —

• Journal da Savant* - nembcr, p. 699.
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LECTURE VI.

IDEALISM, SKK1TH1SM, MYSTICISM IN INDIA.

Idealism in India. Nyaya. Vedanta,—-Skepticism.- -Myatioism. Sa&khya
school of Pantadjali.—Of the Bhagavad-Qita, aa l>rl<.nL,rin^ to th-s school,

[ta method; Ltapsyohology; Lta morality; its theodioea. Means ofuniting
one's self 'With (iod; ecstasy.- -Magio.

In the last lecture we recognized sensualism in India, let us

see to-day whether we .shall equally find there idealism, skepti-

cism, and mysticism. Let us commence by idealism.

Fes, idealism is also in India; I find manifest traces of it even

in the Nyaya dialectics, the author of which is Gotaraa. The

Nyaya, simply as dialectics, might have remained neutral between

sensualism and idealism, and yet it contains already a philosophy

entirely opposed to the sensualism of the Sankhya of Kapila. In

order to be able to judge of it better, it is necessary that you

should know more of the system of the Nyaya.

The Vedas, in a certain place, say that there are three condi-

tions of knowledge : first, it is necessary to call things by the

terms which the Yedas employ, terms sacred and revealed like

the Vedas ; secondly, it is necessary to define things, that is, to

seek what are their properties and characteristics ; thirdly, it is

necessary to examine whether these definitions at which we have

arrived are legitimate or illegitimate. The Nyaya is founded upon

this passage of the Yedas, and takes the liberty of yielding itself

to a hardy system of dialectics, nevertheless without going out

of the consecrated circle of Indian orthodoxy ; hence the whole

Nyaya philosophy. It is contained in short aphorisms, Soutras,

divided into five books or lectures, each of which is divided into
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I wiD only d e to you the most import-

;int poio

In the first place, tliesc Bacred termi are the fundamental

terms apon which human I e, the terms which I
\-

mod sm thai is, the most general p<-i:^> <>(

I under which the human mind can consider things. And

what are these simple ideas, these general points of view. There

-i\ of them, according to the most accredited opinion, in the

school of i are sol lity, action, \he

amen (the general, genus), pro] peeks, the indtvidoi

ition. B ddasevent! it, privation or

ition; others add two more still, power and r.m mblance. In

(act, wl ild consider, you are unable t<> consider

pt under some one of these relations. Either this object

appears to you a substance, or it appear- to you a quality ; it

appears to y<>u sefife Of passh ral or particular, provided

Of unprovided with certain forces, like or unlike somethit

Tie serai points of view, the most sim;

ments of thought, the terms to which all the nth- I be

rred. Does not this remind you of the categories of A'

tot!

The second point of tl,'
v

I
to which T call your attention is

that in which then a (1! lence or our means of

knowing. There are four: immedia: ption o:

«, analogy, finally legitimate affirmation, that

diti I
ation. the authority of the Vedas.

| these

means of knowing, induction plays B FCT] part in the

. induction ly composed of

di(] V U> ti S iplete indue:

be entip utr.ent in five terms. The}

nth the axampl brook

:

.<, the thesis which we \\i>h to This

mountain is on lire ;

The reason, th i which the argument rests:

fat it smokes;
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8d, ThemampU: now, that whic] t he

Bre of the kitchen ;

4th, The application, the application to the peci J oa e under

consideration: ii ii the same with the mountain irhieh

5th, The condution: therefore thin mountain ii on t

;

Suohia the entire argument which is particularly called V.

to wii, complete ratiocination; and it would Beem that the

dialectic Bohool of Gotama received its name from the very ai

ment which is the masterpiece of dialectics. But these five

terms of the Nyaya are not always enumerated and are reduced

t<> the last (lure: "That which smoke* is on fire, as the fire 01

the kitchen; it is the same with the mountain which smoki

therefore this mountain is on fire." Thus reduced, the N

little less than a regular ByDogism. Such i>. at least, the opinion

of Colebrook, whom we ought to follow, since we do not under-

stand the original monument.* Therefore, with the categories,

the syllogism is also found in India. Hence the following his-

torical problem : Does the peripatetic syllogism come from India,

or has India borrowed it from Greece? Are the Greeks the

teachers or the disciples of the Hindoos ?f This is a premature

problem which, in the existing state of our knowledge, is entirely

insolvable. While waiting for new lights to come to elucidate the

communications which may have taken place between India and

Greece in the time of Alexander, or at some other epoch as yet

unknown, we must be resigned to attribute the syllogism, and

without doubt also the categories, in India as well as in Greece,

to the human mind and its natural energy. But if the human

mind has indeed been able to produce the syllogism in India, it

has not been able to produce it in a day ; for the syllogism sup-

* A learned memoir of M. B. Saint-Hillaire has demonstrated that the

Nyaya does not contain the true theory of the syllogism, and that Colebrook

has much exaggerated the analogy, which, upon certain points, the system

of Gotama can present, with this theory ; Memoires de VAcad. des Sciences

Morales et Politiques, t. 3, p. 223 and following.

t M. Abel Kemusat, Journal des Savants, 1S2G, April, p. 236.
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poses I" "1 of intellectual culture. Tlv I major

proj ry id <

•

Ding, wl I
»•, <>ral

or tacit, instinctive or developed ; and it is this major

nfosedly perceived which directs the mind; but the

mind doet not always account to itself f<>r this, and the essential

•n of ratiocination remains a long time buried in the

pths of thought. In order that an irch it

out, dis» rv_r vw it, transfer it to the litjht, and assign to it its

itimate place in an I which reproduces and

faithfully i tfl the internal movement of thought, tl

must irs added to years, there must be an accumulation of

rts ; the single fact of tin- i
• of tin* regular svllo_

in the dialectics of the \ would be an unansweral

stration of the hkrh degree of intellectual culture which India

mu>t have attained. The regular syllogism supposes a vi

sdvanced eulture, and at the same time augments it. In fact, it

is impossible thai the form of thought should not have an infla-

te on thought itself, that the decomposition of the | of

-oniiv into the three terms which constitute it should not

reader more distinct and more sure the BOH of I

lations of agreement or di ment which unite or »

them, The major, the minor, and the consequent d thus

. manifest, of themselves, their I md

their
i

• ration and th alar disposition

the introduetioo of very chimerical relal

i and tin* phantoms with which the imagination tilLs

np the inl of re—oning. The

the operation which it- :nmunicai

irami li II ral hn_:

Hi : . little by little, th»* hah. verity and i a which

pass ml ll intlu-

:' intelligence. Thus, the app

rular syll in philosophy 1,
• antly been

the i md for Do

m : for that which I
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scholasticism, was by no means the employment of the

it was, in the syllogism, ii I admission of artificial major

propositions. But between these artificial major propositions

and the conclusions which it drew from them, scholastici

played a very great dialeotical power, and it impressed on the

human mind habits by which modern philosophy profited.

What has modern philosophy done? It b turn< I tin-

major propositions of scholasticism, and in their place has put

those which a free analysis has supplied. And then, adding to

these new major propositions, which arc the products of the DOW

times, the vigor of reasoning which had given to the world scho-

lastic dialectics, there has sprung from it the modern method, to

wit, the intimate union of observation and reasoning. You see at

what epoch in Greece, appeared the syllogism, or rather the

promulgation of its laws. It appeared with the age of Pericles,

with Plato, above all with Aristotle; now, it cannot be denied

that the perfection of method and of philosophical language

among the Greeks dates from this epoch. If we may put confi-

dence in M. Abel Remusat, the old Chinese philosophy did not

pass beyond the enthymeme ; it did not arrive at the regular

syllogism, and it seems that it was not with impunity that the

syllogism was a long time wanting to it. In the East it is found

only in India, and it supposes there, I repeat, a high degree of

previous culture, to which it must have added still more.

I hasten to arrive at the third point which I wish to designate

to you in the Nyaya, and which leads directly to the end which

I propose.

After having treated of the elements of thought, of proof, and

of the most cultivated form of reasoning, the Nyaya undertakes

to join example to precept ; it attempts to apply our means of

knowing to the objects of knowledge ; hence twelve questions

which, completely resolved and exhausted, end at twelve theories.

And what is the first of these questions ? To what are the Ny-

aya dialectics first applied ? Is it here as in the Sankhya phi-

losophy of Kapila, and do we find the soul, for example, in the

25
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nteenth rank, and m the result of the combination of seven-

S ; Colebrook testifies thai the first

question which the Xyaya dial undertake and solve is that

of the soul. This Dial rank given to the soul, this preference, al-

tn welL Moreover, what is the result in which I

lya dialectics applied to the soul end ? It is that the soul is

dial m the body, from Al-

ready, in a quite different philosophy from that

of Kapila. Lei 08 pursue it »ul is entirely distinct from

the body ; it is infinite in its pi-in id while it is infinite in

its principle, it is a special substance, different in each individual

;

it has special attiibui knowledge, will, desire, attribi:

which are not alike in all the substances, and which constitute a

special existence for the being who experiences them." Th

indeed, an avowed spiritualism. If you continue, you will find

still other signs. For example, in speaking of tune,

o while showing thai the origin of the idea of time

from the succession of events, declares that if eve: eed

h other in time, they do not OOnstitnte it, and tha: M a

principle quite different from the succession of eventa, a principle

which is one, eternal, infinite. It a the same in regard to

oe k indeed given us by the relation of t]

ticn of bodies, but I tioe of the position of 1

to be the origin and tl. the

principle of idf. Space in itself, hi

nit*-, i

1.*

It ie therefore clear t' tualiem is found in India, and

spirit uali.-m

rm of idealism

in in.!; S I
.: I e mid • i nith tome detail

ten which I indicated to you in my I
the

i would am has had in India

<> n tfflMiaad ^pace, see especially t) << Id Vol. af cs, Lectures IT

tad 18.
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% development quite ai great m leneuahsm, and that

it became ;i system, it did not escape the and exti

ganee vrhich, in c\m\ m -inn, moq attached to human ui

UCSS.

The Vedan philosophy is the idealistic philosophy of India; it

is, therefore, the moat obscure. As Colebrook has reserved this

philosophy for the laal lubjeot of his works, this last paper baa

not appeared, and I do not like to speak of the Vedan phDofiOphj

when L can speak to you only cursorily, upon the faith of authors

who have not the authority of Colcbrook. Fortunately, in an-

nouncing his future paper, the illustrious Indianist glfes IB in a

few words, the result of his researches upon the Vedan philoso-

phy, and this result suffices for our object. He expressly declares

that " the Vedan philosophy is nothing else than a system of

psychology and subtile metaphysics which even denies the exist-

ence of matter." This conclusion suffices for us; it is foolishly

idealistic ; therefore, the whole system, which Colcbrook has not

yet made known to us, must contain, more or less developed, all

the follies which are expressed b/ its last result.*

Thus idealism in India has not been more fortunate than sen-

sualism ; the philosophy of Vyasa and that of Kapila have ar-

rived at equal extravagances ; and India has possessed the two

excessive dogmatisms which fill up the first plan of every great

epoch of the history of philosophy. That these two dogmatisms

have there been combated, is again attested by Colebrook ; it is

seen in the numerous commentaries on the Sankhya and the Ve-

danta, which wage perpetual war upon each other. From this

draw the conclusion, that there must also have been more or less

skepticism in India ; for it is impossible that two opposite dog-

matisms should combat each other without mutually staggei'tng

the faith of each other, and without causing grave doubts to arise

* Since, the article on the Vedan philosophy has appeared, and it fully

justifies our conjectures. See the collection of Colebrook's papers on the In-

dian philosophy, in his Miscellanies, London, 1837.
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in regard I
soundness of eithi a. Then was,

in (act, skepticism in India. But remark that the phfloeophy of

India b only the first epoch of the history of philosophy, the rich

and ining, but in met the beginning of the human

mind, and that the human mind cannot begin by skepticism, but

matism; consequently it is dogmatism which must have

prevailed ED India, and skepticism must have found there only a

feeble place. This is what reasoning says; H what facts

Without speaking of skepticism and of the profound indiffer-

ence into which the pandits, the learned men of modern In!

have fallen, if we may put confidence in travellers ; as to ancient

India, I find in the extracts from Colebrook a certain number of

- which bear testimony to considerable skepticism ; tl

u especially one passage, which I wish to cite, borrowed from a

celebrated commentary on the Sankhya philosophy of Kapila, the

Karika. The following, according to the Karika, is definitive

truth, absolute truth, sole truth :

11 Neither I am, nor does aught mine nor I exist."

Behold, therefore, in India absolute nihilism, tl. fruit of

pucism. Nevertheless, I am constrained to remind you that

this jfl only a phrase of the Ivuika, and isolated phrases do not

eonstitn stem: Colebrook d<>c> do( of any

ool which is positively skeptical. Skepticism is found only

h'-re and there in certain
j

ms, in othet

Deal, and particularly in t! 3 that it

would seem that the small amount of skepticism which exists in

India comci from the sensuaUstic philosophy. To establish this

• •t without inter nnatkm of different

Bui if there has been little skepticism in India, th- been

thei ondance of mystici

fir in of this mysticism, in or >mpre-

hend wvll its nature.
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d recoiled ih.it the Sankhya bool of independent phi-

losophy . jron recoiled ih.it is the bo boo! ii

the partioular lohoo] called the Bankhyi of Kapila, which pn

independence ncn to heterodoxy, heterodoxy er«n to impiety,

and which, being sensualistic in its principles, ends at fatalism,

;it materialism, al atheism, and ends there knowingly and rolun-

tarily. But the Sankhya has oot only produced the tensuahs-

t'u- philosophy of Kapila, it ha-- produced many other sysl

there are very different branches, among others L*ne which, set-

ting out from the Sankhya, that is, from the rery trunk of hetero-

doxy, whether through weariness <>f the miserable dogmatism "f

sensualism, or for some other cause, attached itself, in the coarse

of time, to the ancient orthodoxy, to the Vedan philosophy, to

the Miniansa, and to the Vedas ; which eren, falling from one

excess into another, as the human mind always does, joined itself

to that which is most mythologies] in India, to the Pouranas
;

hence the Sankhya-pouranika philosophy. Does not this school

represent to you that critical moment in the development of the

human mind, when, after the strife of two dogmatisms and the

more or less considerable appearance of skepticism, the human

mind, wearied with believing in the follies of idealism and sensu-

alism, but always feeling the necessity of believing, then throws

itself back, in order at least to believe in something, under the

yoke of the fixed and regular ancient orthodoxy ? Whatever this

doubt may be, there is another school which equally springs from

the Sankhya, but which rejects fatalism, materialism, and athe-

ism ; it is the Sankhya of Patandjali, of which I have spoken to

you heretofore. Since this school is theistic, it is no longer hos-

tile to the ancient orthodoxy ; but because it is still Sankhya, if

it is no longer impious, it remains independent, it remains in the

regions of philosophy. And what is the theism of the Sankhya

of Patandjali ? Have we arrived at true philosophy, at that

which will be wise enough not to be sensualistic and to remain

independent ? No : I read in Colebrook that the theism of Pa-

tandjali is an absurd fanaticism. The Sankhya philosophy of
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1
' : mdjali is foaml in a collection Y & tout, and di-

vided into The following of these

book-, as Colebrook m; first book, On > >n

;

it ; third book, 0/» */**

< ; fourth hook, On ecstasy. Nothing

. with what i- better, that is, with the-

ism and independence, hoi rith what is mo>t extravagant)

that is, the substitution of r the regal

ning, and the
j

I Jut we have here more than Colebrook hhnself, we possess a

Patandjali monument
;

1 mean the Bhagayad-Gita,

William Humboldt is the first, I 1 who, in L826, in his

found analysis of th< ivad-Gita, supposed that this work

at belong to the Sankhja of Patandjali. This simple suppo-

sition of Humboldt is now, at least for m<\ a certainty . the

tli" papers of Colebrook, we have in hand

all tlir systems of the Indian philosophy; now. the Bhagarad-

ntains one which does not ; with any of those which

>k traces for am, onless with the Bankhya of Patandjali

:

se analy>is will demon t<> us.

The Bh of the Mahahh D im-

the Bubject of which is the quarrel of the

! ; i Pando is, two branches, of the sun*' family,
i

• hieh. after having been expelled by tli." Other, undertakes to

Its native country and I li&h tin a

the anc ind

- their representative, the yain_,r Ardjoui >m-

him, without In .ho this Cnshns is taat is with

him in his eh ari.»t and im almo The

of the 1
• -

i up the n Ajdjo

arrival upon the field of battle. I ring th< for the

. Ardjouna eotttem] mks of the enemy he |

rit of tho Bhagavad-< 1st of

this I oturo 8.
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there only brothers, relaures, friends, whom he d

the dust, in order bo succeed to empire : end li th

idea, he falls intoa profound melancholy; he deolare to hb

oompanioa thai at such I price empire and life itself hare no

charm for him; for of wha( use are empire and ufe, irhea th

wiili whom ire would share empire and pass our life shall !>'' do

more? He is ready to abandon his enterprise. His impassible

companion chides him, and reminds him thai he is Shatriya, that

he belongs to the caste of warriors ; that war is his element and

his duty, and (hat if he t urns hack he I"- 1 "- not only empire, but

honor. These reasons not appearing to make much impression

on the soul of Ardjouna, his mysterious companion then app

to a higher motive, and in order to decide him to fight expo

to him a system of metaphysics. A treatise of metaphysics, be-

fore a battle, in eighteen Lectures, under the form of a dialogue

between Ardjouna and his companion Crishna, such is the Bha-

(javad-Gita, This curious monument was translated in Eivland

in 1785, by Wilkins, and his translation is much esteemed. In

1787, it. was translated from the English into French by the

Abbe Parraud, who disfigured and spoiled the beautiful work of

Wilkins. In 1823, William Schlegel published anew the text

already published in India, and he gave of it, for the first time, a

perfectly literal Latin translation. It is on this translation, care-

fully compared with the critical remarks of M. de Chezy,* that

I constantly rely in the philosophical analysis which I am about

to present you of the Bhagavad-Gita. I shall follow it step by

step, but I shall consider it only in its relation to the end that

concerns me, the development of the different points of view of

mysticism. I call your attention especially to the course and

the progress of these points of view. You see how the human

mind, in its excellence, always starts well, and how, by feeble-

* Bliagavad-G-ita, id est dtaithiov fiiXos, sive almi Crishruz et Ardjuna collo-

quium de rebus divinis, Barathea episodium, recensult. . . . A. G. Schle-

gel, Bounae, 1823.—Article of M. de Chezy, Journal des Savants, January,

1825, p. 37.
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ness, it deviates little by little from the right path, and engages

in the most

uliarity of all I a is to separate itself from

turn aside from all regular study, and to run into con-

templation. Thus the i Lrdjouna speaka

to him with disdain of the knowledge which [aired from

books ; he- epeaka to him even with tightness of the sacred bo<

the Vedaa, !{-• mocks at the religious Uw which recommend

thousand ceremonies* andpron "mpense in another world;

and he theological subtilti- bich his interpreta-

tion B« ti M who hold to I

letter of the Vi | is, and who . there i> DO certain
-

where.J He ereo hat the holy books them- like

other books, are good only for those who are not capable of true

••mplation, and that when we have arrived at contemplal

the holy books are entirely useless. • A- a weD, a fountain,

wit' ters more or 1- int. i- useless when we 1

all the Baered t>"<>k> are useless t<> the

true theolog thai i%. to the mystic and inspired theologian.

Behold, then, war declared against 1

imst the methodical and regular employment

of reasoning, and the
|

and of interior

. in some sort, the prolegom

m : behold now, in Western 1

: that, in the biei

. . . . S lei »]

t H irum ftmbftgei mafftt,

Bunl -a mena
•

Ira q

§ It
"

;<». nquis unriiqne eonfluen-

(. ioatAUt u: iicologo prud'
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(lie human faculties, the soul m above sensibility, that above the

soul is intelligence, and that th tmething still above intelli-

gence, being.
v Urn l». -in-- al>o\e intellig mthont

intelligence, is being, substance, without any spiritual attribu

as well as vrithoul sensible attribute, Bince being al ose>

lion as well as above thought ; il is therefore al lii-l BO abstl

tion, for a substance is no more given us without an attribn

than an attribute without a subject; consequently, a substance

without essential attribute, is a snbstance which lends itself

equally to c\crv possible attribute, which admits as ntal

attribute matter as well as spirit, and can Berve as subject for all

phenomena indistinctly. All this, perha] . OS of little im-

portance to you. Let us proceed, and what has seemed obscur*-

or indifferent in psychology becomes important and is made clear

in morals. If in the intellectual order contemplation is superior

to the regular employment of reason, if being in itself is superior

to thought, it follows that in the moral order what responds bet-

ter to pure contemplation and to the state of being in itself, to

wit, inaction, and absolute inaction, will necessarily be superior

to action. Thus nothing is less indifferent than what takes place

on the heights of metaphysics ; therein are the principles of every-

thing else ; thence, by a concealed, buc irresistible descent, are

derived in morals the most admirable or the most absurd results.

Follow the series of strange, but necessaiy consequences, whither,

in practice, the more or less importance given by psychology to

substance in itself or to thought, leads.

Every thing always commences well, and the preceptor of

Ardjouna does not at first recommend to him inaction, that which

would shock the common sense and the manly habits of the

young Shatrya ; but he recommends him to act with purity, that

is, without seeking the advantages of his actios, to act by the

simple consideration of duty, let come as a consequence what

* Schlegel, p. 142. " Sensus pollentes, sensibus pollentior animus anima,

eutem pollentior mens
;
qui vero prce mente pollet, is est."
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may. 1, internal purity. Surely nothing

is 1 imt tlif descent is slippery, for purity is oiodcst, it

mu>t ihiu tension; mei - more

ing evilly than when not acting at all, we soon

m disinterested^ ad from abstinence to iner-

Thna, after baling n c anmended Ardjouna to act without

con- ralta of the act* i Crishna him, as

the idea] of human wisdom, inaction in action.* Since it is

I in this world, it is necessary to ad at 1-mm M if

wc^ 'id to cnltrrate abore all the interior
I

the <•"!!*• mplative life, iperior to active fife; for works are

inferior to devotion, to faith.
\

another step, new maxim; it is rer]

theleas it can still be vindicated. In fact, an action has no moral

value; it is morally good or bad so far ai it il done in view el

good, with the wish and the knowledge of good, which, from

nat tially moral and rel Ood only by the

al sentiment, the religions sentiment, the faith which is at-

tached to it. Faith is, therefore, the principle of mora] action:

the power and the depth of the one measure the
g

- of the

other; it k therefore superior to it In thi a these

• vs-iry reservations, it would not DC afaanrd to -

sop ran. But mystkasm does not stop there ; it

.

much abore works, that it

dain of them.

" In this world, the true d dna all action." What !

all act; well as bad. true virtue as well

in this World the true devotee disdains all actions, good as we'.'.

Behold as then armed al contempt of works. Once

there, the descent is rapid towards all follies, the rnoi

) a in np<" i OttO OpM, It MgH

; [hid*, p, i mittit, bone et

Halo facta."
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follies. From indifference of wrorki iad from the ;d> orate p

of Caith Bpringa tins principle, which, for tin? sake of el

brevity, I here again put in the Ian of the \\ • t: Faith

without works wnotifiea and beatifies the bouL Thk ia the ;

principle; the followirj eoond which springs from the Irtt:

When faith is complete, ii Banctifies and beatifies, n<>t only will..

works, but in Bpite of works; and if faith is every thing, if God

RgSffds only faith anil disdains all action, it follows that good

tmns are to him as iidiffereni as the bad, and thai the bad even,

if they arc done with contempt far them, are not (o him n,

disagreeable than the good, and that, in fine, with faith we may

arrive a1 holiness and at beatitude, in spite of sin. I do not in-

vent, I translate. Hear ( rishna :
" He who has faith lias science,

and he who lias science and faith, attains, by that alone, to su-

preme tranquillity . . .
."* " He who in the midst of devotion

has laid aside tin' burden of action, and who lias solved every

doubt with science, he is no longer fettered with works."! Though

you were contaminated with sins, you would be able to cross the

abyss in the bark of wisdom. Know, Ardjouna, that as the nat-

ural tire reduces the wood to ashes, so the fire of true wisdom

consumes all action."J
" I am the same for all beings ; no one

is worthy of my love or my hatred ; but those who serve me are

in me as I am in them. The greatest criminal, if he gives me his

undivided service, is thereby purified and sanctified."§

There is wanting to all this only a last consequence, the dogma

* Scblegel, p. 145. "Qui fidem habet, adipiscitur scientiam ; huic inten-

tus ... ad suinmam tranquillitateui pervenit."

t Ibid., p. 140. "Earn qui in devotione opera sua deposuit, qui scientia

dubitntionem discidit spiritalem, nou constringunt vinculis opera."

% Ibid., p. 145. " Si vel maxime omnibus peccatis sis contaminatus, uni-

versalis scientiae saltu tamen infernum trajicies; deinde ut ligna accensus

ignis in cinerem vertit, Ardjuna, pariter scientiae ignis omnia opera in

cinerera vertit."

§ Ibid., p. 160. " JEquabilis ego erga omnia animantia; nemo mini est

vel invisus vel carus ; at me qui colunt religiose, insunt mini et ego iis insraa.

Si vel admodum facinorosus me colit cultu non aliorsum distracto, is probus

est aestimandus, is utique recte compositus."
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of predestination, destructive of all liberty and all morality. It

mptuous thinks himself the

author of his actions ; but all his a ome from the force and

oncatenation cf things."* An irresistible

. good or evil, i -ome to be born for good, others for

evil.f All men are born under the empire of one or the other of

destinies. Not only are we predestinated to good or

to evil, but i truth, to bad phi-

phy or to good; and in the B ana, tha

Go I I philosophers who war.

from contemplation and engage in action, and end at materia",

and at atheism ; I - them among the men who are born

under B bad destiny
.J

We may indeed think that good fortune

and bad fortune are determined beforehand, as weD as virtue and

TOT and truth ; but as all this is only a lottery, as we

lure, with the best intentions in the world, of having drawn

a prise, Ardjouna trembles (and in fact the moment v

th< on the eve of battle) ; he r lin-

gular interlocutor, who, with i powerful and serene look, reassures

him in Baying to him : " Take again, Pandou, for you

rn under the good destiny."§

•ilt of this mora] theory, th< is an al

. a complete indifference, renunciation of action and ordii

life, and immobility in contemplate d from all i

•i. the true d mquilly with

nin> (the D0 thoui disturbing himself and without

distn He retires within hie turtlr

• up in its shell
." try lamp which

lo opera;

. qui fiillitur, onni"

t H

$ V
trimo din lo sodot

peri agens neo «g<

i
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barns calmly when protected from all agitation of the air;**

* that which ii nighl for others is the watch of th ind the

h of others ia his eight,"f

Such is true wisdom, true devotion, true holiness, thai

<i ; and ;is (his perfect wisdom is the aim of the Sankhya of

Patandjali, this system ia called Yoga, and he who practices it

5ToguL The true Yogui is also tfouni and Sannyassi, th.it is,

recluse. Among the attributes of wisdi m is the perfect detach-

ment of all affection for any thing whatever, for wife, for children ;

and there is even no question of country. The Yogui is indiffer-

ent to every thing. "The Brahmin full of wisdom and virtue,

the ox, the elephant, the dog, and man, are all alike to the sage/'J'

In fact, what is the sole exercise of the sage? Contemplation,

the contemplation of God. And what is this God ? We have

seen what, the abstraction of being. But the abstraction of being,

without lixed attribute, is realized quite as well in a dog as in a

man ; for there is being in every thing, as Leibnitz has said, there

is beinji in a clod of earth as well as in the soul of the last of the

Brut uses. The indifference of the Yogui is, therefore, consistent

;

he searches only for God, but he finds him equally in every thing.

Only, in order to contemplate him in all things, make an abstrac-

tion of that which is not him ; it is only the substance of things,

pure being, that it is necessaiy to consider ; and as the end of

contemplation is to unite ourselves to God, the means of arriving

at this union is to resemble him as much as possible, that is, to

reduce ourselves to pure being, by the abolition of all thought,

of every interior act ; for the least thought, the least act would

destroy the unity in dividing it, would modify and alter the

absolute substance. This state of the artificial absorption of

* Schlegel, p. 150. " Sicuti lucerna citra venti impetum posita, hand vacil-

lat." (The French translation is from M. de Chezy.)

t Ibid., p. 133. "Qnse nox est cunctis aniinantibns, hanc pervigilat abs-

tinens
;
qua vigilant animantes, haec est nox verum intuentis anachoretae."

% Ibid., p. 147. "In brachmane doctrina et modestia prsedito, in bove, in

elephante, tunc etiam in cane atque homine qui canina carne vescitur, sa-

pientes idem cernunt."
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:1 in itself, this mpprrawMMi i f every interna] and externa]

modification, and, tly, of conecioosness, and conse-

quently of memory, is the end of contem-

plation; it is to this that the Y< gnj tends, he aspirea to anni-

hilate himself in God.* Now, there are means, and even physi-

cal of aniring at ecstasy . I do not wish to enter here

preseriptioni that are given in the Bhagavad-Gita; I

will designate to you only the last, which is to hold the bremthyf

thro ir of arriving at consciousness of self, and to be con-

ted with pronouncing, I am mistaken, with UHHMSMng the

word, I am again mistaken, the simple mystic monosyllable which

represents the very idea of God.

Tin Intellocator of Ardjouna, after having thus prepared him,

and having developed in him interior Bight and the sense of divine

contemplation, finally raises the veils which surround him, and

tin n i> no longer a charioteer, a companion, a friend, it is God
himself who is revealed to the hero Ardjouna. But, since (

is being in itself without fixed attribute, it follows that he is in

evrry thing, and that every thing is in him ; that he is every thing,

and that every thing is he, and that he DM myriad up«>n mvriad

of forms. Hi- reveals them to Ardjouna, Ih i himself

him isocesnTrely m r, as pr . as destroyer, ai spirit,

erj he manifests himself in the i things and in the

feast, in the hottest and in the •. intheBh

< i i, a dithyrambic enumeration of the qnaliti- I an

enumeration which aln 'y unfol f with the nb*
lime simplicity of Orieu by, and of which the length, the

monotony ai ad the i dnee at fust only an ad-

mirable effect, but which, when well studied, are found to

tarn the philosophical principle of the B t'n-h-

\ogr\,
P- MBB in nuniino pt>rvonit.M

+ It. i ra fiirons ^tabi-

. . . ihi iinimo in unum int.nto, coerce * ionibus, nonsibua acti-

l>u*
t
ue . . . r q as, caput corvi cm.juo austiucii*, firmua, in-

tuens nasi «ui apioem .
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a, in order to say .-ill that be i . is indeed obliged !<> I"- lengthy,

(ov he is every thing. Neverl h that he bould

elect, and I shall n e&

••
I am author of the creation and tin- dissolution of the uni-

Therc is nothing greater than L am, <) Ardjouna, and

even thing depends upon me, as the pearls upon the string irhich

holds them. 1 am the vapor in water, the light in the sun and

in the moon, the invocation in (In- Vedas, tin- sound in the air,

the masculine energy in man, the sweet perfume in the earth, the

brightness in the Same, the life in animals the fervor of zeal, the

eternal seed o£ all nature; I am the wisdom <»t' the sage, the

power of the powerful, the glory of him who has glory ... In

animated beings I am chaste lovcf . .
."

"I am the father} of the world, I am of it the mother, the

grand-parent, and the director ; I am the secret doctrine, the ex-

piation, the holy monosyllable, the three books of the Vedas ; I

am guide, nourisher, master, witness, abode, shelter, friend ; . . .

I am the source of heat and the source of rain ; I hav>. in my
hand ambrosia and death ; I am being and nonentity."

"I§ am the beginning, the middle, the end of all things.

Among gods, I am the Vishnou, and the sim among the stars . . .

Among the sacred books, I am the Book of Canticles ... In

the body I am soul, and in the soul intelligence ... I am
Merou among the mountains ; among the priests I am their chief

;

among warriors I am Skanda, and among the seas the ocean . . .

I am the monosyllable among words ; among adorations, I am
silent adoration ; and among immobile things, the mountain Hima-

laya. Of all trees, I am the sacred fig ... ; Kapila among the

sages . . . (there follows an enumeration which it is sufficient to

indicate : among horses . . . ; among elephants . . . ; among

rocks . . . ; among serpents . . . ; among fishes . . . ; among

* I have reviewed and corrected the French translation of Parraud accord-

ing to the Latin translation of William Schlegel, p. 153.

f Recording to "Wilkins and M. de Chezy (ibid.), not according to Schlegel

% Schlegel, p. 159. § Ibid., p. 162.
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birds . . .) ; and among I am the '

- . . . Of all

cienoes, I am that which teaches to rule the spirit, and in the

orator I am <•]. Among letten I am A. and among wo:

coir I am tlit* ti»\ I am time eternal; I am4hc pi

who ' turned *

; lam death which iwsJH

up all ; I am the germ of thOM who do not yet exist. Among

things feminine, I am fortune, renown, eloquence, memory, pru-

nes; among hymns, lam the great hymn, and

harmonious measures I am the first.* Amon;f the monl

1 am th< month during which is shown the constellation of I

'1 of the antelope, and among the seasons, the spring ; in

amusements, I am sport; among illustrioe . I am glory. I

am victory, I am industry, I am power. In the race of the Yri>h-

nidas, I am Vasudeva, and among the Pandous, the brave Ard-

jouna (his own interlocutor) ; among anchorit- and

ani<>ng the poets, I \mong conductors I am the gt>

jn tlir ambitious, prudence; in the secret, silence ; in the learned,

science. Whatever may be the nature of a thing, I am that na-

ture, and there is nothing animate or inanimate that axJatl with-

out me. My divine virtues are inexhaustible, and what I b

ju^t said to y<>u can only gnre you a feeble idea of them. There

is nothing beautiful, fortunate, and which is not a par

my glory. Finally, what is the nerd, O Ardjouna,

I my power? A single atom enuina:

from DM ! luced the universe, and I am still .'n-

tirr/'f

••
I o •! be I the

mortifications, by iacri£

*• r onfidenee m me alone; be humble in spirit, and re»

nOUl action and

templatkm m superior to

• Text obscure.

t This phlMI bat] «|
hn\. -<o with ft poi hle-

gel : "Stnbilit.'

S ll.il., p. :
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. . . That one among mj lei n

whose heart is the friend of ill nature . . . whoa men (ear not,

who lens Dot men. I love him, again, w ho is without, hop.-,

and irho bee renounced iU human enterprise. He lb equallj

worthy of m\ lore, who ii Qeither rejoiced nor afflicted by any

thing, who does not desire any thing, who ia contented with

•vary thing, who, because he ia nay aerrani, is little disquieted

with good ••ind bad fortune. Finally, be ia my well-beloved

rant, who is the same towards his enemy and bia friend, in glory

and in Opprobrium, in heat and in cold, in pain and in pleasure;

who is careleaa of all the events of life, for whom praise and blame

arc indifferent, who speaks little, who is satisfied with every thing

that happens, who has no habitation for himself, and who

me with an unconquerable love."

Such is the Bhagavad-Gita, a monument of the greatest price,

and which contains all the Indian mysticism. But no, it docs not

contain it all, for it does not contain all its extravagances. You

do not know them all yet. There is one consequence of mysticism

of which the Bhagavad-Gita does not speak, and at which the

Sankhya of Patandjali has incontestably arrived, I mean the su-

perior powers which fill up the third book of the Yoga-Soutras.

Devotion, Yoguism, consists, we have seen, in preferring contem-

plation to science, inaction to action, faith to works, in trusting in

predestination, in searching in all things for God alone, and at

the same time in seeing God in all things, in the least as well as

the greatest, in matter as well as in spirit, finally, in tending to

the most intimate union with God through ecstasy. The recom-

pense of this new science which ecstatic contemplation gives, is

exemption from all the ordinary conditions of existence, is the

elevation of humanity to the highest degree in the scale of being,

is a superior power. " This power," says Colebrook, to whom I

here return, " consists in being able to take all forms, a form so

small, so subtile, that we might traverse all other bodies ; or in

being able to take a gigantic stature, elevating ourselves as far as

to the disk of the sun, touching the moon with the end of the

26
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finger, plunging and b< i ilig into the interior of the earth and into

the midst of the tea, It oomMtH in changing the course of nati:

and in upon inanimate thn well as upon anin

things." This power is magic Magic is, doubtle>s, astral

product of the Indian imagination, and is found in many other

rioua and philosophical sects of India; but it is dominant in

the Sankhya of Patandjali, it belongs t- • i ~m ; it is th»

why, in all the dramas, in all the popular stories in which son

found, all the sorcerers are Yo

Such has been the Hindoo in. It closes all the. phil-

osophical systems of India, it completes the circle of this gn

philosophical movement, which comprises the different points of

v of human intelligence. I have stopped some time on the

Indian philosophy, because it was, I believe, unknown to you, and

because it was of the highest importance to recognize well what

have been, in their first appearand! at the foot of the Hima!

and upon the banks of the Ganges, the four systems whose last

and richest development, in the eighteenth century, at London

and at Paris, we ought to study in detail.
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LECTURE VII.

QUEER PHILOSOPHY, ITB BEGH RINGS am» VtB m.viti:ity.

Philoeophy in Greeoe.—Beginning of sensualism and <>f Idealism In f ho

Ionian sohool and In the Pythagorean school, In the Bohool <>f EHii and In

tin 1 atomic Bohool.— Beginnings of skepticism In the Bophiata.—Benewal

and constitution of the Greek philosophy.— Soeratea.—Cynioism, ('yiena-

ism, Megarism.— [dealiam ofPlato.—Sensualism of Aristotle.

1 bave exhibited to you sensualism, idealism, skepticism, and

mysticism in India, at their first appearance in history. I propose

now to show them to you at their second appearance, that is, in

Greece. Here we have a greal advantage : Greece has a certain

chronology, and its philosophical systems succeed each other

in an order quite as rigorously determinate as the other phenom-

ena of Greek civilization. If then, for want of positive dates, I

have been obliged to attach less importance to the somewhat hy-

pothetical order, in which I have presented to you the different

Indian systems, than to these systems themselves, here, on the

contrary, I shall call your attention especially to the order of the

systems, because this order is perfectly fixed, and because it con-

tains and may reveal to us the secret of the development of the

human mind in philosophy.

However far you may go back into the history of Greece with-

out plunging into fabulous periods, you find, either aboriginal or

transported from elsewhere, a population united without doubt,

but composed of different tribes
;
you here find one language, in

its roots and general forms the same, but rich in several im-

portant dialects ; in short, you here find a religion which presents

great common characteristics, but which is divided into a multi-

tude of local worships. These worships have ministers which a

high veneration surrounds ; but these ministers do not form a

body, an organized priesthood. These worships, these ministers,
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BR hed up 1 traditions; but I are

• d in a k. which, being found ever

ills tin 1 authoritjflbf Bacred should be

them. 'IT' no v. d - b I md
this circumstance, which belongs to the character and entire dee-

tiny of the one of the most powerful n

r the rapid i tnent of the spirit of independent

rch. Also the epoch which, in G bould n tal-

of the Vedaa in India, i

per in history, and it promptly ocid

epoch! which, on account of mblanee and dit:

• with the first, might be called the theological epoch, and

represents in Greece the Ifim ansa achool in India. At the noaa

mencement of this epoch is Orpheus, the tkeolog

Orpheus is the founder of the nays If a thick veil >till con-

ils the mysteries from our know \- rv t

these two thing - which interest us : 1st, The foun-

tions of the mysteries must have been ordinary i
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terior of the temples ; 2d, At the same time, it is imp thai

in the mysto ry thing else should b d done than to

rep ods, for we reject the idea that

ty >h<>uld have 1 I, with Beven conditions of

mission, simply for the rehearsal of the same things th
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<! i\ pnhlicly uttered. The mysteries then most
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lanatiofl
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enoe, twelve oenturiei of regular development, during winch it

produoedf with in admirable fecundity, an infinite aumh r <»f

different systems, the chronological relation* of which, being

olearh determined, permil m to i mbraee and i<> follow thii \

movement in Its beginnings, its pro nd its end.

A common character govern the commenoemenl Gtreek

philosophy. Observe well this character, because it reveals to

rou that of all nascent philosophy, The philosophical systems

which fill up the first two centuries of Greek philosophy, from

the sixth hundredth until the four hundredth year before the

Christian era, have so much in common as that in genera] they

relate more to the world and to nature than to man and to

society. Thought, in the first trial of its strength, instead of Call-

ing back upon itself, is drawn without; the iirst object which

solicits it is this world which surrounds it, and from which it

cannot yet distinguish itself. Greek philosophy, at its first ap-

pearance, was a philosophy of nature. In these narrow limits,

there are two possible points of view. When we consider nature,

we are struck by two things, either by phenomena in themselves

or by their relations. Phenomena themselves fall under the sen-

ses, they are visible, tangible, etc. ; we know them only on con-

dition of having seen, touched, felt them. But the relations of

sensible phenomena, you touch not, see not, feel not : you con-

ceive them. Let the philosophy of nature be applied to the

study of phenomena, and you behold it on the road of pure phys-

ics. On the contrary, let it neglect terms, and stop at their

relations,.and you behold it on the road of mathematical abstrac-

tions. Thus it may happen that in time, two schools that are

both schools of natural philosophy, shall become, one a school

particularly of sensualism and physical philosophers, and the

other a school of idealism and of geometricians ; I allude here to

the Ionian school and the Pythagorean school.

I do not mean to deny that Thales,* the founder of the Ionian

* Of Miletus, flourished about six hundred years before Jesus Christ.
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school, had any mathematical and astronomical kn ;* hut

his principal Btndy waa pi The phenomenon with wh

he explained a]] oil ; and it still a matter of i

pnii er he admitted a anperiov principle which had drawn

all things from water. t But if there is little of mathematics, of

•my, and of theism in Thalea, there is much less in An

mander, and there ia none at all in Anaximenea and in Heracli-

taa.il that Anaximander| did not go beyond

nature, and that nature alone, taken in its infinil fcy, ap-

to him aa God.§ Thalea had wholly constituted it with

the principle of water; Anaaaaienea,| aa well aa Diogenes Apol-

lonina at a later period, employed air, a principle somewhat on

refined ; and the be re of the Ionian school, Hea

litn8,*f took a principle -till more Bubtde, hut yet material, G

Now. lire animates and deatroya all things
;

if .illy BAD

mi'iit ; movement ia variety ; whence the theory that every thing

morphoeed withonl m, and that the

omon el of all the phenomena of the world is a per-

ial contradiction, :vv;r':r;, a war, hut a constituted v.

s own laws, which are the lawa then of this

w«>rlil. lawa i

In the Ionian Behool, the soul of man play> a very feeble
]

i think indeed that it i- not spiritual in a sy-tem where the

piritua] i^elf; it is at one time a m
tion of • DM a modifi 'tire: it i» materialism

in its infancy. dent in Her I the w!

• B 71 ; I'liny Hi-' 1.

alono nttributoe to

Thai ixagoris

:

not. D>

I
of Thalea, abo

II 'i-lipoy -

A

T Of KphcBim, ab<> mthc (\atylus.
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ichool is so occupied frith the world thai i

itself above it: it alone ii the god of the [oniao tel L

It is prolonged and developed in another school, which

some sortIts appendix, the sohool of Leucippus and of Democrii

Here are the atoms which produce the world ; movemenl is their

mtial attribute; they enter into action bj themselves, and

form all bodies, in combining among themselves according

certain laws which are inherent in them.* 5Ton see that it is a

system quite as»fatalistie as, and still more clearly materialistic

than that of Heraclitufl. The soul is a collection of round and

igneous atoms, whence result movement, and thought.f Behold

the theory of human knowledge, according to this system.

Bodies composed of atoms are continually in motion, and con

quently in perpetual emission of some of their atoms. These

emanations of exterior bodies are their images, blSw'ka : it is the

first time, I believe, that this word appears in the language of

philosophy, where it plays so great a part. These images, in con-

tact with the organs, produce sensation, afi<f6ri(fig; and this sen-

sation produces thought, vorjrf^. Thence, as you may well think,

a morality whose only rule is prudence, and only aim, well-

being by equality of humor, ev grfrw.J Of God, not one word : for

the Ionian school, in its second development as in its first, there

is no other god than the world
;

pantheism belongs to this

school. What, in fact, is • pantheism ?§ The conception of the

whole, ro fav, that is, of the world, as the only object of thought,

as the only existence, as sufficient for itself and explained by

itself, that is, as God. Every nascent philosophy is a philosophy

of nature, and 'inclines to pantheism ; but Ionian sensualism ne-

cessarily falls into it. It considers the world alone, seeks in it

only a material principle, makes the soul air, or an igneous atom,

* Arist., Of Generation and of Corruption, i. 7, Phys., iv. 3.

t Ibid., Of the Soul, i. 2.

% Cicer., de Fruib., v. 8, 29.

§ On Pantheism, see particularly the 1st Vol. of this Series, Lect. 5, Ap-
pendix, note 3.
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all the rest; it ends in pantheism, that is,

in atheism.

We shall lee n entirely difToront assemblage of ideas go t

from a contrary point of departure. Almost contem

with Thales and AnaximanT r, 1 ';
I fa I } Of IB, ' instead of s?

at phenomena in them Jy their relation: I

lation is perceptible only by thought ;

ihenee tendency contrary to the Ionian tendency, thence an

irely different school. The eminent character of the Italian

ohool ia that of being mathematic an Hid at the

n.' idealistic ; for mathemi ri founded opon abstrac-

tion, and tht a intimate allia: .-n mathematics and

idealism. Also the bst of the Pythagorean! is that of

the great mathemat tt astronomer! in Greete: tirst

niehytaa and Phik bus and Ptolen The

Pythag ihool is so far math . that it has often 1

iksiirnatnd l>v the name of the Mathematical school It occnpied

if particularly with arithmetic, geometr a. -my. and mu-

. all studies which el.vate the mind abOYC the sphei a>i-

bk objects. Thence the mathematical idealism that p<

I

all the parts of the 1\ ; n.

The Ionian phj led the relations of phenomen

pk modifications of these phenomena; it founded thsabstl

upon the ooncn the contrary the Italian ph] the

ph.nomena th- their relations, which they express in a

numerical PSlatioa upon frhich they found the phenomena them-

founding thna the concrete upon the al The phe-

;.• in-aia nf natui.' arr f »r th-m only imitations of n;
l Then

numb, i ten fundamental

numbers contain the whole g] item of the world : hence the deca-

dal II the Dumber ten ]
' in

unity, i tarn around a centre which re]

t Mlf^ftt t.\.u rd tvra -uiv ifi^wi . . iv. and V.
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lenti unity. The centre of th m of the world Ling

to appearance, the lenses and ( In school of Ionia, is tl th;

die centre «>f th'- ly item of the aniver

the Italian ichool, is the Mm. V>\\, M (Ik- ran re]

and as unity, although the active principle, is immobile, the ran

is immobile. The laws of the movement of (he ten great h.idi<-~

round the ran constitute the musieof the ipheres; the entire

world is a whole, haimomoualy arranged, xU^g, and it
I

preserved this beautiful name. Behold, then, a system of pi

ics entirely mathematical.* Pythagorean payohology baa the

same character. Whal is the soul, according to the Pythagore-

ans? A number which movea itself. + But the soul, in bo tar

number, has- for its-root unity, that is, God: God, in BO Ear ;i-

unity, is perfection; and imperfection consists in departing from

unity : perfecting consists then in going without cessation from

imperfection to the type of perfection, that is, from variety to

unity. The good is then unity, the bad is diversity; the return

to the good, is the return, civoSos, to unity ; and consequently

the law, the rule of all morality, is the resemblance of man to

God, ojxoXo^/a tfpo£ <ro &sTov, that is, the return of the number

to its root, to unity, and virtue is a harmony.J Hence also the Py-

thagorean system of politics. It is founded on a relation, that of

equality ; and justice is a square number, dpi&^og Itfaxig '/tfo^.g It

is, if you please, the glory of this school to have introduced mo-

rality into politics ; but it is its evil to have wished to reduce pol-

itics to morality, and, by that, to make of the city a species of

convent. The reputation of their politics, for here every positive

monument fails us, is that of having inclined strongly towards

aristocracy. This aristocracy was entirely moral, I believe ; but

* See for all this the excellent dissertation of Boeckh, de vera endole Astro-

nomia PhUolaicce, Heidelb., 1810 ; and his writing entitled Philolaos, Berlin,

1819.

t Aristot., Of the Soul, 1, 2, apidfibv etvai rrjv $vxnv, kivovv Si (avrdv.

\ Ibid., Mar. to Nicom., i. 6. Diog., viii. 33.

§ Aristot., JHor. to ttcom., i. 1.
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f
if wai m facl ao . and so much the more dreadful

as it v upon human creatures with all the weight of the

of virtue.

Behold i constituted ideal \ool. But you have not ar-

rired al
•

irelopment of this school ; we arrive at it only

with the Bchool What the atomic school is to the Ionian

school, the Bohoo] of Elis is to the ichool; it 0m
•'

it. Pythagoras had designated the harm

which reigns in the world, and mai I it the unity of its eter-

nal principle. Xenopti ock with this idea of the harn

1, begins already to make more account of unity than

of vari an element of the composition of things, and he

hold- badly enough the balance between the unity of the Pytha-

eans and the yariety which II - and the Ionians had

aloi Lered. Boon Parmenides, who succeed- Xenophu

much preoccupied, according to the example of hi> master,

with unity, that perhaps without denying yariety, he ta it

entirely. Z other: he does not neglect variety, he de-

[uently he denies movement, consequently the i

istenee of the world;* and then you have opposed to each other

oots, both of which, placed upon the exclusive fom

of the evidence of the senses, the other on.

unity alone without vaiiet] without unity.

ition of matter and of the world, or in thai of t

thought 1. in an in>ufiici.-nt pantheism I himer-

thetsm.

The Bchool of Elis, with it> subtile ofounda

Ionian empiricism, and drives it toconl tunfity,

in proving to it thai, whether in the*

a condh

of unity, A? •

time t
;

f Ionian empiricism

easily does justice to the Eleatic unity, which, existing alone, with-

/•-.- \ ;.. tod SStno "t" DiSi
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oil!. :inv dualism, and roi^e.pi.-ntly IfltbOttt thought, for all

though! suppose! at leasl the duality of the subject and of the

objeot, exoludes all thought, .-ill conception, even of itself, and is

reduced eren bo an absolute ezi itence, similar to the negation <»f

existence. Hence the great disoredh of the two schools. Borne

superior minds in the two parties, as ESmpedocles and Aubjdv

gores, arriving in the midst of this Btruggle, strive in vain to

terminate it by borrowing something from both , The

Ionian Ajuuagoras* adds to the Ionian philosophy the Pytha-

gorean idea of a spirit, independent of the world, which draws

from its own essence the principle of its spontaneous activity,

Nous auToxpa-TTLc, and whioh, in its relation with the world,

is there the first cause of movement, dpyri <r~ns xivvjifsug.f

Empedocles,J on the contrary, a disciple of the Pythagorean

school, adds to it some Ionian elements, and the taste for physi-

cal researches. He preserves the two worlds of Parmenides, the

intelligible world and the sensible world. § In the theory of the

soul he approaches the Ionians ; with him the soul is a com-

pound of elements,
||
whilst in the Pythagorean school it was a

number. In short, like Heraclitus, he considers fire as the prin-

ciple agent of nature.^"

But instead of trying these laborious combinations, it wras more

natural to conclude from this strife, which lasted nearly a cen-

tury, that there is nothing certain in either system, and that in

general there can be nothing certain in them. If sensibility is

the measure of all things, as is said in the Ionian school, it

* Of Clazomena, master and friend of Pericles, about 456.

t Arist., Metaphys., i. 3. Let us cite the beautiful passage of Aristotle on

Anaxagoras :
" "When a man said, that there was in nature as in animals an

intelligence which is the cause of the arrangement and of the order of the

universe, that man alone appeared to have preserved his reason in the midst

of the follies of his predecessors." Plato, before Aristotle, said the same

thing of Anaxagoras in the Phasdon.

X Of Agrigentum, near 460.

§ Fragm. Emped., Ed. Am. Peyron, p. 27.

{ Arist., Of the Soul, i. 2. U Arist., Metaphys., i. 8.
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foil- • Doihi] ;ain. since to the senses every tiling if

van in a flow, in 8 im<>rphosis,

and that, according to the circumstances or the condition of

ability, what appeared trtu

and by the HOM authority. And i;

"1 of Eli imit unity alone without any taiieli, it

is cl< r i: thing is in every thing, that every thing is

alike and tliat we nvi; me thing that i

- "nee

tm and it is the sain.- with e-r>od and with evil, and

witi \<<u Me that I allude to the SophktS. A
frivolous, hut universal skepticism i basis of their teaehi

and it must be observed that the Sop] &e equally from all

schools. Gori: from Leootium in Sicily, and a disciple of

Bmpedocles, the Pythagorean ; Prodieusof Ceoi and RnUrj

BUB of Chios had both studied in Greece. Pr lera

pie of Democritus, and Di B

said, his freedman. The result of this skeptical DBOVeueut* •

to exci; f instruction, to awaken a sentiment of criti-

cism, to guard against the follies of either dogmatism, and to

render necessary new investigatk)] I and more

round.

Bat all this is but the infancy of philosophy in (. they

happy and bold preludes, but the\ y prelud- -. 'I

bom G nius, but they 1 uld

office small colonies; bid when the Afhrrif inyasimi had caused

the BOlOfliei to lL»w back Upon the Greek continent, when the

iding themselfes OfSf all its surface, had .carried

ywhere the kno of the [onian and I tab . tnd

when in making them known they
|

then*, then Med, four oentn the christian •

in the 1 Qed, in Athens, which |

1 th«

learned work of M. Q« '. UUioria > - phistarvm. Truject. ad Khon.,

1883.
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then, as ii were, the capital, a n< * philosophic spirit which, V

at first up*. n unU'iior nun surpassed them,

in o new movement far more firm and ir than the p

oeding, and which is eminently Greek philosophy.

k philosophy was at first i philosophy <»r nature; an

at u- maturity, it changes character and direction and l .

—

it is progress to which 1 now call your attention,—a moral,

sociaJ. human philosophy. Una does not mean that it has man

alone i\u- its object ; far from that, it tends, as it always must,

the knowledge of the universal system of things, but it tend

it in starting from a fixed point, the knowledge of human nature.

It was Socrates who opened this new era, and who represented

its character in his own person. Socrat. s, a- has been said, made

philosophy descend from heaven to earth, in the sense that he

wrested it from the physical and astronomical, the materialistic

and the idealistic hypotheses of the Italian and Ionian schools,

and brought it back to the study of human thought, not as the

limit, but as the starting point of all healthy philosophy. The

Tvwth tfsaucov, which had been until then only a wise precept,

became a philosophical method. It is enough for the glory of

Socrates that he gave to the world a method, and that he made

some happy applications of it to morality and to the tjieodicea.

Behold then, in modern terms, psychology laid down as the

basis of all legitimate metaphysics. It seems, at the first glance,

that a direction so wise tends to preserve the human mind from

the illusions of exclusive systems, and that at least" it will be

necessary to wait some time in order to find again idealistic or

sensualistic follies. No : under the very eyes of Socrates, two

systems arise, which boast of coming from him, and which in fact

do come from him, and of which one already falls into an ultra

rigorousness and the other into an excessive looseness. I speak

of the moral philosophy of Antisthenes or of Cynicism, and of

that of Aristippus* or of Cyrenaisni. In short, as if in derision

* Both flourished about 380.
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of Socratic wisdom, Euclid* of M< from the rtmlao

ingled with the traditions, the fbm

tions of an Eristic Bchool, which soon degenerates into a school of

BkepticisnL

Bui let us leave here this insignificant commencement of the

Socratic philosophy. It is in Plato and in Aristotle that

its great and true development must be Bought. What char-

it taken b the bands of these two great men? In

what results have the wisely directed research

finest geniuses of the greatest century of Greek philosophy

ended ?

I begin by protests at the char in a con-

tra; . which the friends and i
- of Plato and A

have imputed to their philosophy in order to elevi r to

abase it. These two excellent geniuses knew how to raise the

two great systems of dogmatic philosophy to their

power, and at the same time to keep them within the limit-

triety and Socratic temperance. Neither Plato no

fell into the extravagances of idealism and sensualism: but it

mibt be allowed that they might conduct thither who

should follow upon their steps with a judgment 1 tnd

Plato) i> the pupil of So he is pen with his

method; he begins by psychology. In applyb to

con inters in it very different ph< me
of which are there only on condition of certain otJ

re the immutable 1 tnelv. tl.O w

notions ><( onity, <( rol which I h.r ten

enumerai d to yon, ami whicl

ami .'
:ty. Plato ;ticular, fickle, and

which enter into human know'.'

ial, but he distinguishes from them the

general notions without which there is no I [ge; he ab-

• v. r ubout4 a • ii. c
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itraeta them from other . and attache! himself to thei i the

tin.' object of til-- meditation! of ili«- philosopher. Moreover, all

sound dialeotica are founded upon definition. Now, the definition

of ill.- moel particular object oan !"• given only on our condition,

the supposition of a genera] Idea, to which you refer the obj<

to he defined, and which ghres i" ii ii^ generic Dame, Thus you

think only by the aid of genera] notions; yon define onl] by lh<-

aid of genera] notions: genera] notions arc the elements of your

judgments and your definitions. But these notions are not ex-

plicable by particular notions, since these would be inconceivable

without those. They come not then from the senses, which are

the source of the particular and of the variable; they belong to

the mind itself, to the reason, of which they art; the proper ob-

jects. Hut, while the reason conceives them, it acknowledges

thai it does not constitute them ; it acknowledges, for example,

that it docs not constitute the good and the beautiful, of which

it has the notion, slSos. It cannot even change the notion which

it has of them ; it can analyze, but can neither destroy nor pro-

duce them. Behold then the general notions which, on one hand,

are in the human reason as its objects, and which, on the other,

considered in themselves, are essentially independent of the reason

even which conceives them. Taken under the point of view of

their independence, general notions, sHr\t
are called eldr) aJra xa$'

aura,* that is, ideas in themselves. And it must not be believed,

as has been said, that Plato then gives them a substantial exist-

ence ; when they are not objects of pure conception for human

reason, they are attributes to divine reason : it is there that they

substantially! exist. What the human reason is relatively to the

divine reason, which is its principle, the sWtj, pure conceptions of

* See, in the Fragments Philosophiques, Philosophy ancimne, a note on the

language of the theory of ideas, p. 14-A.

t Everywhere we have repelled the absurd opinion that Plato considered

ideas as beings subsisting of themselves ; see 1st Series, Vol. 2, Lectures 7

and 8, Dieu principe des verites necessaires, p. 85, and Vol. 4, Lecture 21,

p. 461.
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the human reason, are to ti . fixed attrib

of the divh \ onlj a n i of the

drone • BO our general DOtions are only
i hb of Ideas

taken in th of all things, rroparhiyixura.,

eternal types like t whom they mai Hut in appear-

. whether in the of man as genera] notions, or in nature

M laws aal terms, by their inevitable mingling with things

or particular notions they are no longer aught thai - of

themselves, o/xow/xara. It is from these copies that it is neces-

san out in order to elevate ourselves to th<-ir supreme

models, and to their substance, (rod. It is that which Plato un-

.y recommends. There is something divine in the world

and in the soul, to wit, the general element of all th

xadoXou, co h, mingled with the infinite variety of particular and

ible phenomena, <ra coXXa, to a<rs»pov. Instead ot

Oarselres in the "fthisinsigniticantdivcrsity.it ; nrj

to search out its general laws, and from these tan ii It" the

eternal legislator, [natead of stopping at the relations era]

sensible notions which are mingled with them, we

should Bel out from these genera] id- - to

their incorruptible mod< Is. tfow we can do this only by separat-

ing •general ideas from the Bensibk and the variable, and by

- apOD them Bfi t<> that which veritably

. . whilst -tieular is only a phenomenon, a B

ince, \xr
t
ov. Abstraction is, th< in-

phQosophy: this Kb also the process which

I I Plato. 1 i !1 that ifl true

lime, and 1 WM going i all that is somewhat chi-

BCrica] in the Platonic philosophy ; luaice his B3Sth< noe

ility, hi . and at first 1.

math

P bis school : one

metrician. in fact,

the mathematica] habil of considering in qnantitiefl and

dimensions only their essential pro i a hap]
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tion tO IMalonie abstraction, lie him i-lf was an emini tie-

trician,* an exoelleni astronomer.f Near the and oi I be

adopted the Pythagorean system, vrhieh malm die earth rerohre

around the sun, and places tin- sun immovable in 1 ]
i«- centre of

the amVerse, His constant, object is to relate the particular to

the genera], the apparent to tin' real, the sensible, changeable,

ami movable world to that of ideas, whew eternal truth is found.

Thus in Esthetics, in a beautku] object, lie separates strictly the

material of beauty which is apparent, visible, tangible, in fine

Sensible, from beauty itself, which docs not fall under OUT Benses,{

which is not an image, but an idea ; and it is to this ideal beauty,

auro to xaXov, that he relates love, true love, that of the soul.

abandoning the matter itself of beauty, its external phenomenon,

its visible object, to the corresponding phenomenon of sensible

love. Such is the theory of ideal beauty and of Platonic love.

In morals, the law of action is the conformity of action with reason,

provided with the idea of good.§ But this idea of good, to which

our acts should be related, is itself related to absolute good, to

God. The God of Plato is not an idea ; he is a real
||
being, en-

dowed with intelligence, with movement, and with life.*]" He is

beauty without mixture ;** he went out from himself to produce

man and the world only by the effusion of his goodness.ff Ac-

cordingly, at the summit of Platonic morality, this first maxim

which is given by the analysis of consciousness : The law of all

* He is the author of Geometrical Analysis, and to him or to his immediate

disciples must be referred Conic Sections and Geometrical Loci. See Montu-

cla, Ilistoire des Mathematiques, Vol. 1, p. 164.

t Delambre, Histoire de l'Astronomie ancienne, Vol. 1, p. 17, "Plato de-

serves to be considered one of the first promoters of true astronomical sci-

ence. 1 '

% See Hippias, Phcedrus, the Banquet.

% Republic.

|j
On the nature of the God of Plato, see 1st Series, Vol. 2, Lectures 9 and

10, du Mysticisme, p. 110.

H The Sophist.

** The Banquet.

ft Timceus and the notes of our translation, Vol. 12, p. 341.

27
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ic ion is the reUUkxi of this action to reason, is i by thi*

era! maxim : The moral law is the relation of

man t«» God ; virtue i> tie' effort of humanity to attain to resem-

blu uthor, oixoi-jjff^ dfiy.* As tie' esthetics of

itinly metaphysical and his morality entirely religi*

so his politics are entirely moral. He scolds Themi>tocles and

j for being occupied with tie'

id of thinking, above all thi moral strength,

and the virtu*' of the citizens.

f

Finally, if you consider in Plato his historical you will

find that he is full of veneration for the pa.^t. In pontics, althou

liberal and the declared enemy of i UO ami of tyranny, he

is more inclined towards Sparta than towards Athens, and he has

before him the legislation of Minos and Lycurgus, and if he imi-

aat of Solon, it is to render it more In philosophy

be is without pity towards Democritus and IV -m-

bat.-, it is true, the school of Elis ami its immovable unity, but

he professes for the Pythagorean school the highest admirati

and, more than once, he complacently reproduces its princi]

and even it Py-

thagorean. Bus theory of Ideas is ah. theory of muni

of Pythagoras: doubtless it Burp infinitely; for if num-

ben an- more intellectual than elements, re Mill more

than numbers; tley Substitute in the mind o[ man lo

arithmetic, ami in God spiritual ami moral attribu

J powers,| It Surpasses the theory of I' but

from it . mi-

imitation, Independent ipil of E will

* ThtaUtu*

\ '

Emm, nrtr l notes.

% J

I
s '

, tad lagtnti i «litForenoeeo: 'ythiu?*

irn+n d"un Passage Pytha<jorici*n

du iltnon,.
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;ilu I Mil. * makii I raditions, bul

will afa e bim plaoii fully bii philosophy in relal

with these traditions.* As to the form oi In worl . doubtle

is Dot the poesy of the Pytl ns and of thi I

.

in prose, l >ut be writes dial< and his prose it imbued irttfa

poetic Bpirit. The Btj le <>f Plato is rery Bimple ; but in this sim-

plicity the sublime, tempered by grace, prevails. In recapitula-

tion, the constant process of Plato is abstraction, and abstraction

gives bim an idea] tendency, [deal is a word which I

the world ; and the name has remained attached to his manner

as well as to his system. This Bystem is an avowed idealism.

The glory of Plato, L repeal it, is to bays elevated it bo high, and

to have held it some time on the point whence all idealism falls

into extravagance.

An equal glory of another kind is not wanting- to Aristotle.

Plato makes use of psychological and logical analysis in order to

draw from the depths of human knowledge an element which

does not proceed from the senses. This element being found, he

makes use of it as a starting point and a resting place in order to

pass beyond the visible world : general ideas in the mind, <ra s'iSri,

conduct him to absolute ideas, tol sidy avra xad' au<ra, and

these to God, their proper subject. On the contrary, Aristotle, ac-

knowledq-inof with Plato that there are in the mind ideas which can-

not be explained by sensible experience, instead of setting out from

these ideas to elevate himself by abstraction to their invisible

source, seeks to follow them into reality. The one seems to aspire to

go out from the world, the other to plunge into it ; Aristotle recog-

nizes the world as the work of a God, but he shuts himself up in it,

and studies it under all its forms and in all its great phenomena

;

he studies nature as well as humanity, mind as well as matter, arts

as well as sciences. Thence follow metaphysics and natural history,

logic and physics, poetry, rhetoric, grammar, with morality and

* See Phadon and the argument, Gorgias, and the argument towards the

end.
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politica, Plato is the genial of tion, Ai thai of

nlasnifii ntinn The first has more eleratkng the second more ex-

tent.

some persons are pleased to say, that Aris-

all human knowledge from a single sour ble

•<>tle carefully distinguishes three classes of

truths: Let, The truths that are obtain-d by demonstration, de-

1
• •' i; 2d, Qesaaial troths which are the bases of all

. and which come from reason tl 1. Part

ruths which coma from sensible experience. Like P

I out with the distinction of the particular and the universal.

" Sensible experience," he says, "gives wh there, n

in snch or such ;i manner; but it. is impossible for it to give

what is everywhere and at all times,"f "First truths, prinei;

not proved ; they compel, at OOCa, <>ur assent, our faith ; it is

•essary to seek out their foundation, they repose upon

than -."J

I' especially occupied with dialectics, lb' excels in

argunv vy particular view: htt

show th" inconsistency of particnlar d ^\ to 1- leas

I of all certainty and all BC Jly

Ariajotle i> less of a dialectician than logician. II"

it refute, lie dem<>n ..rat lead with him. refutation

eondary part in demonstration, whilst with 1"

refutation is entirely »n. \ irdingly the one p

*
I »n, nnd impie

h no

t r4it

.
ni> yip <i

•

wtrru » ltt^rru9$m* ri iii rl
t

i*&9Tilv rut ip\*r lirrjtr taO' iavrijv tlvai wi<r-
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by dial* i well adapted to refutation, and coi

matio aim; the other oommen bushing it, and marches

openly t<> it, by regular dissertation and by the h

demonstration, Plato makei more nse of induction ; Aristotle of

deduction: he has accordingly perfected its instrument, in i

ring the laws of the regular syllogism;

I add that Aristotle acknowledges s first cause in the univ<

i oause which commences movement without falling into it ;* and

this is not s physical oause, it is an intelligence,! an intelligence

which recognises itself.} The God of Aristotle is au-sufficient in

himself ;>J he is so different from the world that he does not

recognize i(, which is the extreme opposed to that of pantheism,

and which is neither less absurd nor less dangerous.
]|

I will not, however, affirm that Aristotle always held the bal-

ance so firm, between idealism and sensualism, that he never

inclined to one side more than to the other. A sensualistic ten-

dency is often evident in him.

Observe that Aristotle is much less great as a mathematician

and astronomer than as a natural philosopher, and above all as a

naturalist. I need not remind you of the History of Animals,

which is even now the admiration of modern science. Contrary

to the Pythagorean and Platonic schools, and conformably to the

* Phys., viii. 5. T3 irpdrov kivovv aiclvrjTov. See also Metaphysics, Book xii.

Chap. vii.

\ Ibid., ii. 5. 'AvdyKT] Trp6repov fiovv airiov Kal <pvciv cfvat tal aXAaiv 7roAA<3»

caJ rovbt tov iravr<5?.

X Metaphysics, Book xii. Chap. ix. p. 214, of our translation :
" God thinks

himself, if he is what is most powerful, and his thought is the thought of

thought."

§ Polit., vii. 1. ''EvSaipwv tort <al (laicdpios 5t' oiiev Sfj twv i^iortpiKuv ayaOwv,

oXXa &i* avrbv alrSg.

3 Aristotle, in the Metaphysics, Book xii. Chap, ix., declares that the first in-

telligence does not think, that is, recognizes only itself, and nothing else, and

that to know any thing else would degrade it. " There are things," he says,

11 which it is better not to see than to see .... It is evident that the first

intelligence thinks of what is most excellent and most divine, and that it

changes not objects, and change for it would be decay ; it would be falling

into movement."
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Iooi >1, he made the ran rci >und the earth.* Ac-

cording to him movemenl is eternal as wefl as the world.

f

In regard to tin' soul, he acknowledges with Plato that it is

distinct from t] . hut h< oe time that i:

is inseparable from it ; it is only the primitive form of an animate

ly
;J

and in asserting the immortality of the intellectual prin-

ciple, he only grants it immortality without memoi

re half empiric ; in them, art is only the imita-

tior re. Hence the <•• •'.

1 to that of

I ol PI •
'

In morals, Aristotle seems to draw the will frorr. and

appetite.^ He does n< >t take so bold a position a^ PI inst

th<' ishes only to regulate them; but how does he

rulate them ? What is virtue according to him? Equilibrinm

among the
|

*,** the golden mean, the i one

too much, proportion. Bui observe that if this moral philosophy

is d w whilst that of Plato is more contemplative, it I

the inconvenience of being arbitrary : for who will determine this

just proportion that must I

' Wi ,• B the

rule, the formul shall prescribe the
\

in which we

must mingle wrath and mildness, vivacity and ind D order

tue ? The 1 m of Aristotle is ap-

aother higher and more fixed.

. Aristotle wrote two works, one of which is

t

i ii.

; Br i

•

llTi.
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th<* type of that of Mont* iquieu. The same man irho submitted

to a strict analysis the different elements of the organization ol

animals, and those of human thought in .-ill ii great applications,

this Bame man Bearohed into the elements of all the governm

known up to his own times, Greek and foreign
; he described the

forms of all these governments, and without inclining either to one

or to the other, with the cool deliberation which characterizes

him, li<
4 reduced them to their most general laws. It was a true

Esprit dea Lois, It has perished;* but fortunately it

m great part into the political work which remains to as of Aris-

totle. 'This work is one of the finest monuments of antiquity ; it

is profoundly historical, and it contains also a political theory

properly so called. The maxim of the State is utility, according

to Aristotle.f Here we are very far from the politics of Plato.

The maxim of utility lias its truth, without doubt, but it is not

the whole truth ; it may lead astray, and it has led Aristotle

astray. The true maxim of the State is justice, now justice is al-

ways useful, and the reciprocal is generally true ; but by derang-

ing the terms, by placing utility for a maxim instead of justice,

the smallest error in regard to utility, which is so difficult to be cal-

culated, precipitates us into innumerable injustices. Thus Aris-

totle encounters on his way the great political question of an-

tiquity, that of slavery ; and applying badly the maxim of utility,

he resolves in favor of slavery : there will then be some men des-

tined to slavery, others to liberty and to tyranny ; some must

command, others obey, and this for their greatest advantage

:

Aristotle says so expressly.^ Nay, more, he sometimes goes so

far as to uphold tyranny, and always when for the general inter-

est. Doubtless there are cases in which it is necessary to place

the laws temporarily in the hands of a man of genius ; but ac-

* Diog., v. 5. See the collection g
:ven by Neumann, of the fragments which

subsist. Heidelb., 1827.

+ Book i., the first lines.

% Polit., i. 3, 5, 6. Ral on eioiv ol /uv <pvaei SovXoi, ol Si iXcvdcpit . . . w*

Ttni<piptt ru5 ftev dovXchsiv, t\2> <5f Seo-iroTi^tiv.
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cording to Aristotle, there are mortals who are kings by natural

right.* Hi> natural king so strongly resembles Alexander, that

it is not impossible that the master may have here thought of his

heroic pupil.f

Finally, in his historical views, Aristotle never boasts of the

past. lie makes no use of mythological forms, never makes an

appeal, Herer a favorable allusion, to religions and to mythology. \

His independence resembles contempt or absolute indifferei

It must not be forgotten that he almost created didactic pr<

for as much as the ideal predominates in the style of Plato,

much rigor predominates in that of Aristotle. But as Plato

may, in some places, be reproached a little with poetic luxury, so

may Aristotle be reproached with extreme dryness. If one

abuses abstraction and generalization, the other abuses anal;.

by that talent of infinite decomposition which, exercising itself at

the same time on ideas and their signs (for Aristotle saw very

well their influence),§ ended sometimes in an excessive subtilty and

methodically reduced every thing to an imperceptible powder,

whilst Plato, although wandering in the skies, is continually sur-

rounded by brilliant cloud >.

Such are, summarily but faithfully ^presented, the two great

geniuses, or rather the two great systems produced by Greek

philosophy in its palmiest days, in its days of rigOT, maturity, and

wisdom; and these two sv^tems contain already, as we 1

Dsnalism ami idealism in reasonable limits. The next lec-

ture will follow them in their development.

* Polit, iii.

t I refer for ah I pnent upon the
j

i to tho argu-

traoaletion of ri.it. mi.

\ Bimplic. ad Ari <n»><$#-

X*koi( uiiiyfiaatv, u»{ tup wpi m - -...., 'ApirrtrAff i\p-'i<raro.

| Sec 1. pi "l.piifivilai.
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LECTURE VIII.

GBEEK PHILOSOPHY. ITS DEVELOPMENTS, AND ITS END.

The Platonic school and tho peripatetic school incline moro and more to

idealism and sensualism.—Epicureanism and stoicism much more still.

—

Struggle between the two systems. Skepticism.—First school of skepti-

cism, tho product of idealism : new Academy.—Second school of skepti-

cism, the product of sensualism : <£nesidemus andSextus.—LVtumof the

need of knowing and believing : Mysticism.—School of Alexandria. Its

Theodicea. Its psychology.—Ecstasy.—Theurgy.—End ofGreek philoso-

phy.

You have seen Plato and Aristotle, almost at their departure

from the hands of Socrates, while yet penetrated with his spirit

and his method, dividing the Greek philosophy into two great sys-

tems which, although kept within proper limits by the genius and

good sense of these two great men, nevertheless incline towards

idealism and towards sensualism, and are related the one rather

to the Ionian, and the other rather to the Pythagorean school.

An analysis, rapid without doubt, but exact, must have convinced

you of it ; but if this analysis is not sufficient for you, you may

consult a dialectician more sure than myself, time, history, which

can, from the principles confided to it, infallibly draw the conse-

quences that they conceal, and which illumines these principles

by the light of their consequences. I have told you that the

system of Aristotle was rather related to Ionian sensualism, and

the system of Plato to Pythagorean idealism. Let us interrogate

facts and history. "What has the Platonic school done with the

principles of Plato ? What has the peripatetic school done with

the principles of Aristotle ?

After the death of Plato, five men* sustain, in the Academy,

the Platonic philosophy, with talent and with fidelity. It is im-

* Speusippus, Xenocrates, Polemon, Crates, and Crantor.
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••int lv tablish tin's fidelity.* Well I what ohm
lias Platonism taken in the hands i

their master, and especially in the hands of the most illustrious i

cipl--. \ in I lef that Xenoci fmei

the r which mores itself. Thi

:n. I- may be seen by s
j

i StobaensJ that Xenoc-

h in philosophy the lang om-

ica] th( P .If appears that ho had

ailarly i ited the Platonic psychol< I de-

clan ites separated the soul from ti uch

a maimer that it was difficult I what he had done with it§

Finally, in i ro informs
||
us that 8

1 virtue and under .ay thing else. 5

,the Academy became almosl openly idealistic and Pythi

what, on his side, became of the school of

Aristotle.

the lir>t Imich I cast npon the list of the Platonists

and of the peripatetic8,*| I am struct at findin e all, moral-

ists among the Platonists, and natural philosophers among the

* Ci lem., i. '.'. ••
. qal primi

nem nuotoritatcm

intor in la? a superioribus

i txmtar."

t ' ><rdr ahr&v bf*

lavrov Kiiov/itvov Aro<pri>

Quit,

t))v i

»-.•--
• i»a *poaayopt-

roi

•
. "1>v/it/i>i>j Biovi Kal

J ' anim.im."— Acmiem.,

x po-

I 'I'

1 kht

1UI)
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peripatetic i. Thui Theophn lefl i name in aatu

ini'v, and »
s i!.ii'> of Lamp aou illed the Natural Phil

2>h< r. Let us see, then, wli.it these natural philosophers bare n

o( peripateticism. Theophrastus, accoi ling to Cicero,* attrib-

utes the oharaoter of divinity, sometimes to intelligence, which is

the pure doctrine of Aristotle, but sometimes also t ( > the heav<

ami to all the astronomical systems. But, behold something

more clear. Dicsearohus teachesf thai there is no soul, that the

soul is :i word, nomen mane ; that this power, by #hich

and feeL is nothing else than life equally diffused throughout all

bodies; that, what is called the bou! is inseparable from the b
that ii is only a body, a matter one and simple in

;

nee, but

of which, the different elements are arranged and tempered

among themselyea so as to produce life and feeling. Aristoxe-

nus the musician, also from the school of Aristotle, regards the

soulj; as a vibration of the body, as the result of different ele-

ments and movements of the body, and what in music is called

harmony. That which Dicaearchus and Aristoxenus had done

for the soul, Strato, the natural philosopher, did for God. Ac-

cording to him what is called God, intelligence and divine power,§

is nothing else than the power of nature deprived of all conscious-

ness of itself; there is no need of the hypothesis of a God to ex-

* Cicero, de Nat. Deor., i.
M Modo... menti divinum tribuit principatum,

modo coelo, tunc autera et signis sideribusque coelestibus."

t Cicero, Tusc, Vol. i. 10. " Nihil esse ouiniuo animum, et hoc esse nomen
inane totum, frustraque animalia aniinantes appellari, neque in homine in-

esse animum et animam, nee in bestia, vimque omnem earn qua vel Bganras

vel sentiamus in omnibus corporibus vivia aequabiliter esss fusam, neque
separabilem a corpore esse, quippe qua? nulla sit, nee sit quidquam nisi cor-

pus unum et simplex ita figuratum ut temperatione naturae vigeat et scntiat."'

X Cicero, Tusc. i. 10. " Aristoxenus musicus idemque philosophus (ani-

mam) ipsius corporis intentionem quamdam velut in cantu et fidibus, quae

harmonia dicitur, sic ex corporis totius natura et figura varios motus cieri,

tanquam in eantir'sonos dicit... "

§ Cicero, de Natur. Deor., i. 13. "Strato, is qui physicus appellatur, om-
oem vim divinam in natura sitam esse censet, quae causas gignendi, augendi

et minuendi habeat, sed careat orani sensu ac figura."
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plain the world ;• every Hung d and explained by the

>n of causes and by the poise and eoun-

t * *
i

j
The world is a pure mechanism

;f
spaci

only tli«" relation of distance of bodies among thei jj time

In metaphyaiei every thi lative,|

and the true and kl As to mo-

rality.• Btrato was little' occupied with it. Finally, in an unpub-

tished commentary of Olympiodonis on the i, in the Bbi

of the king,** I find an argument of tl

«r of the immortality of the soul. - ito the natural

philosopher. Hie few irhich th< the immed

successors of Aristotle embra only - rhetori-

cians. ft Behold at what tin 1 school of Aristotle arrived a cen-

tury after his death.

Three centuries before the Christian era, the peripatetic and

Platonic school-. <! !. are replaced by

other schools which inherit their importance, which Continue

* Cicero, Acadcm., '.

- Strato neeat opera cleorum se

uti a<l fabricau.luni nnuxluni ; qwecofflqat MrtOB sunt docet omnia esse

effe ait sot fiat naturalibus fieri aut factum ease

leritrai et motibn

t I heat of
''

»\«»

*tpi*aTT]TiK£>v KopvfatSraTos, con

ml, ami man mechanism, oh C,Sov thai Qui.

T.Sto* .itrdfv hdcrrjfia rov iripii-

-
. ,

§ T' • mi^tai rr<Jrr •:. Simplic,

•
' -

fees* Q antiqu aaam in

passage from I -rUa

•* Sec /

I

rfeo-

tioii
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(hem in presenting then under other forms,and whioh osarj

in so under-ground manner the quarrel of peripateu'cism sod

Platonism. 1 ipeak now of Epicureanism and S a. But

here is presented s phenomenon which must be pointed out to

you: here begins i lu* dismemberment of Greek philosophy. At

lirsi the [onic sohoo] and the Pythagorean school were particu-

larly ooonpied with the exterior world, and philosophy iras little

else than ;i philosophy of nature. Socrates brings it back to the

stud)' of human nature; Aoistotle and Plato in reinaining faithful

to the spirit of Socrates, in starting from human nature! arrive at

a complete system which embraces with human nature, nature

entire, (iod and the world. Aristotle and Plato gare to philoso-

phy all its parts ; they constituted it. But after them, with the

debates of their schools, the systematic genius, discouraged,

became enfeebled, quitted the heights, thus to speak, descended

into the plain, mid to the great questions of metaphysics, suc-

ceeded the interesting, but limited researches of moral philoso-

phy. The common character of Stoicism and of Epicureanism, is

to reduce philosophy almost entirely to morality. Let us follow

them upon this narrow way ; here, seemingly, it will be more

easy to discern the principles and the consequences, the true

character of both systems. Let us begin with Epicureanism.

Epicureanism proposes to lead man to his true end. Those

things which may hide from man his true end, are his illusions,

his prejudices, his errors, his ignorance. This ignorance is of

two kinds. It is, first, ignorance of the laws of the exterior

world wherein man passes his life ; ignorance which may lead to

absurd superstitions, and trouble the soul with the delirium of

false fears and false hopes ; hence the necessity of physics as a

means of morality. The other ignorance which may mislead man
as to his true end, is that of his own nature, of his faculties, of

their power and of their limits. Before all else, an exact knowl-

edge of human reason is necessary. Hence these prolegomena

of Epicurean philosophy, called Canons, that is, collections of

rules on human reason and on its employment.
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behold the theory of human n scording to Epi-

08. Bodies which compose the imhrerse are thei

- which are in I of

xi. These atoms in contact with the

I give you the for

of philosophic I is not so unimportant part of

the may be conceived either as

him who experiences it. At

la him who experi , it i- affective, hie or d

greeahle; i produces sentiments, primitiye - - To

lation is inseparably attached the knowledge of the object

which excites it. ami it is for this reason tint Epicurus marked

the intimate relation of these two phenomena, by giving t:

names. Be called brais*6i|e*ff, the second phe-

nomenon joined to the first. I

representative sensation, the id< ion, the sensible idea of

the moderns. Now, all sensation i> always true in so far a- ten-

on; it can be neither proved nor contradicted

evident of It i- from sensai naible i'i

that we draw all Demi ideas; and we draw them from

them because sensations contain their germs, as by anticipation.

Hence the rpoX4r4*ifi the anticipations of Epicurus, in regard to

which there is still dispute, G [
o. result from

them: these genei i which belong to man 1 and

which are tie- work of bk rtsnon, are alone subject ror.

ation nor in the id nsation, hut in

the generalizations which we draw from them. Provided that

th- purely coll aid derived tVom leaan-

t here are no necessary and absolute ideas; there are

Booh

human r- -a

itomic. If «

nl. ur find that the physical tin : us is that of DCUO*

firitusrenewed in its principles, and neee-^arilysoiniu juencee.

If i b possess in
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themselvi s movement and the lawi of •ill poi ible combinati

the world is .-ill sufficient in il elf ami is explained l'\ ll i. tl

is no need oi a firsfmover, nor of a first intelligence; thus il

is no need of Providence, Epicurus admits not b God, but od .

Ami wliai are these gods ? They are not pure spirits ; for there

is no spirit in tli** atomic theory : they air oof bodie , for where

arc the bodies that we may call gods? In this embarrassment!

Epicurus, compelled to acknowledge thai the human race beli

in the existence of gods, addresses himself to an old theory of

Demooritus; he appeals to dreams, to fanoi uns

there are images that act upon us and determine in as hie

or painful Bensations, without proceeding from exterior bod

so the gods are images similar to those of our dreams, but

greater,* having the human form; images which are not pre-

cisely bodies and yet not deprived of materiality, which are

whatever you please, but which in short must be admitted since

the human race believes in gods, and since the universality of the

religious sentiment is a fact which demands a cause ; and it is

found, not in a spiritual god which cannot exist, not in corporeal

gods which no one has seen, but in phantoms which produce

upon the human soul, such as it is, an impression analogous to

those which we receive in dreams. Such are the very equivocal

gods of Epicurus. And you think indeed that the soul, in

such a system, is but a body, y\ -^v/ri tfwfjia stf<riv;f this is

positive. And what is this body? A body necessarily com-

posed of atoms. And of what atoms ? Of the finest, of the most

delicate, of round atoms, of fire, of air, of light. That was suffi-

cient for Democritus, but it was not sufficient for Epicurus. And
here is a progress to which I wish to call your attention. Epi-

curus in enumerating the atoms with which the soul may be

explained, finds none but those which I have just named, but he

confesses that these atoms cannot account for sensation. He

* M*ydXwv elduXtDv Kal avdownoudpQwv. Sext. Empir., advers. Math., is. 25.

t Diog. L., x. 63.
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con hat in order to explain sensation, another dement is

lement which is not fire, which is not air, which is

not light, which, too, is not a mere spirit, fof a mere spirit is an

absurdity ; which is nevertheless something, a nameless some-

thing.* Is this the soul which we have found in the Sankhya of

Kapila, and which Colebrook defined as a kind of compromise

i a material and an immaterial soul? Or, is it the un-

known something of some modern materialists, that unknown

something, which, frankly proposed and well understood, would

be sufficient for a discreet spiritualism which does not pn

know the nature of the soul? I fear that it is nothing else than

a material element, badly analyzed, and consequently still with-

out a name in the physiology of Epicurus, as, for example, the

animal spirits of the seventeenth century or the nervous fluid of

the eighteenth. In this case, even, it would be a progress in

ancient physics. From all this, it followa evidently that if the

soul is material, it is mortal. It is a compound which is dis-

solved at death ; the atoms are separated, and all is ended.

Let us see to what morality such a doctrine and such pi.

will lead. Let us take, at their starting-point, sensations in so

far as agreeable <>r disagreeable, <ra ca^rj. If there are no other

primitive moral phenomena than those, what rule shall be

applied to agreeable or disagreeable sentiment ur-

suitof the first and the shunning of tin 1 last, a] \nd

at what >hall WB arrive by avoiding painful sensations and pur-

sui:. But pleas;;

difl'' much from each other; tl

body and uloMUlCa of the mind : D 10 I

: il to itself; t' isure which has, in

lore mine than another; but if all are equal indignity,

i in intensity, t
1

; .1 in dura-

tion, tb And these
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different characters are far from alwaj ! acoompanyin

other. This is the first distinction, which led Epicurus to a m

aeral distinotipn, and in whioh the "i ;

finality of bis philo ophy

resides.

The most lively pleasure is thai which supposes the greatest

development of physical or moral activity; this is what Epicunu

calls ;/)ov/i Iv xivjj<ftff the pleasure of movement. Now the

condition of (his pleasure is that of being a mixture of pleasure

and of pain. It is the happiness of passion, the enjoyment of

which is uneasy and its fruits often bitter. Aristippms did c H

farther than, tins happiness; but Epicurus saw that it was a

secondary and accessory happiness which must be seized when

encountered in the way, but always made subordinate to true

happiness, which consists in the repose of the soul, Tjdovn xara-

aV^aarixTj. Is there, in short, any possible happiness where this

does not exist ? When the soul is not in peace there is no hap-

piness, pleasure alone exists. Eschew not the pleasure iv xivyrfsi,

but take it on condition of not endangering the peace of the soul,

the happiness xaracfr^aTixr). To the allurements of pleasures,

we must then oppose reason, which calculates not only their in-

tensity, but their duration, their consequences. The application

of reason to the passions is morality. Hence virtue, and supreme

virtue, wisdom, (ppo'v^tf^. Without virtue, without wisdom, we

have agitating pleasures, fruitful in sad consequences ; with wis-

dom, with virtue, we have fewer agitating pleasures, but repose

and happiness of soul. Epicurus never thought of dispensing

with virtue, and in this I defend him and distinguish him from

Aristippus ; but neither did he ever think of giving to virtue an

excellence which belongs to it ; he made of it only a means of

happiness.

You cannot dispense with virtue without incurring the contra-

dictions and miseries of pleasure ; the care of your personal

interest imposes virtue upon you. Social morality, like private

morality, is founded only on utility.* Society is a contract. It

* Diog. L., x. 15U.

28
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the two contract': rve

the cot; And why do they ol t they

have an [uteres! in observing it. \v. / 1 you object to Epicuiu>,

that in . one of the contracting parties, has an int<

in not observing the contract ? He would reply that if or.'

tli" contracting lera merely t

nt,theimm< U violate the contract ; but

ii* lie considers the future, I that in many more c

should • than viol :, and hence maki

moment orifice for the sake of his in; ooal

in U n il would still teach virtue. Thai wefl am

not well enough. Truly if we admit a future and ulterior chan

but what if we admit no future and if it be i late

tin' contract or perish? Place whom youwifl I i a duty

and death;* what i> then the future? what are the }

chai \hat is the basis of the calculation of personal inter-

There U no other life, and death IS present ; no future of any

kind, neither in this world, nor in the Other; it would he n»

bar to violate the contract or to he tot If

a for observing or violating the contract you have no other

rule than your mterest, either in the present or in the futu.

\t that then you will legitimately^ the conti 9uoh

itural right, such is Uk moralir.

only overthrowB society which it places at ti had

it in still another way. 1.

riv< ippiness from the disquiet enjoyme 'aa-

res than from the • •( that aim

which i dllity of soul. r»ut in entering into praotioa] life,

in CO ing family li">. in becoming a husband and afai.

a man runs many ri-k-. he compromises, singularly, the ^aW)

1 more does he compromise it. if he

to be a citizen. i warrior, if he
I

into public

• VY. bf bJcsn tlii.-» example, among ot 8, of

t:.. r ...
,

i • r
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nil'iM Epicurus ooncludes that we should guard i intro-

ducing trouble into the soul, b] allowing in it b place for doi

affections, or for patriotism, which is still more dan

and Epicureanism resolves i( elf into a perfect egoti m od<

by the beautiful name of impassibility, la, Having

out from Bensation, ft arrives first aJ materialism and aJ athe-

ism, finally in morality ai absolute egotism, both public and pri-

tate; an egotism which if ii is consistent, and if the soul has

energy, would arrive Legitimately, as we bfcve seen, al iniquity

and crime, but which ordinarily limits itself by mere indifference

to others, when tempered by thai good dose of inconsistency

which man, fortunately, almost always prescribes for philos-

ophy,

Epicureanism is the last development of Greek sensualism; it

places upon the stage of the general history of philosophy, the

Indian sensualism of Kapila, and T need not ask you to observe

how much it surpasses it in extent, in rigor and in clearness.

Stoicism is precisely the opposite of Epicureanism, ,vith which

it forms a perfect contrast. For Stoicism, as well as for Epicu-

reanism, morality is philosophy par excellence;* everything in

it is directed towards morality. Like Epicureanism, too, it ad-

, mits physiology and logic as the introduction to morality ; they

are the physics and canons of Epicureanism ; the names only a

little changed.

Every thing commences with the phenomenon of sensation, ai'tf-

&r\tfig; this produces in the soul an image which corresponds

with its exterior object and represents it, <pavratfji.a. By the

side of sensibility, distinct without being separated from it, is

thought, the faculty of general ideas, the op#o$ \6yos, <ro Xoyitr-

t/xo'v, co fjysfAovixov, right reason, as supreme power and director

of human nature. Even as in the understandinp; there are two

elements, so in the world there are also two elements, a passive

* The Stoics compare philosophy to a garden : Logic is the inclosure,

Physiology the ground and the trees, Morality the fruit. Diog. L., vii. 40.
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element, matter, primitive matter, BXij fpwnt, and an actire bv

telligent element—God. The intelligence of God applied to

matter has placed in it the laws wbi n it, the primitive

;. M CtfepiAr/.nxoj ; and God son

of the world, * r$f cov > ! of the world

; hence the destiny of I hut

this destiny is only the app] of God to the world;* it sup-

i Providence which it En 1 •?. if in

tli«' doctrim 9 icism more than one distinct trace of s

ism I materialism} is found, it is impossible t<> mist

in it, in all epochs, in the hymn to God of Cleanthua, and in

Epi and in Marcus Anreliua an unequivocal theism, al-

though sometimes it ia prodnced under the form of Pantheism. If

, and if he is in the world by the laws which he I

placed in it, this world, at least in its form and in its ordinal

ia well made, ia beautiful, is immortal, ia reasonable, and it m
aformed to its laws as to those of reason and of G

Sir, a is the foundation of humanity, of nature, of I

himself, it follows that the practical 1 live

formably to Among autl afind this for-

mil! I ive conformably to nature. But by this is meant either

the nature of the world, which is reason, Or the nature of man.

which : Q that all conies hack to r<

Thia ia the fundamental axiom moral-

ity. Behold now the f consequences derived fr

maxim : If the only rule of actiona ia that of I

on, all actions, wh bey maj

»nly : on the one hand those which ai nrmed to reason,

00 the other those which are Q©l conformed to it. x-^rxovra, irapct

Vi d a ; i'i! it' re is m is the w -nan. it is con-

I
; ( KaQ

%

By

I
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formity of our actions to rea on, which ii the onl) and ultim

end of all our actions, the onlj end of man; this is thi the

.1 for 111:111. for the I ol a being is

wlut is oonformed to the law and to the end of that being, that

is, to his nature. Thus the sov< the

conformity of man's actions to reason ; evil is the non-conformity

of actions to reason: therein is evil, there is no other. Pain

and pleasure being neither conformed oor non-conformed to rea-

Bon, are neither good nor bad ; there is in them neither good nor

evil, and the physical conseqiN nces of actions are as if they did

not exist. This must have conducted and has conducted Stoi-

cism to a jurisprudence entirely opposed to Epicurean jurispru-

dence. It' we musl do what is good, that is, what is reasonable,

without regard to the consequences, it is not for the utility,

which results from it or which docs not result from it, thai jus-

tice should be practised, but for the excellence which is in itself.

Justice is good, not by the law of men, but by its own nature,

cpvtfsi, ov vojxco. Behold the beautiful part of Stoicism. It re-

mains for us to follow it from aberration to aberration.

The lirst aberration. All actions are conformed or not con-

formed to reason ; all actions that are conformed to reason, have

the common characteristic of being conformed to reason ; they

are then equal, one to another in this abstraction of their con-

formity to reason : hence the equality of all good actions. All

bad actions have also the common characteristic of being non-

conformed to reason ; they are then equal to each other in the ab-

straction of their non-conformity to reason : hence among some

Stoics this ridiculous paradox, that all bad actions are equal to

each other ; that thus falsehood and murder are equally bad,

since they are both bad.

Another aberration. Reason is the whole of man ; conformity

to reason is the only rule of action, and the moral character of

actions is the only measure of good and of evil in general. Now

the greatest good is the greatest happiness ; then the virtuous

man is the most happy : and if in happiness is comprehended
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liberty, beauty, riches, etc., it must 1" -••
I thai he who in

lutiful, rich, •

Another aberration, which I in Stoi-

ci>m. Whi*
| man from conforming always to reason?

-ion. Passion, then, is the enemy which it 1 - m to

Admirable indeed. II mora] ener

magll mimity. i 3 ool

by ;i.' n inly pn •

|

• ' \ Lune

the lered by th< en the
j

sio all tlif erfla which fortune shall i

tunny, betrayal die, iroi S h a mai

orach applauded. Bat it should be followed by

this : \ il to thy fellow-b only

thy own pa— ions, but combat also the p.- . which

• tele to
'

blishment of in this woi

which disturb the moral order of human society. Bui in this

stiu fail in more than one W ril,

i> not only to com] '' mind, but its interior purii

and to the admirable maxim ' \ ,
". •• Endure," 8(

Is the maxim 'Awsytff, "Abstain," excellent again in cert

limits, depl n ben it rtende 1. Stoic*

ipathy. It is not the struggle against the
f

their entire destruction which it recommec

ting that in extinguishii that

i-. the principle of the principle of all mo
principle which can alone put man in conformity with i ind

in relation with God. Stoic mora 1

only a -1 avUh m llent in

still, but

essentially it is the exclushn no soul

nd as the only important tl.

IB ths importance, the g ^ prineiplo of Char-

ity, sea eepedn Sttai, sad pexticularl) octarcs 21 and 22,

p. 842.
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is purity of soul, when thia puritj i too much in peril, \
'

;

despairs ol
;

ictoi ion i in the .
u nruij

Cato terminated it, aOroYfipfa, Thai philosophy ia only mi

apprenticeship of death and not of life ; it toadi to death l>.

Image, apathy and ttaraxy, i xm arc ad is nltimaterj

resolred into a inblime egotism. Foi see that it
i

the oounterpart of Epioiireanism,

Epicureanism and Stoicism, born nearly* together, nave I

developed with one another and by one another, Their ardent

struggle closed only about a century before the Christian era.

h was in this condition thai Greek philosophy into Rome,

where, cultivated without any speculative originality, hut carried

to all its extremes in practice by energetic minds, it produced

the gross sensualism which dishonored the foil of the Empire,

with some sallies of far-fetched and sterile virtue. I ask if it

was possible thai the human mind should stop at one or the

other of those two doctrines; I ask if it was possible that

skepticism should not have gone forth from the midst of the

struggle which they produced ? Yes, it did proceed from it,

and on all sides. It went forth, first from idealism ; hence

the new Academv.

* Epicurus was born 337 years B. C,
,

; Zeno, 340 years B. C.

List of the Epicureans. List of the Stoics.

Metrodorus, Cleantkus, flor. 264

;

years B. C.

Timocrates, Chrysippus, died in 208 "

Colotes, Zeno of Tarsus, flor. 212 "

Polya?nus, Antipater, " 146 "

Hertnackus, flor. 270 years B.C. Panaetius, " 115 "

Polystratos, Possidonius, died "

Dionysius, Seneca, died 56 A. D.
Basilides, C'ornutus and
Apollodorus, N usonius. exiled 66 "

Zeuo of Sidou, Epictetus, flor. 90 "

Diogenes of Tarsus, Arian, " 134 "

Diogenes of Selucia, Marcus Aurelius, 161 "

Piuedrus, and

Pbilodemus of Gadara.
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my is. in f I ; bat how . I

\ i my entirely opposed

Bir I the iio:.-

it of doubt and nnlim

gainst the exclu i of

Epicurus and Zeno, and led it. Tims apparently was fon;

new character which the new '* A-. in the

oght of ; mutism was still at the foun-

•are not to go tc the itremity of ski
;

which had mi a Platonwm. Arcesi]

combat vigorously the dogmatism of the 8 be combats, for

instance, the stoic maxim tint the image
(

f
-'•. racket) whi

mates from sensation is conformed to iti object; a o

1, both by Carnead" made of it one of

the rism, and in modern philosophy

by Berkeley, Hume, and the Scotch tchooL B mmendi

doubt, in the manner of Social he principle of all phik)

phy.* Games I tof the most skilful men of the

emy, exhausted all his strength against Chrysippus. 1

him If Chrysippus hid not been born, there would 1:

His skepticism reduced i!
• robnbilUm.

a enfeebled dogmatism. A

r him, Phil

o

made a compromise with the .

school, and unmasked the concealed dogmatism of th<

lb iniously, that the tn mician resembl<

i physician who. having been called t«> the bed

(and thii sick person is he

him With I

;>in-

iterwards to thi I the opinions of his broth-

Da with whom he consults (the cu-

tniti; orent

|
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ivanism and Stoioism), and fini

matioal oonolusion of i keptici m).*

Hut it \. vi d for sen to produce true k< ptii

and ii must be remarked, that is general ire bave seen, thus far,

Bkeptioism attaching itaelf directly or indirectly to empiricism.

A century before the Christian era, from a school of natural

philosophers and physicians, and empiric physicians, went forth

a new skepticism with ASnesidemus. Nevertheli pnatism

is so rooted in the mind of man, ih.it dSnesidemus himself, if ire

may believe his most illustrious disciple,f placed skepticism in

advance, only in s dogmatic intention, as Arcesilai had done;

but it was not idealism which he wished to favor, it was the plr

ics of Heraclitua, It cannot be denied that -dEnesidemua, what-

ever may have been the secret and ultimate aim of his skepticism,

developed it more powerfully than Arcesilas ; lie truly constituted

it ; he made of it a school, which has since had its fixed prin-

ciples, its method, its history. He composed a commentary, un-

fortunately lost, on skeptic tradition, and particularly on Pyrrho.

You properly conclude that in his polemics he mismanaged the

notion of cause, the perpetual object of the attacks of skepticism

and the rock to which it is generally exposed.];

After ^Enesidemus, the most distinguished personage of the

skeptic school was the physician Agrippa ; he reduced the ten

ordinary arguments of this school to five, which represent all the

* Stob., Eclog., ii. 40.

List of the Philosophers of tlie new Academy.

Arcesilas, bom 316, died 239 B. C.

Lacydes.

Evauder and Telecles, of Fhocis.

Hegesinus of Pergama.

Carneades of Cyrene, bom about 215, died 129.

Clitomacbus of Carthage, flor. 129.

Philo of Larissa, flor. about 106.

Antiocbus of Ascalon, died 69.

t Sext., Hyp. Pyrrh., i. 29.

% Photius, Library No. 212 ; Sextus Hyp. Pyrrh., ii. 17, etc
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fibers. Tho argument 1st, I) pinions

2d, The indefinite necessity of every proof being itself proved:

8d, The relatii Q oar id h, The hypothetical

; all systems ; 5th, The vicious circle t<> which philo-

hical demonstration is almost ahv learned. The

and mo ble interpreter of the skeptical school is B

tna, an empiric phj

Lunate that the monnment which lie erected to skeptic

- • atire. It embraces

a of universal and conssstenl skepticism. B

raalism as well as idealism! and by th<

one by the other. The fundamental i of skepticism,

corii iiim, consists in tsible ideas and conceptions

of the mind at variant-.', in Order, thereby, to arrive at an al

rate suspension of all judgment And that is only the thecal

cal end of skepticism : its practical end is atarazy, impassibility;

and the favorite maxim of BextUfl v. ither this nor t:

Doi more than the other: Ou&v ixaXkw*

After bo much agitation, skepticism condemned the human

mind to at n of all judgment! to im-

mobility. I ask if the human mind could b< ed to thill

I' iras proposing non-existenoi e mind, existence

lion, judgment, thought, and consequently betted The need ->f

thought and of belief subsisted then in the human mind: it sim-

ply demanded a new form. And what form oould it sassa

It v. Bensualism, for st<>inMii 1 it ; it was

I

.1 idealist cureamsm had in turn decs

ih it, IB i Bke] ••> !i. and at the

ruii.' • an attempt entirely i

!

ml.

tiextus o!
v

'ie« A.C.
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for the liiini.iii mind eould ti usl onl} to i m<

ing whioh skepticism had no! ye! nttackcd. I

abandon the search of truth in the more or leu learned and in-

genious combination of sensible dats and produced by ab-

straction. The character of all tin's'- pn . until then em-

ployed, was to lead, by degrees, to truth; and afl bavii

proved poworless, it was necessary to examine whether there was

not, in tin 1 intelligence, a force until then unknown, or too much

neglected, which, without depending on abstraction, so often dis-

sipated in reveries, or on empiricism, which holds us within an

inferior and limited Bphere, attains directly to truth, not to n

live truth, hut to absolute truth, and not only to abstract truth,

but to the real principle of all truth, to its absolute principle, that

is, to God. The only means of knowledge, then, left to ti.'' hu-

man mind, was mysticism. Mysticism is the last resource of hu-

man reason, the direct elevation of the mind to God, not by l

son, nor by the senses, but by an immediate intuition. The his-

tory of Greek philosophy should have had, and did have, a

brilliant final moment, that of religious philosophy. Its first

epoch under Pythagoras and under the Ionians, had been conse-

crated to natural philosophy; its second, under Aristotle and

Plato, had been filled by a philosophy which, without forgetting

the universe and God, had especially a human and moral charac-

ter ; the third and last epoch was that of religious philosophy.

Thus the three great epochs of Greek philosophy run over and

illumine the three great objects of science : nature, man, God.

The reason of the religious character of the third and last

epoch of Greek philosophy was in the interior movement, in the

necessary progress of this philosophy. To this fundamental

cause were joined exterior causes, to which I will but briefly call

your attention. Bear this in mind ; we are in the second century

of the Christian era : and where, at that time, was the world ?

where was society ? where was literature ? where was art ?

where was all ancient civilization ? Greek liberty was hopelessly

at an end ; the Roman power almost accomplished, was already
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'. and, leaving the mind without ai

liyering it op to the mercy of ifl the caprices of an

idle egotism. Hence, is i great measure, the I eu-

i ; in a few solitary instances the sublime folly i nn ;

in the of all true grandeur and of all simplicity

;

the want of new emotions, everywhere infinite refine

ments : such was the world in the tury of the Chris-

tian era. The my thing to do, and the

only asylum for the soul was the invisible world:

indon the earth for heaven, and such

for the communion of God.

On all sides sects and ran to appear whose ruling

character v. pons, and whose pn were no longer ab-

iction, nor analysis, but inspiration, enthusiasm, illumination

Hence the cabal of the Jews* and gnosticism.f But I hasten

to reach a i which represents the regular and scientifie

mysticism of this epoch, T mean the School of Alexandria.

Of all the exteri<>r circumstances which introduced mysti

into philosophy, the first doubtless was the contad of Op
with the East Thai which rules in the Eas1 is the n

timent, enthusiasm, that is mysticism. The Greek spirit by

; in contact with the Oriental .spirit. 1 amyst

until then unknown.

\\ ito ml doubt the avo

rism. The Alexandrians wished to uni!

all th«'
|

Greek philosophy among themselves, philosophy

and religion, G ! \ i They hai

in ; in other w

r Akibh; .

irpocratcs and Vnlont Cordon,

r-don

of the third.
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noble attempt at reoonoiliation to d< i deplorable

confusion. Trulj thej may be reproached with thi

with more reaaon a contrary reproacb may be cast apon them.

Placed l»« ; taia, and Europe, Aiexandria wished

to unit.' the Oriental and the Greek Bpirit; but in this fu

it waa the Oriental Bpirit that prevailed. Jt wished to unite

religion and philosophy, but it was religion that ruled It

wished to unite all the parte «>t" Greek philosophy, but it i

Plato that ruled, often indeed Pythagoras, Of the three Bysteras

into which we have seen the Greek philosophy resolve itself, sen-

sualism, idealism, Bkeptioism, the Bchool of Alexandria will not

certainly be accused of having taken too great a part in Bkepti-

oism. Bui where there is noi a certain portion of skepticism,

there is no true eclecticism, and hence an immoderate dogma-

tism can alone result. Sensualism and idealism remained. Will

you accuse the school of Alexandria of having accorded too

much to sensualism? it left nothing to it. Idealism then re-

mained alone. But a school which is condemned to a single

philosophical element is forced to exaggerate it in order to draw

from it philosophy entire; and the exclusive idealism of the

school of Alexandria soon drew it into all the follies of mysticism.

M\>ujisui is the true character of the school of Alexandria, it is

that which gives it an elevated and original rank in the history

of philosophy. If time does not permit me to develop at much

length Alexandrian mysticism,* I will at least try to present to

you with some precision, its essential features, its principles, and

some of its consequences.

Since the Alexandrian school is a school of mysticism, that

which plays the principal part in it is the theodicea. The phi-

losophy of Alexandria did not make a theodicea for its psychol-

ogy, but it made its psychology for its theodicea. Its aim was

* TTe have already encountered and have tried to make known the Alex-

andrian Mysticism, 1st Series, Vol. 2, Lectures 9 and 10, du Mysticisme, pp.
109-118.
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a religious aim : the heart of its philosophy must then fa vrt been

and ia in fart a tie what t lie tl i of the

It cannot 1
j
mind can, in

1 at tli-' beginning of philosophical stud *om

depths of t' ndrian ;
i and judge it by thoro

I

•. in order t<> appreciate it-

boa i order »ver it- *

many and This tl, found, but not

sufficiec
i

the Alexandrian-, the universal principle of

things, God, is abaolnte unity, unity without any mixture, with-

out any division. But absolute unity, in

unity which can have no attribute-, no qualities, no modificati

>uld divide it. What] have we r. turned to the

itic un hat abstract ur

without attributes and without qualities, which be l indiffer-

ently the spiritual - I the human soul and the subject

ble modifications of matter. iA a clod of earth, as

»ul of C
v

^ thank God, it is not so. There would

have been no
,

phy, if Alexandria had

. if Ammonias B ad Plotinm had 1>

i Zeno. A >rding to tl.' I of

only j'

he ii intelhgeo intelli-

member, reduced to ita moat simple expressii

BU]
|

intelli. • in-

. intelligence, know I \

herein .
i Bubjeot in knowled

: an object. This i- tie of intell

.h, in f ',v'me int. 11 ioq]

\ iii i.l .
|

^-e. in
•

* It hM bec ncccanwily im>
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eeond decree, in the second point of eiew, the attribute of int

ligenoe. He po till another: he must be conceived ;w

baying in himself activity >wer, that power, thai activity

whirh ii activity, the creative power. Behold the Alexandrian

trinity, God in himself, God as intelligence, God ai power.

What is wanting in this theodicea is not
;
neverthe-

less a contains within it a fundamental error.

God knows himself only in taking himself as the object of his

own knowledge ; and intelligence introduces duality into divine

unity, the necessary condition of thought, the essential charac

of consciousness. Either ii is necessary to 1"' resigned to a God

without consciousness, or consent to duality in primitive unity.

Still farther: God is not, an abstract power, but an effective

power, he aets, he produees, and he produces without end;

power, then, introduces into him who possesses it and ezerci

it an indefinite multiplicity. But the god of Alexandria had

been set forth, at first, as absolute unity. When, then, the phi-

losophy of Alexandria, sagely adds to him intelligence and power,

it adds duality and multiplicity to unity. Now, the school of

Alexandria pretends that multiplicity, diversity, and duality

which begins diversity, is inferior to absolute unity ; whence it

follows, that God, as absolute unity, is superior to God as intel-

ligence and power ; whence it follows in general that power and

action, intelligence and thought, are inferior to absolute unity.

Herein is the principle which in its consequences has destroyed

the school of Alexandria. JSTo, it is not true that unity is supe-

rior to duality and multiplicity, when multiplicity and duality

proceed from unity and are attached to it. For what are

duality and multiplicity produced by unity, except the man-

ifestation of unity ? A unity not developed in duality and mul-

tiplicity would be merely an abstract unity. Either a unity is

merely abstract, and is as if it did not exist ; or it is real and

living, and carries with it duality and multiplicity. Variety

proceeds from true unity ; it does not destroy it, it manifests

it. But in order to arrive at this conception of divine unity,
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philosophy needed Christianity, m i centuriea and Leib-

nitz.*

The psychology of the Alexandrians is appropriated to their

met -. The Alexandrians admit differ in the

of human k: knowledge which results t

knowledge* of the operational of the soul ; 3d, that

which is given by the employment of analysis and synthesis;

itli. kn of first troths, of principles, knowledge which

rags to the intelligence in its higl 5th, finally an

ration which in psychology and in the soul is what absolute

unity, placed above intellig ! power, is in the th< and

in God :

'
• wit, the capacity of the soul to elevate itself al i

aid intelligence. But how is it elevated above intelli-

[ntelligence reduced to its most simple expression con-

tains a duality in the SOU] as in God. How, then, C8H W€

out from intelligence, that is. from duality
| y what

the Alexandrians call simplification. «->..-tg, that is, reduction

of the BOUl to a mere unity. And what is the operation by

which we arrive at this simplification, at this reduction of the

soul to unit}.' Ecstasy. The word coi >m the Alexan-

dri use the theory was for the first time regularly con-

stituted and elevated to the authority of a philosophical theorj

in the srh'»>l of Alexandria. It i- among the writ this

school that one must and cm. for the first time, read a phj

logical description >^' the phenomei

f •
i peat of ki

D Of

tlio fifth I
nth,

William of M k:

^ui lidera usque nd intcll< um

;pra

Ipauni nam
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Such [a the psychology of the Alexandrians; il pi from

their theodicea, and is oonneoted with their ultimate aim, which,

; I have told you, is a isaim. Religion is the union of man

with God ; tin 1 union of man with God ia made by the greal

mblance of man to God ; oow, In the Behool of Alexandra,

God being conceived as absolute unity, man can resemble him

only on condition of making himself absolutely one. Plato had

profoundly said that man musl resemble God, and that he

sembles him in the utmost degree, by ideas, by thought, and

by virtuous action, conformed to the idea of good; for the God

of Plato is the substance of ideas, \oyog QsTos. Behold an in-

telligent God ; Platonic morality also, although too contempla'

recommends, notwithstanding, action and science; but instead of

the God of Plato, of whom ideas are the attribute, the school of

Alexandria sets forth a God whose type is absolute unity, hence

a morality and a religion entirely different, a morality and a re-

ligion both ascetic. Plato had proposed the resemblance of man

to God ; this, seemingly, was enough ; the school of Alexandria

proposes the unification of man with God, svuifig, that is, the

suppression of humanity ; for if man, in trying to resemble God,

raises himself above the ordinary conditions of existence, he
t
can

unite himself with God only by being absorbed in him, and by

destroying himself.

Mysticism having once arrived at this point, it is easy to see

into what errors it will fall. Doubtless in the first ao;e of the

school of Alexandria, the learned and relio-ious men which it

ftuinioe Omnia enim simili cognoscuntur, sensibile sensu, seibile sci-

entia, intelligibile intellectu, unuui imiali. Intelligens quidem etiam anima

et se ipsam cognoscit et quoecuinque intelligit. . . . Super intelligens autem

et se ipsam ignorat, quo adjaccus rd unum, quietem amat clausa cognitioni-

bus, muta facta et silens intrinseco silentio. . . . Fiat igitur unuin ut vicleat

rd unum, magis autem ut non videat. Yidens enim, intellectuale videbit et

non supra intelleetum, et quoddam unum intelliget et non avrb rd unum.

Hanc, o amice, divinissimam Entis operationem anhnce aliquis operans, soli

credens sibi ipsi, scilicet flori intellectus, et quietans scipsum non ab exteri-

oribus motibus sed ab inferioribus, Deus foetus "

29
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produced^ Plotinus and Porphyry, d ex-

tra\ At the same time we must n< Porphyry

d Is, in the life of Plotinus, that his masterwa

With a \ in Porphyry and in Plotinus there

and magic. It is not so am<> or-

ry Alexandrians. Jamblichus precipitates mysticism into the-

erforms conjuration-; and miracles. Open Bnnapi

or, if you pi the faithful extract which I have given,*

and you will find the Bch< mdria plunged into di\

icism, and into B

Me to God, by virtue of which one obt

power over nature. Do you wish to see mysticism in acti

• Julian. Julian is the hero of m\ nothing i

than a scholar of Alexandria become an emperor ; he is the

Uexandria on the throne. Julian has all the prejud

of his masters with th show what A

drian myBticism could do, or rather what it could not do. Be

yielded, and with him closed the brilliant part of the school of

Alexandria. Before being extinguished, :.' animated for a

monv-nt in Proclus, who was it

- B mind of the tir>t Older ; li -'in-

quished geometrician and astronomer of h be had all th»>

of Hipparchus and Ptolemaeus. He left comm

as which h I as the

nit Lncient mathem He also a man

erudition, and : found knov

which lie hon. il himself

priest, a hierophant of the entire world,

9av<rr
( v.f Without speaking of his depth as a metaphysician, I

am • pu.c moralist ;
l

litis that after bavn much th

andi a . I J an equivocal moral n . ind

•
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it must I"* remarked that then m of Alrx.-mdii.-i In <
••.<••!

j

)(( |

the mora] or rather immoral « nces which I have pointed

out i" you in the Bhagavad Gita.* Proolm ii i morali t

like the school to whioh he belongs; but the virtue which

recommends, and whioh he practices, is do! of this world.

o rding to the doctrine of his Bchool, be divides virtues into I

classes; those of one class are whal he calls political virtu

roXirptai, that is, the virtues is practice in this world, subah

virtues, which are but the first decree of virtue according to the

Alexandrians. True virtue is sanctifying and purifying virtue,

rtXsrix^! that is, religious virtue; it is holiness substituted for

virtue. I would willingly call Proclus, with his superior talent

for analysis, and his vast knowledge, the Aristotle of Alexandrian

mysticism. And do you know in what this Aristotle of mysticism

ended ? in mystic hymns colored with a profound melancholy, in

which it may be seen that he despairs of the world, abandons it

to the barbarians and to a new religion, takes refuse for a moment

in venerable antiquity, before losing himself forever in the bosom

of eternal unity, the supreme object of his efforts and of his

thoughts.

With Proclus the school of Alexandria ended. The victims of

fierce retaliation, and of an obstinate persecution, these poor

Alexandrians, after having sought an asylum in their dear East,

at the court of Chosroes,f returned to Europe, were dispersed

over the face of the earth, and the most part extinguished in the

deserts of Egypt, which were converted for them into a philoso-

phic Thebais.

We have arrived at the close of Greek philosophy. Sensualism

and idealism were exhausted, consumed; skepticism had des-

troyed them, destroyed itself, and had left no other resource than

mysticism. Now, we have established it, there were no other

philosophical systems possible than those ; then with Alexandrian

mysticism, Greek philosophy must have ended and did end. At

* See Lecture 6. % Suidas, v., voteSt'ii.
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\ thus t . was its death-bed: it

y m the sixtli centmy. In order that a philosophical

movement may recommence, there must go forth from the

midst of the great revolution, which swept away Greek and Ro-

man antiquity, a new world, which may produce little by little a

DOW philosophy. Modern civilization must engender modern phi-

losophy. I will next conduct you into these new regions.

Tin: END. VOL. I.
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the Piquancies and Pies of Trade, Oomn
General Business Pursuits, By Frjjeeh Kiukla- ;.. Bmbel*

lished with Portraits and illustrative Cuts. Large 81

\ols. Cloth, prioe,$8; sheep, $9 ; half call li>ir..

" Tt Is ,-i most complete Illustration of the hal Ita of thought, manner
eccentricities of the leading business nun of ibe \yorld, forcibly Ulustrs
anecdotes remarkably well told."- \ m Church.

" Will be band ;t very readable book, containing many rich and racy ancc-
dotes."

—

Bangor Whig,
" A capita] work, well arranged and carefully prepared."

—

Hunta MaQ<X

Essays: Moral, Political, and
./Esthetic. By HSRBSBT BfBNCEB, author of "Illustrations of

Universal Progress," "First Principles of Philosophy,"

"Education," "Social Statics," "Elements of Biology,"

"Elements of Psychology," "Classification of the Sciences,"

etc., etc. 12mo. Cloth. Price, |2.

"The author is one of the most profound thinkers of the age."—Eastern
Argus.

" A valuable addition to literature and science. Such works do the world
good."—Boston Gazett<.

Apologia Pro Vita Sua. Being
a Reply to the Pamphlet entitled, " What, then, does Dr. Kew-

man Mean? " "Commit thy way to the Lord, and trust in

Him, and He will do it. And He will bring forth thy justice

as the light and thy judgment as the noonday." By John

Henry Newman, D. D. Large 12mo, 393 pp. Cloth.

Price, $2.

" A more important contribution to polemical literature has rarely been
published."

—

Philadelphia Press.

"This is a book of deep and possibly permanent interest."

—

Christian
Times.

" It is a work which should be read by all who wish to keep informed in the
Church matters of the day."

—

Xorthicesiern Church.



D. APFLETOS PUBLICATION

Pelayo. An Epic of the Old
Moorish T! a T. Pobxu Beach. Ill

, extra gilt edges, $3 ; morocco

satbof has availed her-
•tit furnished by the history of that

rom.i:

Id in flowing verse, in which descriptive
taleir •><*.

"The plan of
• U well formed, the details are managed with

.zed at once by imagination a:

(or.

At Anchor: A Story of our
il War, by an American. 12mo. Cloth. I

"ThbbAfltor ir, well written and inte nnlng
no commence will be sure to read it through."

—

Boston

• A _' icefal and readable story of flirting and fighting, and love and loy-

History ofthe Rise and [nfluence
of tho Spirit of Rationalism in 1

: W. E. II. I

M. A. 2 Toll, small <

*' W ime of the author,
I literature

in that Mr i
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the best literary productions

An Introduction to the Devotion-
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